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aii'l ri Reports

BEPOST ON STBATOVISiON: Not much doubt about it in the minds of Westinghouse
officials and engineers — Stratovision works ! Actual measurements of experiments

to date are presented in still-restricted, 475-page report, replete with graphs,

monitoring logs, etc. The FCC, Navy and ,few others have copies, and data largely
Substantiates expectations of wide-area coverage on AM, FM, TV, uhf frequencies

(Vol. 2, No. 37, 21; Vol. 1, No. 1).

’’Skyhook" transmission experiments thus far indicate feasibility of this
kind of coverage: 1 kw AM at 30,000 ft (1020 kc )

— satisfactory (500 uv/m) service
over radius of about 110 miles, with fading wall /pushed back to about 200 miles;
250-watt FM at 20,000 ft (107.5 me) — satisfactory reception over radius of 180-

200 miles ;
5 kw pulse transmission simulating TV at 20,000 ft (514 me) — -good

reception over radius of 140-200 miles. Receiving antenna for uhf is critical fac-
tor, height being important. No low-band TV tests have yet been attempted, but
coverage is assumed about same as for FM.

Young "Chili" Nobles , Stratovision ' s unflagging protagonist, admits fthere

are still bugs in the system — but he's sure none is unsurmountable. On technical
side , for example, there's problem of getting plane to make very small circle with-
out banking, so as to avoid fluctuations in Signal strength. On economic side,
there's question whether "sky stations" can be operated cheaply enough in compari-
son with conventional "land stations."

Next step in continuing experiments will be broadcasts with FM and TV trans-
mitters from a 4-motor plane at 30,000-plus feet. Tests should start in late summer
or early fall. Plane will fly from Boston to Washington and reception charted at
widely separate points. TV viewers will also be asked to report on reception.

FM's INB3AB3 IRK AND PSBK: Cooler heads among radio Set makers are agreed FM wil l

be "merchandising" salvation of their industry , already feeling pinch of reduced
demand — as reflected in lowering prices and (for first time since 1941) in will-
ingness to take trade-ins. But some manufacturers, irked by FM promotion while
their own FM production lags (Vol. 3, No. 7), are cautioning against an excess of
zeal on part of FMers to get sets into hands of public and thus gain audiences.

Chicago meeting of perturbed RMA board Wednesday brought general reaction
that present "hard" selling of FI/I ("a set without FM is obsolete") is not a good
idea. Even some of FM’S staunchest boosters among manufacturers agreed. For one
thing, shortage of components (right now, 2-gang condensers) still prevails to
thwart quantity production. For another, some claimed FM still faces problems of
receiver design and engineering. On the other hand. Zenith plumped hard in dealer
trade press this week with big displays of its §59.95 table model with AM and 2 FM
bands; and last week Pilot offered table model, too (Vol. 3, No. 7).

Besides arguing there are Still "bugs" in FM receivers, some none-too-happy
manufacturers took position FM should be soft-pedaled for t ime being because (a)
stations are still too low powered, (b) high calibre programs are still lacking,
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(c) dealers are becoming anti-FM because of promotion claims while sets are unob-
tainable. Each of these arguments has obvious answers (shall FM wait, for example,
on Petrillo's pleasure for high calibre programs?) — and FMA's Bill Bailey says FMA
isn't going to let up a whit in its campaign to "educate public to FM."

Indeed, even while RMA board was meeting, FMA calle d on set makers to "meet
the crying needs of the public by producing low-cost FM sets ." President Roy Hof-
heinz pointed out that Zenith, Stromberg-Carlson, GE, RCA and Pilot have announced
low-cost AM-FM combinations. He' urged FM especially for markets in static-ridden
gulf storm areas. FMA hierarchy offers to cooperate with RMA, but obviously is chort-
ling over discomfiture of some recalcitrant big boys who discounted FM and now face
demands they cannot blink — one' of biggest .even cutting his $50 portables to $40
this week. Meanwhile, committees of FMA and RMA have been named to iron out dif-
ferences: For FMA — Arthur Freed, Freed Radio; Ray Manson, Stromberg-Carlson; Roy
Hofheinz, FMA president; Bill Bailey, FMA executive director. For RMA — Larry F.

Hardy, Philco
;
Ben Abrams, Emerson; H. C. Bonfig, Zenith; E. A. Nicholas, Farns-

worth; Sam P. Taylor, Western Electric.

CATCHING UP WITH DICK TRACY: Maybe you' ve been tossing off miniature radio tran s-
mitters and receivers as mere gadgets, but they've been engaging the attention of
Serious scientists, they have' considerable possibilities and they work. Fantastic
work on miniatures at Bureau of Standards under young Dr. Cledo Brunetti (Vol. 2,

No. 46), has already resulted in excellent communications from lipstick-size M-watt
transmitter with circuit printed directly on tube shell. And a receiver the size
of an ordinary calling card is in the works. Commercially, RCA is already reaching
for luxury trade with its gold-plated, battery operated " Solitaire" measuring 6%x
45;x4lA inches and retailing around $75. Sentinel , too, has a new miniature out —
4x4x8 inches, 5 tubes, operating on AC, DC or battery.

Biggest future for miniatures is seen in Citizens Radio Communication Serv-
ice (individual communications). Bureau of Standards' transmitter, demonstrated at

Columbus (0.) IRE meeting last week, used 140 me, but Dr. Brunetti sees no diffi-
culty in going to 460-470 me assigned Citizens Service.

(
He'll demonstrate latest

equipment March 5 at New York IRE, meeting. First experimental CP for Citizens
Service, incidentally, was granted last week to Engineer John M. Mulligan, Elmira,

N.Y., who plans to use 50 watts, study propagation, etc.

‘TV HOLDERS MAKE HASTE SLOWLY: Pending its decision on color TV, FCC is inclined
to be lenient toward low-band CP holders not yet on the air (Supplement No. 18-B).
This week, 5 more' got extensions of completion dates — asked for because of lag-
ging equipment deliveries or construction delays. Commission also has indicated
it is amenable to " suggestions" regarding the 28-hour rule , suspended until March
31, and TBA will get sympathetic ear when it decides just what it wants Commission
to do about minimum programming hours.

Latest to get construction extensions , until midyear or fall, are Washing-
ton Star, Baltimore Sun, Raytheon-Waltham, Mass., KSTP-St. Paul, Outlet Co. -Provi-
dence. Pending also is request from Buffalo News, among others (Vol. 3, No. 4).
Extensions were previously granted San Francisco Chronicle, Bamberger-Washington,
DuMont -Washingt on

.

This week, San Francisco Chronicle was granted Channel No. 4 (66-72 me) in

lieu of No. 11 originally assigned, but it may have to install directional antenna
to cut radiation toward Sacramento. Also asking for lower channel-

, but not yet
acted on, is WMBG, Richmond, seeking No. 6 (82-88 me) instead of now assigned
No. 3 (60-66 me). And Earle C. Anthony's petition for NBC's Channel No. 4 in Los
Angeles, in lieu of No. 9 (186-192 me) now assigned, remains to be decided by FCC.

New York area TV cases ,
involving 5 seeking 4 channels, ought to be decided

in few weeks — at least, that's what they say at FCC. ,Cases were heard last July,

got tangled up in probe of N.Y. Daily News' editorial policies, have been delayed



by pressure of other business. Rival applicants are Bremer, Newark; ABC, (Bamberger,

Debs Memorial, Daily News. As for remaining applications elsewhere, FCC is working
on engineering aspects of Fort Industry's for Detroit, Southern Radio & Television's
for Miami, Daily News for Philadelphia. It's our guess last-named won't be pushed.

With St. Louis Post-Dispatch's KSD-TV on air with temporary equipment, De-
troit News' WWDT about to start (Yol. 3, No. 7), Scripps-Howard Radio's WEWS ,

C leveland, * announced this week it has leased two top floors (35,000 ft.) of old
Women's City Club on East 13th St., has let studio contract to Austin Co., hopes
to be first to get TV going in that city.

KOBE m CHANNEL SHIFTS; FM channel-shuffling , which goes on constantly, can become
an awful headache unless you keep track of changes as they're' ordered. Presuming
you made the several dozen changes we reported a few weeks ago in Supplement No.

43-A, we suggest you enter this week's changes (as listed in Supplement No. 47-F
herewith) in your Allocation List (Supplement No. 43). Later we'll recapitulate,
and reissue the allocation tables in revised up-to-date form.

Next act on FM regulatory stage comes Monday — oral arguments on multiple
ownership and overlap . The dozen or more participants can naturally be expected to

justify their overlapping coverage. While FCC is considering FM overlap, WADC,
Akron, will charge it with inconsistency in permitting AM overlap between commonly-
owned WGAR, Cleveland, and WJR, Detroit, in proposing to give WGAR 50 kw (Vol. 2,

No. 47).

Commission announced 12 CPs, 10 conditionals this .week, bringing CP count
to 503, conditionals to 178 (Supplement No. 47-F). Note also new STAs taking air
each week, and slow but steady influx of new FM applicants.

COME3ACX GF THE KITS; Reminiscent of radio's early days, " make it yourself" ads are
proclaiming advent of the TV kit . Latest is a §159 affair, with tube capable' of
framing 5%x4% inch image, advertised the other day in New York Times by Transvision
Inc., 383 North Ave. , New Rochelle, N.Y., subsidiary of Lectrovision Ijac., makers
of cathode ray tubes. Gimbels offered same kit recently. In recent issue of Radio
News, New York Technical Institute of (N.J. offered students chance to build own
sets. Prewar, Meissner Mfg. Co., Chicago, put out TV kit.

Engineers are inclined to smile dubiously at ad claims (simplicity of con-
struction), calling attention to such things as delicacy of alignment. But kits
may .become increasingly popular as TV captures public fancy, especially while sets
continue scarce and expensive. We know only a few radiomen — some FCC and Naval
Research Lab technicians, and Electronic Magazine's Don Fink — who have built
their own TV sets.

THE PUNDITS LOCK AT RADIO: Curiously enough, there's less carping criticism of
journalism's favorite whipping boy , commercial radio, in the conservative N. Y.
Herald Tribune than in radio-owning N. Y. Times (WQXR-WQXQ). Latter'S radio editor.
Jack Gould, is constantly hammering away at radio's i l ls , has transformed even his
Sunday page (which under ex-editor Orrin Dunlap was radio industry's Bible on basic
trends and developments) into hyper-critical columning. Gould's forays into
"Social consciousness" also include outside writing; in recent issue of Public Opin-
ion Quarterly he' takes TV to task, saying:

" Television represents right now more of a menace to American culture than
it does a conceivable- boon. ...[it] is not a new industry but rather an extension
of the old one — radio." He repeats contention "radio's chain of command" goes
back to ad agencies, decries product sponsorship being worked into TV productions,
declares: "Television will only compound the innocuity of radio today." Without
recognizing that TV, scarcely an industry as yet, is all outgo, little or no
income, he charges it with "no serious discussion on standards of taste, no con-
sideration of how much advertising copy can be tolerated, no appreciation of the



fact television provides the propitious moment for the radio man to 'save face'."

As for radio industry itself , its concern with "cleansing own house" was
indicated in frank speech of CBS Chairman Paley at recent NAB convention (Vol. 2,

No. 43), which Pundit Gould in Dec. 29 Times conceded "met the issue of program
improvement with reasonable forthrightness." On the other hand, status quo forces
don't take too kindly to criticism — not even wh?n it is good-humored satire,

vis., editorial note in recent issue of Broadcasting: "If Fred Allen, during the

frayed-cuff days when he was working vaudeville, had poked as much fun at the

medium which provided his cakes-and-cof f ee , as he does today at radio, a long hook
would have Slithered out from the wings and dragged him to the exit." (Fred Allen's
several burlesques of radio commercials have had industry, no less than public, in
stitches.) The serious-minded editors of Broadcasting, so far as we know, haven't
yet essayed any comment on Henry Morgan's satiric shafts.— S3GHT AND SOUND .

Rules for non-commercial educational FJI broadcast-

ing (Vol. 2, No. 11) were made final this week, incorpo-

rating- some changes suggested since rules were first pro-

posed last March. Several sections— dealing with accredi-

tation, mechanical recordings, engineering— have been

revised slightly. Commission will entertain comments and

suggestions concerning these sections and if necessary

will set date for oral argument. But books will be closed

March S. Order (Docket No. 7424) bears Mimeo No. 2921

and we will get a copy for you if requested. For list of

non-commercial stations, see Part V, Supplement No. 47.

Some FMers performed prodigies in getting on air

with jerry-built, low-power equipment for interim opera-

tion—but it’s been virtually impossible for stations of any

size to comply with full specifications of their CPs within

allotted 8 months. Hence, now that older CP-holders’ time

is running out, they are applying for, and getting, exten-

sions of completion dates. This week, extensions were given

to first batch—WCFC and WJLS-FM, Beckley, W. Va.;

VDNE, Birmingham; WBML-FM, Macon, plus pioneer li-

censees WGNB, Chicago, and WGFM, Schenectady.

Dr. Fritz Schroeter’s papers on TV, available (in

German)' from Dept, of Commerce’s Office of Technical

Services, contain nothing particularly new or startling, in

opinion of TV engineers who have seen them—but they

may be worth while to some technicians. Ex-Telefunken

TV director suggests, among other things, a “neighbor-

hood” relay station to pick up video signals, convert them

to lower frequencies, feed them via cable to home sets

—

thus making possible, he thinks, simpler and cheaper

receivers. Other topics are phase modulation, new scan-

ning method, channeling by time division on wide-band

carrier.

“Closed circuit” TV demonstrators, using newly deliv-

ered orthicons, etc., for promotional buildups against day

they operate full-fledged stations for which they hold

CPs (Supplement No. 18-B), are becoming more and more

numerous. Latest reporting “telecasts” of local events

are WEAL, Baltimore, Home Show; KSTP, St. Paul, Win-

ter Carnival ;
WTMJ, Milwaukee, Home Show; WBEN,

Buffalo, Sports & Boat Show. RCA’s Joseph A. Jenkins,

production chief, helps stage events for mobile TV units.

FCC Bar Assn’s newly elected officers, named Tues-

day: Reed T. Rollo, president; Carl I. Wheat, 1st v.p.;

Guilford Jamieson, 2nd v.p.; John H. Midlen, secy.; Rus-

sell Rowell, treas.; Arthur W. Scharfeld and Neville Miller,

new members of executive committee

—

which also includes

Ben S. Fisher, Philip J. Hennessey Jr., R. A. Van Orsdal,

Eliot C. Lovett.

FM is a new opportunity for the “ordinary man to

communicate cheaply and efficiently with vast masses of

people.” That’s what Neiv Republic's Thomas Whiteside
says Feb. 17 in article titled “Your Radio Is Obsolete.”

Aside from usual “liberal” approach to the subject—radio

today is ir\ grip of monopoly, FM applicants are mostly

(80(4) standard broadcasters or newspaper publishers

—

Whiteside treats subject objectively, tells story of Penn-
Allen vets (WFMZ, Allentown, Pa.) as example of what
can be done by young, inspired small businessmen.

Now celebrated W'BAL-Pearson & Allen case is “off

again,” won’t start this Tuesday as scheduled. U. S. Dis-

trict Court Judge T. Alan Goldsborough (of John L. Lewis
case fame) issued temporary restraining order Thursday,
based on Hearst petition for court order expunging refer-

ences to Baltimore station from Blue Book. FCC attor-

neys think they have plenty of precedents to persuade
court to throw out petition, but up to week’s end hadn’t
decided course to pursue.

Los Angeles radio dealers will be briefed Feb. 26 and

27, in meetings in Ambassador Hotel, on intricacies and
sales aspects of TV sets by RCA crew that did same
thing recently in St. Louis, Detroit, Washington. Some-
time in March, city will have its “T-Day,” for which RCA
will ship several carloads of table model receivers. RCA
Camden crew going to L.A. is headed by J. B. Elliott, v.p.

in charge of Home Instrument Dept.

Silence on wire recorder plans still prevails at Sears

Roebuck Chicago office, despite fact Sears’ radio salesmen
expect it and rumor has St. George Recording Co., Brook-

lyn, scheduling May delivery of units to go into Sears’

FM-AM-phonogaph console. Not so shy is Webster-Chi-

cago, which expects volume production of $150 wire re-

corder in July.

First STA denial in FM was this week’s turndown of

Peoria Broadcasting Co. (WMBD). Since only proposed

decision is out in Peoria hearing, FCC evidently felt grant

of STA, w'hich allows commercial operation, would be

jumping the gun.

C. M. Runyon Jr., noted radio amateur who worked

with Maj. Armstrong on first FM experiments, has been

named president of REL, replacing Charles Srebroff;

Frank Gunther, v.p., adds duties of treasurer.

Chicago’s TV sets now exceed 1,000, so Balaban &
Katz’s WBKB went into second rate bracket this week;

while sets number 1,000-5,000, basic rate for time and

facilities is $200 per hour. Surveys show average of 11.4

viewers per set, home viewer average being 4.5.



OUB AM B1B2CT0BY SERVICE: To meet an insistent demand, intensified since the FCC
quit publishing station lists, we now have a staff at work preparing an AM Directory
Service much along the lines of our FM Directory Service , This service will be

made available to our subscribers only. It will start immediately after the pres-
ent AM "freeze" ends May 1.

All of our subscribers, the first week in May, will be sent a printed,
loose-leaf AM Directory consisting of five parts: 1) List of all licensed or author-

ized U.S., Canadian, Mexican and Cuban stations by States or Provinces, with name of

company, street address, frequency, power, network affiliation; 2) Same list by fre-
quencies; 3) List of U.S.. stations by call letters; 4) List of applications for new
stations and new facilities by States, with addresses, FCC file numbers, present
facilities, requested facilities; 5) Same list by frequencies.

After each week's FCC decisions, we will publish and mail to our subscrib-
ers loose-leaf addenda sheets , to be filed with the printed Directory, so that you
can know the exact status of AM in any given place or on any given frequency at any
time (same as we do now for FM) . The Directory itself will be brought up-to-date
and reprinted periodically.

FX STANDARDS IB THE WORKS: Long-confused picture of facsimile should begin to
clear soon , now that RMA committee (W. G. H. Finch, chairman) has agreed ,on commer-
cial standards. RTPB's Panel No. 7 (John V. L. Hogan, chairman) is expected to
Send proposed standards to FCC-Industry committee (C. M. Braum, FCC, chairman)
Y/ithin a month; it will then Submit them in final form to FCC' for adoption.

Meanwhile, latest to announce intention of going on air with FX "in a few
months" is Jack Knight's Miami-Herald, via WQAM-FM, one of 25 subscribers to
Hogan's Broadcasters Faximile Analysis. Publisher Knight is quoted in last week's
Editor & Publisher as saying facsimile forecasts "the most radical change’ in news-
paper publishing methods since the invention of typesetting machines." He's pub-
lisher also of Chicago Daily News, Detroit Free Press, Akron Beacon-Journal, besides
being president of the American Society of Newspaper Editors.

As in FM, receivers are still biggest stumbling block to mass use of FX .

Finch, GE and Press Wireless are only names mentioned with any prominence in current
manufacturing. All sets, so far, are custom-built — GE making those for Miami
tests. Manufacturers say set costs, in mass production, should parallel figures
for radio-phonographs.

YOUR 0m FM AND TV CENSUS: RMA's monthly radio production reports enable us to
maintain, v/ith reasonable exactitude, a running census of FM and TV sets. Thus
1947 's first figures, covering January, when added to previous counts, tell us just
about how many sets are in public's hands. Totals don't bulk very large yet, but
they show satisfying gains, which trade reports indicate will be bettered when
February figures are out.

January FM set production was 51,318 , highest yet (previous record: Decem-
ber, 40,903). But it Still wasn't much against the month's total radio Set produc-
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tion — 1,564,171, also a record. Console AM-FM-phonograph models numbered 45,075,
console AM-FM 1,239, table model AM-FM 5,004. Add these to 1946's total FM set
pi’oduction of 181,485 (Vol. 3, No. 4) and to the- 395,000 pre-war FMs (Vol. 3,

No. 1) — and you can pretty well gauge "FM set population" for the country.

January TV production was 5,457 (compared to .3,561 in December). January
TVs included 4,790 table models, 548 direct-view consoles, 99 projection consoles
(32 of these with phonographs). January total yStill isn't very large, quantita-
tively, but it compares very well with over-all 1946 production of 6,476 (Vol. 3,

No. 4) and pre-war total ,of perhaps 10,000. It's apparent that all-out production
isn't under way yet. iWe've already reported on more than score of brand-name set
makers who say they'll have TV sets out this year (Vol. 3, No. 7). This week, Scott
announced TV plug-in unit to its plush all-wave set, costing over $1,000. Made for
Scott by DuMont, it has 12-inch tube, will sell for around $850, deliveries in June.

THE NEW 'PHILADELPHIA STORY': There may be more than meets the eye in latest turn
taken by heretofore moribund TV application of tabloid Phidadelphia News , city's
not-So-well-known third newspaper. Its plans, for TV get a fiscal shot in the arm
with change in corporate- setup that ties it up with Seaboard Radio's 10 kw WIBG and
WIBG-FM (CP). Newly filed application is only one- on tap for Quaker City's fourth
and last channel (Supplement 18-B) . DuMont is handling engineering and Supplying
equipment. So it's reasonably sure to be granted unless unexpected opposition
arises. Plan now is )to install $231,000 plant on property owned by Seaboard at

Lime- Kiln Turnpike and Cheltenham Ave., 2 miles due north of Philadelphia, with
studios at WIT3G and in Wanamaker Store.

Instead of Daily News alone, new applicant is Daily News Television Co .

Inc . , capitalized at $500,000, and owned 81% by Seaboard (John Harron and John
Kelly, local contractors)

; 10% by Daily News Inc. ; 4.6% by Lemuel Schofield, attor-
ney; 4.4% by Jack E. Lit, realtor (not connected with dept, store of that name).

Newspaper’s ownership interest in TV station thus will actually be pretty small ,

also quite diffused (whereas Bulletin and Inquirer each will control own TV outlet).

Daily News Inc. is dominantly owned by Philadelphia Publications Inc., which holds
83,000 out of 163,000 shares of its stock, with Mr. Schofield owning 6,900 Shares,

Editor Lee Ellmaker 6,000, the Vare Estate most of remainder. In turn, Philadelphia
Publications Inc. has these stockholders: Mr. Ellmaker, 45%; Mr. Schofield, 33.1%;
Louis Leventhal, attorney, 11%; Perkins, Goodwin & Co., New York (pulp and paper), 10%.

There's unconfirmed suspicion influx of new capital into News' TV may pres-

age plans to build up ,newsPaPer itself, alongside radio, taking advantage of Phila-
delphia's recent newspaper-radio shakeup (Vol. 3, No. 5, 6). So far, Bulletin has
announced no buyer for strike-bound, then suspended, Record (and sale is unlikely
due to newsprint situation)

;
nor for Camden Courier and Post (which may be leased) ;

nor for WPEN, which it must sell before it can acquire 50 kw VVCAU. Meanwhile, News-
paper Guild dropped strike threat demands against Inquirer, itself began publishing
new Camden Free Press as 6-day afternoon paper in plant of Wilmington Star.

BIG ADVERTISERS ON TV TIME: TV entrepreneurs, with approval of the Federal authori-
ties, are proceeding on assumption advertisers v/ill foot the bill. So are quite

a few name advertisers who are using or have used TV (Standard Oil of N.J., Stand-
ard Brands, U.S. Rubber, Gillette, Borden, et al). In fact,, this week Ford and
General Foods announced joint sponsorship , on an alternating basis, with both film
and live commercials planned, of t elecasts of all 77 home games of Brooklyn Dodgers
over V/CBS-TV . Sponsors are also expected for Yankee home games, which NBC's WNBT

has signed up, and Giant games signed by DuMont's WABD.

'

Significant were remarks of principals as they signed CBS contracts — J.

Walter Thompson handling for Ford, trio of agencies (Young & Rubicam, Benton &

Bowles, Foote, Cone & Belding) for various General Foods products. Said Ford~'s

adve rtising and sales v.p., John Davis : "In our opinion, television has demonstrated
itself as a practical advertising medium. ... for the presentation of automobile



models, where- the visual element is so highly important." Said General Foods* How-

ard Chapin : "Television has reached the stage -of development where -General Foods has

decided on participation. ... is looking toward the- pre-emption of time franchises."

No one has yet put forward any tangible plan other than advertising for
TV’s supporting revenues, except for occasional "paid subscriber" ideas v/hich FCC,

as dispenser of wavelengths, frowns upon. Nevertheless, debate still rages, and
Some prophets are- still dubious. In Feb. 21 Printer' Ink, for example, juxtaposed
No-Yes arguments of Zenith's Gene McDonald and ABC’s Paul Mowrey make- interesting
reading. McDonald again insists high cost means "advertising will never support
large-scale television." Mowrey rebuts by citing advertisers, relating "pulling
power" of animated sight and sound, showing costs aren't too great to faze Sponsors.

To the lists we've published of TV sponsors on New York's 3 stations (Vol.

3, No. 6; Vol. 2, No. 40), we can now add those currently on Chicago's sole video
outlet. Paramount's WBKB : Henry C. Lytton Co., General Mills, The- Fair Store,

Commonwealth Edison, Elgin Watch Co. And if you want a list of old-time sponsors
on the pioneer TV stations, we .still have a few of our Supplement No. 1 (Sept. 1,

1945) listing them, v/hich we'll send you on request.

It’s these lists of former and current TV sponsors which NAB, turning atten-
tion to commercial TV for first time, intends to collate as part of survey its sales
managers TV subcommittee has requested. And National Retail Dry Goods Assn . , 100
W. 31st St., New York City (Howard Abrahams, sales promotion manager) has agreed
to undertake a survey of retailers in cities now having TV stations, or slated to
have them, asking whether they propose using video advertising and what help they
want from NAB. TV committee of NAB is headed by

(
Gene Thomas,

;

WOR, and includes Sam
Cuff, DuMont; G. Emerson Markham, GE ; James McConnell, NBC; Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS.

THE FCC OH CAPITOL HILL: Trade press hoopla about Congressional investigation of FCC .

crackdowns, etc. seem to be just that, if not wishful thinking. Talk-it-over ses-
sion Tuesday between House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee- and FCC (all com-
missioners and pranking officials) left latter pleased as punch. Sparked by persua-
sive personality of Chairman Denny and cooperative attitude of Rep. Wolverton (com-
mittee chairman), there was Spirit of frankness and open-mindedness; if there's
going to be crackdown, it will come by v/ay of budget cuts, which all government
agencies are due to suffer in current economy drive.

Blue Book inevitably came up . Chairman Denny replied "no comment" when
asked whether he had really said, as reported, that some NAB officials had told him
they agreed with it ; that some had even said they thought NAB itself should have
issued it. It's no secret that certain broadcasters, high in NAB ranks, have indi-
cated such an attitude. Whether they were merely "apple polishing," as one observer
put it, is another story. Fact is that bitter words and demands for reform legis-
lation (as yat undrafted by .industry) have cooler minds fearful lest Congress, with
many of its important members harboring outspoken gripes, especially against com-
mercials (Vol. 2, Nos. 45, 51), enact even worse restrictions than >now prevail.

OVERLAP SOLUTIONS PH0P0SE2: A thaw should begin soon among the 30-plus FM applica-
tions (and Crosley-Dayton TV), frozen up to now because FCC hadn't made up mind
what to do about multiple ownership. It's apparent most commissioners were im-
pressed by' Attorney Theodore Pierson's (Yankee Network) contention, at oral argu-
ment Monday, that applications be considered individually, rather than against an
arbitrary blanket rule. Policy so far has been to grant no applications involving
any degree ef common ownership when there is overlap of 1000 uv/m (FM) or 500 uv/m
(TV) contours.

Pierson agreed commonly owned stations should not be permitted if "substan-
tial competition" would exist under diverse ownership . But he suggested these fac-
tors be weighed: area and population duplicated, AM listenership, studio locations,
retail trade areas, cultural and political affinities of duplicated population.

Commission didn't latch onto Attorney Paul Segal's (WADC, Akron) unusual
suggestion — no grants where common ownership is over 30%, duplicated daytime pop-



ulation over 20%. Clearest indication of CommTssTot^^pn^resopn^on
ship should be apparent in whatever action it takes on 6 Steinman applications
(Pa., Dela. ) . Common ownership and 1000 uv/m overlaps are substantial. Channels
are still plentiful, so overlap issue can't be skirted by granting competitors
deemed more qualified. Steinman counsel, George Sutton, said stations plan no joint
rates and cited ever-changing, opinion as to what constitutes "satisfactory service "

( engineering-wise ) and need for flexibility as economic and related factors change.

Now that Commission has at last heard industry spokesmen , it presumably can
quit fobbing off long-pending overlap cases — either granting or setting them for
hearing. It should also be able to give- "yes" or "no" soon to applicants, with no
overlap of their own, who are still stranded presumably because' they're involved in
comparative hearings with others Stymied by overlap. Some have been waiting for
periods now approaching a whole- year.

SIGHT AMD SOUND
FM applications without program plans will be sum-

marily rejected henceforth by FCC. Applications now

pending, which lack program analyses, will be dismissed

(Vol. 3, No. 7). That’s essence of FCC edict Friday. So

it looks like Commission has no intention of “bleaching”

Blue Book, for this came right on heels of NAB President

Miller’s recommendation to broadcasters, published in

this week’s NAB Reports, urging them to accompany pro-

gram file with written objection to FCC’s jurisdiction.

Much-debated 30 kc AM separation in same area is

now out where you can hear it and judge whether it war-

rants new standards (Vol. 3, No. 6). With WTEL-WHAT
and WCAM testing 1310-1340 kc separation in Philadel-

phia-Camden area, WBCC and WWDC testing 1420-1450

kc in Washington area, everyone is invited by FCC in Feb.

27 statement (Public Notice 5032) to listen and comment.

Problem, of course, lies largely in receivers: a good one

won’t be bothered, but cheap one may be.

Dropping its Rochester FM conditional this week,

Amalgamated [Clothing Workers] Bcstg. System now

has withdrawn all but 2 (New York, Chicago) of its orig-

inal 6. Union mortality is also emphasized by fact UAW-
CIO has dropped 2 (Los Angeles, Newark) of its 6. Unity

Bcstg. Corp. (ILGWU) is still going strong on all 6, of

which 3 have been granted.

FMA won’t lay off FM promotion, despite manufac-

turers’ pleas (Vol. 3, No. 8). Latest activity has Executive

Director Bill Bailey scheduled to go out “among ’em”

Sunday, asking rhetorical question, “Why Promote FM?”
at U of Oklahoma Conference on Radio in Oklahoma City.

Focus of speech, at FM session chairmanned by KOZY’s

(Kansas City) O. R. Wright, is exhortation for promotion

to force reluctant manufacturers’ hands. FMA, at first

liaison meeting with FCC this week, also said it welcomed,

rather than opposed, educational FM broadcasters (Vol. 3,

No. 6). In fact, FMA intimated promotional activities of

educators could do FM a lot of good.

Not to be outdone by WSM-FM, which was granted

515 kw (Vol. 3, No. 4), comes now KSTP-FM with request

for modification to 546 kw, which would make it highest-

powered grantee extant. Once highest with mere 320 kw,

KSTP-FM proposes to extend 50 uv/m contour to 85-90

miles by using 50 kw transmitter, 8-section Pylon an-

tenna (gain of 12) at height about 600 ft. Request was

one of many this week asking increased power, extension

of completion dates, or both.

Battle over control of KSTP, St. Paul, goes before en

banc FCC hearing March 13. Rival group is contesting

Hubbard-Avco deal (Vol. 2, No. 39).

Prolific letter writers, these NAB executives — and
good ones, too. In Feb. 22 Saturday Review of Literature,

Jess Willard, executive v.p., takes A. N. Williams’ Jan. 18

article apart, proving American radio isn’t controlled by
“a few advertisers” who figuratively are conspiring against

“public interest” (a fiction Willard says being circulated

notably by FCC Comr. Durr). And widely published in

trade press was Feb. 17 letter of Kenneth Baker, NAB
research chief, which satirizes Polltaker Dr. Gallup for

Jan. 25 story in Editor & Publisher quoting him as saying,

“There is nothing in radio to compare with the ABC state-

ment.” Then there was NAB Attorney Bryce Rea’s recent

letter to Washington Post (Vol. 2, No. 51) objecting to

its editorial on Blue Book. Comment from sidelines is that

letters out of NAB are often better-reasoned-out than some
of speeches.

Stratovision’s “Chili” Nobles just can’t keep out of

the air. Since there’s no TV station as yet in Baltimore,

where he’s a Westinghouse researcher, he’s going to reach

for programs from WTTG, Washington. He plans to in-

flate 6-ft war surplus radiosonde balloon with helium, at-

tach 127-ft lead-in wires, attempt to pull in WTTG’s sig-

nals. Problem of keeping antenna oriented will be par-

tially solved by attaching tail fin, trimming it to wind.

“Regardless how it works,” he says, “it’ll be fun.”

DuMont’s WABD couldn’t resume Feb. 24, as scheduled

(Vol. 3, No. 2) so it is staying off air another 30 days. It

wasn’t able to complete new antenna hookup at Madison

Ave. building in time. Philadelphia Inquirer this week

got TV extension until September. Similar extension is

sought by ABC, Chicago, and until November by Johns-

town (Pa.) Tribune.

Philco’s “secret” TV (Vol. 3, No. 7) will be featured

in Life Magazine picture story on TV, due soon. Secrecy

buildup before set is on market was accentuated this week

when model was taken to New York under guard, photo-

graphed, then put in bank vault. Everyone carried the

story, of course.

TV survey for Viewtone, released by its advertising

agency, Schacter, Fain & Lent, 18 E. 41st St., New York,

shows 90% of those interviewed (338 persons at 22 points

of demonstration) plan to buy TV sets, but 71% not for a

year at least. City College students did job; they also

adduced $150-$250 set would be most popular, 12-inch or

larger sci'een most desirable.

Havens & Martin’s WTVR, Richmond, this week got

frequency shift from TV Channel No. 3 to Channel No. 6

(82-88 me), was given extension of completion date to

October; make this change in your Supplement No. 18-B.
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DECISIONS NEXT V/ZEK, MAYBE: For whatever it's worth, latest assurances from RCC are
that its apparently dormant New York TV hearing case and most if not all of its FM
hearing cases, some pending nearly a year, are due for decision before end of this
month. In the works are final drafts of decisions on New York TV (5 seeking 4 chan-
nels; see Supplement • No . 18-B) and FM decisions on New York:, Cleveland-Akron, Indian-
apolis, Chicago, Providence, Bridgeport. These may be announced week of March 10.

By month's end, also, it is hoped to have Boston, Philadelphia, Dayton-Springf ield
cases decided. Plan is to be current on completed applications by May 1. Phila-
delphia FM case presents a poser since sale of WDAS to Theatreman William Goldman
(Vol. 3, No. 5) ;

new owner must await Avco procedure delays, was not party to hear-
ing, So question is whether all applications should be held up pending transfer.

WEBSTER A MERIT APPOINTMENT: There probably won't be a dissenting vote when
Commodore Edward M. Webster comes up for Senate confirmation — not even from
Maine's powerful Senator White, who plumped so hard for his own candidate for the
FCC vacancy. Miss Marion E. Martin (Vol. 3, No. 2). For Commodore Webster's ap-
pointment Friday was strictly on merit. He is perhaps the nation's outstanding
authority on aviation, mobile, maritime, emergency and Safety communications — a
veteran of 16 international conferences. And he- not only helped Senator White frame
the Communications Act of 1934, but served as technical advisor to the U.S. delega-
tion headed by the Senator at the International Radio Conference in Cairo in 1938.

Naming' of the self-effacing ex-Coast Guardsman gives 7-man Commission a pre-
ponderance of career men, should assure minimum of politics on a body less under
political Sway now than ever in its stormy existence. It's gratifying not only to
industry, but particularly to Chairman Denny and Comr. Hyde, both up from FCC's
legal ranks, and Comr. Jett, himself ex-Navy, who as former FCC chief engineer had
"Web" as one of his assistants. Indeed, Denny only recently had asked Webster to
serve at the next International Telecommunications Conference Starting in Atlantic
City May 15, and is understood to have urged President Truman to make the appointment.

The 58-year-old retired wartime chief of Coast Guard Communications
( 1942-

46) takes the job at considerable sacrifice, for only last August he was named to
lucrative directorship of telecommunications for National Federation of American
Shipping. A native Washingtonian, he was graduated from Coast Guard Academy in
1912, served until 1934, rising to chief communications officer, retiring for dis-
ability in 1934, then serving with FCC 1934-42 as assistant chief engineer. He was
a Lt. Comdr. on retirement, recalled for war duty as captain, won Legion of Merit.

PARLEY C? THE MAGIC MAKERS: These are the dominant impressions a lay reporter, con-
cerned primarily with broadcasting in all its aspects, carries away from this week's
huge and cumbersome IRE convention in New York — more than 10,000 professional and
amateur engineers registered out of a total IRE membership of some 20,000:

That the day of the attic inventor is gone ; that electronics engineering is
now definitely part and parcel of big business; that, judging from the exhibits and
preponderant papers, broadcasting is becoming relatively small potatoes in the whole
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electronics picture — TV, FM, FX to the contrary notwithstanding. Industrial ap-
plications seem to occupy most radio engineers now.

FCC Chairman Denny , in his banquet speech Wednesday night (telecast over
eastern coax-linked stations), pointed up these facts when he related how indus-
trialists are now clamoring for spectrum space for radio heating devices. He smil-
ingly accused radiomen of "sorcery " in perfecting their fantastic devices, mention-
ing as some examples: cooking food by radio, sewing raincoats and shower curtains,
gluing canoes and pianos, printing newspapers and flashing telegrams by facsimile,
steering ships and planes, locating oil and minerals, dispatching trains, busses,
taxis. His disquisition on "technological black magic," incidentally, is well worth
reading; it added greatly to his stature among the radio fraternity.

V7e got the impression, too, that in TV and FM (except for the color-mono-
chrome argument), things seem to have boiled down to a matter of refinements. Keen
interest in these refinements was apparent in heavily attended TV and FM sessions.
Showed up in close questioning of Speakers on such matters as new TV receiver opti-
cal systems, the "flying-spot scanner" for improved picture detail, better control
of film on TV by use of pulsed light source, methods of achieving high gain in FM
transmitting antennas.

Though home receivers weren’t exhibited , people with indirect interest in TV
(Studio lighting and test equipment, for example) complained to this writer of

miniscule Set production. One said he's unable to reconcile' "procrastination" of

manufacturers with their promotion, since their TV promotion tends to hurt non-TV
sales. Another remarked he believes public is becoming more and more wary of buying
expensive Sets of any kind since so many new things are in the offing — TV, FM, FX,

wire and tape recorders, etc. Confusion, he added, has effect of making public
content with little table AMs.

Other convention observations: Strongly divided opinions as to direction
facsimile will take — some feeling that its immediate and foreseeable future lies
in non-broadcasting applications, that' newspapers by FX are' long way off; others
seeing FX as supplementing broadcasting with program notes, grocery lists, score
cards, etc. Notable were numerous recording equipment exhibit s — disc, wire, tape.
Industry is awaiting sales figures to settle argument over public acceptance. Some
see rewinding too much trouble, but wire and tape people claim plenty of orders.

WHAT MAKES PETRILLO TICK: You get a pretty good idea of what makes ,James Caesar
Petrillo tick ,in March 8 Collier's : "Santa Claus with a Horn" by George Frasier.

It's worth reading not only for a good sizeup of AFM's §46,000-a-year-plus-supper-money
czar ("I don't want a t ' ing fa myself. It's all fa the boys") but also for his-
torical background on the musicians union and its various escapades. Only this

week Petrillo pleaded pending Supreme Court decision on Lea Bill in declining House

Labor Committee's invitation to testify in answer to charges of dictatorship. Chair-

man Hartley said excuse was good one, would issue no subpoena, but promised new

labor bill (including antidotes to featherbedding and made-work union practices)

out of committee before April 1. Having accepted jurisdiction in Petrillo case

(Vol. 2, No 49) ,
Supreme Court will probably hear AFM and Government arguments week

of April 29 , which means decision probably before end of June.

AEMSTBQHG'S FM LICENSEES: Some ,big names like Crosley, Emerson, Philco and RCA are

conspicuously absent, but Maj Armstrong's latest list of his FM patent licensees ,

now numbering 28, reads like Radio Social Register. Authorized to make receivers

under his system, paying royalty rate of approximately 1% of manufacturers' selling

price, are: Airadio, AnSley, Browning, Canadian Marconi, Cover Dual ,Signal Systems,

Doolittle Radio, Electric & Musical Industries Ltd. (London), Espey, Fada, Finch,

Freed, Garod, General Electric, Hallicrafters ,
Howard, Link, Magnavox, Maguire,

Minerva, Pilot, Scott, Radio Engineering Laboratories, Stewart-Warner, Stromberg-

Carlson, Templetone, Western Electric, Westinghouse , Zenith. FM transmitter royal-

ties are based on power, range from §150 for 250 watts to §2,000 for 50 kw, are

paid by stations.



TV HEEDS CHEAPER RECEIVERS: FCC'S keen young IV engineering chief, Curtis Plummer,
wasn't merely being facetious when he remarked, " What this country needs is a good
S100 television receiver ." His paraphrase hit the nail on the head: today's market
Eiay readily absorb today's relatively small production (Vol. 3, No. 9), but mass
audience must await mass production ^nd lower set prices. It's in recognition of

this fact that RCA this v/eek opened up campaign in New York to sell its lowest -

priced model, the 621-TS, costing $250 plus installation and one-year servicing
charge of §45. Hitherto this model, with 7" Screen, took back seat to the 630-IS,

with 10" tube, which first cost §350, now costs §375 plus §55 installation-servicing
warranty. Both are TV-only table models (Vol. 2, No. 44).

One company promised 7" tube sets
i

early last year at §100 , ended up Selling
them at nearly thrice that. It's still a problem of materials and labor costs. But
everything being produced now, high cost or low, is moving readily, as evidenced by

(

fact DuMont in less than month (Jan. 27-Feb. 23) shipped more than §875,000 of its
expensive (§795-§2,495) sets, ,had orders on hand for §3,100,000 more. RCA is

channeling sets into areas with telecasting service as rapidly as possible, has set

March 10 as "T-Day' 1 for its 90 Los Angeles dealers , has promised that city 10% of

1946 production (or 15-20,000 .sets). Chicago is getting more and more sets , at lat-
est count (according to "Retailing") had 1,300 sets. And Detroit News' VVWDT began
daily test patterns last Tuesday , making that city another new priority market.

FM SETS, SISN3 JOT PORTEHTS: Pilot Radio Corp.'s big ad in Thursday's New York
Times not only gave FM a fillip in nation's biggest market, but flew directly in
face of manufacturers who've been complaining about overzealous FM promotion (Vol.

3, No. 7). Pilot timed its "three-fold message on FM " with IRE convention, ad-
dressed portions of copy separately as "a message to" (1) radio engineers, (2) FM
broadcasters, (3) the public. Of course, it also plugged its new §107.50 AM-FM
table model .

There's no blinking fact that AM-only table models aren't moving too well .

Clearances and price-cutting, especially of off-brands, are now the rule.. Dealers
are even asking that manufacturers come down on Aid-phonograph table models priced
above §100 retail, saying this is out of line with consoles sometimes costing less.
And in Some places, FM promotion has been so effective that dealers won't accent
consoles without FM . Trade indications are that just about all consoles will in-
clude FM before year is out.

An FM enthusiast of our acquaintance, annoyed that FM was unmentioned in
several manufacturer ads in one recent issue of Saturday Evening Post, wrote each
company to ask why — and what were their Fid production plans? Replies were sig-
nificant enough to merit quotation, were perhaps even symptomatic — especially the
one from Ben Abrams, Emerson, biggest of the table model set producers:

"Emerson expects to release FM radios within three months. By that time it
is hoped that FM programs will be Sufficiently improved [sic !] to justify the higher
prices. .. .For the next five years, at least, you will receive the more important
programs over the AM system." (Editor's Note: Why the sudden interest in pro-
grams? Emerson is not now, never has been, very important sponsor of radio programs.)

Wrote Philco's A. E. Allsn : "Within the next two months Philco will be
offering a table model FM receiver. .. .Your local dealer will be- able to give you
information on this set within the next 45 days." Wrote Bendix's Paul J. Reed:
"We are just now Starting production on an AM-FM model which in over-all appearance
will be almost identical to the one (AM) you saw illustrated. .. .As for AM-FM table
models, however, there will be a considerable delay."

THE REVOLT AGA1H37 RADIO': Big, pontifical Fortune Magazine , March issue, adds its
voice to radio's harsh critics in article titled "The Revolt Against Radio," sub-
headed: "A loud minority is disgusted with American broadcasting. The radio indus-
try bases its defense on the majority. The debate is livelier than the prospects."
It goes on to say: "Today, it looks very much as if any substantial improvement in



the Standards of American radio must wait on the rise in the industry, from within
or without, of directing personalities willing to take a chance on higher quality —
because they get a satisfaction from higher quality, and because they have a convic-
tion that eventually it will pay." That about sums up article, which culls heavily
the speeches, writings, etc., of Dr. DeForest, Frederick Wakeman, Variety, John
Crosby, H. T. Webster, Robert Ruark, Henry Morgan, Fred Allen, William S. Paley, FCC
Blue Book, on one side; Niles Trammell, U of Denver poll, Carroll Carroll (Los

Angeles adman) , on the other.

- S2GHT AND SOUND ..

Drift in FM receivers, an annoyance that has cropped

up in some sets, has a solution in crystal control. That’s

conviction of American Quartz Laboi'atories, Yonkers,

N. Y. (also a Class A applicant), whose chief engineer,

William Maron, has developed an FM-only set to retail for

$200. Set has IS channels, must be tailored for local fre-

quencies. AQL is also making $150 FM converter for AM
sets. Maron says set will be expanded for areas where

more than 18 signals are available. He feels $200 for FM-
onlv not prohibitive, claiming, for example, that WGYN,
New York, asserts it can distribute 100,000.

FM broadcasters who want tall towers and are having

CAA trouble might take a leaf from Cowles v.p. T. A. M.

Craven’s book. For KRNT-FM, Des Moines (which holds

a CP for 158 lew at 745 ft), Comdr. Craven wants a 1,530

ft tower. Before doing anything else, he checked with

CAA officials, found unobjectionable site at Mitchellville,

northeast of Des Moines. When erected, at estimated

$200,000 cost, 1,530-ft tower (believed tallest man-made
structure in world) will put KRNT-FM’s 50 uv/m con-

tour out 100 miles, “usable” signal 120 miles. Plans call for

Westinghouse 50 lew transmitter.

Precious 620 kc channel goes into New York area

under FCC’s 5 lew grant to Newark Broadcasting Co. (A. G.

Vanderbilt, Essex County counsel, past president Ameri-

can Bar Assn); denied were Donald Flamm (ex-WMCA)
and Metropolitan Broadcasting Service (Ohrbach’s dept,

store). This week, oft-embattled occupant of 620 kc,

Milwaukee Journal’s WTMJ (NBC), applied for permis-

sion to purchase 250-watt WSAU, Wausau, TV is. (CBS),

where it plans second FM; price is $200,000.

Oral arguments on 30 kc AM separation in same area

(Vol. 3, No. 9), with FCC sitting en banc Friday, found

Attorney Paul Spearman principal proponent for 30 kc

now. Most of those present, chiefly engineers, were op-

posed on basis of “insufficient scientific data,” and their

arguments seemed to impress commissioners. Experimen-

tation on high powers, lower frequencies was urged.

FMA’s dynamic young prexy, Roy Hofheinz, KTHT
and KOPY (FM), Houston, no sooner was done with New
Orleans AM hearing last week (he’s seeking 50 kw day,

25 kw night on 1540 kc) than he and his Texas oilman part-

ner, TV. N. Hooper, applied for Dallas (10 kw on 740 kc).

That makes fourth AM they seek; the others are 50 kw day

on 1530 kc in Harlingen, Tex., and 5 kw on 860 kc in San

Antonio.

Still hazy subject of FM blanketing is being examined

by FCC and FMA. Some complaint has emanated from

Syracuse, where flock of transmitters are almost on top

of each other. It’s too early to tell, but any one, or combi-

nation, of following factors may be involved: Too close

proximity of transmitters, too close assignment of fre-

quencies, poor receiver selectivity, ignorance of set tuners.

Philco’s touted TV set (Vol. 3, No. 7) has more of its

secrecy unveiled in article, with diagram, in March issue of

Caldwell-Clements’ Tele-Tech.

“Skullduggery,” “armchair geographer,” “legerde-

main,” are among the terms, technical and otherwise,

tossed around in a revival of the old high-low FM band
squabble in February Proceedings of the IRE. FCC’s
Edward W. Allen matches microvolts with this powerful

pro-low band array: Armstrong, Jansky, deMars, Pollack,

Carnahan, Brown. Allen’s paper is said to have had pe-

culiar history. It was presented at IRE meeting Jan. 25,

1945, by Allen and K. A. Norton. Later, authors were
reported desiring to withdraw it from discussion; IRE
said “No.” Then, along the way, Norton withdrew his

byline, paper was revised, discussed, is finally presented

with discussion 2 years after original submission.

Circular polarization for FM and TV, which hasn’t

seemed to have caught on particularly well, largely be-

cause of lack of gain, got respectful attention at IRE con-

vention. II. A. Wheeler, consulting physicist, told about

a helical antenna which (theoretically, at least) offers not

only gain but possibility of suppressing TV ghosts. RCA’s
antenna expert George Brown also outlined work of his

company in circular field. Some listeners were a little dubi-

ous of getting viewers to install adequate receiving an-

tenna to receive circular waves.

Up from ranks also is CBS’s newly named operating

chief, 44-year-old Joe Ream, elected executive v.p. by
board this week; his former duties as secretary are taken

over by Julius Brauner, genei’al attorney. Ream is a ’27

law graduate of Yale, joined CBS as an attorney, headed its

legal dept, for 8 years.

Clyde H. Bend and Russell P. May have dissolved part-

nership in Washington consulting engineering firm of May
& Bond. Bond and George Gautney have become partners

in firm of John Barron, Consulting Engineers. May con-

tinues at old stand. (Note: Make changes in your Directory

of Consulting Engineers; Supplement No. 12-A.)

Steinmans’ clear-cut case of FM overlap (Vol. 3, No.

9), seen as test of FCC’s multiple ownership philosophy,

is no longer so clear-cut. New application of Wilmington

Tri-State Broadcasting Co. Inc. throws competitive issue

into the picture since only one channel remains unassigned

in Wilmington.

Excise taxes totaled $38,087,396 for calendar year

1946 on radio sets, parts, phonographs, as against $5,129,-

295 in 1945, Treasury Dept, reports; phonograph record

makers paid $6,129,456, compax'ed to $2,347,895. Since tax

is 10 To of manufacturei’’s selling price, you have index to

total production.

New RCA manager of TV equipment sales at Camden
is Merrill A. Trainer, working under T. A. (Ted) Smith.

He succeeds Henry Rhea, resigned to run new WHOW in

his home town of Clinton, 111.

“Television Primer of Production and Direction” by

Louis A. Sposa, WARD director of commercial operations,

is due in latter April. Published by McGraw-Hill, book is

for novices and is based on lectures at CCNY.



FM SETS— CHEAPLY AND QUICKLY: Here's a gadget that may be the answer to the
prayers of FMers losing their shirts Sweating out audience — a tiny unit, costing
only few dollars to make, that attaches to any AM radio and transforms it into an
FM receiver . In a downtown Washington office we> saw this little adapter (called
"blooper" by its inventor) plugged into an ordinary table AM set, listened to it,

handled it. It brought in a local FM station well; according to inventor, it covers
entire 88-108 me band, is static-free, has fidelity range limited only by the> audio
of AM set to which attached.

We're not going overboard for it yet, but as far as we can tell there's no
catch in it — and we've heard enough about converters, adapters, ,etc., to be very
leery. On his counsel's advice, the chap who thought it up — K.G. (Pug) Marquardt

,

chief engineer for the Capper stations WIBW and WIBW-FM, Topeka, and KCKN, Kansas
City, Kan. — would not open up his blooper's innards or tell what makes it tick,
not until legalities have been completed. It looks like' a square box made of alum-
inum, about 3% in. cube, just about big enough to contain 3 packs of cigarets.

Youn^ Marquardt was quick to emphasise that his unit won't supplant a true
FM set , that it's intended primarily for the- lonesome STA-holder, particularly the
fellow with no AM to foot the bills. That's because gadget needs at least 500 uv/m
signal for good reception . Asked how he calculates it can be mass-produced for a
few dollars while GE, Stromberg, Magnavox and Packard-Bell (the latest) can't seem
to make a converter under §60, Marquardt says laconically: "Nothing to it. The
parts only cost me §4." No half-way FMer, he also rigged up a 10-gain, 3-element
receiving antenna, which he calls "plumber's delight," to wholesale at §5.90.

1,533 AMs, S09 MORE SOUGHT: Do you know that, as ,of today (March 15), there are
exactly 1,585 AM stations licensed or authorized for construction (some 1,100 li-
censees, the rest CPs)? And that 579 of these have been authorized in the 14%
months since Jan. 1, 1946, when the count was 1,004 (940 licensees, 64 CPs)? And
that still pending before FCC are approximately 900 applications for new AM sta-

tions, 350 applications for changed facilities for existing AM stations?

We cite these figures not only to contrast them with FM (48 licensees, 515
CPs, 177 conditionals, nearly 300 applications) — showing that AM still holds
greatest venture appeal — but also to emphasize the importance of our new AM Direc-
tory , due for publication shortly after the May 1 "freeze" ends. This Directory
will list all North American AM stations by States or Provinces and by Frequencies

;

all U.S. stations by Call Letters; all pending applications by States and by Fre-
quencies. By maintaining the weekly addenda sheets that will be furnished to sub-
scribers, as with our FM Directory (Supplement No. 47), you will have before you the'

AM picture in any locality and on any frequency at any time .

WHAT'S NEXT IN TV SETS: You'll be hearing a lot now about the new General Elec-
tric and Stewart-Warner TV receivers , just beginning to dribble into hands of~dis-
tributors in areas with TV service. Both are in production, both broke first
illustrations in ads in mid-March slick publications and both included models for
"T-Day" showings in Los Angeles this week. GE had floor models of its No. 801 (de-
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scribed in Vol. 3, .No. 4)' in -hands of about 20 dealers there; it's a console v/ith
AM band added, priced at §549.50 in East, §565 in West, plus §65 installation and
servicing fee. Its No. 802, looking very much the same but including EM and auto-
matic phonograph, was announced as 2-3 months away, will be priced around §800.

Stewart-Warner showed its "Videorama 11 receivers in Chicago a few weeks ago,
had models of its 1-711 and T-712 consoles, one bleached and one natural" walnut , on
display in Los Angeles. It has 10-inch tube, includes AM band, will retail around
§700 plus §50 installation-servicing, should be ready for quantity delivery to deal-
ers next month. Largest displayer in Los Angeles, of course, was RCA; its price
for 621-TS there is §264.50, for 630-TS is §397.50 (as against §250 and §375 in East).

You can also expect, fairly soon, formal announcements from Philco , whose
"secret" IV Set (Vol. 3, No. 5, 7) is in production, and whose ad agency (Hutchins,
Philadelphia) is now preparing literature to break when sets reach dealers’ hands;
and from Farnsworth , whose table model set with 10-inch tube will start reaching
dealers in late April. "Our prices," Farnsworth President E. A. Nicholas advises us,
"will of course be competitive, with the possibility of certain models (particularly
our table types) being slightly lower priced than competitive models now |in the
market." Only table models now on' market are RCA’s. Farnsworth plans 4 TV models ,

other 3 being a console, a lowboy modern combination TV, AM, phonograph, and a.

highboy TV-AM-FM-phonograph. Decision to produce TV sets in Fort Wayne instead of
Marion, Ind.

,
plant has resulted in temporary delays, but offers advantage of pro-

ducing under actual telecasting conditions from Farnsworth's own experimental TV
station in Fort Wayne.

m MEEDS MOB'S CHAHm SPACING; Latest of FM's age-of-puberty growing pains:
Stations in same area are too close together in frequency . At time basic alloca-
tion was proposed, set manufacturers agreed with proposal to assign every other
channel in same area, saying their sets would separate stations adequately. Now
that some cities have stations on air with considerable power, it turns out that
receivers don't do adequate job of separation .

FCC has made tests at Syracuse and is testing receivers at its Laurel (Md.)

laboratories, and although it hasn't yet all the data it wants, consensus of outside
experts is that reallocation with 3-channel separation is most practicable solution.
Receiver makers say it's too expensive to overcome problem in sets. If such a
reallocation is made nation-wide, it seems that only very largest cities are liable
to lose some channels , with rest of country not seriously affected. Interlacing
channel assignments of adjacent areas would take care of most localities.

Experiments at Syracuse were carefully controlled , we're told — no question
of transmitter overmodulation or uncalibrated receivers. In addition to FCC engi-
neers, GE, Stromberg and Zenith men were present. Philco, Hallicrafter

, GE and Pilot
Sets were among those used. In addition to interference problem, broadcasters are
now convinced of bad psychological effect of having a city's stations bunched in small
segment of dial. Listeners are hazy about station's identity iJntil station break.

TO SET ITS liO'OSS IM 0BBEIS: There isn't going to be any "czar" in the Eric Johnston-

Happy Chandler sense to clean up radio's alleged overcommercialism — Wednesday's
ardent front-page outburst by that self-annointed mentor of radio's morals. New
York Timesman Jack Gould, to the contrary notwithstanding. But there is a movement
under way, which Gould more accurately reported on inside page Thursday, to form
coalition of the men who foot radio's bill, advertisers and their agencies, with
broadcasters to work out code of practices to govern them all and put end to con-

stant carping over who's to blame for alleged abuses. "Czar" idea may have grown
out of several trips NAB's counsel Don Petty has taken to Hollywood to study how

Motion Picture Association polices its industry.

Acknowledging cascading criticism, top level advertising and radio execu-
tives have been discussing subject several months — sparked by CBS's Frank Stan-

ton, great believer in polls and surveys, and General Foods' Charles Mortimer , major



Sponsor. They think an organization can be set up to inform broadcasters on public
attitudes, fix standards of commercial practices, conduct researches into v/hat pub-
lic will and won't accept. This week an organizing committee was set up , to meet
sometime next ,month, headed by Mutual's Edgar Kobak and including : Niles Trammell,
NBC; Clair R. McCullough, Steinman stations; I.R. Lounsberry, WGR ; Thomas D'Arcy
Brophy, Kenyon & Eckhardt ; Sigurd S. Larman, Young & Rubicam; Robert F. Elder, Lever
Bros. ; Donovan B. Stetler, Standard Brands.

BREAKUP OF FM LOG-JAM: Looks like there's finally a substantial break in the 200-
odd FM applications gummed up for one reason or another. Parade of FM decisions is
definitely under way, gnawipg away at that backlog of 112. Those 23 halted by
overlap (Vol. 3, No. 9) are due for breakup, too, with FCC staff whipping them in
shape ,for Commission consideration. And those 30-plus lacking program analyses
(Vol. 3, No. 7) are due for quick disposal — dismissal, in fact, if data isn't in
by April 1. Grants this week comprised only 3 CPs, 9 conditionals (Supplement No.
47-1 herewith), including one for WTOL, Toledo, awaiting decision on ,Blue Book
charges, etc. Grant seems indication of Commission's thinking about WTOL's AM too.

MIAMI GETS TV; INDIAMA APPL1CAHT: There's a good possibility FCC's decision on
color TV will be out next week — ,but it's more probable the week after. Our guess
is Still what it was at close of hearings (Vol. 3, No. 7). Meanwhile, eager to clean
up pending low-band applications. Commission this week granted its 52nd CP for
black-and-white operation to a relative late comer in Miami, received first new TV
application in many weeks — for ,station in Bloomington, Ind.

Grant was made Wednesday to Southern Radio & Television Equipment Co., M i

-

ami , which had applied only 2 months ago (Vol. 3, No. 3). It got Channel No. 4 (66-
72 me), with 1.57 kw visual, 786 watts aural power, 340 ft antenna, studio and
transmitter to be in El Comodoro Hotel. New Indiana application is from Sarkes Tar -

zian , ex-RCA, now consultant, who asks for Channel No. 10 (192-198 me) with 6.38 kw
visual, 3.31 aural power, 263.5 antenna height. Channel 10 is one of 5 assigned
Indianapolis (Supplement No. 17) which has only one TV grantee or applicant thus far
(Supplement No. 18-B) . Tarzian (of "HiFAM" fame, Vol. 3, No. 2) proposes to build
own plant, usa DuMont camera chains for total cost of only $38,270; then he aims
to manufacture TV equipment, including "receivers to retail below $200."

KILOCYCLES FOE THE COMRADES? If it hasn't already done so in decision on New
York FM cases, now being written, it's a good guess that one of rejectees (among
17 Seeking 5 available channels) will be People's Radio Foundation (Supplement No.
14-A) . Publicity spotlight turned on it this week by UP's Lyle Wilson, quoting
well-documented article in March 8 issue of anti-Communist "New Leader," should be
clincher. Wilson named names, wrote that group is "speckled almost black with Com-
munists . " And the Commies aren't riding very high in Washington these' days. Pro -
posed Chicago decision on hearing held way last May (11 for 10) finally came- out
this week — with WAIT to be denied because of past programming. Granted were non-
AMs Amalgamated, Balaban & Katz, UAW-CIO ; and AMs WENR, WCFL, WAAF , WMAQ, WGES,
WJJD, WSBC.

REPORT OH FACSIMILE: Publisher Jack Knight, his Miami Herald, its WQAM-FM, In-
ventor John V. L. Hogan and their staffs seem to be having time of their lives dem-
onstrating fax in Miami this week and next . It's clicked so well with school, civic
and business leaders, and public generally, reports Hogan, that they're now "making
plans for full-scale daily broadcast schedule to start in fall, when GE equipment is
delivered.

"

Engineers of Radio Inventions Inc., headed by Hogan , have been Supervising
demonstrations at 3 locations simultaneously, helped by lads from local tech high
school. Equipment consists of one single scanner and monitor, 3 demonstration re-
corders, all prototypes made in RI labs. Fax editorial staff comprises editor, who
also acts as announcer, assistant for rewrites, IBM electromatic operator, staff



retoucher. They turn out 3 full hours of " programming" per day. Receiving points
have Shown v/irephoto pictures 15 minutes after filing in New York. Best record to
now for complete news page from start to reception, including editing and complete
makeup by IBM typewriter, is 11 minutes. Hot dispatches are broadcast direct by
pasting up teletype copy 30 seconds after last period. Knight's enthusiasm for fax
(Vol. 3, No. 9), his high place in newspaper world, led all press associations to
cover tests. Next definitive report on fax will shortly be published by Editorial
Research Reports, Washington, whose Kendrick Lee has been making study.

KEYDEY OF THE SOOTHSAYERS: Another educated guess on FM production comes in the
March "Radio & Television Retailing," whose pages are devoted largely to impressing
upon dealers that "FM is that great new something in radio!" But the Caldwell-
Clement s publication's figures are still guesswork, to be sure — in same category as
RMA President Cosgrove's estimate of 2 million FMs this year (Vol. 3, No. 4) and
Stromberg-Carlson President Manson's 3-4% million (Vol. 3, No. 2). But first 1947
figures aren't quite So promising — only 51,318 units in January (Vol. 3, No. 9).

"Radio & Television Retailing" reckons that, inasmuch as industry leaders
figure 15-18 million radios of all kinds will be produced in 1947, 20% of them FM
continued growth in Same ratio can be expected in 1948. So its pre-count is:
3.200.000 FMs selling for $320,125,000 in 1947; 6,200,000 for $496,326,000 in 1948;
12.140.000 for $728,400,000 in 1949. Whooping it up for dealers, it tells them
that average midget set sells for $22-50, average, table model $49.50, average table
"combo" (phonograph) $99.50; that if they sell all 3, they get $171.50; that if
they sell one FM-combo, they get $355.

' - SIGHT AND SOUND :

Not much doubt how NAB’s engineering executive

committee feels about “mad rush” for new AM stations and
plethora of grants—they don’t like it, but at same time

admit there’s nothing they can do about it. At meeting this

week, chairmanned by WHA’s Orrin Towner, they asked

NAB to urge officially on FCC that it make new grants in

“strict adherence” to engineering standards. But they

wouldn’t say that isn’t being done now, except for one

member’s allusion to alleged remark by an FCC commis-

sioner that deluge of AM grants may “mess up AM band”

so badly they will all have no choice but to turn to FM.
Committee has recommended new NAB engineering chief,

soon to be named; voted to reconstitute transcription

standards panel and have it make study looking toward

new standards; recommended NAB work with FCC and

CAA on problems of locating antenna towers.

Broadcasting industry placed orders for $26,476,087

worth of transmitting and studio equipment during 1946,

got delivery of $6,491,067 worth, RMA reported Friday.

AM accounted for major portion of transmitter buying

—

$10,469,072 ordered, $2,401,303 filled. FM orders amounted
to $4,753,669, deliveries $752,259. TV orders totaled

$4,740,899, deliveries $845,141, AM-FM studio equipment

orders amounted to $4,372,514, deliveries $1,784,060. TV
studio equipment orders were $709,712, deliveries $72,127.

RMA committee on FM (Vol. 3, No. 8) plans to meet
March 28 at New York’s Roosevelt Hotel, when it expects

to have figures on manufacturers’ 1947 FM production,

actual and contemplated. Questionnaires to set makers
went out this weekend. After studying answers, commit-

tee, Philco’s Larry Hardy, chairman, will make arrange-

ments to meet with FMA group on FM set production.

Chicago’s TV-boosting Electric Assn, claims Alderman
Moss’ use of paid time on WBKB was first political elec-

tioneering yet by TV—forerunner of what will be common-
place in 1948 national elections.

“Very hot item” is what Chicago dealers term Sears
Roebuck’s $169.50 wire recorder-phonograph-AM table
model which this week jumped from rumor state (Vol. 3,

No. 8) onto shelves of city’s 22 Sears stores. Set includes
hand mike and one spool of wire (which, running an hour
and costing $4.98, would seem too long and too expensive
for average use). If set is trouble-free and fidelity is as
satisfactory as claimed, it will prove very rough competi-
tion for other recorders which are being offered for $150-
$250 without radio or record player.

Rural and small town TV service by satellites is en-
visioned in March Science Illustrated. Article sees micro-
wave relay stations also rebroadcasting TV programs for
areas unable to support local stations. Such service, of
course, presumes FCC approval of satellites—which has
been recommended by industry (Vol. 3, No. 5). Story also
has two-page pictorial spread of new TV receivers, includ-
ing Telicon TV-FM-AM table model, first such picture
we’ve seen.

Interest in printed circuits (Vol. 2, No. 46) and other
war-learned production shortcuts continues to grow among
set manufacturers, particularly among newcomers with
no old equipment to amortize. For example, newcomer
Orthon Corp., Paterson, N. J., is giving serious considera-
tion to printed circuits. Among established manufacturers,
Belmont and Emerson have stated intention of using the
new tricks. A Belmont executive says May deliveries will

include such circuits, but his enthusiasm is temperate

—

“some labor savings” amounting to “pennies” at present.

Borden Co. is employing Kenyon & Eckhardt as agency
in staging new Sunday night TV series on NBC’s WNBT,
New York, starting March 16 with one-act play, “The Flor-
ist Shop.” WNBT also announces addition of Benrus to

time-signal sponsors, through J. D. Tarcher & Co. Other
watch companies who are using or have used TV: Bulova,
Elgin, Gruen, Waltham.
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NUCLEUS OF FM NETWORK? First land-line hookup of FM stations , set up to carry 1%-
hour concert Wednesday nights by Army Air Forces Band from Washington, starts March
26 with 3 pioneer FMers taking part. They emphasise they're not trying to start a
commercial network, say they're doing it largely to refuta criticisms of poor FM
programs (Vol. 3, Wo. 10). Comprising the setup (Continental Network, they call it)

are WASH-FM, Washington (Dillard) ; WITH-FM, Baltimore (Tinsley) ; W2XMN, Alpine,
N.J. (Armstrong). They are shelling out some Si ,800 in line charges for series to

run until May 7. They wanted more than 8,000 cycles, of course — 15,000 cps. if they
could get it. But terminal equipment to achieve 15,000 won't be available until
next year, AT&T told them. However, AT&T says 8,000 is now generally available.
Thus, shown hookup can work, other FMers may ask to plug in; it would be simple
and and not very expensive matter to add New York, Philadelphia, Schenectady, Utica,
Harrisburg, Allentown, Winchester, etc.

FD1 AND TV SET PRODOCTION UP: Trend is still upward, at slow but steady pace, in

both FM and TV production. February short month, according to RMA auditors, showed
total of 55,594 AM-FM receivers , highest to date (previous record: January, 51,318;
overall 1946 total, 181,485; pre-war total, 395,000). Out of February total, table
models numbered 7,968; consoles, 45,626. Interesting item in RMA report : Table
models included what should prove to be popular package — 768 AM-FMs with record
player, produced by unnamed private brand manufacturer.

February TV set production was 6,243 plus 10 converters (compared to 5,437
in January, 6,476 during whole of 1946, estimated 10,000 pre-war). February count
included 5,362 table models, 786 direct-view consoles, 95 projection consoles.

Total radio set production for February was 1,379,966 , down from 1,564,171
January total, with consoles climbing to about 11%. This week RMA Excise Committee
appealed to FMers to support industry move to get 10% excise tax on radios removed
or reduced . Said Sonora's Joe Gerl, chairman: "Excise tax, combined with produc-
tion difficulties, has worked to hold FM set prices high. Removal of tax should be
a boon to FM broadcasters as well as AM stations."

MEANING OF COLOR TV EDfST: Those who gambled on status quo in TV , obtained licenses
or CPs, tooled up for low-band receiver production, were vindicated by FCC's decis-
sion Tuesday (full text in Supplement No. 49 herewith). Rejected flatly, finally
and unanimously was CBS's hotly contested petition for commercialization of the uhf
for Dr. Peter Goldmark's system of color TV.

So, officially, the brakes are off; the excuse most often given for holding
back — threat of overnight obsolescence — is removed. TV's 13 low-band channels
for black-and-white transmission and reception are safe, it would seem, from aban-
donment or radical upheaval for the next half dozen years, at least.

That's the essential meaning of the decision — clear sailing now for mono-
chrome. It remains to be seen whether those who pulled out to await color will re-
join the blue chip game that is TV. As things stand now (Supplement No. 18-B)

,
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there- are 11 TV stations actually on the air (including Don Lee’s experimental
V/SXAO in Los Angeles, St. Louis Post-Dispatch's KSD-TV, Detroit News' -WWDT); plus
49 CPs outstanding, 15 applications pending — including 5 for New York's 4 remain-
ing channels.

There are 7 companies now delivering TV receivers — DuMont, General Elec-
tric, RCA, St ev/art -Warner ,

Telicon, U.S. Television, Viewtone — and at least a
score more with definite plans to produce TV sets this year (Vol. 3, No. 7). Such
companies as Philco, Farnsworth and Emerson are due out with models any day now.
And with the "color clouds" lifted, you can expect many more manufacturers to go
into TV set production.

Discreetly silent since decision came out, CBS may be expected to throw its
energies now into black-and-whit e. It never did give up its low-band WCBS-TV ; in-
deed, has been developing that New York station all along — only recently signing
Ford and General Foods to joint sponsorship of all Brooklyn Dodgers home games this
season (Vol. 3, No. 9). At recent FCC hearing, CBS president Frank Stanton said his
company has spent $2 million in developing color TV but added: "We are not prepared
to expend further substantial corporate energies in this direction should the Com-
mission rule adversely upon our petition."

Presumably, CBS will now cast about for ways and means of extending its low-
band operations to keep pace with competitors. Washington's 5 allotted channels are
all Spoken for, as are Los Angeles' 7. But in other cities where CBS has AM sta-
tions (Chicago, Boston, Minneapolis) and in San Francisco channels are still avail-
able. It won't be surprising? if CBS undertakes to buy out or 1 buy into one of the
Washington or Hollywood stations in view of extreme importance of those key cities.

FCC's report is largely the literary handiwork of Asst. Gen. Counsel Harry
Plotkin, and an unusually well-written and lucid job for a Government document. Its

thesis is pretty much that of the preponderant industry forces who opposed CBS at

the hearings; it praises the CBS research effort, but says flatly that its color
system "does not represent the optimum performance which may be expected of color
television within a reasonable time."

ANOTHER TV FOB BETBQ1T: Detroit's third TV grant (5 channels allocated) went

Thursday to George B. Storer's Fort Industry Co., already holder of CP for video

outlet in Toledo (Vol. 2, No. 49). Channel No. 2 (54-60 me) was assigned, with 14.26

kw visual, 7.51 kw aural’ power, 500 ft antenna; proposed studio-transmitter build-
ing is at northwest corner of Woodward & Kirby Sts., proposed expenditure on plant

§229,000 exclusive of land and building.

Earlier Detroit grantees were Detroit News, whose WWDT is now undergoing
on-the-air tests with low power, and AJ3C which hasn't yet started to build its pro-

jected WDLT (Supplement NO. 18-B). Only other Detroit applicant is Paramount's

United Detroit Theatres, awaiting clearing up of Paramount-DuMont situation (Vol. 3,

No. 1). Of the mere 15 applications remaining, 5 are involved in New York case

(4 to be chosen, probably next werek)
;
one other should be- granted shortly, that of

Daily News Television Inc. for Philadelphia (Vol. 3, No. 9), thus filling up that

city's quota of 4 channels.

Besides Detroit grant, FCC formalized grant to DuMont's WABD, New York , off

air for about 6 weeks, which returned with new equipment; it's now operating with

14.25 kw visual, 9.45 kw aural power, 640 ft antenna.

"COMES THE REVOLUTION!" NAB integrates its executive setup , should function much

more effectively with this week's appointments: Robert K. Richards , ex-Broadcast ing
Magazine, to be director of public relations; Royal V. (Doc) Howard , ex-KSFO, San

Francisco, director of engineering; Harold Fai r, ex-WHO, Des Moines, director of

programs. All are top-flight men. NAB, incidentally, next weekend moves into its

sumptuous new Washington quarters — old Canadian Legation Annex, 1771 N St. N.W.

Public relations post is particularly important at moment , for belligerent

industry-can-do-no-wrong policy isn't sitting too well with FCC — quite aside from



danger of restrictive legislation it invites from Capitol Hill. NAB's part in latest
housecleaning move (Vol. 3, No. 11) is still not one of leadership, led "Variety"
to observe with characteristic candor under the provocative headline "Comes the

Revolution !"

:

"For years there’s been a hue and cry to 'do something' about the radio
industry's public relations problems. Although the NAB is 25 years old and amply
financed and staffed, it apparently has been unable to do much because of the split
down the middle between big stations and little stations, and between those who are
anxious to meet criticism with action and reform as against those who want no 'inter-
ference' with their right to take any kind of business and follow any kind of trade
practices expediency and inclination suggest.

"The Broadcasters Advisory Council will outwardly 'include' the NAB, but as
many see it the brainpower will not be with the old trade association but the new.
The action of the big advertisers, big agencies and big broadcasters (namely net-
works) in acting on their own initiative reflects an unwillingness in top industry
leadership to allow their values and hopes to be scuttled by the continued practices
of the kind of station operators who exercise little or no voluntary censorship of
either the amount or kind of advertising they line up. As one' broadcaster summed it

up: 'We can no longer laugh off criticisms of the public on the one hand and the
telling opposition of the newspapers and magazines on the other, unless we break
through the habit of inertia and do-nothingism which has always stopped public rela-
tions organization for radio.'"

FM CHANNEL WORRIES CONTINUE: No question about it — FM channel separation problem
(Vol. 3, No. 11) is really a king-size headache for FCC, broadcasters and set

makers. Word from FCC is that they're still collecting facts. But it's increasingly
apparent that solution isn't in receivers, since even most expensive types don't do
adequate job of separation under all circumstances. As for bunching an area's
transmitters together, that's not always practical and may raise other problems.
Also, little suburban Class A's must be assured Class B's don't blank them out.

So it still looks as if a Class B reallocation is the answer . But how to do
it without junking most of present meticuouslv dove-tailed allocation and without
losing any (or many) channels? Of course, FCC has Some Slack in those reserved
’channels. But if those are absorbed in extensive' shifting, it will disappoint appli-
cants who've been banking on them for a second chance after being denied in hear-
ings. Other than these "deny-ees," however,, very few seem to be eyeing the reserved
channels . Two in Pittsburgh and one in Washington (CBS, which just dropped Minne-
apolis application) are only ones so far, and no great rush is anticipated at end of
reservation (June 30).

Class A reservation (Vol. 3, No. 4), incidentally, though not yet offi-
cially promulgated, is actually in effect in New York and Los Angeles areas where
flock of recent applications already outnumber channels available, reserved or
otherwise. Uncertainty on channel separation problem is given as additional reason
for freezing now.

As if FCC engineers didn't have enough trouble, it appears that s ome New
York FM stations will have to change frequencies , after all (Vol. 3, No. 7), to pro-
tect aircraft instrument landing systems (ILS). Engineers of WGYN, WBAM, WNYC-FM
are Scheduled to meet next week with FCC, CAA men to iron out problem. Shift, cost-
ing "up to $1,000" (probably to be borne by airlines) is likely to hold for a year.
Commission has assured airlines future assignments will be tailored to protect ILS.

TV AND THE POWER TO TAX: That 20% Federal amusement tax you pay at theatres,
night clubs, etc. v/ould also be levied in public places showing TV programs, if
tentative Bureau of Internal Revenue ruling prevails. But TV people, particularly
TBA and RMA officials, protesting, came away from parleys with Washington tax offi-
cials this week with distinct feeling TV will be exempted , probably placed in same
tax-free category as radio, Muzak, juke boxes. Ruling so far is that tax is effec-



tive if "substantial" number of patrons can see pictures. Not only would tax deter
market for high-priced sets, most of which are going into public places like tav-
erns, bars, lounges, etc., but decline in number of multi-viewer locations v/ould
adversely affect sponsorship, especially of sports events. Question whether TV sets
must pay New York City movie tax is still open; Pennsylvania ruling that TVs in
places of business must get State amusement permit, is being fought in courts by
Philadelphia restauranteurs , who have asked for restraining order.

~ - : SIGHT AMD SOUND r-..:-.;: .

—
Capable, popular FCC Chief Engineer George P. Adair

has resigned as of April 30 to start own consulting prac-

tice, located at 1833 M St. N.W., Washington. The 44-year-

old veteran of 16 years of FCC service will be succeeded by
53-year-old George E. Sterling, assistant chief engineer,

who entered Federal radio service as Dept, of Commerce
inspector back in 1923.

NAB’s moribund FM Dept, seems to be perking up,

has scheduled these subjects for agenda of March 27 New
York meeting of executive committee (Walter Daram, chair-

man): channel reservation, engineering standards, pro-

motional activities, set distribution, AFM non-duplication

rule, coordination with FMA, part in NAB convention.

FMA top-kick Everett Dillard, also on NAB committee,

says he can’t attend.

TBA petition for sliding scale of TV operating hours

—

based on number of sets in city—went to FCC Friday with

good prospects of some scheme along this line being ac-

cepted. Suggested schedule calls for 7 hours per station

when there are up to 25,000 sets per station; 14 hours,

25,000 to 50,000; 21 hours, 50,000 to 75,000; 28 hours,

over 75,000.

Stanley Hubbard retains control of KSTP, St. Paul,

rival group of bidders is rejected, he gets loan of $850,000

from Avco to purchase other 757c of stock, Avco gets op-

tion on 49% after 6 months, not 75% first proposed (Vol.

2, No. 39), in FCC ruling Thursday.

Allocations in 30-40 me and 152-162 me bands (non-

government, fixed and mobile) were finalized by FCC Fri-

day. Copies of official reports (Mimeo 3529 for former,

3544 for latter) will be sent you on request. FCC also

assured “hams” it would look out for their interests at In-

ternational Telecommunications Conference in Atlantic

City May 15.

FM channel hunt in Peoria by West Central Broadcast-

ing Co. (Supplement No. 14-K) bore frujt this week. Ap-

plicant, which with Radio Peoria Inc., was being denied in

proposed decision, dug up 2 more channels (Supplement

No. 47-J herewith) and is in line for grant in an order due

next week. Radio Peoria Inc. is presumably still out in the

cold, since one of the new channels is reserved.

Successful vendor of some 1,500 TV kits before the

war, about 500 post-war, Andrea is considering another kit

this fall based on its new TV models which are due out in

June. Kit would be “so simple that a layman could put it

together.”

Amphenol, now making de luxe ($30) broad-band re-

ceiving antenna for AM, shortwave, FM, for which Scott is

one of their good customers, expects to make comparable

antenna for TV.

Domestic film supply being restricted by Petrillo-movie

agreement, TV programmers are leaning heavily on indus-

trial films and own newsreel units. NBC this week tied up

another source, got TV rights to newsreels and feature

films made in Soviet Union, carried first Wednesday night

—on Moscow meeting of Council of Foreign Ministers.

DuMont’s Paul Ware, referring to our note on FM re-

ceiver drift (Vol. 3, No. 10), assures us good drift control

possible without crystals—the Mallory-Ware Inductuner

holding within 2 kc per degree Centigrade under home
conditions. Galvin, too, has come up with a device giving

“complete compensation” for drift effect. Company says

permeability tuned transmission line achieves control with-

out sacrificing receiver selectivity. Feature is incorporated

in new $350 Motorola console.

Emerson’s new TV receiver, a low-boy console, in-

cludes AM and FM, will sell for $350 plus $50 installation-

servicing charge. Already off line are 100 sets for New
York market; large-scale production planned by summer.
Emerson will shortly announce AM-FM table model to sell

for $99.50; its ad agency, Grady & Wagoners, now pre-

paring copy.

Town Club Telicen, with largest projection screen

yet (23%xl7% inches), has g;one into production at last,

and Telicon Corp: President Solomon Sagall reports sev-

eral have been shipped to bars in New York City. It sells

for $1,995, costs $75 more to install. Sagall also says his

Intra-Video master antenna has been installed in office of

taxi tycoon Dan Arnstein in General Motors Bldg., New
York, is giving such good results it may be answer to real

estate owners’ objections.

Low-cost TV stations, through use of process film

shots, should make video available to small cities for about

$90,000, DuMont announced Friday. Translucent screen,

with 16 mm projector modified to run 30 frames a second

in rear, permits live “remotes” to be telecast inside studio.

DuMont’s Leonard Cramer also plumped for syndicated

“teletranscriptions”—film record of studio presentation

made from receiver screen for reshowing throughout

country.

Fifteen-minute recording on 3%" disc for 10c is boast

of Wagner Recorder Mfg. Corn., 67 W. 44th, New York

City. Recorder, demonstrated at IRE convention, achieves

feat by using pre-grooved (350 lines to inch) plastic disc.

Tracking stylus beneath record rides groove and moves

recording stylus (on top) across disc. Company plans 8"

disc for 100-minute recording.

Using brass-plated wire for its recorder. Brush De-

velopment Co., Cleveland, claims to have solved serious

problem of wear; plain steel wire, it seems, chews up play-

ing head at pretty expensive rate.

TV expert Richard W. Kubbell, Crosley production

manager, author of several important books on TV, has

resigned, opens own TV, radio and movie consulting busi-

ness April 1, at 630 Fifth Ave., New York City.

Sam Cuff, WABD manager, and Lou Sposa, commer-

cial manager, are out in DuMont shakeup that cuts New
York staff from 75 to 23, presages tightening up “to put

TV on dollars and cents operating basis.”

Senate Tuesday confirmed appointment of Commodore

Edward M. Webster to FCC (Vol. 3, No. 9); he fills unex-

pired portion of Porter term, ending June 30, 1949.



SEM3 PLANS CHEAP TV SET: Radio-alert Sears Roebuck plans leap into TV sales field
this year , marketing a "startlingly low priced set" manufactured by Colonial Radio
Corp.

,
subsidiary of big tube-making Sylvania Electric Products Inc. That’s all the

dope we have yet, gleaned only from remarks by Sylvania’ s chairman Walter E. Poor
in press conference Thursday at New York Bankers Club. Whether price will be under
RCA'S §250 and §375 TV-only table model units, now dominating market, or Emerson’S
projected low-boy TV-AM-FM console, to Sell for §350 (Vol. 3, No. 12), was not dis-
closed. But Buffalo plant of Colonial, even if not already in production, can be
added to list of Score or more manufacturers (Vol. 3, No. 7) who advised us they
will be in TV set production before end of this year.

THE FM INTEBFIEENCE SITUATION: There’s a problem, to be sure, but certainly no
"crisis " — and nobody's going to get hurt. That’s the consensus, as we gather it
from those who ought to know something about FM's current interference problem (Vol.

5, No. 12). Cry havoc stories and comment in the trade press, taken up in a scare
Story in Tuesday N.Y. Herald Tribune, are pretty generally discounted by the experts.

FCC sources say: Some reallocation of FM frequncies will be necessary --
that seems certain. But it won't be a radical revision of the allocation plan
(Supplement No. 48). There will be no loss of FM channels to anyone now assigned,
there is no thought of widening the FM band, and there’s definitely no jeopardy to

1 existing TV allocations.

In sum, those with savvy about FM observe : FM is not perfect, but no system
is perfect. Standards were set up largely from theoretical computations. Now that
service is under way. Some standards may have to be revised in the lght of operat-
ing experience — coverage predictions, field intensity measurements, multipath
reflections, tropospheric propagation, receiver characteristics. Consider, too,
that AM is 25 years old, yet is still undergoing changes in standards, even now has
30 kc separation for same areas under study. Also that AM went through several
radical reallocations. Also, that no matter how FM (or AM, for that matter) is
allocated, there will always be somebody building receivers to such low specifi-
cations that interference will result, competition being what it is.

We’ve interviewed dozens of experts to get the foregoing summation. A few
direct quotes may be pertinent. Comr. Jett : "We don't feel there's any interference
problem in FM that can't be solved in a very short time." Chief Engineer Adair :

"The seriousness of the FM interference problem appears to have been greatly exag-
gerated. It's only one of the growing pains of a new Service. Reasonable cooper-
ation between industry and FCC should make the solution not too difficult."

Maj . Armstrong said problem is merely one of proper transmitter location and
can be remedied by simple expedients, which he recounts in letter to Broadcasting
Magazine (March 31). GE's Russ David

, protesting talk about "transmitter drift,"
declared problem is "one that can be readily corrected by reallocating FM stations 3
or 4 channels apart.... the same number of stations could be accommodated except in
the major centers of population where more channels may be required [although] proper
physical location would go a long way toward solving the problem in big cities."
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Said Everett Dillard ; "I'm not unduly worried. It'S only one of FM's growing pains
which might have become more serious if we hadn't recognized it early." And C. M.

Jansky, just back from Syracuse tests, said: "It is not Serious if consideration is
given proper separation between channels and transmitter locations." Also, Pilot
Radio , in 3-column ad Saturday in New York papers, seized occasion to tout selectiv-
ity of its §107.50 AM-FM table model (Vol. 3, No. 7).

* $

Syracuse situation , which precipitated problem (Vol. 3, No. 11), was clari-
fied this week when FCC ordered these wider-separation station assignments: WFBL-
FM, remains on 93.1 me (Channel No. 226) ; WSYR-FM shifts to 94.5 me (No. 233) ; V/AGE-

FM shifts to 96.1 me (No. 241). All are CPs (Supplement .No. 47). Channels 233 and
241 are new for Syracuse, which may be indicative of FCC thinking on FM reallocation.

NAB GROUP SETS m POLICY: You see signs on all hands of perking interest in FM —
most of it spontaneous, some of it sparked by FMA's indefatigable and capable direc-
tor, Bill Bailey, who's spending his time speechmaking, conducting panels, confer-
ring. Even NAB's FM executive committee sprang to life this week, held well at-
tended meeting in New York, came out with unanimous resolution that Petrillo ban (on

AM-FM duplication) "not only deprives the listening public of many worthwhile
musical programs, but constitutes the greatest single obstacle to the growth and

expansion of FM broadcasting."

Committee recommended "every means be employed to bring about the^ early re-

moval of this obstacle," which means NAB hierarchy is asked to go to work on this,

non-promot ional facet of FM which is distinctly within its province. NAB head-
quarters, snubbed by Petrillo so often, won't say what it will do. But it's be-
lieved that, as soon as current network-AFM negotiations are completed, efforts will
be extended to make question of AM-FM duplication subject of further talks by
broadcaster-union spokesmen (Vol. 3, No. 4).

Not a word of doubt about FM's destiny (despite attitude of die-hard aloof-
ness often charged against NAB) was heard at committee meeting, attended by such
figures as Chairman V/alter Damm, John Shepard, Gordon Gray, John Hogan, Lester
Nafsger, Matthew Bonebrake, Hudson Eldridge (for Everett Dillard), Bill Bailey (for

Leonard Asch) ,
NAB staffers Bob Bartley and Bee Arney. Committee also recommended

that (1) FM matters be integrated with other broadcast Subjects at Atlantic City
NAB convention this fall

; (2) FM-only panel again be conducted there to take up such

Subjects as complete or partial duplication or segregation of AM-FM programming,

etc. ; (3) Small markets study be made for benefit of FM operators.

GuS SUCCESS STORY, 194S: As a commentary on the bigness that is now radio, let alone

the enormous success achieved by iCBS and its officers in less than 20 years since

that network was founded, CBS's 1946 annual report and financial statement makes

fascinating reading . Issued this week in preparation for April 16 meeting of stock-

holders, it obviously was written before FCC's decision rejecting its color TV sys-

tem (Vol. 3, No. 12). But in recapitulating its position on color, a brief obser-

vation in the report furnishes just about the only Statement, formal or informal,

that's come from the company since the decision: "If the Commission should act un-

favorably on the petition, Columbia would curtail its color television development

activities." Other highlights of report :

CBS assets at end of 1946 were §35,907,881 (total fixed assets, less re-

serves, §8,907,825), and its earned surplus was §20,792,311. Increasing importanc e

of its recording subsidiary (Columbia Recording Corp., which made and Sold 65 mil-

lion records last year) is reflected in income statement: Gross income from broad-

casting operations was §71,014,337 (net after taxes, §3,915,674); from recording

manufacturing §20,982,485 (net after taxes, §1,880,222). Consolidated net income

total of §5,795,896 (nearly one-third from recording business) exceeded 1945 by

§450,255; but since 1945 included an extraordinary gain of §1,037,014 from VVBT sale,

1946 net income from operations really showed an increase of §1,487,269 over 1945.



Of 958,428 Class A and 758,924 Class B shares, mostly publicly held, direc-

tors held larger blocks as follows : William S. Paley, 88,510 and 233,500; Isaac D.

Levy, 31,726 and 21,380; Leon Levy, 14,100 and 40,900; Samuel Paley, 9,000 and

21,300; Frank Stanton, 810 and 2,525; Joseph H. Ream, 100 and 100. (Dividends paid
in 1946 were $2.30 per share, compared with $1.80 in 1945.)

CBS executive salaries and bonuses continued among highest in radio, amount
in parentheses is approximate net after Federal taxes: William S. Paley, $65,000
($27,600) ; Joseph H. Ream, $52,740 ($24,640) ; Frank Stanton, $94,010 ($32,810) ;

Paul W. Kesten (resigned as of Dec. 31, 1946), $50,000 ($23,500); Edward Waller-
Stein, $57,884 ($25,884) ; Frank K. White, $52,740 ($24,640) ; Herbert V. Akerberg,

$30,689 ($17,389); H. Leslie' Atlass, $40,805 ($21,205); Douglas Coulter (resigned),

$24,000 ($15,000) ; Earl H. Gammons, $21,663 ($14,063) ; William C. Gittinger, $35,470
($19,370) ;

Lawrence W. Lowman, $33,420 ($18,720) ; Howard S. Meighan, $22,661 ($14,-

461); Adrian M. Murphy, $36,451 ($19,751); Edward R. Murrow, $64,243 ($27,443),
part being compensation as news analyst; Davidson Taylor, $27,095 ($16,295) ; Donald
W. Thornburgh, $34,225 ($18,925).

THIS IS THE "BLOOPER": Here's a letter that tells its own Story — our only com-
ment being (1) that we never did say we were fully sold on K.G. Marquardt's (WIBW-

FM, Topeka, Kan.) little gadget to convert any AM set into FM , but only reported
(Vol. 3, No. 11) how we actually saw it work, and (2) that we'll send any of our
subscribers a photostat of the diagram herein mentioned. The letter and diagram are
from Frank Shopen, Omaha World-Herald's technical supervisor who manages its KOAD:

"Re your March 15th issue regarding 'FM SET — CHEAPLY AND QUICKLY ' : Since
you are curious as to the' 'innards' of the 'blooper,' we thought you might be inter-
ested in the enclosed diagram. The Aug. 15, 1946 magazine section of the' Omaha
World-Herald described a 'blooper' which is connected to 3 additional tubes and
makes a complete 4-tube FM radio. We built the set as a stunt and about 200 of
them have been built by amateurs and experimenters in Omaha. The circuit is far
from nev/ since it is simply the super-regenerative detector invented by Prof. Arm-
strong 20 or more years ago. It so happens that this type of detector will respond
to either FM or AM signals and has a very high degree of noise rejection on either.
Unless the received signal is strong on FM, the quality is impaired and the hissing
noise made by the detector is not completely eliminated.

"The KOAD engineering staff has experimented with this type circuit for
nearly a year trying to overcome the handicaps. The circuit has 3 principal objec-
tions : (1) An additional control is needed and must be used to vary the voltage on
the super-regenerative detector. This control must be adjusted for different sta-
tions, thus single dial tuning is lost. (2) If enough signal is received to get
good quality, the set is not selective enough to receive stations which are close
together on the band. (3) The principal objection is the fact that the detector is
a miniature transmitter also, and thus will re-radiate and cause interference.

"The term 'blooper' is one which has been used for many years by 'hams ' to
designate this circuit and the regenerative circuit. This letter is not intended to
criticize Pug Marquardt since he is a very good friend of the writer and a very able
engineer, but we hate to see the hopes of FM broadcasters built up with the an-
nouncement of this device, without at least mention of its limitations."

TV BORDER ALLOCATIONS: Not generally known is fact that Canadian Government
has asked FCC to hold out one of Detroit's 5 assigned TV channels for possible use
in Windsor, just across the Detroit River. So, actually, there's only one channel
left in Detroit, since 3 have already been granted (Vol. 3, No. 12). Canadian
officials are expected to submit proposals soon to FCC on integration of video allo-
cation for Vancouver and Victoria (northern Washington State area) and for Toronto
and Hamilton (Buffalo, N.Y. area). FCC engineers believe they will be able to work
out plan that won't reduce number of channels already assigned (or proposed to be
assigned) to U.S. cities concerned.



DECISION DUE CN OVERLAP: It's a pretty fair deduction FCC v/on't write or rewrite
any rule to cover FM overlap problem (Vol. 3, No. 9), but will act on individual
cases as they arise . Commission's thinking will become more apparent when it decides
30-odd cases involved in recent hearing, probably next week. But some inference may
be drawn from conditional grant last week to Donald W. Reynolds for Okmulgee, Okla.
(Supplement No. 47-J) . He also holds CP for Fort Smith, Ark., which overlaps Ok-
mulgee to extent that its 50 uv/m contour includes all of Okmulgee's 1,000 uv/m con-
tour and about 80;$ of Okmulgee's 50 uv/m contour.

FCC granted 8 CPs, 4 conditionals this week (Supplement No. 47-K herewith),
also granted 5 CPs for educational FMs, issued roundup on these non-commercials
Showing 6 operating, 28 CPs, 16 applications pending. New quarterly edition of our
Directory of FM Licensees, Grantees and Applicants , bringing Supplement No. 47 and
all pink addenda sheets up to date under one cover, will be issued next week.

. S3GHT AND SOUND ...

Magnificent performance, with full 15,000 cycle range

broadcast in Washington, better than 8,000 off line on

Baltimore and Alpine stations, marked Army Air Force’s

inaugural Wednesday of FM’s first hookup—Continental

Network (Vol. 3, No. 12). In addition, Schenectady’s WBCA
and Hartford’s WDRC-FM took it off air, rebroadcast it

with good results. Other FMers can also tap into line, or

take it off air, without any restrictions except that they

first test adequately. Excellent programming, if continued

during rest of series of 7, augurs well for demonstrating

FM at best.

Solution to FM interference with N. Y. aircraft land-

ing system (Vol. 3, No. 12) involves temporary change of

frequencies for WGYN, which goes to 98.1 me. (No. 251)

and WNYC-FM, to 94.1 me (231)—effective until March 1,

1918, by which time airliners will be equipped with re-

ceivers better able to filter out unwanted signals. WOR’s
WBAM, now conducting propagation tests, won’t come on

its assigned 96.5 me until after deadline. Frequencies were

obtained by borrowing from New York’s 4 “reserve” chan-

nels, although July 1 is date set for end of reservation plan.

Airborne Instruments Laboratory Inc., Mineola, N. Y.,

has added branch at 2627 N. Hollywood Way, Burbank,

Cal., to provide field measurement service for FM, TV, AM,
police, etc., specializing in adjustment of directional an-

tenna arrays and proof of performance. Robert D. Martin,

ex-Edwards & Martin, Detroit, is in charge; Mineola head-

quarters is headed by Hector Skifter, ex-KSTP.

“Facsimile Newspapers” is title of latest Editorial

Research Reports, Washington news research bureau, serv-

ing mainly editorial writers. Written by staffman Ken-

drick Lee, report is pretty complete compilation of all that’s

known on subject, including discussion of Mayflower deci-

sion’s effect on ether-borne newspapers.

Farnsworth’s drift-correcting, push-button tuning FM
set (Model GK-143) is the latest FM receiver to incorporate

these vital characteristics for flawless FM reception (Vol.

3, No. 12). The Fai’nsworth set includes AM and phono-

graph, has built-in dipole for FM signals.

Bureau of Internal Revenue ruled this week that TV
set in public place doesn’t make such place a cabaret, thus

liable to 20% amusement tax. Decision was announced in

letter to TBA’s J. R. Poppele and superseded all previous

rulings on subject (Vol. 3, No. 12).

Aide to Scripps-IIoward’s James Hanrahan in planning

and building TV station WEWS, Cleveland (Supplement

No. 18-B), will be technician-newsman J. Harrison Hart-

ley, v.ho leaves NBC’s TV Dept. April 15.

Radio should play a more “responsible” part in today’s

unsettled world. This is how the Time Inc. and U of

Chicago-sponsored Commission on the Freedom of the

Press says it should be done: (1) Agencies of mass com-
munication must accept the responsibilities of common car-

riers of information and discussion; (2) radio industry

must take control of its programs and treat advertising as

it is treated by newspapers; (3) constitutional guarantees
of freedom of the press must be recognized as including

radio and movies. There are other recommendations in

report issued this week but the foregoing apply most spe-

cifically to radio. They are also discussed in new book,

“American Radio,” by ex-OWI news and features chief

Llewellyn White, radio expert of the Free Press Commis-
sion (U of Chicago Press, $3.25).

Busiest little beaver in FM these days is Leonard
Asch (WBCA, Schenectady). He’s (1) incorporating the

Liberty Broadcasting System, a proposed $6 million mu-
tual, exclusively FM net work that will combine land line,

radio relay and transcription services; (2) directing first

regional I’MA meeting at Albany’s Ten Eyck Hotel April

14; (3) organizing an FM seminar for his Radio Consult-

ants Inc. to be held April 24 to 26 at Washington’s Hotel

Statler which will take up operating and management prob-

lems for FMers, fee $100 per person, $15 for registration;

(4) participating in AM engineering conferences for AM
application he’s interested in for Albany, N. Y.

TV for barrooms, restaurants, public places offers at-

tractive enough market that 4 ex-DuMont engineers headed
by Horace Atwood Jr. have established Industrial Tele-

vision, Inc., 36 Franklin St., Nutley, N. J., to offer receiv-

ing unit with several screens that can be operated through
remote control tuner. Unit would include public address

system and provide for FM reception during TV off-hours.

Plans call for 75 sets first year.

GE’s proposal of $4-85,000 FM transmitter with mini-

scule output (2-plus watts), for educational “radio work-
shop” use, sounds fine to U. S. Office of Education’s radio

chief, Franklin Dunham, but he says it’ll serve only one

function of educational radio. Other function, mass edu-

cation, still needs high power, he says.

TV’s 2S-hour-per-week rule was waived once again

this week, until June 30. FGC received TEA proposals too

late to act upon them before previous waiver of rule ex-

pired March 31. Decision is expected on TBA proposals

(Vol. 3, No. 12) shortly.

Milwaukee Journal (WTMJ-FM), pioneer in FM,
holder also for CP for FM in Wausau (Supplement No.

47-D), this week applied for third FM outlet—Green Bay.
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UP-TO-THE-MINUTE DIRECTORIES: Supplement No. 50 herewith,- our second Quarterly Di-

rectory of FM Licensees, Grantees and Applicants , consolidates all the data in

Supplement No. 47, 47-A, et seq, which can now be discarded. It also includes this
week’s unusually light grants — only 4 conditionals, G STAs. This 6-part Directory
brings your FM records up-to-date in handy form; it also will be' supplemented by
the pink addenda reports based on current FCC actions, which are sent you weekly.
Extra copies are available to subscribers at §1 each. .Note : Our AM Directory is

in the works, will be handled in much the same manner as our FM Directory, with
weekly addenda reports designed to keep you up-to-the-minute on AM licensees, CP
holders, applicants (by States, frequencies, ca

t

ll letters) ; looks now like it will
run about 96 pages when it rolls off press in early May.

FM-ONLY TABLE MODEL: That oft-talked-about FM-only table model receiver is at
last taking shape, looks like it should cost about $39 to manufacture. To our non-
technical ear it Sounded fine when demonstrated this week at offices of promoters
(Electronics Inc., Bowen Bldg., Washington ) , headed by radio attorney Bill Koplo-
vitz of Dempsey & Koplovitz. It’s a more refined job than Shown at FMA convention
last January (Vol. 3, No. 2), contains some nifty features, is called "Minuette."

Plan is to bring together manufacturer (Airadio Inc., Stamford, Conn. ) and
FM broadcasters, who may want to arrange own distribution in their territories,
perhaps even taking dealerships themselves. Set is 7-tube, AC-DC, with 5-inch
Speaker, Armstrong circuit. It can be used as complete receiver, or as FM tuner
(attachment to AM audio output provided). It is said to have clear reception be-
tween stations Separated by only one channel, high sensitivity to signals as low
as 30 uv. Power cord acts as antenna for high intensity signals, but outside
aerial is recommended for weaker signals. No drift is present after warm-up period
(about 5 minutes).

TV's CHICKEN-EGG MARKETS: RCA isn’t waiting for completion of NBC’s new Washing-
ton TV station WNBW (due for tests in May or early June) before launching next in
its series of T-Days. Capital's T-Day breaks Sunday, April 13 , with big Spreads
in local newspapers, launching week of special events highlighted by telecast of
season's baseball opener (Yankees vs. Senators). DuMont's WTTG will provide sig-
nals, incidentally is negotiating to sign all Washington club's games as regular
feature ; DuMont already has Yankee' home games signed.

Something like 700 RCA sets (table models 630-TS, 621-TS) are being routed
into Washington market, which already has an estimated 200 sets in homes mostly of
radio folk or VIPs like FCC top-kicks, high politicos, etc. GE expects about 50 of
it s model 801 (Vol. 3, No. 11) to be on view at its capital dealers during Y/eek.
DuMont So far has made no special plans to capitalize on promotion.

RCA-promoted T-Days have clicked quite well in New York, Chicago, Los An-
geles, St. Louis, and have created far greater demand for receivers than can yet be
filled. It's a chicken-first-then-eggs plan — to have sets follow stations, to
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promote and sell intensively for first v/eek in those cities opening up new TV out-
lets. We're conducting survey now to find out construction and opening date plans
of the 50-odd TV construction permittees (Supplement No. 18-B) and hope to report
to you soon. Right now we don't look for many new ones on air this summer, but
prospects look good for at least dozen more outlets before year ends.

Meanwhile, we've had reports on 4 more manufacturers v/ho say they're defi -
nitely planning’ TV set production this year . You can add these to the 25 or so we
reported in Vol. 5, No. 7 and 13: Howard Radio , Chicago, table model and console,

'

both with 10-inch tube, latter with AM-FM-phono; John Meek Industries , Plymouth,
Ind. , table and console, with AM-FM-phono, planned production 25,000 units this
year; Pilot , table model with 10-inch tube, console with 15x20-inch screen and AM-
FM-phono; Bace Television Corp . , So. Hackensack, N.J., large-screen console for
clubs, taverns, etc., cost §1,650 up. None of others could tell prices as yet.

$19 H3LLI0H TMiATBS TV GATE: Maybe it's only Broadway big-talk, but "Variety" this
week plays up "Sock Boxoffice In Theatre' Video," forecasts §10,000,000 "gates" at
Madison. Square Garden when TV rights can be sold . It quotes Garden Corp.'s presi-
dent John Reed Kilpatrick as seeing earnings of that much even when actual box-
office is "mere" §1,000,000 — the rest to come from people going into movie houses
all over country (coaxial cable to make this possible by end of 1948) to watch big
events as they occur. Gen. Kilpatrick also apparently isn't any more afraid of
TV inroads on boxoffice than N.Y. baseball clubs, who've all sold rights, is quoted
as saying TV will stimulate interest in sports, make new converts (especially
ladies, who seem to love today's prizefight telecasts). This attitude apparently
isn't shared by Ringling-Barnum & Bailey Gircus, who so far have declined permis-
sion to WCBS-TV which holds Garden video rights for Ford Motor Co.

As viewed from Washington vantage point, trouble with big-money story is that
acceptable theatre-screen TV seems long way from ready , channels haven't even been
applied for, movie moguls with exception of Paramount seem even more indifferent to
‘TV than newspapers were to radio in early days, have even gone along meekly with
Petrillo ban on video's use of films with music however old. Society of Motion
Picture Engineers , however, has Paul J. Larsen watching things at FCC ; former pres-
ident of SMPE , he's now employed as scientist at Johns Hopkins Labs in suburban
Silver Spring, Md.

HCiVs ERI3HTSH TV SSHESH: Not to be outdone by Philco , whose bright and contrasty
large-Screen TV receiver (Vol. 3, No. 7) is due on market in 30 to 60 days, RCA at
New York IRE meeting Wednesday demonstrated new 15x20-in screen (about newspaper
page size) that boosts brightness of projection-type pictures "2% times" over earlier
models — comparing very favorably in brightness with direct-view tubes. In fact,
said TV design chief Antony Wright, "we are not aware of any commercial projection
type of receiver which will produce a brighter or clearer picture-" iScreen is un-
derstood to use same directive principle as Philco's, will go into big RCA console
models due out later this year. Added is anti-halation lens, which permits good
contrast no matter how bright the picture.

T-MIS* IHTEslFERIHO WITH TV: There's interference in TV reception, too , aside from
what you'd naturally expect from street-cars, diathermy machines and suchlike.
Reports that TV set owners are getting it from nearby "ham" transmitters are true
enough, but engineers don't think it's serious. FCC has received several letters
about WCBS-TV's Channel No. 2 — from Bridgeport, Conn., and southern New Jersey.
Second harmonic of amateur 28-29.7 me band (56-59.4 mef falls within TV 54-60 me

band, thus can play hob with video reception. But difficulty can be overcome by

(1) asking "hams" to suppress harmonic to as near zero as possible, (2) ordering
them to shut down during best telecast hours. Latter is within power of FCC under
rules. TV engineers look for similar interference from diathermy equipment when
units come on market in recently authorized 27.3 me band.



V/HITHEH FBE5S, WHITHER RADIO? Some eloquent statistics on comparative status and
trends in the newspaper and radio fields; you can interpret them as you wish:

(1) There were 1,765 daily newspapers in U.S . at beginning of 1947, up 14

from preceding year, as against 2,461 in 1916, according to 1947 Editor & Publisher
Yearbook. (2) Fewer than 10,000 weekly newspapers remain, as against more than
16,000 in 1910, says report of [Hutchins] Commission on Freedom of the- Press, re-
leased last week. (3) Approximately 1,600 AM broadcasting stations are licensed or
authorized, according to our own current compilations for our forthcoming AM Direc-
tory (Vol. 3, No. 9, 11), as against 1,004 at beginning of 1946, 943 in 1945, 733
when Federal Radio Commission was set up in 1927, only 30 in 1922. (4) Pending
before FCC are nearly 900 applications for additional AM stations , also to be listed
in our AM Directory. (5) There are about 750 FM licensees or grantees, plus nearly
300 pending new station applications (Supplement No. 50 herewith).

And, of the AM stations, about one-third are owned in whole or part by news-
papers, slightly more in FM.

COURTS, CONGRESS & BLUE BOOK: Blue Book issue may at last get court test NAB, some
radio attorneys and FCC itself would like. It may get more than that — airing in
Congress, where resolution (H. Res. 165) by influential Chairman Wolverton of House
Interstate Commerce Committee calls for committee probe that inevitably would em-
brace censorship and free speech issues raised by Blue- Book foes. Current events
lend hope for former/ heighten prospect for latter — though we're still bearish on
investigations constantly bruited by drum-beating industry elements who can't seem
to get into their noggins that today's Congressional climate, echoing unusual rash
of criticism of radio, simply isn't conducive to legislation favorable to radio.

Court test looks like it will come in appeal of Bay State Beacon Inc.,
Brockton, Mass., AM applicant proposed for denial on grounds of alleged poor pro-
gramming promises under Blue Book procedure. Commission held its proposed program
Structure, setting up less than 5% for sustaining time, and all of that religious,
was "relatively inflexible and less well designed [than those of successful appli-
cant, Plymouth County Broadcasting Co.] to meet community needs." Beacon's attor-
neys, oft-appealing Segal, Smith & Hennessey, who won precedent-setting Ashbacker
case, indicated they would challenge FCC's jurisdiction in program matters, go to
court if necessary.

Wolverton resolution went to Rules Committee, is understood to have been
introduced to forestall select committee investigation (’usually fishing, punitive
and headline-hunting expeditions) which Rep. Clarence Brown (R, Ohio) and Rep. Wig-
glesworth (R, Mass.) were preparing to push. In remarks on introducing bill, the
New Jersey Congressman said there were- "considerable complaints" about FCC policies
and procedures but that inquiry "was not intended as witch hunt." Meanwhile, WBAL
court case (Vol. 3, No. 8 ) ,

which some regard as testing Blue Book, is due f or^hear-
ing soon; FCC asked for dismissal Friday on grounds WBAL hasn't been injured yet.

FM INDEPENDENT PAYS ITS WAY: Best success 'Story we've had from starveling FM
broadcasters since Houston's KOPY-FM last Summer reported selling $3, 000-plus worth
of time monthly (Vol. 2, No. 34) comes from FM-only Class A station KRCC, of Contra
Costa Broadcasting Co., Richmond, Cal. (pop. 23,000), owned by same interests as
Daily Independent (circ. 26,500), in San Francisco Bay area. It got on air last
Feb. 2, operates 3-10 p.m. daily under STA for 250 watts on 50-ft. pole pending
new 275-ft. tower. Secretary Warren Brown Jr. reports it now has 40 sponsors
(including Standard Oil, big Breuner furniture chain. Golden Glow beer, auto deal-
ers, bank, mortuary). Best of all, it has been "in black from operating standpoint
from day it opened."

More and more sponsorship reports are coming in of late, auguring good
prospects for FM as advertising medium. Rates usually aren't very high (pending
more sets and more "circulation") but advertisers are receptive. Washington's



WASH-FM, for example, now has 21 accounts, has 25% of its 6-hour day sold out;
KOZY, Kansas City, under same ownership, has 20% of its programs now sponsored.
Indicating advertising agency interest in medium is speech of McCann-Erickson' s Hugh
D. Lavery before Washington ad club last week. It's full of good stuff for FM com-
mercial hopefuls. Write FMA's Bill Bailey, Denrike Bldg., Washington, for copy.

CLl-AiJ CHANELS AHiu F i*l : When clear channel hearings resume June 2 for probable
"home stretch," Clear Channel Broadcasting Service's Col. Jack DeWitt is going to

present FM coverage findings that may not Sit well with FMers. Preliminary results,
CCBS officials say, indicate a much more restricted coverage than is claimed for
Maj . Armstrong's system — due to shadow effects and other technical limitations.

CCBS emphasis on FM grows out of CBS proposals to maintain AM Status quo. CBS

contended FM will eventually dominate (Vol. 2, No. 17) — which idea the high power

clear channel operators don't like even though most of them are in for FM. It also

stems from FCC Chairman Denny's remarks about FM covering "every inch of

every State from the Atlantic Ocean west to the ’middle of the Dakotas, Nebraska,

Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas... and the Pacific Coast states," made at NAB convention
last October (Vol. 2, No. 43) ;

clear channels, regard rural coverage as their nat-
ural function. After clear channel hearings are concluded, CCBS director Victor
SholiS takes over general managership of WHAS, Louisville, succeeding Lee Coulson,

resigning because of ill health.

• - SIGHT AND SOUND : —

—

FM receivers r.re being tested as soon as they arrive

at FCC labs, but not all have been received yet. Until then,

Commission isn’t making any move to change FM alloca-

tions due to interference (Vol. 3, No. 13). Staff discus-

sions of problem took place this week, to make certain

any change doesn’t toss FM from the frying pan into fire.

Death of CPA doesn’t mean end of VHP-1 limitations

* on non-housing construction (\ ol. 2, No. 13). Program,

with its bars to commercial construction, continues under

Housing Expediter Frank Creedon. One of last CPA re-

ports this week showed almost 2,000 “stop-orders” against

VHP-1 violators. But, both industry and government circles

agree construction limitations are being honored more in

the breach than in the observance.

Boon to TV camera work is seen if “Zoomar” lens

proves out. Developed by Dr. Frank G. Back, lens was

demonstrated to TV engineers in New York this week,

elicited enthusiastic comment on possibilities for sports and

spot news coverage as well as in studio. Principle is same

as zoom shot in motion pictures, permits change from long

shot to closeup or vice versa without moving camera.

FM Primer which trade papers have been reporting

planned by FMA is very very tentative. In fact, FMA has

made no commitments, nor has it any plans at present

along these lines. Martin Deane Wickett, ex-WTOP, Wash-

ington, is working up book, but he’s doing it on spec solely.

In new jobs: John J. Wild, ex-GE video equipment

sales, is now sales manager of Potter Instrument Co.

Flushing, N. Y., electronic control equipment. . . . Bill

Barlow, ex-WLW and WINS publicity chief, joins Bill

Bailey, former WLW colleague, to handle FMA publicity.

Circular polarization’s developer, Carl E. Smith, WHK,
Cleveland (Vol. 2, No. 45), is author of Applied Mathe-

matics for Radio and Communications Engineers, just off

presses of McGraw-Hill Book Co. ($3.50).

Paper on large-screen color TV will be delivered by

RCA’s Dr. Vladimir Zworykin before Franklin Institute in

Philadelphia April 30. Whether he will demonstrate talk

is not certain yet.

Latest of usually apperceptive CBS surveys, first such

post-war, says 35,900,000 U. S. homes (93%) now have
radio sets in use, an all-time peak; that 1 out of every 3

U. S. families has more than one radio; that 20.5% of

U. S. families bought a new radio in 1946; that 8,500,000

home sets were bought in 1946 for $330,000,000. EMA
1946 production figures (Vol. 3, No. 4), quite accurate,

reported more than 15,000,000 sets—but not all were mar-
keted last year and many were for export.

Big 54S-page 1947 Broadcasting Yearbook is off the

presses, somewhat belated because of printer problems,

reports all U. S. stations and networks did dollar volume
of $325,890,000 during 1946, up 7.2% from 1945. AM-FM-
TV dh’ectories in Yearbook cover up to Jan. 1, 1947. Radio

Daily's 1947 Radio Annual is also out, with similarly be-

lated station directories.

Only 11,700 TV sets were produced in January and

February (Vol. 3, No. 12), with March RMA figures not

yet available; only 160,000 sets planned for production

by big RCA this year (Vol. 2, No. 50)—but NBC’s TV sales

manager Reynolds B. Kraft told Chicago’s TV-promoting

Edison Electric Institute Wednesday that total 1947 video

sets will mount to 400,000.

FCC’s video engineering dept, lost 2 aides this week:

Bill Boehse, handling applications since his return from

military service last year, reassigned to Technical Infor-

mation Division; Miss Eva M. Judy, staff secretary, re-

signed to join George C. Davis, engineering consultant.

No replacement has yet been announced for Boehse; Miss

Judy’s successor is Miss Agnes B. Carr.

Class A layaway plan until July 1 of this year offi-

cially went into effect April 3 when Commission made

final its proposal to reserve Channels 297, 298, 299 and

300 (Vol. 3, No. 4). Comr. Jett repeated dissent.

Raytheon’s broadcast equipment manufacturing divi-

sion, now in Chicago, is being moved to home plant at

Waltham, Mass., where company (though not a TV manu-

facturer as yet) holds CP for TV channel No. 2 (Supple-

ment 18-B).
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TV SET PRODUCTION: TV set makers are going to have- to hump themselves if they
expect to reach even the 400,000 figure promised by NBC's Reynolds B. Kraft last
week (Vol. 3, No. 14). First quarter reports froiq RMA show only 18,329 sets so
far, with March accounting for 6,639, up only 400 over February's production.
Breakdown for first 3 months of 1947 are as follows: table models, 15,498; con-
soles, 2,817. Of the consoles, 248 were TV-only projection sets, 21 direct-view
receivers with phonographs, 35 projection sets with phonographs. Converters
amounted to 14 during the same period. March production fell back slightly in

table models (5,346 vs 5,362 month before), showed jump in consoles (1,289 vs 881).

HD ONE LOSES IN FM PLAN: No one denies that FCC's proposed new FM allocation plan
(Supplement No. 51 herewith) is a pretty sweeping shuffle of FM channels. But,
Significantly, not one city loses even one channel . In fact, a number of cities
which required hearings because of channel scarcities, now have enough to go around .

So sure is FCC that no serious objections will be raised to proposed as-
signments, it v/ill permit stations now on the air to change to new proposed fre-
quencies even before changes are made permanent. Hearings on proposals will be

held before en banc Commission May 8 and 9. Deadline for appearances <is May 1.

Reaction of FMers to new plan is summed up in these words by one engineer
(not FCC) : If there was an interference problem. Commission Sure took care- of it.

FM has done in one year what it took AM 25 years to accomplish — proper separa-
tion. Another FM technician put it this way: Commission has helped the situation
greatly. The proposed allocations are a big improvement. It's <a good job.

Essence of Commission's plan is this: Class B stations in same area will
be separated by at, least 4 channels (800 kc ). Where necessary. Class A stations
will be separated from nearby Class B stations by at least 2 channels (400 kc).

The old Class A plan (assigning the highest 20 frequencies in FM band on a mileage
Separation basis) is out. New Class A channels, as well as new Class B channels,
are enumerated in Supplement No. 51-A herewith.

Commission threw all 80 commercial FM .channels into one pot (lowest 20 -are

Still reserved for non-commercial educational use) and interlaced them throughout
the country on a 4-channel, minimum separation basis. Previously, FCC had worked
on a "block" basis, assigning groups of channels to same areas. New plan means
listeners will find FM signals (including Class A's) all along dial of a receiver

,

not just in one Small portion.

Only drawback, which Commission admits, is that in some instances Class B
Station signal will be blanketed by Class A signal in locations close to lesser-
powered outet. FCC feels, it said, that listener will still be able to receive
Signals from other Class iB stations in his area — more than 2 channels removed
from Class A wavelength.

Class A stations will be allocated as are Class B in new plan. Engineering
for both will be Similar. FCC feels allocation change won’t restrict Class A
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growth. Plan does not affect Class A reservation plan, except that new frequen-
cies are set aside. Class B reservation plan also remains in effect.

Stations now on the air — licensed or operating under STAs — will, if

plan is finalised, have to change frequencies (except in instances where their
channel remains assigned to same city). Cost of change shouldn't be too great.
Commission engineers said, since it will be mainly change of crystals and monitors.
Most antennas are broad-band, they pointed out, thus won't require much revamping.

Channel scarce cities, involved in hearings, which now will have exactly
enough channels for all applicants are : Springfield, Mass. ; Indianapolis, Ind.

;

Atlanta, Ga.
;
Mansfield, 0. ; San Diego, Cal. ; Providence, JR. I. ; Dayton-Springf ield,

0. ;
Wilmington, Del. Cities still tight are: Boston, Baltimore (one added, still

not enough). New York City, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Bridgeport.

FEEHSDSNTS FOB FJfl-TV OVERLAPS: FCC quit fiddling around this week and sawed off

biggest chunk of FM application backlog in months — 36 conditionals , 1 CP (Sup-
plement No. 50-A herewith). More notable than number of grants, however, was fact
that Commission made an exploratory dent in that knotty cord of hardwood — the

overlap cases . Grants were accompanied by FCC expression of overlap policy (Comr.

Durr excepted) very touch in line with multiple owners' logic (Vol. 3, Nos. 5 and 9)

which asked individual, rather than blanket, consideration. Examination of grants
Shows Commission's thinking. For example, grant in Binghamton, N.Y. , to Gannett
interests involved quite substantial ownership and 1,000 uv/m overlap. But appli-

cations of Taft family in Seattle and Everett, Wash., were a little too strong for

FCC taste; 1,000 uv/m contour of Everett falls entirely within 1,000 uv/m of Seat-

tle. They were set for hearing, as was maze of Steinmans' Pennsylvania overlaps.

Further contributing to number of grants this week, and more to come, is the way
delinquent program analyses have come in after FCC's strong letter threatening dis-
missal (Vol. 3, No. 11). TV's only overlap question , Crosley in Dayton, was also '

resolved this week with grant of following facilities: Channel No. 5 (76-82 me);

visual power, 50 kw ;
aural, 25 kw

;
antenna, 506 ft.

HOT PI10T8SBAPHY FOB TV: Another step in bringing to TV audiences spot news in a

hurry was demonstrated Tuesday by ABC in Philadelphia.- Development, by Eastman

Kodak, is special process that permits film to be developed at. rate of 45 seconds

per frame (compared to normal 40 minutes). Speed is accomplished by raising de-

velopment solutions to 125 degrees F, and using specially treated heat-resistant

film. Project is outgrowth of Kodak's wartime high speed processing equipment and

is still considered experimental. Newsmen saw 16 mm film on TV sets telecast over

Philco's WPTZ about 1 hour after shots had been made from plane over Atlantic City.

Potentials for large-screen, theater TV were apparent.

FM's YEAH—1948: Best summation of RMA-FMA meeting Tuesday on FM set production for

this year (2,665,949) was pithy comment of WINX's Wayne Coy, "It isn't as good as

I had hoped for, but it's better than I feared." All sides agreed meeting cleared

air, set up working relation between FM broadcasters and set makers (committees

will meet”again latter May or early June), indicated 1948 would be FM's year .

FMerS generally expressed satisfaction with results.

The 2,665,949 figure was based on poll of 72 RMA members (including all

major set manufacturers) and breaks down as follows: table models — 43,000 to sell

for less than §50, 810,720 to sell for more than §50; consoles — 1,595,729 with

phonographs, 70,500 without phonographs. FM-only sets — 146,000.

A more conservative estimate , preferred by RMA committee, was based on a

23^ increment each month over preceding month — taking increases from October

1946 through February 1947 as a guide. This would mean a total of 2,100,000 FM

sets for 1947, which works out to 425,000 in December (35% of total production).

At~t’ne December rate, that would mean 5,100,000 sets-with-FM for 1948 — a sizeable

chunk! RMA President Cosgrove, (Crosley v.p. ) whose company is due to break FM

promot ' on soon, pointed out that ratio of FM production to, total set production ^



would be even higher than the 35% figure — up to 54% of total sets if auto radios,

portables, battery-operated sets, and receivers made for export were deducted from
the overall total. Conservative-minded RMA put 1947 FM output at 1,800,000 to

2,100,000 — production difficulties, labor problems being what they are today.

What impressed FMers most were manufacturers' troubles with components —
condensers, mainly, and v/ood for cabinets. Seen as significant, also, were these
factors: While total Set production is decreasing (1,564,171 for January,

1,379,966 for February, 1,358,399 for March) FM set production is increasing
(51,318 for January, 53,594 for February, 67,364 for March.) Also, even though only
some 2,000,000-plus FM sets would be produced in, 1947, they woul d naturally be

shipped .into FM markets and thus amount to more per market than if they had to be

Scattered over the whole country.

Differences of opinion were expressed on these points: (1) Manufacturers
Strongly objected to "If your set doesn't have FM, it's obviously obsolete" type-

of FM promotion. They claimed it a dangerous trend, alienating dealers who still
have AM sets to sell, unfair to sections of country with only AM service. FMA
conferrees assured set-makers Association's official promotion was mora on positive
side, was keyed to milder "Be sure your radio has FM" idea. (2) FMers strongly
resented implications that low-power, interim operation of FM stations meant bad
reception. RMA had implied that fewer sets meant ,fewer dissatisfied listeners for

the present. FMA's Dillard (WASH, Washington), pointed out that some stations
would Still be operating with 250 watts, 1 kw, or 3 kw even when they were on full
power. (3) FMers very definitely objected to references to poor programming as

excuse for lack of sets. Both sides agreed cheap iFM sets were not the answer.
o. j. 4.T T *r T

Total FM production for first 3 months of 1947 was 172,276 (out of overall
set total of 4,302,536). Table models amounted to 21,401 — with 4,982 having
record players. Consoles totaled 150,875, all of which included phonographs except
7,057. FM consoles with phonographs were about half the number of equivalent
AM-only sets in that line. March FM output breaks down as follows: table models,
8,429 (half of them with phonographs)

; consoles, 58,935 (2,685 without phonographs).

AVIATION INTERFERENCE, TV DIVISION: No sooner had problem of FM's interference with
aviation landing system been adjusted (Vol. 3, No. 13), than TV becomes whipping
boy of the airmen. Recent reports indicate airplane receivers (designed for high
gain on weak signals) were being fouled up with interference from second harmonic
of TV transmitters on Channels 2 and 3 . TV engineers aren’t worrying too much about
problem, feel stations can suppress harmonic pretty well; careful spotting of TV
antennas should help too. Further, new air radio equipment will overcome problem.

New York FM stations , reassigned because of interference with landing sys-
tem at LaGuardia Airport, probably won't have to change over, now that new FM alloca-
tion plan is out. New channels for city were chosen to avoid interference with ILS.

m POST-WAR m LICENSES YET: We've been waiting about a year and a half to see the
first post-war FM licensee, but most grantees are still a long ways from being
licensed , even though 200 (including pre-war) are on the air. Very few are any-
where near the powers specified in their CPs. Further, VHP-1 is still in existence
and is still a major factor in delaying construction, although CPA did make an
exception last week to KEEN, San Jose, and KXOB Sacramento. Thus, the very heavy
influx of requests for, and grants of, extensions of completion dates will no
doubt continue; 32 were granted in past two weeks alone.

Nevertheless, 10 CP holders have filed applications for licenses . They
are: KPFM, Portland, Ore.

; WFRO, Fremont, 0. ; KOCS-FM, Ontario, Cal.
; KRCS-FM, Seat-

tle, Wash. ; WINC-FM, Winchester, Va. ;
WIBW-FM, Topeka, Kan.

; WFAH, Alliance, 0. ;

KRJM, Santa Maria, Cal. ; KWLK-FM, Longview, Wash. ; WFBL-FM, Syracuse, N.Y. Some
of these have been before the FCC for months. Delay in licensing, says Commission,
is partially due to allocation uncertainty, partially to huge FCC work load.
Cbances are that ranks of applicants for licenses will grow pretty slowly in view



of K-V’A's 1947 transmitter production estimate given out this week. RMA sees 710
units out by( end of the year — 90 of 250 watts, 230 of 1 kw, 205 of 3 kw, 185 of
10 kw. However, RMA qualifies figures on 3 and 10 kw deliveries by Saying they’ll
consist largely of 250 watt or 1 kw basic units, with amplifiers and rectifiers
necessary for full power scheduled for late 1948. Further, there's no glut of
multi-bay antennas either — just as important as high-powered transmitters to
achieve full power.

PLM BALL—ON TV: Scratch a baseball fan and you find a TV fan . If he isn’t, just
Show him one video home run and he's yours. Take the Washington Senators' ov/n Clark
Griffith. A year ago we asked him about TV. Said he, "Baseball on television?
Can't see it." Well, just tune in Monday in Washington or New York and watch Presi-
dent Truman throw out the first ball at Griffith Stadium.. From then on, if you're
in a TV town, you've got a Season ticket.

Season's opening finds following lineup: New York — WNBT, Giants; WABD,
Yankees; WCBS-TV, Dodgers. Washington — WTTG, Senators. Chicago — WBKB

, Cubs.
KSD-TV, St. Louis and WWDT, Detroit can be expected to carry local games before
season's end. KTLA, Los Angeles, carried coast league opening April 1, plans cov-
erage of both LA teams (Angels and Stars).

n- S5GHT AMD SOUND :

Future of Continental Network (Vol. 3, No. 12) will

be discussed at Albany next week during FMA regional

meeting. Thing has been growing by leaps and bounds.

This Wednesday’s AAF show was carried by these sta-

tions: W2XMN and W2XEA, New York area, by landline

from WASH, Washington, the originating station; WBCA,
Schenectady, by radio relay from New York; WIBX, Utica,

by radio relay from Schenectady; WSYR-FM, Rochester,

by radio relay from Utica; WBEN-FM, Buffalo, by land

line from Rochester; WWHG, Hornell, N. Y., by radio

relay from Rochester; WDRC-FM, Hartford, by radio relay

from New York.

Two additional FM sets are expected to go into pro-

duction within 30 days, Bendix’s J. T. Dalton announced

this week, but no details were given. Production of FM
sets has doubled and the company is now working two

shifts each on its FM assembly lines. Bendix’s received

FM shot-in-arm when answers to its questionnaire to FM
stations came in.

Confirmation of Carl Haverlin for BMI presidency

means NAB’s Justin Miller, who has been acting BMI
head, will probably become chairman of the board of

directors. Sydney M. Kaye, BMI executive v.p. and gen-

eral counsel (who’s been carrying the BMI operating load),

will probably become vice chairman. Haverlin, MBS v.p.

in charge of station relations, was one of BMI’s founders,

member of board since 1940.

Consultants Paul de Mars and Thomas Wright on FM
coverage and FCC’s Edward Allen on “bursts” are included

in 9C-paper session May 5-7 when IRE and International

Scientific Radio Union hold joint meeting in New Interior

Department Auditorium, Washington.

Threatened radio writers strike, set for May 18, can

really get serious if musicians, performers and technicians

respect picket lines. Radio Writers Guild, which says it

represents 85 ft of key city writers, wants union shop, li-

censing agreements instead of outright sale for scripts, etc.

Clinic on FM for distributors and dealers is scheduled

by Kansas City Electrical Association April 29. All dis-

tributors plan to display FM sets and technical equipment

for servicemen. Later, KC association plans similar meet-

ing on fax and TV.

WOKO case, as far as WOKO is concerned, is over;

FCC told it to close up shop by Aug. 31. But Van Curler
Broadcasting Corp., which anticipated WOKO denial, filed

for its facilities and has been through hearing, must wait
until June 1 for others to file in competition and again
be heard with them. Interesting sidelights are opinions

of Comrs. Jett and Durr. Former feels purged WOKO
corporate setup should be allowed to compete with Van
Curler; latter says Van Curler should be acted on now
upon its merits.

Chapters on Theater TV and TV Rights are most in-

formative—for TVers—in “Here Is Television” by New
York consultant and director Thomas Hutchinson (Hast-

ings House, $4), just out. Trouble with most books on

TV today is they all follow same general pattern — what
is video, how does it work, what’s its future? Still best

for those in the field are Capt, Bill Eddy’s “Television, the

Eyes of Tomorrow,” and Judy Dupuy’s “Television Show
Business.”

“Stratovision” is trademark for Westinghouse’s new
FM receiver antenna, now being delivered. Antenna fea-

tures swivel mounting bracket adaptable to flat or peaked

roofs or walls, aluminum mast and elements, retails at

$9.95. Design resulted from field tests of 30 models of 3

basic types.

GE’s transmitter assembly lines begin moving into

company’s 825,000,000 Syracuse Electronics Park Monday,
full production being expected in new location by May 30.

Company also said FM and TV production will be among
earliest to stem from new 155-acre plant.

TV film developments—both 8 mm and 16 mm—are

scheduled for top billing at April 21-25 convention of

Society of Motion Picture Engineers at Drake Hotel,

Chicago.

Signs of the FM-TV times: With RCA’s Washington
T-Day breaking this weekend, (Vol. 3, No. 14), 2 local set

dealers are plugging TV for all its worth—over FM sta-

tion WASH (Commercial Radio Equipment Co.).

CBC has backtracked on its proposal to make private

Canadian broadcasters replace AM facilities with FM on

3-year notice after 1955 (Vol. 3, No. 2); current CBC-CAB
battle is over former’s proposal to limit FM to. 20 kw-500 ft.



'TV CARAVAN' BIGGEST PROMOTION YET: Bigge st local advertisers on TV , when it really
gets going commercially, will surely be department stores. They've already evinced
considerable interest in sight-sound, vis., last year's intra-store demonstrations
at Gimbels-Philadelphia and Wanamakers-New York; also fact that 2 big stores
(Maison Blanche-New Orleans and William H. Block-Indianapolis) hold permits to

build their own TV stations.

Hence decision of huge Allied Stores Corp, store chain to send out Sam Cuff
and Lou Sposa, ex-DuMont manager-production team, on cross country junket with TV
demonstration equipment, calling it "Television Caravan," is not particularly sur-
prising. Imposing is tour's list of "sponsors " who will televise their wares and
Services: B.V.D, Hoover, Hickok, Koroseal, Sherwin-Williams, U.S. Rubber, Westing-
house, plus the magazines House Beautiful, Charm and Pic. RCA is setting up equip-
ment, which costs some §100,000, will be carried along with crew of 10 in 6-car
"circus" caravan, the cars built specially by Chevrolet.

" Television Caravan" v/ill stop in Allied stores in 22 cities , set up store’
Studio with off-the-line receivers throughout stores, in windows, etc. ; then staff
will produce local live shows, run off films, etc. It's all a camera chain job,
no off-the-air shows since only one city on itinerary as yet has TV station.
Allied wants to "educate store personne l" in medium ; RCA wants to excite interest
in equipment, perhaps impel more TV station applications (and grab off transmitter,
receiver business) since all cities visited still have channels availabl e. [For
full itinerary, see item on page 4.]

CRACKDOWN ON PROCRASTINATORS: Squatters, sit-downers, tail-riders, hip-pocket
broadcasters — that's what the more zealous FMers are now calling the brethren
who deliberately employ every stalling artifice to delay getting on the air. Also
mindful of stalling tactics, FCC attorneys and engineers are considering recommen-
dations to full Commission to do something about them. But first they want to be
sure inactive grantees' excuses aren't bona fide — that they really aren't meeting
construction difficulties, equipment delays, CAA obstacles — the usual excuses.

FMA'S ebullient President Roy Hofheinz, at Albany meeting Monday,' lashed
out at laggards, called them tail-riders waiting to climb bandwagon after others
risk financial necks to put FM over . He Suggested FCC give grantees 30-60 days to
get on air, revoke grants if it finds they're simply sitting on frequency. He
coined phrase "hip-pocket broadcasters."

Commission engineers already are prodding recalcitrants to apply for STAs,
armed with returns to questionnaire sent out with CPs, and say they're getting good
results, as witness the 160 STAs reported in our latest FM Directory (Supplement
Nos. 50, 50A, 50B ) . FCC policy was made clear by FCC Chairman Denny's statement at
FMA organization meeting (Vol. 3, No. 2) — that Commission didn't propose to let
anyone Squat Silently on frequency once granted. Thinking for future includes
possibility (1) that completion dates should be extended on request for only 3 or 4
months instead of 6 months as now, (2) that completion dates should be extended on
request only until next October or November, then review whole situation, get tough.
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5 Fn 'WINNERS' IN HEW YORK RACE: You haven't heard the end of Tuesday's proposed
decisions on New York area FM cases , in v/hich FCC's choices of 5 winners in field
of 17 are- made known. Happy indeed were the victorious "quintuplets" — but as
one attorney remarked: "The stakes are too high, particularly for the 4 rejected
AMers who see the FM handwriting on the wall, to think there won't be a fight over
this." Next step is filing of legal exceptions, then oral arguments, then final
decision, then courts if anyone wants to appeal.

FCC's choices were : WMCA Inc.
; ABC (WJZ)

;
Unity (ILGWU)

; North Jersey
(WPAT) ; New York News. Proposed for denials were : WBNX, WEVD, WLIB (N.Y. Post),
WBYN (Newark News), present AMers

;
and Frequency Broadcasting Corp. (Thos. Murray,

nifgr)
; Bernard Fein (radio engineer)

;
Peoples Radio Foundation (Communist-tinged)

;

Metropolitan Broadcasting (Ohrbach Stores); National Maritime Union; Amalgamated
Broadcasting (Clothing Workers Union)

; Radio Projects Inc. (Newhouse newspapers)
;

Methodist Church. For further data on these applications, see FM Directory (Sup-
plement No. 50).

Just about every criterion the FCC employs was applied in 29-page decisi o

n

~~ programming, experience, finances, staffing. Comrs. Walker (ill) and Webster
(new) didn't participate. There were lots of dissents: Jett favoring WLIB instead
of Unity, concurring on other 4; Durr favoring Amalgamated instead of N.Y. News;
Denny concurring on ABC, WMCA and WPAT but favoring WLIB and another to New Jersey
in lieu of Unity and N.Y. News.

There's still chance for rejectees to go after the 5 New York channel s
" frozen" until July I under reservation plan (Vol. 2, No. 29) inasmuch as veterans
don't seem to be rushing for them. Also, there's a possible discrepancy in the
decision, which legalists will surely make most of , in fact that old wartime CP
of WAAW, Newark, held by Bremer Broadcasting Corp., expired March 1. According to
FCC records, application for extension wasn't received until March 13. Rules pro-
vide expired CPs be surrendered, and FCC is manifesting increasing impatience with
those who merely Squat on channels (see story in this issue). So another channel
may be thrown in hat, and Bremer required to compete for it with everyone else.

Comr. Durr's stern "Blue Book conscience " showed Strong recrudescence this
week, too, when he issued his dissent in proposed decision on Chicago FM (Vol. 3,
No. 11). He said he feels 3 more besides WAIT should be denied (WMAQ, WAAF, WGES)
because of overcommercialization, etc. He Sharply admonishes his confreres: "It is
pertinent to ask whether the statements which the Commission itself has made as
to the part it proposes to play in the improvement of broadcast program services
are likewise to remain in the realm of unfulfilled promises."

N.Y. DECISION BRINGS TVs TO c4: Four TV grants proposed Tuesday for New York area c om-
plete channel quota there, assure it total of 7 stations, bring TV box-score for
U.S. to date to : 6 commercial licensees now operating regularly in 4 cities; 4 CP.
holders operating more or less regularly under STAs in 4 cities

; 50 CPs outstanding
in 35 cities, plus this week's 3 more to New York and 1 to Newark; 9 applications
pending, of which 5 are Stymied by Paramount -DuMont stock ownership (Vol. 3, No. 1,

3) and 2 Stymied pending decision on Don Lee's AM renewal case.

Accordingly, we have revised our TV Directory , bringing it up to date here-
with as Supplement No. 18-C. You can discard Supplement No. 18-B.

New York "proposed decision " is virtually final, though may be fought by
counsel for rejected Debs Memorial Foundation (WEVD) who have 20 days to file ex-
ceptions. Grants went to ABC (WJZ), Bamberger (WOR) , New York Daily Nev/s, Bremer
of Newark (WAAT ) . Comr. Durr voted for Debs Memorial instead of Patterson-McCor-
mick Daily News, citing American Jewish Congress' charges of newspaper's editorial
bias; but majority felt such charges didn't belong in case. AJC fuss actually had
effect of holding up grants unusual length of time (hearings started last June),
irked most bystanders including FCC members, probably militated in favor of Daily
Nev/s (v/hich also won FM grant). Formal grounds for denying WEVD were given as (1)
its financing arrangements with newspaper Jewish Daily Forward, and (2) alleged
overcommercialization and lack of over-all program balance.



THEY LIKE FM REALLOCATION: Reaction to FCC's proposed FM channel reallocation (Vol.

3, No. 15) continues very favorable. CP-holders, particularly those with STAs, are
being urged by Commission engineers to request channel nearest their present one if

present one* is not included in new plan. This is in line with policy of treating
assignments as if new plan were already in effect. So far, FCC has received no
complaints that plan necessitates costly reconstruction. CPs being granted now,
however, are not being assigned channels, pending finality of reallocation.

FCC has also decided to hold off decisions (until new plan is final ) on
hearings occasioned by channel scarcity, where new plan would provide enough to

go around. Of course, by time reallocation is officially in effect, more applicants
may file in those cities. And reserved channels will probably be available after
June 30, too. It can become complicated, v/hat with proposed decisions and oral
arguments occurring about same time. Ordinary grants, however, continue at high
rate: 17 conditionals, 5 CPs this week (Supplement No 50-B herewith). FCC's "get
tough" policy regarding program analyses , by the way, is really in effect. Recent
applications from Huntsville, Ala. and Martinsville, Va. were shot back because
program analysis data was omitted.

PROPOSED TV ANTENNA BANS: Dangerous precedents for TV are seen in this week's New'

York and Washington activities relating to receiving antenna and transmitting
towers. In New York, Real Estate Board turned down TBA plan to permit erection of
4 or 5 dipoles on apartment house roofs, usable by 25-30 families, claiming un-
sightliness, hazard, landlord liability — even though TBA Scheme would absolve
landlords by signed agreements. Long-range TBA plan envisages master antenna sys-
tem (not yet ready) ; meanwhile, association will fight turndown. In Washington ,

Congress subcommittee held hearings on H.R. 2984, introduced by Rep. Simpson
(111.), to forbid TV (and FM) towers in residential areas . Citizen groups are back-
ing the bill, claiming towers are eyesores, hazardous, lowa-r property values. Con-
sulting engineer Worthington Lent, for 4 local TV grantees, explained technical
problem; appearing in opposition also were FCC's Plummer, CAA's Lee, TBA' s Poppele,
NAB'S Petty. Not only are existing projects involved, including 3 sites already
chosen, but bad example for other cities is feared if bill gets anywhere (doubtful).

AM-FM TABLE MODEL FOB $50? Next wrinkle in much-demanded FM table sets may be an
AM-FM model, to sell for $50 retail . Gerald Mayer, of Washington law firm of Mayer,
Bannerman & Rigby, representing radio parts manufacturers (also associated with
Radio Consultants, Inc.), reports he is acting for a newly organized distributing
company in interesting private brand manufacturers in such a set. He will reveal
no more for present. Meanwhile, Washington Attorney Bill Koplovitz, whose Elec-
tronics Inc. is backing an FM-only receiver (Vol. 3, No. 14), reports orders so far
from more than 50 broadcasters . But he's not signing contracts until total pro-
duction needed is ascertained. Airadio, Stamford, Conn., which will manufacture
under trade name "Minuette," showed model at Albany FMA meeting Monday, reported it
was now setting up production line.

NETWORKS VIA RELAYS NEKT IN FM: Keynote of FMA' s first regional meeting (at Albany
Monday) was that FM's next major step is networking . And Maj . Armstrong and FMA's
Everett Dillard, mainsprings of Continental Network (Vol. 3, No. 12, 13), agree
that radio relay , which AM cannot utilize, is the answer. It's cheap (only about
§200 for equipment)

;
dependabl e (WBCA, Schenectady, has been picking up Armstrong's1

Alpine signals 130 miles away for 4 years without single failure), simple (Dillard
said whole idea for Continental Network took only 10 days from germination to com-
pletion). Continuation of cooperative network is now under study, and WBCA's
Leonard Asch (elected regional chairman) also announced incorporation soon of Lib-
erty Network Inc. (Vol. 3, No. 13).

Keen interest in FM was manifested by big attendance at Albany (185 regis-
trants). Relay demonstration, Yonkers-to-Alpine-to-Schenectady

, where signal was
rebroadcast and received at Albany meeting, was genuinely inspiring. Tone and



clarity of reception was top flight (REL tuner used with Altec-Lansing big speaker).
Other highlights of meeting : Zenith's H. C. Bonfig, whose company made one-third of
all EM sets in 1946 (year's total reported by RMA, 184,485), said FM consoles will
dominate market rest of this year at least, which means stress should be laid on
high quality market. Even a business recession, he said, while meaning tighter
buying, might work to advantage of FM in that it would offer the plus-value needed
to attract had-to-sell purchasers. And Jack Gould, New York Times' radio editor,
called FM "broadcasting's second generation," said second generation is always
more progressive than first.

SIGHT AND SOUND v :

This is itinerary of “TV Caravan” (described in story

on page 1), with stores and stopover dates: Reading, I’a.,

Pomeroy’s, May 20-24; Easton, Pa., Laubach’s, May 27-29;

Jamaica, N. Y., Gertz, June 3-7; Boston, Jordan Marsh,

June 10-14; Syracuse, Dey Bros., June 18-21; Paterson,

N. J., Quackenbush, June 25-28; Harrisburg, Pomeroy’s

July 1-3; Grand Rapids, Mich., Herpolsheimers, July 8-12;

Columbus, Morehouse Martens, July 16-19; Cincinnati,

Rollman’s July 22-24; Tampa, Maas Bros., July 31-Aug'. 2;

Lake Charles, La., Mullers, Aug. 7-9; San Antonio, Joske’s,

Aug. 13-16; Dallas, Titche-Goettinger, Aug. 19-22; Water-

loo, la., Black’s, Aug. 28-30; St. Paul, Golden Rule, Sept.

2-5; Boise, Idaho, Anderson’s, Sept. 11-13; Seattle, Bon

Marche, Sept. 17-20; Spokane, Andei-son’s, Sept. 23-26;

Great Falls, Mont., The Paris, Sept. 29-Oct. 1; Minneapolis,

Donaldson’s, Oct. 8-11; Akron, Polsky’s, Oct. 15-18.

Into new jobs: Ex-Secy of State Jimmy Byrnes joins

old-line Washington law firm of Hogan & Hartson, very

active in radio (Duke Patrick, Karl Smith, Lester Cohen)

;

Lawrence Phillips, executive v.p. of USO Camp Shows, ex-

president of Valspar Corp., joins DuMont as management

consultant; Wayne Coy, assistant publisher, Washington

Post, and an NAB board member, drops newspaper duties

to devote full time to its WINX and WINX-FM; Ken

Stowman, Manager Roger Clipp’s aide at WFIL and WFIL-
FM ( Philadelphia Inquirer), takes over fulltime duties as

its television director, says construction of TV station

starts this summer; Virgil E. Trouant, upped to manager,

broadcast and industrial section, RCA Engineering Pro-

ducts Dept., Camden.

Subpoena for Petrillo, issued this week by House Labor

Committee, has no date since Committee chairman Fred A.

Hartley Jr. (Rep., N. J.) doesn’t want music czar until af-

ter Supreme Court rules on Lea Act (Vol. 3, No. 10). Sub-

poena was issued, it’s said, to keep James Caesar in this

country (he was reported getting ready to take boat trip).

Meanwhile, some relaxation of duplication ban is occuring

—Elliott Sanger, WQXR-WQXQ, New York, reporting this

week he was duplicating live music without payment of

second fee. It’s also reported Tom Tinsley’s WITH-FM,
Baltimore, is carrying live AM musical programs with no

extra levy.

All-day FCC meetings begin April 28 to pass on

Processing Line 2 AM cases before May 1 deadline. Com-
mission feels all will be decided (either granted or set for

hearings) by May 1. Line 1 cases—those involving less

complex engineering study—are expected to be cleared by

June, although May 1 will see FCC action on cases filed

as of mid-January. Commission staff is braced for ava-

lanche of amendments—by applicants seeking to avoid

hearings—and also expects number of new applications by

local groups who missed out filing before Feb. 7 cutoff date.

Highest powered FM in land is now KSTP-FM, St.

Paul, which this week got FCC okay for 545 kw. Highest

previously was WMC-FM. Memphis, with 515 kw (Vol. 3,

No. 9). St. Paul station previously had 320 kw.

Proposed new FM allocations (Supplement No. 51)

look like they’ll render obsolete our sets of FM Channel
Maps (Supplement No. 21A) published just a year ago.

because they’re so expensive and demand limited, we don’t

propose to reissue these maps. We still have supply of

old sets (60 channel maps, 16x10 inches, plus 10 blanks)

which we’ll furnish you at about cost of handling and
mailing—$1.50 per set.

Philco’s agency, Hutchins Advertising Co., calls us to

task — quite justifiably — for our inadvertent failure to

include WPTZ’s schedule of Phillies and Athletics home
games (“by far the largest continuous schedule of ball

games of any TV station”) in our item last week about
TV’s baseball coverage. What’s more, WPTZ has the

games sponsored—on alternate days by Atlantic Refining

Co. and Philco Distributors, Inc.

Results of Washington’s T-day (Vol. 3, No. 14): RCA
5C0-plus sets sold; GE, whose Model No. 801 has already

gone up in price to $625 (from $549.50), most of local

quota of 100 sets ordered; DuMont, half dozen sets sold.

RCA will do repeat in Washington when NBC’s WNBW
goes on air in early June.

• TV set’census by cities was prime interest at New York
Television Institute (sponsored by Televiser Magazine)
this week. WBKB’s Bill Eddy reported 2,071 in Chicago;

WPTZ’s Ernest Walling, 4,000 in Philadelphia; WWDT’s
Harry Bannister, 2,000 in Detroit. They were only speak-

ers to report on number of sets in their areas. Attendants
at 2-day meet heard generally optimistic reports on status

and future of TV, were warned (by RCA’s Joseph B. Elli-

ott, RKO’s Ralph Austrian, Caples Co.’s David P. Lews)
programs must improve or TV will never really click.

How record business bolsters CBS income level (Vol.

3, No. 13), is further disclosed in 1947 first-quarter income
statement. For 13 weeks ending March 29, gross income
was $26,334,922, net income after taxes $1,498,151. This

compares with $23,276,004 and $1,462,229 during same
period 1946. Of 1947 net income, $934,595 (54c per share)

was realized from broadcasting operations, $563,556 (33c

per share) from record manufacturing. These compare
with $1,214,075 (71c per share) from broadcasting, $248,154

(14c per share) from record manufacturing, during same
1946 period. So, actually, broadcasting net income was
down considerably.

GE’s Russ David, FM transmitter sales, reported at

FMA Albany meeting Monday his company has already

shipped 122 FM transmitters—52 of 250 watts, 15 of 1 kw,

55 of 3 kw. This summer first 10 kw’s will be delivered,

but new customers must wait 4-6 months. Still a major

project, he said, is 50 kw; first GE model is due in about

2 months, regular shipments in late 1947, early 1948. Stu-

dio equipment (microphones, speech input, turntables) is

3-4 months away.

-Ringling-Barnum & Bailey Circus bowed to TV, au-

thorized April 19 telecast by WCBS-TV from Madison

Square Garden as part of Ford sports sponsorship.



AM DIRECTORY NEARLY HEADY: Re port on 'Our AM Directory : It'S almost ready for
the printer, should be in mails to subscribers within next 10 days, will be up-to-
the minute as of May 1 on (1) all U.S., Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and other North
American standard broadcasting stations, listed separately by States, Frequencies,
Call Letters; (2) all pending applications for new or changed AM facilities, also
separately listed by States and frequencies. Subscribers will get weekly addenda
sheets, reporting additions and changes , as part of this added service — which
will cost them nothing extra. But extra copies of the- AM Directory, about 100
pages punched for loose-leaf binding, will cost them $10 each. The AM Directory
and addenda service are available only to regular subscribers.

PRODDING THE MOVIE MOGULS: Movie industry’s technicians’ think it's time their' big
bosses wake up to TV , get into video swim now against day when (1) home TV on vast
scale offers competition to boxoffice, (2) TV transmission to theaters is prac-
ticable and feasible. Society of Motion Picture: Engineers , at Chicago convention
this week, instructed its TV chairman Paul J. Larsen to make plans v/ith top level
movie executives for an industry-wide TV committee . Radio Engineer Larsen, also
appointed IRE video committee chairman this week, expects okay from Eric Johnston's
Motion Picture Producers Assn after its May 9 board meeting, also from Donald Nel-
son's Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers.

Now a Johns Hopkins researcher at its Silver Spring, Md. labs, Larsen has
been watching TV from vantage point of nearby Washington , is prime mover in demand
on FCC for theater TV channels (Vol. 3, No. 6). He thinks complete theater TV
(spot news, sports, possibly even transmission of feature films) can be demonstrated
in 2 years, be on national commercial basis in 5-10 years. He's one of few "voices
in wilderness" (Paramount's Paul Raibourn, RKO'S Ralph Auistrian, 20th Century's
Earl Sponable are others) trying to persuade movie moguls they’re .overlooking good
bet in TV. Moviemen note : RCA is demonstrating to newsmen its large-screen theat er
type color TV for first time at Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, next Wednesday.

NETWORK TV VIA COAX AND/OR RELAYS: AT&T is naturally cagey about making promises
for its coaxial, and TV radio relays over long distances are still in development
Stage — but it's pretty certain that several more TV cities will be linked by
coaxial by time of Republican National Convention in Philadelphia, June' 20, 1948.
That and the Democratic presidential nominating convention (time and place not yet
selected) Should afford greatest of all possible telecast events from point of
view of public interest. There wasn't anything of kind at both conventions in
Chicago in 1944 (due to war stoppage of TV) but- NBC's video coverage via radio
relay from GOP (Willkie) convention in Philadelphia in 1940 is recalled as land-
mark of TV history.

Fact that Philadelphia is on New York-to-Washington coaxial, thus assuring
TV network pickups, actually helped influence selection of that city by GOP. It
may likewise influence Democrats — though they're talking Chicago which has one
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TV station now, should have several by then, but probably won't have any coax link
with East (though possibly GE-Globe- Wireless relay will be in operation in time).

As Eastern seaboard coaxial stands now , Richmond-Charlotte extensions are
operating in telephone service, can easily be equalized for TV — but there's only
one Richmond Station projected as yet, none in Charlotte. Pittsburgh extension
Should be ready by mid-1948 to serve its stations. Boston is not on coaxial but
is due to be linked by radio relay, AT&T tests scheduled to start this spring
having been halted by strike

;
it should have TV network service by summer of 1948.

As for other extensions , AT&T long lines manager L. G. V/oodford told TBA
convention last fall that southern transcontinental route through Washington, At-
lanta, Dallas, El Paso and on to Los Angeles should be ready by end of 1947, as
well as an extension from Charlotte to Miami. On other hand, it looks like "end
of 1948" before these routes can be linked up with such cities as Cleveland, Cin-
cinnati, Toledo, Dayton, Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago and St. Louis — all with exist-
ing or projected video outlets, listed in our TV Directory (Supplement No. 18-C).

Mere fact of coaxial's existence does not insure network service — for TV
programs via coaxial have been tested with success (but some loss in definition)
only on 500-mile New York-Washington loop-backs thus far. There's a serious
equalization problem for any greater distances. Right now it looks like there

are definite distance limitations to TV transmission not encountered in using
coaxial for much narrower-band telephone' relays. What these limitations are, the

AT&T people say they frankly won' t know until tests over longer hauls can be made.

O. J.
|
Jyv m 'o'

Meanwhile, TVers aren't overlooking radio relay possibilities for networks
which they know will work- over short distances (viz. New York-Schenectady) . Only
this week, moving to niodernize its New York-Philadelphia relay, on which it has
been working long time, Philco filed 5 applications with FCC for a 2-way, simul-
taneous, microwave system. Links will include New York City; Mt . Rose, N.J., 50

miles from New York; Philadelphia, 37 miles from Mt. Rose. Philco 's plans call for

transmitter at Empire State Bldg., New York, for southbound traffic; 2 transmitters
at Mt. Rose, for two-way; one a Wyndmoor, Pa., where its WPTZ transmitter is loca-

ted, for northbound; one at V/PTZ studios in Philadelphia proper, for northbound.

Frequencies asked are 1300-1320 and 1380-1400 me — which are in proposed 1000-13000
allocations not expected to be finalised until after International Telecommunica-
tions Conference in Atlantic City May 15. At present, Philco 's New York-Philadel-
phia relay is one-way, picks up NBC's WNBT at Mt. Rose, retransmitting to Wyndmoor.

PUBLISHERS LOOK OVEB FAX: Facsimile demonstrations by both Finch and Hogan aroused

keen interest among newspaper publishers attending this week's ANPA convention in

New York City — heightened, no doubt, by widely publicized demonstrations con-

ducted recently by Jack Knight's Miami Herald (Vol. 3, No. 11), seen by estimated

50,000 persons. Nor was interest lessened by news that Philadelphia Inquirer's

WFIL-FM will use same Miami equipment (Hogan) for 5-day promotion starting April

28, is laying out §40,000 for equipment for regular service starting in September.

Reaction of publishers , as gauged by our correspondent, ranged from non-

committal to enthusiastic. They were told fax is out of lab, ready for newsrooms;

that small newspapers with FM can start service for §8, 000-§10, 000, that equipment

in fair quantities will be ready by fall. "NPFS Facsimile Digest," issued by News-

paper Publishers' Faximile Service, 155 Perry St., New York, in format very much

like this newsletter, is being distributed to give latest dope on Hogan system,

including costs; Finch literature may be obtained from Finch Facsimile, 10 E. 40th

St., New York City.

Meanwhile, ex-FCC Comr. T. A. M. Craven, now directing Cowles radio inter-

ests out of Washington, withdrew WOL's fax application, said he prefers waiting.

And RTPB Facsimile Panel (No. 7 ) after meeting last week, reported it is practically

ready to recommend standards to full board, which in turn will submit them to FCC.



NEXT TV SETS, NEXT T CITY: To the nearly 30 radio manufacturers who reported, in

response to our questionnaires, that they're definitely planning ,TV set production

this year (Vol. 3, Nos. 7, 13, 14), you can add Hallicrafters , Majestic, and a new

company called Colonial Television Corp . (about which we know little yet except

that it isn't connected with Sylvania's subsidiary. Colonial Radio Corp., Buffalo).

Hallicraf ters tells us its sets will be consoles with AM-FM-phono and possibly wire

recorder — no other information. Majestic says its first model will be console,

with 6}£x8J4-inch image — that's all. Colonial firm is located at 225-18 Merrick

Road, Laurelton, L.I., N.Y. ,
states in not-very-inf ormative' leaflet that its "Vis-

ion Master," retailing at $199 with apparently no installation or servicing charge,

is "lowest price set now available." Where it's available, we don't know, but

we'll find out and report soon.

And you can look for announcement any day now of limited production of new

Crosley TV receivers ,
presumably to be marketed first in Cincinnati area where

company-built experimental video station in Carew Tower (in words of Jimmy Shouse)

"has been completely tested with entirely satisfactory results." Thus Cincinnati
may be next addition to ”T" cities (Supplement 18-C) . Crosley v/ill have 3 outlets
— in Cincinnati, big transmitter to be located atop Clifton Hill; Columbus, new
Site to be chosen in lieu of AIU Tower first designated, now deemed structurally
unsound; Dayton, Several sites under option.

HEW YORK FM NOT SETTLED YET: Seems pretty certain that FCC's proposed New York FM
decision , picking 5 out of 17 applicants (Vol. 3, No. 16), is going to rehearing,
possibly litigation. Commission lawyers this week were looking into affairs of

WAAW, Newark (Bremer) , and results may have bearing on whether FC'C will grant ex-
tension of its completion date despite fact its request came in after 1942-granted
CP had expired. Even if extension is granted laggard WAAW, these lawyers foresee
trouble ahead — since any one of the 12 rejectees can (and somebody probably will)
cite Ashbacker decision as basis for rehearing for additional available channel.
Another out for denied New Yorkers (besides exceptions, and only WiEVD has so far
indicated it would file exceptions) is for them to ask for the 4 reserved channels
due to be released July 1. That's what Chicago's WAIT has done ; losing out in that
city's FM grants (Vol. 3, No. 11), WAIT was granted permission to. amend application
for reserved channel, though ordinarily denied applicants must wait year before re-
applying. So far, only 3 others have asked for reserved channels — CBS's WTOP for
Washington, AM CP-holder WPGH for Pittsburgh, AM CP-holder WLOA for Braddock, Pa.

P308LZM C? BIG CITY CLASS A
1

s: How many Class A (community-type) FM stations can be
placed in and around a metropolitan area — Los Angeles, for example? That's what
FCC seeks to determine in designating, but not yet scheduling, first Class A hear-
ing yet, involving 15 applicants from Los Angeles metropolitan area (Supplement
No. 50). They must not only sell themselves but also need for FM service, in their
communities. For instance: if 2 stations can go into Glendale, that might pre-
clude any for San Fernando. Or, there might be overlap as between contiguous San
Pedro and Alhambra. And then, there's the question whether Class A stations should
be permitted at all in central cities of a metropolitan district, such as Holly-
wood and San Pedro, in the light of Sec. 3.203(b) of proposed FM rules changes
(Supplement No. 51-A)

.

OUTLOOK FOR MORE TV OUTLETS: In the 5 weeks Since FCC decided color TV issue
(Vol. 3, No. 12), not a single new appl ication for TV station has been filed — but
radio lawyers and equipment manufacturers assure us several will be filed soon.
They say certain well-heeled interests are simply biding their time because there
seems to be no rush for the remaining and (except in a few bigger cities) still
plentiful channels. Also, probably, because of growing fears of business recession.

Biggest question-rnark in TV is CBS , whose color plans were rejected, leaving
it with one black-and-white station — WCBS-TV, New York. Big network has main-
tained discreet silence since FCC's decision, has shown no signs of soreheadness.



indicated no future plans. But it's hard to believe it will concentrate- its TV on
New York only. It * s our guess — but a guess only, since company policy is to say
nothing yet — that CBS will soon apply for more monochrome outlets, though it's
shut out of key Washington, Los Angeles areas by reason of exhaustion of channels.
It. might buy in those cities, however.

Only withdrav/ee who has definitely told us he intends re-filing is Frank
Katsentine, WKAT, Miami Beach, but we also hear there will soon be one also for one
of Chicago's 3 remaining channels. In Miami the other day, too, we were informed
by Edward Claughton ,

financial man who is angeling city's only TV grant thus far —
to Southern Radio & Television Equipment Co. (Vol. 3, No. 11) — that he's so in-
trigued by TV he is contemplating filing also for Jacksonville, Atlanta, New Or-

leans, Houston . These cities are "naturals" since they are in line of projected co-
axial cables. Mr. Claughton scotched rumors he's Selling stock, but admitted Miami
TV project is part of subdivision and auditorium development he is currently promot-
ing. He has no interest in AM, he says, and contemplates none — though Robert G.

Venn, ex-manager of Miami's WGBS, -who "sold" him on TV and will manage project, is

identified with new local grant. Mr. Claughton was once an Atlanta banker, went
through wringer during 1933 crash, has reestablished himself firmly in Florida,
now enjoys considerable means and excellent reputation among wide circle of loyal
business and Social friends, many of whom we've contacted. His wife owns and op-
erates string of movie houses, which he said whetted his interest in TV.

SBGHT AMD SOUMD
Corrections to Television Directory (Supplement No.

18-C) : King-Trendle, Detroit, Mich., change visual power

to 32.1 lew, aural power to 16.7 kw, antenna height to 485

ft; Crosley, Cincinnati, O., change visual power to 22 kw,

aural power to 11 kw, antenna height to 717 ft.

Off for Milan, Italy, with TV camera chain plus micro-

wave relay apparatus, to be demonstrated June 14-30 at

historic Milan Fair on occasion of 50th anniversary of

founding of Marconi Co., are RCA’s exhibition manager,

Dick Hooper and staff of 5 (Chet Davis, John Rowe, Joe

Jenkins chosen so far). They fiy over May 28, return in

early August to catch up with RCA-Allied Stores “TV

Caravan” (Vol. 3, No. 16).

International Ladies Garment Workers Union is still

working on interesting a manufacturer in quantity order

for AM-FM or FM-only table models, which it wants to

make available cheaply to its big membership, but says

“nothing to report yet.” However, this week it signed

order for five 10 kw, one 1 kw FM transmitters with RCA
(cost $250,000) for stations granted its locals in Chatta-

nooga (to be ready by Labor Day, first one), St. Louis,

Los Angeles, New York, and the ones it also hopes to

get in Boston, Philadelphia. ILGWU radio consultant is

Morris Novik (ex-WNYC) and engineer is Paul deMars

of Wilmotte firm.

Opposition on part of AM broadcasters also in FM,

who wanted to work through state broadcasters’ associa-

tion (NAB affiliate), almost aborted establishment of

North Carolina FM Assn formed at Wilson, N. C. Monday.

But there were enough staunch FMers (21 signed as

charter members) to get organization underway. WGTM’s
Allen Wanamaker Wilson, was chosen president; WBT-
FM’s Keith Byerly, Charlotte, v.p.; WBBB-FM’s E. Z.

Jones, Burlington, secy-treas. Meeting heard FMA’s Bill

Bailey urge crackdown on “hip pocket FM broadcasters”

(Vol. 3, No. 16).

Paul Porter’s report on his mission to Greece is being

finished this week, and then he’ll announce he’s joining

Thurman Arnold law firm — which means he’s through

with public office.

Get-tough policy on “wilful misrepresentations”

showed again this week as FCC ordered Boston’s WORL
(1,000-D on 950 kc) off air as of Aug. 31 (like WOKO,
Albany) for alleged fiscal shenanigans of Owners H. A.

Lafount (ex-radio commissioner) and Sanford and George
Cohen (attorneys), Comr. Jett dissenting. They’ve ex-

hausted court appeals, so decision is final. Application

for sale of station to Bitner interests was denied, but FCC
said it would entertain applications for WORL’s facilities

beginning June 1.

“Beginning of agency recognition for the manifold ad-

vantages of staticless and true fidelity FM over the nar-

row limits imposed by AM broadcasting,” is the way Owner
Ira A. Hirschmann looks at Ruthrauff & Ryan’s place-

ment on his WABF, New York, of contract for series of

Sari Biro piano recitals (live) for Baldwin Piano Co. Lit-

tle by little, agencies and national accounts are evincing

more interest in FM, indicating they will use medium
as soon as it proves “set population.”

Lea Act’s constitutionality is scheduled to be argued

before Supreme Court May 5; Justice Dept, this week
asked Court to uphold anti-Petrillo law, found unconstitu-

tional in Chicago District Court last December (Vol. 2, No.

49), referring to high court’s lulling in John L. Lewis case.

Eitel-McCullough Inc., San Bruno, Cal., claims to have

placed first high-band 50 kw FM station on air; its Radio

Diablo’s IvSBR, San Bruno, 97.7 me, started Wednesday,

with 50 kw input giving turnstile antenna an ERP of

200 kw.

Fair comment and sensible, from Washington Post:

“No one can question the right, or even the duty, of radio

to scrutinize the content of programs for good taste. . . .

We are inclined to agree with Mr. [Fred] Allen, however,

that suppression by a network of light criticism of itself

is a sign of immaturity.”

Teamwork among New York TV' rivals is again mani-

fested in plans for telecasting Mexican President Aleman’s

airport arrival (Tuesday) and speech before joint session

of Congress (Thursday), both to be covered in pool pickup

by NBC, CBS, DuMont.
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AM 'FREEZE' ENDS, 1,712 STATIONS: This week, FCC wound up all of its Line 2 AM cases

(those involving complex engineering). In addition, it completed disposal of some

200 of its 350 .Line 1 cases (relatively simple applications). Thus, end of Feb. 7-

May 1 "freeze” period found United States and its possessions with 1,712 licensed

or authorized AM broadcasting stations — nearly 200 more than our 1,520 count of

Jan. 1, 1947 and an approximate 70% increase since the official 1,004 count of
,

Jan. 1, 1946. This crowded week alone , hell-bent to catch up. Commission granted 57

CPs for new AM stations, 45 changes in facilities, set scores of cases for hearing.

Our new AM Directory, dated May 1 , thus goes to the printer this week
(will be mailed to you in about 7 days) with all these grants included, listing all

stations in North America by states and frequencies, all still pending U.S. appli-
cations by states and frequencies. Our log of 1,712 U.S. stations compares with
1,561 in the last directory printed in the trade. It also includes the 128 sta-

tions in Canada, 240 in Mexico, 87 iin Cuba , and those' in Newfoundland, The Bahamas,

Bermuda, Haiti, Dominican Republic.

Pleased as punch over meeting deadline, breaking up log-jam. Chairman Denny
said broadcast routine

i

should be normal henceforth , foresaw few actions next week
as Commission prepared for May 15 opening of International Telecommunications Con-
ference at Atlantic City. Only fly in ointment is plethora of hearings yet to

come. These Spell additional complications as doors open for new applications,
amendments, petitions for reconsideration. But biggest enigma among broadcasting
fraternity — whose older timers view with manifest but helpless alarm the huge
increase in stations, crowding of wavelengths, advent of new competition — is just

how much more traffic the standard band can bear.

TV READY FOB THE THEATER, TOO: Watching t elevision images being projected onto, a
small theater-size screen — and in color, at that — one cannot refrain from re-
flecting on what must be the state of mind prevailing among the higher levels of

the motion picture industry, executive and financial. Whether it's smug compla-
cence, lack of comprehension, preoccupation with other problems, or simply a rejec-
tion of what they’d prefer not to see and hear, they seem to have a blind spot for
TV. Even their technicians, aware as some of them are to TV’s potential (Vol. 3,

No. 17), apparently are only whispering in the wilderness.

For theater
;
TV, let alone home TV, plainly forecasts another revolutionary

"threat" to the movies . Anyone who saw RCA'S demonstrations this week at Franklin
Institute in Philadelphia could see that.

What we saw RCA scientists disclose there, color TV on a 10x7% foot theater
screen , was not very important per se — it’s too far in advance of itself by RCA’s
own admission. Indeed, color TV for theaters isn’t any nearer than it is for the
home, an issue settled by Federal fiat only a few weeks ago (Vol. 3, No. 12).
The significance of the demonstration, to this observer at least, lay

j

in the fact
that theater TV in black and white is ready — and in Gen. Sarnoff’s assertion
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that, if an order for monochrome equipment were placed now, delivery could be made
within a year.

But Gen. Sarnoff added his regrets over the "lack of enthusiasm on the part
of the movie people .

1
' Only Warner Brothers, he said, has thus far worked with RCA

on theater TV. In his view, the movie people simply aren't alert Vo TV, even
though it was the sound enginer who saved their industry once before, even though
TV for home or theater will encourage new art forms, develop more creative talent,
provide more healthy competition .

RCA itself, said Sarnoff, owns no theaters, plans none, does not contem-

plate that TV will replace theaters any more than radio did, has and will have no
exclusive arrangement with anyone. When equipment is ready, it will be available
to any theater that wants it — to pick out of the air (or off wires) and project
on its screen news events as they occur, sports contests, even feature films. He
foresaw networks of 1,000 to 5,000 theaters "fed" from a central source.

The color TV images were about as good (or bad) as early Technicolor —
nothing to get excited about yet but promising great things within perhaps 5 or 6

years. Red-blue-green combinations were fuzzy, though colors were rich. Elec-
tronic system permits color transmissions to be received also in black and white
So that, as in the case of home receivers, there is no question of obsolescence
(Vol. 2, No. 44). Indeed, the same color pictures — Kodachrome slides and films
covering skiing, skating, horse racing, hand-painting — were much more enjoyable
on the 10-inch screen of an ordinary black-and-white receiver operating simultane-
ously alongside the big screen. Only when a Looney Tune cartoon film was run off

was the color consistently effective.

Projection apparatus used looked much like an oversize movie theater pro-
jector , operated by dial controls. Transmitter in the same' auditorium was like an
ordinary radio setup. Transmission was via Short cable, though same could be done
over the air and apparatus can be adjusted for full-size theater screen. Pickup
•equipment remains to be developed, uhf color propagation Studies conducted.

Occasion was preview for newsmen of an illustrated paper on all-electronic
color TV which Dr. Zworykin was to present before Franklin Institute Wednesday
night (copies available from RCA). IRE and movie folk saw same demonstration next
day. Expressed attitude among latter was : "Let's wait and see."

NOBODY KICKING ABOUT FM FLAN: There's
t

little or no opposition, to proposed new FM
reallocation plan (Supplement No. 51), so far as we can discern — but whether it

will be ordered into effect without hearing was still undecided at week's end.

Only 2 petitions have been filed for oral argument, set for May 8-9 — from 3 Bal-
timore applicants who want additional channel assigned so all can get grants; from
Richard Field Lewis Jr., WINC-FM, Winchester, Va.

,
seeking assurance Class B rural

stations will not have another rural on same channel less than 400 miles away.

-As for plan jitself, about dozen minor changes have been made in specific
channels and locations and it may be promulgated pretty much as announced. More

than 100 operating FMers have already applied for new channel assignments in accord-
ance with the plan.

Other FM highlights of week : (1) Commission's- "get tough" attitude (Vol. 3,

No. 17) Spilled over into FM in dismissing application of Pryor Dillard, Raymonds-
ville, Tex., for not submitting program analysis after "repeated requests." (2) It

dismissed WOKO application for Albany FM, having ordered AM license revoked as of

Aug. 31. (3) It granted extension of 1942 CP to Bremer, Newark (WAAW) , even though
request came in fortnight after CP expired, after ascertaining bona fide CAA
troubles and delivery delays. Some of rejected New York applicants (Vol 3, No. 17)

can still attack decision on legal ground Bremer channel was open at time decision
was rendered. (4) Once denied on overlap grounds (Vol. 2, No. 44), Liberty Broad-
casting Co. got its grant in Pittsburgh, 11 others got conditionals (Supplement

No. 50-D herewith).



TY AND FAX IN PHILADELPHIA: Philadelphia comes up with first to ask for TV station
Since color decision of March 18 — the re-application this week of Girabels (WIP

and WIP-FM) after having dropped last year. Manager Ben Gimbel filed just in time

to preclude expected grant-without-hearing of city's sole remaining channel to

Daily News Television Co. Inc., recently formed with Harron-Kelly-WIBG backing
(Vol. 3, No. 9) whose application is in FCC engineering dept, awaiting certain
amendments. So it looks like hearing ahead , with these 2 (and any other possible
late comers) fighting it out.

Gimbels seeks Channel No. 12 (204-210 me), with 33.1 kw visual, 34.86 kw
aural power, 555-ft antenna, transmitter in Gimbel Bldg. It proposes to spend

§360,238 on plant, §25,000 per month on operation. (Higher cost-of-living note:
In its earlier application, Gimbels proposed to Spend §211,250 on plant, §3,000-

§12,000 per month on operation.)

Meanwhile, city's other 2 TV grantees. Bulletin's WPEN and Inquirer’s WFIL ,

both with FM adjuncts, leaped into facsimile. Bullet in displayed Alden 18-inch
machine in operation in Gimbel window all this week, faxing newspapers, photos, etc.

before big crowds. Inquirer begins similar promotion next week. Bulletin's TV
plans are stymied pending radio-newspaper dispositions (Vol. 3, No. 5, 6). In-

quirer is awaiting RCA equipment , meanwhile Setting up studio, hopes to get going
this Summer. WFIL's new video chieftain, Kenneth Stowman, is chairman of newly
formed Television Assn, of Philadelphia, which agency-advertiser-utility interests
are boosting as in Chicago.

Next TV grant probably will go to Sarkes Tarzian , Bloomington, Ind. (Sup-
plement No. 18-C) ; application now being scrutinized by FCC lawyers is unopposed.
There's still lots of talk about additional applications, 2 now appearing in pros-
pect for Chicago's 3 remaining channels. Note: For TV channels by cities see page
8 of TV Rules (Supplement No. 17).

TECHNICAL HONEYHDON'S OYER: Eaay-going days of FM regulation , on the technical side,
are about over. FCC engineers and fieldmen, who up to now have been overlooking
bad operating techniques while the infant service was feeling its way, think it's
time to tighten up , say they now intend doing so. Proper operation, they say, is

to FM's advantage, too, for public must not be disappointed after all it has heard
about FM's superiority. In fact. Chief Engineer George E. Sterling has letter from
a major manufacturer, expressing disappointment with present technical operations,
advancing that as reason for not going into high-fidelity receiver production.
Some faults, besides the obvious ones created by weak signals permitted under STAs :

overmodulation, hum on carrier, extraneous modulation (noise from needle scratch
on recordings, rumble of turntable motor, etc.). To make sure technicians are up
to date on modern techniques, FCC is revising operator's examination , hopes to en-
sure higher calibre operators in all services — AM, FM, TV especially.

LAST WORD ON THE 'BLOOPER': Yes, that "blooper" devised by Pug Marquardt of WIBW,
Topeka, tiny gadget attachable to an AM receiver to convert it to FM (Vol. 3, No.
11), is pretty much as disclosed, with diagram, by Frank Shopen of KOAD, Omaha
(Vol. 3, No. 13). Nothing we've published in recent months has created quite so
much interest, and many subscribers wrote us for copies of the diagram. So we
asked Marquardt to remark on Shopen' s comments. Here's his reply:

"The diagram of Frank's blooper is very similar to ours. Of course, we
use only one tube.... and have several improvements. [But] the limitations pointed
out by Frank hold true, in most cases. We- have found that a special 300 ohm folded
doublet antenna is a must when trying to use the blooper successfully....! made
no claims of having invented anything, but stated we have taken an old principle and
adopted it for use to receive FM on any AM receiver. ... I [still] feel the blooper
can be used to good advantage by a lone STA operator to immediately increase- his
FM audience. It would naturally be antiquated as soon as FM Sets become plentiful."



SIGHT AND SOUND
/

Approved FM equipment was listed by FCC in order

released Friday (too late for textual publication but we’ll

send you copy if you want it), amending Sec. 1G, 17 and 18

of FM Standards (Supplement No. 9). Transmitters ap-

proved were: Collins’ 250w and 1 kw (final), 3 and 10 kw
(tentative); Federal’s 1, 3, 10, 20, 50 kw (tentative); Gates

250w and 1 kw (final); GE’s 250w (final), 1, 3, 10, 50 kw
(tentative); Harvey’s 250w (final); RCA’s exciter, 250w,

.1 kw (final), 3 and 10 kw (tentative); REL’s 250w and 1 kw
(tentative); Raytheon’s 250w, 1 and 3 kw (tentative); WE’s
250w, 1, 3, 10, 25, 50 kw (2 models of each, tentative);

Westinghouse’s exciter and 1 kw (final), 3, 10 and 50 kw
(tentative). Frequency and modulation monitors approved:

Doolittle, GE, REL.

Taking issue with RMA’s statement several weeks ago

that 3 and 10 kw FM transmitters won’t be fully available

until the end of 1948 (Vol. 3, No. 15), Federal’s Norman
Wunderlich told us this week he can deliver 1, 3 and 10 kw
units “so fast it would make your head swim.” That goes

for 2-bay to 12-bay antennas, too, as well as for speech

input equipment and transmission lines, he said. Federal

has a couple of 10 kw transmitters already operating —
WELD, Columbus, Ohio, and WEW-FM, St. Louis. Fed-

eral also has made up its mind to drop out of domestic field

for its radio and TV receivers, and concentrate (through

IT&T) on the export market.

NBC’s capable Fhil Merryman, who rose from station

engineer to manager of planning and development, quits

network next week to go into consultant partnership with

H. V. Anderson, New Orleans consulting engineer with a

Washington association with Chambers & Garrison. Mer-

ryman will head New York office, site not yet found, will

specialize in station planning and policy, has NBC as

first client. Firm will be known as Anderson & Merryman.

Petrillo’s ban on FM duplication of AM music pro-

grams, among other activities, is expected to be subject

of inquiry by Rep. Carroll D. Kearn’s House Labor sub-

committee when music czar appears before it “second

Monday after Supreme Court hands down Lea Act deci-

sion.” Rep. Kearns (R-Pa.), himself an AFM member,

said Petrillo hearing will be exploratory—“to get all the

facts.” AFM inquiry is part of Committee’s look-see into

question of union leadership.

All the publicity pother about Senator White’s bill

on broadcasting, which he may introduce this month, nar-

rows down to this: that bill in not investigatory, deals about

70% with procedural matters, follows closely previously

proposed legislation along lines of 1943 Wheeler-White bill

(S-814, 78th Congress). Veteran Maine GOP majority

leader isn’t out to “get” anyone.

Proposed reduction in TV’s 480-920 me experimental

band drew only one objection— from RCA-NBC. TBA at-

torneys indicated they intend conferring with FCC engi-

neers to try to ameliorate TV’s 50 me loss. Proposals also

clip 5 me from fax, add 50 me for industrial, scientific and

diathermy equipment. New allocations, which may be

made final before month is up, propose 470-475 me for fax,

475-500 to be divided among fax, TV, developmental on an

individual area basis, 500-890 for TV, 890-940 me for indus-

try devices.

Next big FMA regional confab is scheduled May 28 at

Cincinnati’s Hotel Gibson—-for FM broadcasters from In-

idana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia. Second meeting

with RMA committee on FM production (Vol. 3, No. 15), is

planned for May 21 at Statler Hotel, Washington.

Radio’s Little Ironies: Sad, isn’t it, that ownership of
both stations ordered to turn in their licenses next Aug. 31
for misrepresentations to FCC— WOKO, Albany, and
WORL, Boston— should be identified with ex-radio com-
missioners, who certainly should have known better?
Funny, too, that everyone got a laugh out of Fred Allen
cut-off episode, which NBC deftly turned into a swell pub-
licity gag— everyone, that is, except the blundering v.p.

involved and the industry trade journal that editorially saw
something sinister in Allen’s flouting of “authority and
discipline”? And, contemplating the bleeding heart of

New York Timesman Jack Gould, the prophecies of doom
by FCC Comr. Cliff Durr, the industry-can-do-no-wrong
outpourings of NAB and its spokesmen— it does seem
curious how well radio gets along, holds faithful audiences,

still does good business at old and new stands.

Latest top-flight TV advertisers to be signed: Nash-
Kelvinator Corp., presenting Alma Kitchell demonstrating
kitchen equipment Wednesday, starting May 7, 8:30-8:45

p.m., on hookup of WNBT, New York; WPTZ, Philadel-

phia; WTTG, Washington; WRGB, Schenectady. And
35-week series of original di’amatics, “Kraft Television

Theater,” starting May 7 on WNBT for Kraft Foods Co.,

7:30-8:30 p.m. Wednesdays. Nash agency is Geyer, New-
ell & Ganger; for Kraft, J. Walter Thompson Co.

Detroit Tigers have agreed to allow Detroit News’
WWDT to telecast games twice a -week during home stands,

starting in June. And St. Louis Cardinals and Browns have
both signed with KSD-TV for all home games, Purity Bak-
eries sponsoring. Now ever-y city with TV outlet has base-

ball video schedules (Vol. 3, No. 15, 16), save Washington
whose Senators’ management allowed opener to be car-

ried, none since.

RCA delivered first 5 kw TV transmitter this week
to NBC’s WNBW, Washington, which ought to be ready
for tests within month. Camden plant’s W. W. Watts
said production line is now operating to produce several

transmitters monthly. Technical description is available

on request from RCA Victor Division, Camden, N. J.

Raytheon got 4 experimental grants this week, in 3700-

4200 me band, to link Los Angeles-San Francisco in micro-

wave relay net of stations at Mt. Pinos, Mt. Hamilton, San
Gordino Mountain, San Benito. Big Waltham (Mass.) com-
pany, also holder of CP for TV in that city, is also testing

New York-Boston and New York-Chicago microwave chains
— looking to development for FM and TV as well as other

communications.

WFIL’s Roger Clipp, who is in TV up to his ears

{Philadelphia Inquirer’s RCA equipment due for delivery

this summer, construction in Widener Bldg, starting imme-
diately thereafter)

,
calculates TV will cut heavily into

AM’s evening listenership, may even force AM night rates

down, but won’t hurt daytime AM. On TV’s part, he told

Philadelphia Poor Richard Club recently, it must tailor

its rates to budgets of local advertisers.

Although still in very preliminary stages, FCC's
streamlining of broadcast applications asks for detailed

breakdown of proposed program structure for all services

but TV. Tentative TV program query just lists 3 ques-

tions, all general.

Straws in the wind: Electronics Inc., Bowen Bldg.,

Washington, D. C., advertising in trade press to FMers
to invite inquiries about its distribution plan for new FM-
only table model set, wholesale price $39 (Vol. 3, No. 14).



AM DIRECTORY HO. 1 OH ITS WAY: Your subscription, copy of our AM Directory No. 1 is

about to go into the mails. Should reach you in a few days. It's the only thing
of its kind available — complete to AM freeze' end May 1. It comprises 100 pages,
lists 1,712 existing or authorised stations in the United States alone (as compared
with 1,561 in 1947 Broadcasting Yearbook, 1,373 in Radio Daily Annual). It includes
separate listings by states, frequencies and call letters of all AM stations in the
North American countries party to NARBA (U.S., Canada, Mexico, Cuba, Newfoundland,
Haiti, Bahamas, Bermuda, Dominican Republic). It also contains listings by states
and frequencies of all pending U.S. applications for new Stations (694) or for
changed facilities of existing stations (200) — the only such lists ever compiled
for publication. The Directory will be kept current with weekly addenda sheets .

also designed for loose-leaf binding , so that subscribers can know at any time the
exact status of AM stations in any given community on any given frequency at any
time. This is a service to subscribers only; they may obtain extra copies of AM'

Directory No. 1 at $10.00 each .

IIDT-SO-QUIET SUMMER FOR FCC: Having unburdened itself of heaviest workload in its
history (Vol. 3, No. 18), FCC looked forward to relatively quiet, routine summer
when, lo, it was stuck with another major hearing issue' — problem of daytime sky-
wave interference . So even though 3 commissioners — Denny, Jett, Webster —
must perforce spend most of their time at International Telecommunications Con-
ference in Atlantic City from May 15 until probably mid-September, there will be
hearing June 2 on that subject. Otherwise, no major hearings requiring full Com-
mission are contemplated. Even clear channel hearings, first set to resume' June 2,
are postponed until after mid-October due to illness of Counsel Louis’G. 'Caldwell.

Daytime-only grants on clear channels , exceedingly numerous of late, have
big AM boys worried. Clear Channel Broadcasting Service's Jack DeWitt (soon re-
turning to WSM, Nashville, as president) claims he can substantiate existence of
daytime skywave interference, even though Commission's standards don't admit
there’s any such thing. FCC said Friday it won't grant any more daytimers on anv
Class I-A or I-B channels until issue is resolved, gave parties in interest until
May 26 to file appearances, promised quick decision.

Vice Chairman Walker and Comrs. Durr, Wakefield and Hyde will handle summer
routine. Chairman Denny and Jett will return from Atlantic City from time to time
to participate in meetings. Webster, expert on international and safety communi-
cations, will stick to world conference job almost entirely.

FM PLAN JUST .ABOUT WRAPPED UP: Only minor legal snarls prevent finalization of FM
reallocation plan (Vol. 3, No. 18) after FCC called off' en banc hearing" Pending
final action, we are listing, in Supplement No. 50-E herewith, all changes which
have been made in the proposed allocation. These, incorporated in Supplement No. 51,
give you the- picture of channels as they stand today. FCC engineers are now draft-
ing reassignment of channels to licensees and CP holders to bring them in line
with new plan. They estimate only some 10% will retain present channels.
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Alls STILL DOMINANT IN FM: Cross-checking final galley proofs of our new AM Directory
v.

rith our FM Directory (Supplement No. 50 to 50-E) , we find AMers still the big

guns of FM. Of 1,712 AMs listed, 726 (45%) are in for FM . They comprise 69% of

the 1,048 FM grants and applications. Thus, only 322 FMs are without AM affilia-

tions, though many of these "independents" are applying for AM. When we compared

AMs and FMs back in October (Vol. 2, No. 42), AMS and AM applicants held 65% of FM.

Sparsely-oopulated western states and new CP-holders are the. major holdouts.

For example, not one New Mexico AM, not even 50 kw KOB, Albuquerque (though it

holds TV grant), has applied for FM. Only one of Nevada's 10 has applied, 2 of

Arizona's 24. But 51 of Texas' 127 AMs (largest number in any state) are in there.

As for the hestitant CP-holders, we've noticed their reluctance doesn't persist for
long. Generally, after they've been on the air a few months, they join the. FM
bandwagon, particularly if their competition is already aboard.

CROSLSY’S $375 TV SET READY: Next brand-name receiver to hit market will be Croslev's

table model, with 10-inch tube. It will retail at $375 plus installation and war-

ranty — same as RCA'S 630-TS, most numerous model yet produced. Crosley .reports

production starts May 15, planned at rate of 1,000 per month for remainder of year.

Dealers in all cities having TV service will get small quotas. .Crosley console set

with AM-FM-shortwave-phono added, to sell at $800, is due in September.

Meanwhile, Stromberg-Carlson, Farnsworth, Stewart-Warner and Majestic have

been Showing distributors their TV models, soon to be ready for shipment. And small

Remington Radio Corp . , White Plains, N.Y., announced a $995 ensemble consisting of

master unit housing TV-FM, plus 2 matching units — one for AM, other for automatic

phonograph. TV-FM unit can be. bought separately for $795. Remington will concen-

trate distribution of its 50-per-week production in New York area. United States

Television Corp . ,
marketing higher priced (up to $2,495) projection-screen models

chiefly to taverns,, etc., announced it's about ready to market 10-inch tube model,

including AM-FM-phono, to sell at $895.

TIMETABLE FOB HEW TV STATIONS: What's the prospect for more TV stations in more

c ities this year ? Only fair, it would seem. A scant dozen among the 54 holders

of CPs for new stations (Supplement No. 18-C) tell us they expect to be on the air,

with test patterns at least, within the next 7 or 8 months. But we'll settle for a

half dozen, besides the 4 already operating with temporary equipment under STAs

(KTLA, Los Angeles; WTTG, Washington; WWDT, Detroit; KSD-TV, St. Louis).

Primary reason given for delay — unavailability of equipment — won't be

valid very much longer, for transmitters are now on production line. RCA said last

week it is now producing several transmitters monthly, and DuMont and GE say they

can deliver. Up against actuality of being required to utilize their assigned fre-

quency or give up their CPs, several grantees are almost certain (by this time next

year) to feel that FCC ax. Before then, FCC expects many more eager applicants.

Next station to go on the air will be NBC's W'NBW, Washington , whose trans-

mitter in Wardman Park Hotel should be ready for tests by June 1. In same city,

Washington Star's WTVW began construction of transmitter building a few weeks ago,

expects to be telecasting in September. Likewise, in nearby Richmond, Havens &

Martin's W'TVR is already under construction. Should be ready by fall.

Philadelphia Inquirer's WFIL-TV has been promised summer delivery of equip-

ment, is' building studio and transmitter in Widener Bldg., expects to get going

before year's end. Westinghouse says "sometime this fall" for tits WBZ-TV, Boston.

Crosley' s experimental W8XCT, Cincinnati , is already operating on test from Carew

Tower, can and probably will be transposed into commercial WLWT within next few

months. Scripps-Howard' s WEWS, Cleveland , looks for "opening in October, if all

goes well."

Chicago Tribune's WGNA reports construction will start this summer, be

completed this. fall. Milwaukee Journal says its WTMJ-TV should have transmitter on



hand by October, get on air by Christmas. Fort Worth Star-Telegram’s KCPN is having

"site troubles," but Harold Hough says "we hope to be testing on the air by fall."

W. L. Gleeson says "late fall" for his KARO, Riverside, Cal . , with its exceptionally
well located transmitter site on Cucamonga Peak in San Bernardino County. And Earle

Anthony's KFI-TV reports its Mt. Wilson building available, negotiations under way
for a sound Stage in Hollywood for studio, present plans calling for test operation
last of this year or first part of 1948.

Also, the Baltimore Sun has already Started on construction of transmitter
house and studio, says it will get going by December or January next "if RCA is

able to deliver our transmitting equipment."

All of the others responding give no prospective starting dates , due to

equipment delays, construction difficulties or other reasons. At FCC they reckon
that about 20 grantees seem to be content to proceed at "walk gait," using various
artifices for stalling and as excuses for extensions of completion dates.

As for equipment, RCA has most orders so far reported . From best available
sources, we learn that RCA has firm orders for all the foregoing stations, except
for Richmond, Cleveland and Riverside, Cal. outlets (DuMont) ; Crosley Cincinnati
station (company built); Chicago Tribune station (order not yet placed). In addi-
tion, RCA has orders for all of NBC's 4 projected stations, 2 of ABC's 5 projected
stations, and for the TV outlets to be built by WBAL, Baltimore; WTCN, Minneapolis;
KSTP, St. Paul; KDYL, Salt Lake City; KOB, Albuquerque, N.M. ; KRLD, Dallas; KLAC,

Los Angeles.

THE PARAMOUNT DuMONT TV STORY: It doesn't look now as though there's going to be
any "forced sale" -of Paramount's big stockholdings in DuMont (Vol. 2, No. 51),
Simply because FCC has decreed there is enough Paramount control over DuMont, so

that they should not get more than limit of 5 TV stations between them (Vol. 3, No.

3, 4, 5). Rather, movie company will probably allow May 18 "divorce deadline" to
pass (60 days after color TV decision), hold onto its DuMont stock (at least until
better market offers itself) , let FCC drop its pending applications for new TV
outlets in Boston, Detroit, Dallas. Likewise, DuMont's Cincinnati and Cleveland
applications would go by default.

There have
i

been flurries of interest in depressed DuMont stock on part of
certain financial groups, but nothing came of them. Though DuMont lost §1,472,270
in 1946, its manufacturing prospects for this year look good, as reported to stock-
holders last week. This, plus lack of good offer, seems to impel close-mouthed
Paramount to hang on rather than be forced to sell in low market. Paramount al-
ready has TV stations in Chicago, Los Angeles; DuMont has them in New York, Wash-
ington, with CP for Pittsburgh (Supplement No. 18-C) . That's all they're entitled
to, FCC ruled — this despite Commission's manifest eagerness to get TV going as
quickly and in as many cities as possible.

If Paramount-DuMont applications are dropped , only ones left will be Don
Lee's for Los Angeles, San Francisco (held up pending hearing- decision on another
matter involving Don Lee) ; and Philadelphia's 2 seeking city's sole remaining chan-
nel — Daily News Television Inc. and Gimbels (Vol. 3, No. 18). Ths week Commis-
sion granted one of Indianapolis' 5 channels to Sarkes Tarzian for community sta-
tion in Bloomington, Ind . (Vol. 3, No. 11). He got Channel No. 10 ( 192-198 me)
with 1 kw visual and aural power, 215 ft. antenna height. Tarzian says he expects
to build station for only §38,270.

EDUCATIONAL FM—TRYING HARD: "No advertising," is the rule in Government publica-
tions — but U. S. Office of Education's School Life for May devotes back page to
nicely illustrated ad puffing FM that compares with best any commercial adwriter
has done. Its key line is, "Nobody ever does anything about the weather. But FM
does." Then, after extolling FM advantages, it addresses this appeal to Mr. Edu-
cator: "Are you prepared to take advantage of this new tool? Perhaps you plan
to buy new equipment as it becomes available. Be sure your new receiving set per-



exits you to hear FM. " For all their enthusiasm, however, the educators are still
able to show only this boxscore on the business end of FM : 6 licenses, 29 CPs,

15 applications pending (Supplement No. 50).

GE, meanwhile, is still pushing its tailor-made FM 2)4 waiter for campus use
(Vol. 5, No. 13). It claims useful (5-6 mile) coverage, low intial cost ($4,000-

$5,000), simplicity of power increase if desired. Question Such minute pov/er

raises in FCC engineering quarters, which must yet approve idea of such low power,

is whether coverage is adequate, warrants occupancy of a channel. GE will seek to

clinch argument when FCC entourage, including Comrs. Durr, Wakefield and Hyde,

arrive May 20 in Syracuse where Syracuse U station WJIV has been operating for some

weeks. Announcement of new transmitter has precipitated flood of inquiries.

_ - — S33H7 AND SOUND —
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Network-AFM deal for wage increases for some 300

staff musicians at 4 New York key stations was announced

this week, retroactive to Feb. 2. Staff musicians on sustain-

ing and commercials get raise from $126-$165 to $151-$ 191,

rehearsal rate on individual program goes up from $6 to

$7.50; half-hour broadcast rate goes up from $14 to $18,

one-hour from $18 to $23. Local 802 dropped demand for

vacations.

Constitutionality of Lea Act, argued before Supreme

Court Monday, should be known before end of high court’s

mid-June term. Government stressed monopoly aspect of

musician’s union and power of Petrillo; AFM attorneys

said anti-Petrillo law denied free speech, imposed invol-

untary servitude, was too vague and general. Justices

interrupted arguments frequently with pointed questions

on meaning of “coercive’’ and other provisions of the Act.

Looks like a buyers’ market in radio, all right. Wit-

ness rash of price slashes, and slowdowns that caused some

*4,000 factory layoffs in New York, Chicago areas alone.

Even small sets aren’t moving fast. Which leads FM en-

thusiasts to say FM offers best new sales appeal. Strom-

berg-Carlson reports that by mid-summer all its table

models as well as consoles will be FM-equipped. Ma-

jestic’s new line includes 6 sets with FM. Production

bottleneck in some plants is still wood; Zenith and Freed,

for example, are said to have thousands of chassis stacked

up waiting for cabinets.

NBC cut off Bob Hope for 5 seconds Tuesday, then

issued a press release reaffirming “clearcut policy banning

cross-reference to programs on other networks.” Hope was

about to call attention to Sinatra program on CBS. Epi-

sode, like l’affaire Allen (Vol. 3, No. 18), got lots of pub-

licity, but this time NBC wouldn’t admit “mistake” which

President Trammell told RCA stockholders’ meeting was

made in cutting off Fred Allen.

Out of closed appropriations subcommittee hearings,

presided over by arch FCC critic Rep. Wigglesworth

(R-Mass.), came word this week that Chairman Denny did

“masterful” job in pleading for $7,300,000 budget, held

goodwill of committeeman, got few kickbacks. But in

light of GOP economy drive, it’s almost certain budget

will be slashed. FCC itself will have to wield ax after

final figure is determined; scuttlebutt has it Economics Di-

vision probable heaviest loser.

Keith Kiggins, ex-ABC v.p., has organized Keith

Kiggins & Co., 527 Lexington Ave., New York City, con-

sultants on management, financing, appraising and indus-

trial problems of radio. He’s also a principal in grant

last week of new fulltime 5 kw on 1330 kc in Erie, Pa.

Radio Consultants Inc., Washington, has scheduled

second clinic on problems of FM management and opera-

tion in Washingtons Hotel Statler June 26-28.

Notable about this week’s 3 STAs (which now total

169) is the power they’re achieving. WEW-FM, St. Louis

(42.6 kw) and WLVA-FM, Lynchburg, Va. (3.7 kw) go on
with full CP power*. Except for KSBR, San Bruno, Cal.

(Vol. 3, No. 17), former is probably highest-powered high-

band station going. WMRC-FM, Greenville, S. C., will

start with 10 kw transmitter and 4-bay antenna. In race

for highest ultimate power, KSTP-FM, St. Paul, again loses

lead—this time to WBRC-FM, Birmingham, which this week
was granted modification hiking output to 560 kw with

625 ft. antenna.

Big question in Philadelphia FM is what happens
now that Commission has approved sale of WDAS to thea-

terman William Goldman. Since Goldman was not licensee

of WDAS when FM hearing was held last September,

change of ownership poses question whether FCC can

grant WDAS application for FM if station is one of those

found qualified in hearing decision still awaited. The
several alternatives include (1) reopening record in order

to put Goldman’s qualifications in record, or (2) straight

denial of WDAS application on grounds new owner was not

among those seeking 4 available channels. Goldman has

petition at Commission asking for grant or reopening of

hearing record so he can enter his qualifications.

In applying to rejoin TBA, which it quit in 1945 be-

cause of association’s opposition to color TV system,

CBS indicated this week its intention of working with

budding industry on black-and-white. Network has laid

off some 40 technicians, however, is planning chief atten-

tion on news and sports events.

No very great enthusiasm for FM was evinced at

NAB’s District No. 2 meeting in New York early this week.

Scant 50 attended FM panel first day—although NAB re-

ported 125 registrants-—-and heard NAB’s Bob Bartley on

FM’s status today, WBCA’s Leonard Asch on FM rate

structures, WABF’s Ira Hirschmann on need for AMers
to exert leadership in FM, WQXQ’s John Hogan on FM
programming. Question period drew a complete blank.

If you want names of chief engineers of most of the

FM stations listed in our FM Directory (Supplement No.

50), we call your attention to list published in May issue

of Tele-Tech (Caldwell-Clements Inc., 480 Lexington Ave.,

New York), based on its own survey.

GE has promoted Philip G. Caldwell, heretofore handl-

ing TV equipment, to manager of transmitter sales. James
D. McLean, former manager of GE transmitter sales, has

joined Philco’s WPTZ, Philadelphia, as commercial mana-
ger.

Maj. Gen. Henry C. Ingles, recently retired Army chief

signal officer (succeeded by Maj. Gen. Spencer Akin), has

been named president of RCA Institutes Inc., training

school subsidiaxy of RCA.



THE LATEST OH FM TUNERS: You hear all sorts of talk these days about imminent
availability of FM tuners, adapters, converters, etc . — and we've been able to
verify: (1) That Airadio's "Combinette " (previously called "Minuette" ) , table
model that can be used for FM-only or as tuner attachable to an AM set (Vol. 3,

No. 14, 16), is now in production. Sales are being handled by Electronics Inc.,
Bowen Bldg., Washington, D.C. Set costs $34.55, plus 10% tax, f.o.b. Stamford,
Conn., with deliveries promised 60-90 days. For most part, FMers- are arranging
distribution through local dealers or new companies they themselves are setting
up. (2) That Engineer Pug Marquardt's ’’blooper ” (Vol. 3, No. 11, 13, 18) may
Shortly be manufactured under auspices of WIBW, Topeka, Kansas, with thought of
selling it directly to STA holders for their own distribution. Final price hasn't
been determined, but hope is to sell it in quantity to FM promoters at between $4
and $6. It is a little attachment to AM sets enabling them to tune in nearby FM
under certain conditions. (3) That Pilot Radio , reportedly preparing to market a
$25 tuner, has "investigated the technical and commercial possibilities of a tuner
[but has] made no definite decisions in this matter," quoting executive v.p. E. L.
Hall's response to our inquiry.

i

WHERE ARE THEY PUTTING THE AMs? Mulling over our newly issued AM Directory to
find out just what that 70% increase in total stations during past 16 months
amounts to, we've compiled some rather vital statistics. For example, how clear
ar e the clear channels?

If you will study Part II of the Directory (log of stations by frequen-
cies), you will note that only WOAI, San Antonio, has a frequency (1200 kc) all to
itself . But then if you look at Part V (log of applicants by frequencies), you will
see that even its space is being eyed by 5 applicants for limited or daytime sta-
tions. Looking over some of the other so-called clears:

670 kc ( WMAQ , Chicago ) has a 1 kw daytime grant (WLAQ) in Rome, Ga.
, a po-

tential station in Cuba, plus 4 applications pending; 700 kc (WLW, Cincinnati ) has
a similar grant in St. Paul, 2 applicants; 720 kc ( WGN, Chicago ) has same situation
in Richmond, Va.

,
plus 3 applicants; 760 kc (WJR, Detroit ) has KGU, Honolulu, plus

grants in Clanton, Ala. and Tarboro, N.C., plus 2 applicants.

As for the most occupied channels , the locals run pretty close: 1340 kc
has 163 stations on it, 58 applications; 1450 kc has 163 and 49; 1400 kc has 165
and 40 ;

1490 kc has 168 and 44.

Texas has most stations licensed or authorized (126, gain of 60 in 16
months) ; most applicants for new stations (69)

;

most applicants for single city
(Houston's 7). Next is California, with 116 stations, 65 applicants; then Pennsyl-
vania, 85 and 34; New York, 83 and 19; North Carolina, 76 and 16. Vermont is tail-
ender with only 6 stations, 1 applicant. Rhode Island has 8 and 3. Among states
Showing heaviest percentage gains were Arizona, which jumped from 10 to 24
stations; Colorado, 14 to 28.

Perhaps most striking is what has happened in specific communities, some
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rather obscure. There were no stations 16 months ago in Havre, Wont. (pop. 6,427)
and Odessa, Tex. (pop. 9,573) ;

now they have 3 and 4 respectively. Great Falls,
Mont. (pop. 29,928) and Durham, N.C. (pop. 69,683) both burgeoned from 1 to 5.

Formerly one-station towns, these now get 4: Gadsden, Ala. (pop. 36,975) ;
Fort

Smith, Ark. (pop. 36,584); Utica, N.Y. (pop. 197,128). Altoona, Pa. (pop. 114,094).
These are but a few cases that can be cited by those who view with alarm "uneco-
nomic" grants by FCC, and prophesy inevitable mortalities.

On the other hand, Detroit proper had 6 stations on Jan. 1, 1946, has 6

now — but 5 applicants are knocking on the door. Cleveland had 4, now has 7 plus
5 applications. Baltimore had 5, now has 6 and 5 more want in. And consider these
big-city "clusters" of stations : Havana, 30; Mexico City, 29; New York City area,

25; Los Angeles area, 18.

NOTE — Extra copies of AM Directory No. 1 are available , to subscribers
only, at §10 each. You get your addenda supplement (AM Directory No. 1-A) with
this week's newsletter; extra copies of these weekly addenda will be mailed to

subscribers at §1 each. Binders are available at §2.10.

GO-AHEAD FOB !3SW YORK TVs: No opposition from rejected WEVD, so New York's 4
TV grants (Vol. 3, No. 16) were finalized this week — leaving no more channels
available there. As expected, FCC also ordered hearing, date not yet fixed, on
applications of Daily News Television Inc. (WIBG) and Gimbels (VVIP) for Philadel-
phia's sole remaining channel (Vol. 2, No. 18). It also granted 90-day extension
from May 18 of 3 Paramount, 2 DuMont pending applications (Vol . 3, No. 19).

Your file copy of our TV Directory (Supplement No. 18-C) should now include
these assignments for New York area grantees : In Newark, N.J. , Bremer Broadcasting
C orp.

,

• Channel No. 13, 17 kw visual power, 8.3 kw aural power, 575 ft. antenna
height. In New York City, American Broadcasting Co ., Channel No. 7, 16.5 kw visual,

. 8-25 kw aural, 485 ft. antenna; Bamberger Broadcasting Service Inc ., Channel No. 9,

30.25 kw visual, 24.5 kw aural, 600 ft. antenna; News Syndicate Co. Inc ., Channel
No. 11, 16.3 kw visual, 8.17 kw aural, 575 ft. antenna. New York News, incident-
ally, plans antenna atop its big building on E. 42nd St., Clifford Denton manager.

PUTTING 11 ON THE LINE: The where and wherefore of coaxials, microwave relays, or

both, to link cities for TV networking, should be resolved at an engineering con-

ference scheduled by FCC June 9 . As FCC notice puts it, purpose is "to formulate

a schedule which will set forth the expected installation dates of common carrier
facilities for the relaying of television programs between cities."

FCC lists 64 licenses or grantees in 36 cities (it's 65 now, with last

week's grant; see Vol. 3, No. 19). These common carriers, experimenters in micro-
wave relay, are expected to report: AT&T, GE, Philco, Raytheon, Western Union . TV

licensees and CP holders are asked to tell (1) their immediate inter-city needs,

(2) when they expect to get on air. New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Washington
and San Francisco, says Commission notice, "might be assumed as initial program
orgination points, and cities having 3 or more television broadcast stations might

be assumed to require at least 3 or more network programs available simultane-

ously." Information is also needed, it says, so that allocations between 1,000
and 13,000 me (Vol. 3, No. 6) can be made after current International Telecommu-
nications Conference adjourns.

Meanwhile, hard on heels of Philco request for intercity TV relays (Vol. 3,

No. 17), GE this week asked permission to transform its New York-Schenectady ex-

perimental links into a TV net. System starts in New York City, jumps 40 miles to

Mt. Beacon, N.Y. ,
then 45 miles to Round Top Mountain near Cairo, N.Y. , then 20

miles to New Scotland, N.Y. ,
site of WRGB transmitter. At present GE picks up New

York's WNBT at Hillsdale, N.Y. , about 85 miles away, then relays to New Scotland.

Possibly in intercity class, though now it's considered a remote relay, is

Capt. Bill Eddy's recently announced WBKB link from South Bend to Chicag o. This



jumps from South Bend to New Carlisle, Ind. , 10 miles; to Michigan City, Ind. , 15

miles; to Chicago, 26 miles — and thus will permit telecasts of Notre Dame games;

may be extended for Indianapolis Speedway races. WBXB also is considering linking

with Champaign, 111., 85 miles, for U of Illinois games; Lafayette, Ind., 75 miles,

for Purdue games. Other developmental microwave links for TV are : AT&T, New York-

BoSton and New York-Philadelphia
;
GE, New York-Chicago ; Raytheon, New York-Boston

and New York-Chicago; Philco, Philadelphia-New York.

FM AHD A FRIENDLY MR. PETRILLO: When ABC's Mark Woods says he thinks James Caesar
Petrillo will soon come to a " satisfactory agreement" on duplication of AM programs
via FM ,

you can feel pretty well assured that something's astir. As far as we

can discern, it's this: Petrillo has been persuaded (in informal talks with Mark
Woods and others in radio with whom he has maintained friendly relations) that FM
draws its listeners away from AM , hence does not enlarge audience, hence does not
depreciate employment opportunities for his musicians. Mark Woods told reporters
on the Coast last week that the AM czar was open to reason — and, indeed, that's
what we hear from other quarters, too.

Everything awaits Supreme Court's decision on Lea Bill ,
of course

; also
outcome of current labor legislation on Capitol Hill, which likewise outlaws Pe-
trillo 's type of "made work." If Lea Act is declared unconstitutional (as many
attorneys think it will), Petrillo will be most amenable to parleys on AM-FM dupli-
cation — at least, so he has indicated.

But not with NAB . To NAB'S requests for further talks on whole^ music
situation, he has not even deigned to reply. But to overtures on behalf of FM ,

he has been quite friendly — particularly when informed FMA and NAB are separate
and distinct organizations. He makes no bones about his dislike of NAB, which
he blames (not entirely justly) for the drastic Lea Act. So, though promotion of
FM is FMA's primary raison d'etre, don't be surprised to find Petrillo discussing
AM-FM duplication with FMA soon after Supreme Court decision.

CUTTING INTO THE FM BACKLOG: That aged grandpappy of all FM hearings, the
Boston cases, finally came to focus when FCC issued proposed decision Wednesday to
grant all but Northern Corp. (WMEX). Seven grantees are listed in Supplement No.

50-F herewith . WMEX counsel indicated appeal, auguring more delays — probably
beyond July 1 when 2 more "reserved" channels are available. FCC made up mind full
year and 6 weeks after FM enthusiast Comr. Durr opened hearing in Boston, and after
2 of original 10 applicants got cold feet. Among factors contributing to delay
were : (1) Durr's decision to bow out of case; his secretary is understood to be
related to a WMEX principal. (2) FCC only recently decided v/hat to do about over-
lap; Yankee had one (Vol. 3, No. 15). (3) One-to-a-customer rule had to undergo
breakdown (Vol. 2, No. 52).

Finalization of FM reallocation plan (Vol. 3, No. 19), which may come next
week, should precipitate flock of decisions, since some 60 applications are tied up
in cities which will then have enough channels to go around (Vol. 3, No. 15).
Then, backlog will consist mostly of new applications which will need only about
3-week "incubation" period before being granted. Holding up reallocation is deter-
mination of what ratios should be established between desired and undesired sig-
nals for 400 and 600 me separation. Experiments next week with WINX-FM, Wash-
ington, and WGAY-FM, Silver Spring, Md., should give some answers. Also holding
the thing up is difficulty of getting the Commission together nowadays.

REPORT ON TV RECEIVERS: Latest from the TV manufacturers: Philco 's hush-hush re-
ceivers (Vol. 3, No. 7) will be unveiled very soon now; its distributors will get
first showing at Atlantic City meeting, June 17-19. Stromberg-Carlson' s 2 models,
one a TV-only consolette, the other a combnation TV-FM-AM phono, won't get to
dealers before early fall, prices still undetermined, says President Ray ManSon

;

they will be shown, along with company's full line of radios, all with 2-band FM,



at National Assn, of Music Merchants show m Chicago June 2-5. Raytheon’s subsidi-

ary, Belmont , now plans limited production, starting next month, of $250 model, to

be marketed first in New York, Philadelphia, Washington. And that new $375 Crosley

table model (Vol. 3, No. 19), called the 307-TA and looking very much like RCA's

650-TS, is actually being produced by RCA Camden, according to trade reports which

RCA won't confirm or deny.

No ‘One has yet come forth with really cheap TV , and prospects aren't good

yet. This week RCA showed what it calls "most versatile instrument" it ever pro-

duced — its Model 641-TV, which combines in one console TV, FM, AM, shortwave,

automatic phono. It has 19-inch tube, uses new automatic brilliance control for

uniform brightness. "Suggested retail price" is $795, not counting installation,

which compares with GE's projected No. 802 (Vol. 3, No. 11). RCA also plans other

super-dooper models this year. U.S. Television Corp . , in high price field with

projection-screen sets, has cut price of $2,540 model to $2,275, but hikes instal-

lation fee from. $85 to $100; it also has new $1,995 and $895 models with TV-FM-AM

phono. Telicon Corp . ,
also appealing mostly to taverns, clubs, etc., prices its

new Town Club model with big screen at $1,995.

—

~
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Confusion of FM dial numbering bothers oldtime FM
operator Lester Nafzger of WELD, Columbus, 0. He

urges that problem (megacycle or channel-number designa-

tion), which is about as old as FM itself, be resolved by

universal use of channel numbers. He finds fractions in-

volved in megacycle designations unnecessarily confusing

to layman. Also, he suggests that listeners’ job of tuning

FM sets be eased by building tuning indicator into all

sets until push-buttons are common. RMA expects to get

industry unanimity on this question of marking dials with

channels or frequencies at June 10-12 convention at Chicago.

In light of WOKO precedent, chances are slim WORL,
Boston, will win new lease on life—but Attorney Ben Fisher

this week filed exceptions to FCC’s decision. ordering it off

air Aug. 31 for alleged misrepresentations. Since FCC
will doubtless stick to decision, court appeal is certain,

assuring present ownership perhaps another year’s grace.

Meanwhile, 2 applicants seek its facilities (AM Directory

No. 1), several more are known to be planning to apply.

A really tough code for broadcasters is in prospect,

judging from temper of this week’s meetings of NAB
committee on standards in New York—but it won’t be

ready for submission to NAB board (which meets in Wash-

ington May 21) until October convention. NBC’s Ken

Dyke heads subcommittee rewriting drafts, which must

again be okayed by full standards committee (MBS’s Rob-

ert D. Swezey, chairman) before action by NAB hierarchy.

“Upstairs” TV took a cut this week, when the Com-

mission finalized its 470-960 me allocations (Vol. 3, No.

18). TV’s experimental band was reduced from 480-920

me to 500-890 me, although another 25 me band (475-500

me) is made available on a share basis with fax and devel-

opmental broadcasting. New allocations included 915 me

for industrial and diathermy equipment.

Biggest contract in radio history ($5,200,000 time sale)

was closed Thursday by ABC, covering 4-sponsor hookup

for “Paul Whiteman Club,” daily Mondays through Fri-

days, 3:30-4:30 p.m., starting June 30. Joint sponsors are

National Biscuit, Camels, Southern Cotton Oil Co., Nestle’s

Milk Products.

Nathan H. David has withdrawn from partnership, is

setting up own offices, leaving Washington law firm’s

name Courtney, Krieger & Jorgensen. All are former

FCC counsel. Change your file copy of Attorney Direc-

tory (Supplement No. 11A) accordingly.

To have chapters in every city with TV outlets—Wash-
ington, Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Louis, Chicago next—is

aim of American Television Society, which last week elect-

ed as new officers: Don McClure, N. W. Ayer & Son, presi-

dent; Bert Taylor, DuMont, v.p.; Dian Dincin, Pictorial

Research Inc., secy; Archibald Braunfield, treasurer. Di-

rectors are: George Shupert, Paramount, retiring presi-

dent; Charles Alicoate, Charles J. Durban, Jack Levine,

Paul Mowrey, Ed Sobol, Edward Stasheff.

Not broadcasters, but users of FM nevertheless, oper-

ators and imminent operators of mobile radio equipment

are earmarking huge sums for equipment says FCC. Cab
operators alone plan to lay out some $15,000,000. Tele-

phone companies already expect to buy $10,500,000 worth.

Since all these mobile operators are still experimental,

although FCC has permitted some to charge for service,

they’ll be out in force to protect investment during hear-

ings on commercial rules starting Sept. 8.

NBC’s Washington TV station, WNBW, should be on

the air in next few days. This week it got STA to begin

commercial operation anytime after May 23; it is shoot-

ing for grand opening early in June. NBC got its first

post war FM going this week—an STA to WRC-FM,
Washington.

Next NAB study of FM operations will be on KOZY,
Kansas City. In the hands of members are first two—about

WBCA, Schenectady, and WSYR-FM, Syracuse. Meaty and

valuable studies will be continued from time to time as FM
picture changes.

FCC has set July 7 for resumption of clear channel

hearings—but CCBS still has hopes it can get deferment

until mid-October due to doctor’s, orders that Counsel

Louis G. Caldwell take it easy all summer.

GE is making available its new Technicolor film, “Nat-

urally It’s FM,” x-ecounting advantages of FM over ordi-

nary type of broadcasting. It will be shown at FMA’s dis-

trict meeting in Cincinnati, May 28.

Philadelphia bolstered its bid this week for 1948 De-

mocratic national convention by citing accessibility to TV,

which was factor in getting it GOP convention starting

June 20, 1948 (Vol. 3, No. 17). Democrats must decide.

- FMA-KMA meeting on FM set production, scheduled

for May 21, has been postponed until sometime in June.

Some RMA committeemen couldn’t make it for next week.
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SOARING FM SET PRODUCTION: Maybe turning point in FM set production has come —
for April total of 112,256 is best yet by far. Best previous month was March's
67,264. But the figure still doesn't bulk large against April total for all makes
and kinds of radios, 1,759,723, surprisingly large in view of cut-price activity
of last month or so, attributed mainly to slowdown of purchases.

April FM production broke down as follows : console AM-FM combinations with,

phonograph, 92,804, up from 56,150 in March, indicating trade predictions that all
consoles with include FM are fast coming to pass; table AM-FM models, 13,088, up
from 4,215 due probably to accelerated production of these by Zenith, Pilot, Emer-
son; AM-FM consoles without phono, 4,033; table combinations with phono, 2,331.
Cumulative post-war FM output to date now totals 284,432 . (For recapitulation of
previous months, see Vol. 3, No. 15).

MORE RADIO IN THE HEMISPHERE: Flux in AM stations and assignments is by no means
limited to U. S. Among NARBA signatories, Canada, Mexico, Newfoundland have re -

ported 19 changes since May 1 ; these are included in Supplement 1-B, herewith, to
our AM Directory. The growth in the other NARBA countries hasn't been so much in
number of stations as in increases of powers. Some of the countries, particularly
Cuba, have been hard to keep track of because of sudden changes belatedly reported.
In fact, one NARBA expert says that if he publicized some of shenanigans going on
he'd probably lose his job. Apparently, those things are left in delicate hands
of the State Department's diplomats.

As is inevitable, some errors have cropped up among the 8,000 plus items
of our AM Directory No. 1. When they turn up, we'll correct them for you; those
discovered to date are listed in Supplement 1-B, which, incidentally, brings total
count of U.S. stations to 1724.

WHERE ARE THE TV SETS? We've been asked by several advertising agencies to report
on where TV set production is going — to tell them, if possible, how many video
receivers there are in each of the 8 communities now enjoying1 telecasting servic e

.

Since the set manufacturers, though reporting monthly production figures confiden-
tially to RMA auditors, won't disclose how they're channeling distribution, we did
next best thing: we asked an authority in each city to give us his best estimate
as to latest local TV "set population." Theirs, at least, would be educated
guesses. Here's what we found out :

New York City area, 30,000 , according to estimate by NBC research dept.,
which ought to know inasmuch as parent RCA is biggest manufacturer of all. Phila-
delphia, about 4,000 , according to E. B. Loveman, Philco v.p. in charge of its
WPTZ. Schenectady area, at least 550 , possibly 600- in view of known recent sales
of 350 new TV sets, says G. Emerson Markham, manager of GE's WRGB. Chicago, 2,350
as of April 25, according to Chicago Electric Assn., which keeps close. tab week by
week. Washington, about 1,400 to date, according to DuMont's WTTG manager, Leslie
G. Arries. Detroit, about 2,000 , according to Detroit News' Harry Bannister and
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Dick Love, who have checked boom sales even while WWJ-TV was merely running test
patterns. St. Louis, about 600 up to mid-April, with KSD-TV's baseball telecasts
increasing sales steadily, reports Post-Dispatch's Bob Coe. Los Angeles, about
5,000 home installations, 300 in bars and restaurants , according to Klaus Landsberg,
West Coast director for Paramount's Television Productions Inc. (KTLA)

.

These add up to 44,200 — jibing pretty well with estimated pre-war sets
still in use (10,000) plus RMA's calculated post-war production through April
(32,691). April TV production figure, incidentally, was 7,026 — best month yet.

TV's FLYING START IN DETROIT: Always one to do things in a big way, Detroit News
plans elaborate

i

fanfare opening June 5 week for its WWJ-TV (changed from WWDT),
formalises end of test and Start of commercial operations with imposing list of

sponsors, plans exceptionally long regular schedule of operation — 2:30-9 p.m.

Tuesdays through Saturdays. Ebullient Bill Scripps, who as a kid pioneered with
WWJ, reports tieups with local and nearby sports stadia, is already televising De-
troit Tiger home games, plans U of Michigan gridcasts from Ann Arbor this autumn..
Among sponsors using Detroit's first TV station are Ford, Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
U.S. Rubber, Bulova, J. L. Hudson Co. Dept. Store, Detroit Edison, Grinnell Norge,
Industrial National Bank, Goebels beer. Revenues already assure inevitable commer-
cial success of project, enthusiastic staffmen assert.

That's latest of TV entrepreneurs to report, adding cheery news to roundup
on TV station timetable we recently published (Vol. 3, No. 19). This week, also ,

we've heard from: (1) NBC Washington , that its WNBW has actually begun tests, will
be formally inaugurated in matter of weeks

; (2) Bamberger, New York (WOR ) , that it

has budgeted §1,000,000 for installation and first year's operation of its New York
TV Station, about half that for its Washington outlet, both now on drafting board,
equipment not yet ordered

; (5) Scripps-Howard , Cleveland , that construction of Du-
Mont transmitter on State Road, Parma, and studios at 1816 E. 13th St., is now under
way, tests hoped for by October or November; (4) Los Angeles Times , that RCA equip-
ment is ordered, transmitter-studio buildings in drafting stage, actual construction
planned in July, tests by early 1948; (5) Milwaukee Journal , that WTMJ-TV closed
circuit demonstrations up to May 15 had played to 455,000 persons, aroused intense

public interest, giving staff valuable experience.

No new applications to report — yet ; but counsel tell us of several being
prepared, not ready to release for fear of exciting quick competitive applications.
We'll report them as fast as we can. Meanwhile, our TV Directory (Supplement No.

18-C) is latest listing, except that Bloomington, Ind. application is now a grant

(Vol. 3, No. 19), and Gimbels WIP is additional applicant for Philadelphia's single

remaining channel (Vol. 3, No. 18).

THE LAWMAKERS LOOK AT RADIO: Now you’ll be hearing and reading lots about White -

VVolverton bill to modernize radio regulation , spell out FCC procedures and author-
ity more clearly — Senator White's S. 1333 and Rep. Wolverton's H.R. 3535 going

into Congress hoppers Friday. Prospects of passage, especially with FCC's spark-

plug Chairman Denny away most of summer at International Telecommunications Con-

ference in Atlantic City, are another matter. Except for high position of bills'

sponsors (each being chairman of Interstate Commerce Committee of his respective

house), radio legislation would seem to have little chance this session. But

Wolverton, at least, has moved toward hearings by immediately appointing GOP mem-

bers of subcommittee headed by Rep. Howell, Illinois; Democratic members will be

named next week.

It's too early to appraise long (41-page) and technical bi l l, which really

is veteran Senator White's . He said it is result of consultations with FCC, broad-

casters and other experts, plus 7 years of Congressional investigations and studies.

One section requires FCC to keep hands off business management and program content

of stations. Another virtually writes into law FCC's chain regulations. Another

lifts present limits on station ownership by single entities, but adds proviso



networks will inevitably oppose — that no one "shall own or control or be the

licensee of broadcast *stat ions in any single band which in the aggregate provide

a primary service .... for more than 25 per centum of the population of the conti-

nental United States...." Much of bill has to do with Commission and appellate

procedure. It's described as "fairly conservative" by at least one lawyer who had

hand in its framing; NAB and most other radio attorneys said they had not yet

Studied it. If you want a copy, we'll get it for you .

^ •S' ^

Not much secret about motive behind Wisconsin GOP Senator McCarthy's bill

( S. 1509 ) to prohibit Congressmen and Senators or their wives from owning or having
financial interest in broadcasting stations. Though he may disclaim personal rea-
sons, fact is that ex-Senator Bob LaFollette, whom he defeated, has long held 25%
interest in WEMP, Milwaukee; and that GOP Rep. O'Konski, of Mercer, Wis., has just

filed for AM-FM outlets in Mercer and Merrill. During campaign, Senator McCarthy
pledged Such a bill. It hasn't got much chance , for solons like lucrative invest-
ments no less than the other fellow. O'Konski said he saw nothing illegal or dis-

honest about applying; so did Ohio's Senator Bricker, who's one of group seeking

outlet in Cleveland.

Among sitting lawmakers , these have corporate or family radio holdings:
Senator Taft, Ohio (WKRC, Cincinnati)

;
Senator Capper, Kansas (WIBW, Topeka, and

KCKN, Kansas City) ; Senator Knowland, California (KLX, Oakland) ; Senator Robertson,
Wyoming (a principal in Montana Network, seeking 1560 kc in Butte) ; Rep. Ellsworth,
Oregon (KRNR, Roseburg) ; Rep. Rogers, Florida (WFTL, Fort Lauderdale); Rep. Lyndon
Johnson, Texas (KTBC, Austin). Observe that all but last 2 are Republicans.

Among ex-politicos, there are quite a few more : Former Senator Worth Clark,
Idaho, 10% stockholder in KJBS, San Francisco; former Senator Wheeler, Montana,
interested through family in Craney stations in Montana, Washington, Oregon; ex-
Sen., ex-Gov. Elmer Benson, Minnesota, seeking 3 FM stations in that state; ex-Rep.
Wene, New Jersey, v/ho controls WTNJ, Trenton, and WSNJ, Bridgeton; ex-Gov. Rivers,
Georgia, owner of 3 Small stations there; ex-Lt. Gov. Noe, Louisiana, owner of 2
stations in Louisiana, 1 in Pine Bluff, Ark. ; ex-Gov. Kerr, Oklahoma, principal in
recent Peoria, 111. grant and Tulsa application; ex-Gov. Murphy, New Hampshire,
owner of station in Manchester; ex-Gov. Landon, Kansas, seeking stations in Inde-
pendence and Fort Leavenworth, also in Englewood, Colo. There are others, too.

NAB HIERARCHY MEETS AND ACTS: Petrillo and FM — these were only passingly dis-
cussed at NAB's quarterly board meeting Wednesday-Thursday. Nor was there any-
thing new reported by Standards Committee (Vol. 3, No. 20) or by Mutual's Ed
Kobak on Broadcast Advisory Committee (Vol. 3, No. 11), both concerned with pro-
posed codes of practice. Next moves in musician situation await Supreme Court de-
cision on Lea Bill. Even Blue Book got little or no attention , beyond issuance to
directors of NAB's newly published Little Blue Book (with "bleached" cover) con-
taining compendium of President Miller's legal and policy contentions but including
tribute by Miller to FCC and Chairman Denny for doing tremendous task well —
"within proper scope of its authority."

This is what NAB board did : (1) revised bylaws to make networks associate
instead of active members , which requires membership referendum, reduces fees to
about $5,000 each in lieu of nearly $65,000 present 3 members contribute; (2)
admitted ABC as associate member

; (3) agreed networks won't have directors unless
an M&O station manager should be chosen at district election; (4) recommended BMB
Study No. 2 be postponed to 1949 , instead of 1948 as planned, BMB President Hugh
Feltis being present to report 120 subscribers now, predict 1,000 when study is
ready to be made; (5) appropriated $15,000 for another U of Denver-National Opinion
Research Center poll on what public thinks about radio ; (6) authorized 4 station
representatives to sit with AFRA-Industry Committee; (7) approved Sept. 15-18 dates
for next convention in Atlantic City; (8) approved more than 100 new station mem-
bers, bringing total membership to nearly 1,300.



AHDBEA, GE, PHILCO SHOW TVs: TV sets unveiled this week: 3 models by Andrea , one a

table unit with AM-FM priced at $695, the other 2 consoles at $795 and $995, latter
with phono, all with 12-inch tubes, all scheduled for July delivery to dealers:
C-E’s No. 802 consol e (Vol. 3, No. 11), including AM-FM-phono, 10-inch tube, which
Paul Chamberlain, manager of receiver sales, said is now in production and will
Sell at between $750 and $800, starting in June — with July production planned of

projection model with 18x24-inch screen; Philco*s still "very secret" set s (Vol. 3,

No. 7), given private showing to Philadelphia dealers Thursday, all pledged to

refrain from publicity — this as preliminary to showings June 17-19 to distribu-
tors at Atlantic City.

— — . SJGH7 AND SOUND . —

-

It wasn’t likely FCC Chairman Denny, who heads U. S.

delegation to International Telecommunications Conference

now in session in Atlantic City, would resign before that

assignment was finished—and it looks as though conference

will last beyond September. And to our query on repeated

rumors and published reports he intends quitting Commis-

sion, he wired us Thursday: “No truth to report I have

plans to leave Commission after conference.”

April was best month yet for TV set production,

7,026—broken down by RMA auditors as follows: table

models, 3,971, down from March’s 5,346 (Vol. 3, No. 15);

consoles, 2,329, which includes 87 projection-screen models;

console combinations with AM-FM-phono, 726, including

40 projection models. RMA also lists 860 “converters” but

nature of these is undisclosed.

New York FM decision, as expected, has really turned

out to be a lawyers’ field day (Vol. 3, No. 17). Virtually

every angle, and there are a lot of them, is being exhausted

by most of the 12 proposed denyees. Examples: Division

of channels between New York and New Jersey; qualifica-

tions of ABC and WPAT; belated grant of extension to

CP-holder WAAW, Newark, imminent availability of 4

reserved channels, etc. Looks like one of the sweetest

skillets of fish FCC has ever been expected to uncook.

Renomination of FCC Comr. Wakefield for 7-year term

wert to Senate Wednesday, approved by both California

Senators Knowland (Rep.) and Downey (Dem.)—so there

won’t be any opposition to confirmation. Pie’s acting

chairman of Commission while Chairman Denny is at

Atlantic City conference, Vice Chairman Walker home ill

(though due back for part-time work next week). Comr.

Durr also was out this week, with back injury, but is

due to return next week.

Daily radio column in New York Times started Mon-

day, devoted to notes about programs, stars, trade news

—

first by that newspaper in dozen years, bellwether of re-

emergence of radio editors’ columns in more and more

newspapers. Looks like Times’ WQXR, which it calls

“longhair station” because it specializes in quality music

and programs, will achieve $1,000,000 gross for 1947, re-

ports Variety.

Tallest man-made structure in world, tower of KRNT-
FM, Des Moines (Vol. 3, No. 10), got FCC go-ahead this

week when station was granted modification of CP. Guyed

tower, 1530 ft. high, will rise from 160 acre plot. Cowles

v.p. T. A. M. Craven says he still doesn’t know exactly

what it will look like, since architects have yet to submit

complete plans. Tower is for FM, ultimately for TV and

FX, but not AM, he says.

FM-AM table model production should soon get wel-

come boost from RCA, which will give first showing of

4 models as part of extensive receiver display at National

Assn, of Music Merchants convention in Chicago, June 2-5.

Air safety being such a hot subject, the proposal to

reallocate the solid block 960-1600 me for air navigation

shapes up as a pretty tough proposition for TV people to

buck in Monday’s hearing. Proposal by Radio Technical

Commission for Aeronautics, would move proposed TV
pickup band 1295-1425 me to 1750-1880 me. We know of

4 companies (RCA, Philco Federal, GE) which have been
developing equipment for the lower band. Philco, at least,

is planning to object. RCA, which has 1295-1425 me equip-

ment already 00% developed, is willing to move out if

air safety demands; it would, however, like to use low
band equipment until air aids are developed (some 2-3

years, RCA estimates). RCA’s big objection to RTCA’s
proposal is that it’s too restrictive to allow use of com-
pany’s own navigation aid, Teleran. Another angle, kind

of fuzzy, is whether RTCA intends STL’s for TV on
1880-2100 me; present allocation proposals don’t.

Interference with TV is subject of FCC engineering

conference June 10-11 to discuss fixed and mobile operation

in 72-76 me band, amateur operation in 50-54 me band,

channel-sharing, mobile non-governmental operation in

42-88 me, receiver selectivity, harmonic suppression. State-

ments from interested parties are called for by June 2.

On previous day, Commission holds inter-city TV network
conference (Vol. 3, No. 20).

On air commercially only few months, Paramount’s

Los Angeles TV outlet KTLA (Klaus Landsberg, director)

has already had 16 sponsors: Tupman Motors Inc. and
Elgin Watch Co., thru J. Walter Thompson; Sears Roebuck,

thru The Mayers Co.; Pep Boys, thru Weinberg Agency;
Botany Worsted Mills, thru Silverstein-Goldsmith Inc.;

Leroy’s Jewelers, thru Glen Gordon Adv. Agency; Acme
Beer, thru Brisacher, Van Norden & Staff; Douglas Air-

craft, General Electric Supply Corp., RCA Dealers,

Stewart-Warner, American Television Laboratories, Barker

Bros., Music City, Price Brothers, Richards Radio.

CBS officially rejoined TBA Friday, represented by
Lawrence W. Lowman and Leonard H. Hole. Meanwhile,

TBA was congratulating itself on breaking anti-antenna

front of New York real estate interests—City Investing Co.

having accepted TBA interim plan for its 14 apartment

houses Monday. TBA now hopes other realtors will see

light.

Scrumptious, is the word for NAB’s new 4-story Wash-
ington quarters (former Canadian Embassy Annex, 1771

N St., NW., phone DEcatur 9300)—as befits trade associa-

tion with $650,000 budget and representing $425,000,000

industry. It was dedicated with housewarming Tuesday.

New TV sales manager in GE’s transmitter division

is A. F. Wild, who reports to Phil Caldwell, division

manager recently upped from that job.

Tulsa U’s newly opened FM station IvWGS is gift of 50

kw KVOO’s W. G. Skelly.
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CLEARS SEEK LEGAL SHOWDOWN: Clear channel stations aren't overlooking a bet in

current drive to protect dominant positions on their frequencies . Not only have
they succeeded in getting FCC to set hearing June 4 on daytime skywave (Vol. 3, No.

19), but they're throwing the lawbooks at Commission in efforts to get daytimers
on clears cut down in power or eliminated altogether. Reargument in U.S Court of

Appeals in Washington is set for June 11 in 2 bellwether cases — appeals by WJR,
Detroit (760 kc), on whose frequency are daytime grantees WKLF, Clanton, Ala., and
V/CPS, Xarboro, N. C. (now on air)

;
also by WCKY, Cincinnati (1530 kc), which got

Stay order against 10 kc daytime grant to WJMJ—CP, Philadelphia. WJR also got stay
orders, so FOC temporarily assigned WCPS to 570 kc.

Essence of litigation is meaning of "objectionable interference " provisions
of AM standards. Rule says clears must be protected from such interference within
their primary groundwave areas. Clears contend (1) there is daytime skywave in-
terference, and (2) this substantially modifies their licenses without hearing —
contrary to due process. Question for courts to decide is whether, if there is
daytime skywave, interference is "objectionable." Heretofore, courts have Shied
away from Commission technical edicts. Other cases pending in court involve : WSM,
Nashville (650 kc) and daytimers WSVS, Crewe, Va. , and WJSW, Altoona, Pa., both now
operating; WLW, Cincinnati (700 kc) and KYDS-CP, St. Paul; WGN, Chicago (720 kc)
and WFFV-CP, Richmond, Va. ;

WHAS, Louisville (840 kc) and KOAG-CP, Stillwater,
Okla. (10 kw). For lists of all frequencies with present occupants,, grantees and
applicants, see our AM Directory No. 1 and addenda to date.

KEEPING AM LOGS UP-TO-DATE: We hope you'll pardon us for doing a bit of boasting
this fair-weather Thursday — with FCC holding no meeting this week and news run-
ning light as we go to press on eve of long Memorial Day week-end. It's about our
AM Directory No. 1 , mailed to you May 12. So far, we've found a gratifyingly small
incidence of error, considering amount of detail (some 8,000 items) that went into
it, let alone fact we frequently had to correct errors at FCC sources. That's not
to say there are no errors; as a matter of fact, we published corrections in last
week's addenda and again this week (AM Directory i-B and 1-C).

V/e've had lots of congratulatory letters and calls from subscribers, also
some pertinent suggestions. One good one we're glad to pass on to you; it's how v/e

ourselves are keeping our desk copy of the Directory up-to-the-minute and handy for
quick reference . In view of lack of Space between lines, you can remove staples,
cut pages apart, insert white sheets between pages to write in weekly additions,
changes, etc. opposite to particular State or Frequency listings. This 1 takes some
doing, but it's worth the effort if you have need for the data handily and quickly.

CN TRAIL OF FM LAGGARDS: It's a tough job to track down those so-called "hip -

pocket" FM broadcasters (Vol. 3, No 16), but FCC is getting rougher on those sus-
pected of dilly-dallying. Principal form Commission action is taking is in slicing
down extensions of time requested to complete construction . CP holders asking for
6 months frequently get 3. So far 112 FM grantees have- gotten extensions; none has
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ever been denied. FCC was never specifically asked to deny any until last week,
when 2 New York applicants jumped WAAW, Newark (Vol. 3, No. 21).

Commission doesn't expect most grantees to fulfill specifications of CPs
immediately, but it points to the 171 STAs as satisfactory evidence of good faith .

Further, FCC believes that a low-power STA operator (whose signal is often disap-
pointing) has much more incentive to complete construction in order to improve
signal. As regards new grants , few applications can be worked up for FCC action
pending proposed reallocation (Vol. 3, Nos. 19, 20). That fact and the holiday
resulted in no grants this week , hence no FM Supplement.

COUNTING UP THE FM SETS: Now that So many FM stations are publishing rate cards
and selling time, advertising agencies want to know where the FM sets are, by
markets . But the simple fact is no one knows exactly — except a f ew live-wire
FMerS in a handful of communities who actually have canvassed local distributors.
Their figures are usually eyied askance as self-serving (like' those radio censuses
of broadcasting's early days).

So we asked key manufacturers if they would tell us their postwar distribu-
tion by cities. Only 3 agree to divulge this obvious trade secret — and these
only after we had pledged not to publish individual figures, only totals. All 3

are major producers, one in mass field, one in class field, one a big but rela-
tively late comer in mass field. Their grand total of sets with FM (all models) was
75,704 up to April 1, 1947; this is only 21.4% of known postwar FM set production
up to that date (355,661) as reported by RMA . (Through May 1, incidentally, the
figure is 465,917, thanks to April's record production of 112,256, detailed in

(Vol. 3, No. 21.)

So, for whatever these figures are worth, here's at least part of the FM
set distribution up to April 1 in these major centers : New York City area, 13,814;
Chicago, 11,977; LoS Angeles, 6,284; Philadelphia, 6,553; Boston, 3,936; Detroit,

5,265; San Francisco-Oakland , 3,451; Pittsburgh, 3,840; Cleveland, 3,957; St. Louis,

4,080; Minneapolis-St. Paul, 3,111; Washington, 2,307; Baltimore, 2,627; Cincinnati,

1,863; Atlanta, 2,639. Understand, now, these aren't full figures, nor are they
probably even 21.4% (maybe more, maybe less) but they're the only figures we can
get — except for the old FMBI's additional figures on. pre-war FM (low-band) set

distribution, which totaled 595,000 , broken down thus: New York, 120,000; Chicago,

80,000; Boston, 35,000; Detroit, 25,000; Milwaukee, 21,000; Philadelphia, 20,000;
remainder scattered (Vol. 3, No. 1).

REACTIONS TO RADIO BILLS: One aspect of White-Wolverton bills (Vol. 3, No. 21) not
discerned at last week's first quick reading is this: Proviso limiting ownership of

single entities to stations covering not more than 25% of country's population
would automatically supersede present FCC limitations on, TV station ownership '(5

)

,

FM ownership (6 )

.

General reactions to bills may be summed up by smiles at FCC , where cocky
officials feel it generally endorses current policies

; frowns at NAB , where brass
are obviously disappointed, call bill "dangerous and full of ambiguities," say they
keenly regret lack of clearcut prohibitions on FCC's powers to look into program-
ming, etc. Said Judge Miller: "Broadcasters will not be satisfied with White-
Wolverton bill as now written." He indicated NAB will seek tightened regulations
at hearings ; NAB legislative committee has been called to Washington, June 5.

Hearing dates for separate Senate and House Subcommittees haven't been set,

are expected to be fixed next week for sometime this session — though Miller sug-
gests no hearings until FCC Chairman Denny, Comrs. Jett and Webster are through
with International Telecommunications Conference, possibly in mid-September. Sena-

tor White himself heads Senate subcommittee, which includes : Tobey, N.H.
; Moore,

Okla. ; Johnson, Colo. ; McFarland, Ariz., latter 2 Democrats. House subcommittee
comprises Reps. Howell, 111., chairman; Hall, N.Y. ; O'Hara, Minn.

;
Dolliver, Iowa;

Scott, Pa.
;
Harris, Ark.; Harless, Ariz. ; one more to be named, latter 3 Democrats.



THE IDLERS AND THE TOILERS: There's something curious, not to Say suspicious, about

Some of the CPs for TV issued by FCC (Supplement No. 18-0 1

) ,
held by grantees who

apparently neither toil nor spin in video field . Several presented nice "paper

cases," got CPs, yet haven't done a thing about ordering equipment or otherwise

preparing to get going. The Commission pretty well knows who they are, can readily
get checkups through its field offices, might get some interesting dope too from
equipment manufacturers whose agents really could tell them the score. It's our

guess a few of them won't hold their CPs very long after scrutiny.
i

Meanwhile, no more new TV applications, though quite a few still promised
— 2 we know of being prepared for major newspaper publishers. Fact that engineers
from 4 non-applicant stations (William Clancy, WTIC, Hartford; Robert A. Fox, WGAR,

Cleveland; Lester L. Gilbert, WNBF, Binghamton, N.Y. ;
L. L. Caudle Jr., WSOC, Char-

lotte, N.C.) attended TV engineering clinic at RCA Camden last week, would seem to

indicate that those stations (WTIC and WGAR are former applicants who withdrew) are

at least contemplating filing. Thirty others at clinic were all from networks and
other TV grantee firms, who spent 5 days at classes and demonstrations on practice
and theory, came away with 200-page book of texts for later use as reference.

ONSLAUGHTS ON TV BANDS: As if it didn't have enough of a job just getting going,
TV now must dig in to fend off onslaughts from several sectors. At FCC' hearing
this week, air navigation interests bid for entire 960-1600 me band (which includes
1295-1425 me for TV pickup and relay) , urged that pickup-relay be moved to 1750-
1880 me. This was strongly opposed by TBA and Philco's Dave Smith, who cited
Philco's pickup-relay equipment developments on 1295-1425, told about plans for
Philadelphia-New York system (Vol. 3, No. 17), reaffirmed low cost of radio relay
links compared to expected coaxial cable charges (Vol. 3, No. 6), stated that many
TV broadcasters, CP holders, applicants had expressed interest in Philco equipment.

Next comes engineering conference June 10-11 on TV interference (Vol. 3

,

No. 21), with fixed and mobile services, hams and aero interests again proposing TV
bear brunt of shifts. It's even been suggested TV relinquish Channel No. 2 (54-60
me) in favor of fixed-mobile; argument is that this would end co-channel and adja-
cent channel interference on No. 2 (Vol. 2, No. 47), would eliminate TV receiver
interference from hams '(Vol. 3, No. 14), also TV’s interference with aero radio
systems. But that's only a suggestion — one of many FCC engineers must consider,
and one that present occupant (CBS-TV New York) and others assigned to No. 2 (Bal-
timore Sun; Raytheon, Waltham, Mass. ; Fort Industry Co., Detroit; KDYL, Salt Lake
City) might not like at all. Another Suggestion is that TV give up Channel 1 (44-
50 me), so far assigned to only KPRO, Riverside, Cal. That would preclude' need for
Sharing, but would not eliminate other interference. Deleting any TV channels is
" the last thing we want to do ," said one FCC official.

And compounding the onslaughts on TV, FCC two weeks ago finalized reduction
of experimental uhf video band from 480-920 me to 500-890 me (Vol. 3, No. 20).

PROGRESS IN INTERCITY TV: Not much publicity was given it, but some rather signifi-
cant dope on AT&T's coaxial cable installations was revealed by Bell System's W. E.
Bloecker at recent Cincinnati IRE meeting. It may furnish basis for AT&T's presen-
tation at FCC June 9 inter-city TV relay conference (Vol. 3, No. 20), at which
projected rates for TV use of coaxial may also be disclosed . Said Mr. Bloecker:
Not only are 4,000 out of projected 12,000 miles of the cable already installed,
but New York-Los Angeles southern route will be ready for phone service early in
1948, mid-continent route (New York-Chicago-St . Louis) by end of next year. He
added: " Te levision service if required can probably be made available on most o f
these routes some time after the opening of telephone service, the date depending
to some extent upon the demand." All 12,000 miles of coaxial Should be completed by
1950, as should a New York-Chicago microwave relay system. Radio relay is also due
to link New York-Boston this year; New York-Philadelphia is under construction.
And under development is a coaxial system that, with closer repeater spacing, will
permit 7 me video transmission (present New York-Washington line permits 2.8 me).



HAVING TROUBLE WITH CAA? Those irksome, time-consuming bouts with Civilian Aero-
nautics Authority, which almost everyone planning antenna sites has experienced,
may be obviated soon — for FCC and CAA are now working out codification of stand-

ards on what constitute air hazards . Lawyers Plotkin and Boyle, of respective
agencies, have been working on it last 3 weeks, plan code that will let you know
Specifically what conditions to meet regarding antenna sites, tower heights. They
frankly admit they want to cut out guesswork, hasten approvals. Procedure will re-
main same, though there's some talk that paper work within CAA may be shifted to

airways group in lieu of air hazards Section (whose Wm. J. McKenzie has been re-
sponsible for approvals up to now).

POPULAR GRIPES ABOUT TV: If anyone should know what public expects of TV, it's the
dealer — some 800 of whom in New York area have been canvassed by "The Televiser"
Magazine with interesting results. Main gripe is price . Half the dealers said
§200-$300 table model would be preferable to $250-5400 present range, though public
will spend §500 if set also contains AM-FM-phone ; such models now run §800-§2,500.

What impels most TV set purchases is .sports . Otherwise, public doesn't
think much of most of today's programs, kicks about their paucity, especially
deplores lack of daytime shows. Among other obstacles to selling sets cited:
refusal of some apartment house owners to permit antennas ; cost of antenna and
receiver installations (§45 up, with year's Service warranty)

; inability to get
immediate delivery; small size of screens; fear of obsolescence; color.

SIGHT AND SOUND=
FM networking was top subject at Cincinnati FMA

Region 2 meeting this week. C. M. Jansky told more than

150 that only in radio relay was FM’s high fidelity charac-

teristics possible today. Everett Dillard told FMers to get

in touch with him re extension of Continental Network to

midwest. FCC’s Vernon Wilkinson reported requests for

« extensions of completion dates were being “carefully, very

carefully, scrutinized,” suggested more varied program-

ming (instead of recorded, longhair music). David G.

Taft, WCTS, Cincinnati, was elected regional chairman;

Paul E. Wagner, WCSI, Columbus, secretary. State chair-

men elected; Robert F. Wolfe, WFRO-FM, Fremont, Ohio;

Foster Fudge, Crawfordsville Journal-Review, Indiana;

E. J. Hodel, WCFC, Beckley, West Virginia.

Philadelphia’s big newspaper-radio story (Vo‘1. 3, No.

5, 6) is entering final phases. The Bulletin (purchaser of

WCAU, Record, Camden Courier-Post) has now disposed

of Camden newspapers and WPEN, latter sold this week

for reported $750,000 to Phillip Klein, former local ad

agency man, and A1 Sylk, drug chain owner. Next step is

FCC authority to sell WPEN, so Bulletin can take over

WCAU.

NBC’s Washington TV outlet WNBW is telecasting

New York NBC programs several evenings a week—they

began last Saturday—but the formal opening won’t be

till after mid-June. Capital TV fans are already reori-

enting their antennas.

Gulf Oil’s TV renewal for 13 weeks on WCBS-TV of

news telecasts has interesting twist. It’s going to include

a few minutes of Washington news now and then, will have

Washington coaxial pickups by Washington Star cameras

(newspaper holds CP, has some equipment, construction

just starting) and DuMont’s WTTG.
“ Fantastic role of TV, in event of atomic war, with

government officials keeping in touch with one another’s

underground installations via video, got big news play

this week when AP carried story from FCC hearing quot-

ing TBA Attorney Thad H. Brown Jr., son of the late radio

commissioner, member of law firm of Roberts & Mclnnis.

WOW, Omaha doesn’t have a video CP, isn’t even an
applicant, but is going ahead full steam with TV. Owning
2 image orthicons, it has been conducting closed circuit

demonstrations in conjunction with local Creighton U,
this week applied for experimental portable relay grant

so it can use newly acquired 100 watt RCA relay equip-

ment. Budget of $33,000 is for staff training and pro-

gram experiments against day it will apply for full-

fledged commercial TV (for which it once applied, but

withdrew at height of color TV controversy).

If FM can cure many radio ills, high-powered FM can

cure even more. Take this neat bit of showmanship by
WTCN-FM, Minneapolis, which radiates some 25 kw: It

installed a Philco AM-FM console on a street car and took

a number of guests, including members of the Minnesota

Assn, of Professional Engineers, on a tour. At no time,

says station, was there static, fading or lack of full limit-

ing. This was true even through tunnels and between high

buildings. Further, AM was at no time considered satis-

factory.

FM reservation plan (Vol. 2, No. 29), with only a month
to go (June 30), apparently hasn’t attracted applications

as expected. Last minute may see a flurry, but so far

only 4 (all AMers) have requested the frozen frequencies

(Vol. 3, No. 17).

Broadcast call letter pinch (which had many broadcast-

ers sweating out combinations not in use) has eased; Com-
mission this week got 1,000 new call sets (in both W’s and

K’s) back from Army.

John McNeil, ex-manager of ABC’s WJZ, New York,

this week took over managership of DuMont’s WABD, post

formerly held by Sam Cuff, now with Allied Stores Corp.’s

“Television Caravan” (Vol. 3, No. 16).

Extra copies of our AM Directory No. 1 are still

available to subscribers at $10 each, the weekly ad-

denda (1-A, 1-B, 1-C so far) at $1 each. We also

have some more embossed binders, $2.10.
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AND STILL MORE HEW STATIONS: Like it or not, the rate of new AM station grants
continues Swift — 22 more this week (see AM Directory 1-D) , or 36 altogether since

our AM Directory No. 1, dated May 1 . In other words, adding these 36 to the AM
Directory's 1,712, we now have 1,748 licensed or authorized AM stations in the
United States. And applications for new AM stations continue apace: 42 since
May 1, bringing total pending to nearly 750. By contrast, here's the FM box-score
to date : licensees, 48; CPs, 562; conditionals, 240; applications, 174; and among
CPs and conditionals, 172 hold STAs for interim operation.

REPORT ON TV; YANKEE RE-FILES: Yankee Network re-applied for TV in Boston this week .

Second to stipulate GE equipment. First TV transmitter sold by GE goes to Chicago
Tribune's WGNA , which has just signed contracts for more' than §300,000 worth of

equipment, including 5 kw Type TT-6-B — called by GE the "highest powered televi-
sion transmitter made today" —

- plus RCA mobile equipment.

Next commercial TV '.outlet to take air will be NBC's WNBW, Washington
, now

testing, scheduled to open officially June 27 with local studio programs plus 6-9

hours from New York weekly ; its mobile unit will be ready in July, film studio by
Aug. 1. Meanwhile, DuMont's WTTG, Washington, announced jspeeded-up schedule of

locals and remotes : baseball, starting June 13; racing from nearby tracks, Septem-
ber; Navy football games from Baltimore, etc.

Yankee seeks Channel No. 7 (174-180 me), one of 3 still due Boston; only
other pending applicant there is Paramount's New England Theatres Inc., with West-
inghouse (WBZ) and Raytheon (Waltham) the grantees to date. Yankee says it will
spend §280,250 on installation. Chicago Tribune installation will test by Oct. 1,

goes into commercial operation Jan. 1, 1948, includes "newly developed .items not
yet announced to trade," says Carl J. Meyers, engineering chief. He promises good
signal v/ithin radius of 45 miles from Tribune Tower transmitter.

Note : Yankee application adds one more under "Applications Pending" part
of your TV Directory (Supplement No. 18-C). You'll be up-to-date if you include
it, along with Gimbels (WIP) application for Philadelphia (Vol. 3, No. 18), noting
also that Tarzian application, Bloomington, Ind. , has been granted (Vol. 3, No. 19).

MORE FM MODELS, NEW TV SETS: Chicago music merchant's convention this week proved
one thing certain: henceforth, very few console model radios will be without FM .

Even more exciting to FMers is prospect of more and more table models with FM,
heightened this week by Philco's 482, embracing FM-AM-SW , push-button tuning, 8
tubes plus rectifier, built-in triple aerial. It's priced at §149.50, is Philco's
first 1948 model to be shown, called by company finest it has ever produced. This
week also, Sentinel announced §64.95 AM-FM table model to be on market next month.
Thus two major producers are added to list of those, now making, tabl e models with
FM : Zenith, Stromberg, Stewart -Warner , Pilot, Emerson, Bendix, RCA.

As for TV receivers, that low-priced Sears Roebuck console we mentioned
recently (Vol. 3, No. 13) will be coming out of Colonial (Sylvania) factory by
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August. Sears' merchandise-wise radio director, A. T. Chameroy, told us' so this
week. It will include AM-FM, sell for "about $500 ," lowest yet for such a unit.
DuMont's first low-priced teleset , table model TV with FM, is due this fall, priced
around §450; in §800 range, DuMont is readying TV-AM-FM-SW-phono console to compete
with RGA's and GE's. Motorola announced this week its advent into TV Set field
with its "Golden View" receiver for fall 1947 delivery, and Belmont (Raytheon) next
week puts limited quantity of its table model, with 7-inch screen, on market, §250.

"TELEVISION IS REALLY HERE": Hollywood likes superlatives, sometimes delivers ,

often is far behind reality — as witness fact so few movie interests are in TV
(see TV Directory, Supplement No. 18-0) and so little attention is apparently being
paid TV by the movie bigwigs (Vol. 3, No. 17, 18). But TV operators and planners
will welcome announcement by substantial Short-subject film producer Jerry Fair-
banks Inc. in page ad in June 4 "Variety." Firm promises to help fill TV's great-
est vacuum, top quality programs, by producing reasonably priced films 'especially

for TV ; plans mystery and comedy series this year, 3 more next year. These should
offer happy respite from ancient, hashed-over travel and industrial films that seem
to be best that TV can wangle to date.

Handsome is as handsome does, and Jerry Fairbanks Inc., admitting it can't
make all the subject matter TV needs, says it hopes other film producers will enter
this wide-open field. But even so it cannot refrain from tall talk from Hollywood's
Olympian heights : "There's been entirely too much blue-sky talk about television
— too many exaggerated statements — too many extravagant claims. But, television
is really here . Four hundred thousand sets will be built and sold this year [only
25,355 thru April, by official count ;

Vol. 3, No. 15, 21] and almost 40 stations
will be operating by January, 1948" [we'll settle for a half dozen in addition to

today's 11, as we said in Vol. 3, No. 19].

There are some other bright rays , in addition to the welcome advent of

Jerry Fairbanks into field RKO Television has also skimmed. It's reported that
20th Century-Fox as well as Warners is now interesting itself ,in theater TV (Para-
mount's interest has never flagged, and it did not withdraw from station field).

And DuMont's WABD, New York, has signed up three 15-minute sponsored programs to

plug the film "It Happened on Fifth Avenue." This led "Variety" to observe that
deal is "evidence that the film companies are gradually* lowering the barriers cur-

rently in effect against any form of cooperation with the video industry."

•J' ^ ^

Shot-in-the-arm for large-screen TV (Vol. 3, No. 18) is John M. Cage's video

projector exhibited for first time Thursday in Newark’s Hour Glass Restaurant.
Custom-built for §3,600, set uses commercial TV receiver with 10-inch Rauland metal-

lized tube having input of 60,000 volts. Patented Viewlex lens magnifies images

t o 6x8 ft or larger . Detail is said to be equivalent to 16 mm film. Screen is

16 ft from oscilloscope. Cage heads Cage Projects Inc., 393 Grove St., Upper Mont-

clair, N.J., reports he will produce 100 more sets for hotels, bars, and restau-

rants, is planning to show sets to movie people soon.

COAXIAL COMPOUNDS TV COSTS: Any way you figure^ it, use of coaxial cable for inter-

city TV is going to cost a lot — so much, in fact, that it may prove greatest
impetus yet to radio relay. Having permitted no-cost use of New York-Philadelphia-
Washington coaxial for an experimental period, AT&T this week filed proposed sched-

ule of TV rates with FCC to go into effect Aug. 1. It came virtually on eve of

June 9 conference on inter-city relay methods for TV (Vol. 3, No. 20, 22), at which

GE, Philco, Raytheon, Western Union, perhaps others, are expected to tell how they

can do the job via radio only.

Big AT&T won't be any more popular with revenue-poor TV than it was with
broadcasting in early days of networks and remotes. It's expected to explain that

the rates are arbitrary as yet , based on limited experience; that, depending on

improvements and use, they're bound to come down. But telecasters look forward to

them with less than enthusiasm. It would cost a Washington station, for example .



more than, 510,000 per month for an 8-hour-per-day hookup with New York — that is,

until Philadelphia, Baltimore and other way-point customers tap into line and bear

their share. DuMont's WTTG, Washington, is already preparing to hedge against new

cost burden with minimum inter-city, maximum local service.

Rates are based
;
on circuit miles , cover one-way video transmission only,

apply to wire, radio or combination of both, path approximately 3 me wide. Sound

channel is separately charged , at prevailing audio rates of $6 per airline mile

per month for Class A channel (100-5,000 cpS)
, $9 for Class AA (50-8,000 cps).

Inter-connections with any other circuits are forbidden, which has decided, impli-

cations for STLs and remote pickups.

These are the rates : Monthly (8 hours per day, 7 days per week) — $40 per

circuit mile, $2 per additional hour; $750 per station connection to line, $50 per

additional hour. Occasional service — $1.25 per circuit mile for first hour,

$.3125 per additional .15 minutes; $250 per station connection, plus $15 per hour

or fraction thereof. Circuit mileages are set as follows: New York-WaShington, 237
miles; New York-Baltimore , 194; New York-Philadelphia, 96; Philadelphia-Washington,

141; Philadelphia-Baltimore, 98; Washington-Baltimore , 43.

WHY THE FM DOLDRUMS? June 12 FCC meeting, v/ith spark-plug Chairman Denny due in

from Atlantic City, ought to do .something to current peculiar FM hiatus . In last

month, a mere 3 stations have- asked for and were granted STAs and only 11 condi-
tional grants were made (see Supplements No. 50 to 50-H) . Most hoped for is final
action on reallocation plan (Vol. 3, Nos. 19, 20). "How can we order equipment,"

many ask, "when we don't know what our frequencies are?"

Another thing Commission will have to take up is what to do about channel
reservation which ends June 50 . It's unlikely reservation will be extended, since

most of its onetime ardent proponents (Senate Small Business Committee, veterans'
groups, cooperatives, unions) seem to have forgotten all about it. Next question,
then, is how best to utilize new channels provided by reallocation and end of res-
ervation. Reallocation alone will permit immediate grant of some 20 applications
and quick issuance of decisions involving 35-plus. As for reserved channels,, FCC
can either pull them into the hearings and grant more contestants or make decisions
final and allow denyees to apply for newly unfrozen frequencies.

As to why more aren't going on the air with STAs , there are several quite-

important non-FCC reasons: (1) Full equipment, in many cases, is so near delivery
it doesn't pay to Set up interim operation; (2) AM broadcasters are busy improving
AM facilities, choosing new sites, building new towers, etc., and since so many
are putting FM antennas on AM towers, FM must wait.

SOMETHING HEW BEING ADDED: Built-in clocks, bars, shelves — these are common-
places among post-war radios. But Ansley's electric piano , called Dynatone, is

now offered with an AM-FM-SW-phono unit built in, to sell for about $1,200. And a
Paris Fair report to "Retailing" tells of a French radio receiver with a built-in
movie projector , a 30xl2-inch glass frame in the set itself serving as screen.
Another late wrinkle is Sears Roebuck's projected addition of FM to its $199.50
AM-phono-wire recorder console now being released in East, made for its brand-name
by Colonial. New and bigger job will include clock selector for recording radio
programs, for later playback, when listener can't be home to hear actual broadcast.

HOW TO BUILD AH FM NETWORK: Regional groupings of stations linked by wire or
radio relay, each group tying into a larger hookup — that's the operation plan of
Continental Network , FM'S first chain which resumed Wednesday. Basic hookup is
Everett Dillard's WASH, Washington, and Maj . Armstrong's W2XMN, Alpine, N. J. , for
which they buy lines Wednesdays, 7:30-7:45 p.m. (Dona Mason, singer), 8-8:30 p.m.
(Army Band), Thursdays 9-10 p.m. (Army Air Forces Band and talent). To those seek-
ing to join this hookup, Dillard's advice is : Get a regional group of FM stations
together So they can exchange programs via landlines, relays, etc. This is v/hat 8
New York FM statipns have done to form Empire State Network; there are also nuclei



for more such in 4 already tied up in New England, 3 in Pennsylvania, others talk-
ing about doing same in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois. Empire State Network
already has aired own origination — Rochester U's famed symphony orchestra.
Nearest station in regional groups have been joining Continental off air from
Alpine. It's a slow but economical buildup for which Dillard and his enthusiastic
WASH crew have high hopes.

THE CASE 0? DAYTIME SKYWAYS: There's daytime skywave, all right — even FCC ' s en-
gineers admitted it in testimony (by Engineer E. F. Vandivere) and in an exhaustive
Study submitted at hearings this week. What Commisison now must decide is whether
there's enough of it and whether it's stable' enough to warrant changing present AM
Standards ;

also to what extent daytime stations really interfere with dominant sta-
tions. That'S sum of highly technical 3-day hearing, at which Clear Channel Broad-
casting Service's Jack DeWitt carried ball nearly two full days, defending data
from attacks by counsel for some daytimers. If new daytime standards are invoked.

Some daytime and limited time stations on clears might conceivably have to be re-
moved, besides curbing Commission's present "generosity" in making such grants.

: SIGHT AND SOUND -—

—

——

—

There's still hope Senator White won’t insist on June

17 date for hearings on his radio bill (Vol. 3, No. 21, 22),

despite his turndown of NAB President Justin Miller’s

request for postponement. NAB’s legislative committee,

meeting this week, doubted industry case could be ready

in time; it will be spearheaded by Judge Miller and Gen.

Counsel Don Petty. FCC witnesses will be led by Chair-

man Denny, Asst. Gen. Counsel Plotkin. Senator White

told us Friday he thinks one week of hearings enough,

intends to try for legislation this summer, certainly before

he retires from Senate next year (he has announced he

won't run again.) Two new subcommittee members are

Indiana Republican Capehart and Washington Democrat

Magnusson. On House side, Rep. Howell s subcommittee

meets next week to fix hearing date.

Unusual case of a State Legislature passing a resolu-

tion protesting possibility of a station grant occurred May

27 when Democratic Rhode Island House of Representatives

charged FM applicant Providence Journal-Bulletin with

unfair editorial treatment. Politically inspired resolution

was forewarded to FCC, claimed station construction had

been approved in face of veterans’ housing shortage.

FM means 5,000 new stations, let alone better recep-

tion, etc., and that means “more program competition,

easier access to the microphone by minority groups, and

a curb to many radio excesses.” Thus Harland Manchester,

Reader’s Digest staffman, in July issue of the magazine
“ ’47,” which presumably means reprint soon in Reader’s

Digest.

FMA’s Bill Bailey told National Assn, of Music Mer-

chants what’s what about FM, how they can merchandise

it, in Chicago speech Thursday—best he’s yet made, one

you should read (if you’re trying to push FM locally)

and get your local radio dealers to read. Write him for

copy, or we’ll get it for you.

CBS evidently wants Washington FM outlet pretty

badly. First, it withdrew Minneapolis application to keep

down to 6 limit; now, with proposed grant for Boston under

its belt, it decided to drop St. Louis CP, concentrate on

prosecution of D. C. application.

An FM timebuyers’ guide, first of its kind, will be

published in July by FM Business Magazine, 36 Central

Park South, New York City. It will list commercial sta-

tions, rates, coverage maps, etc., along with lists of spon-

sors and types of programs they are using.

Two books on TV — “Television Techniques” by TV
consultant Hoyland Bettinger, and “The Future of Tele-

vision” by RCA’s Orrin Dunlap, both published by Harper
& Bros.—are latest in growing list of video volumes that

should be in every TVers’ library. Bettinger’s book is

written for those who know TV fundamentals, from pro-

ducer’s point of view. Chapter on pictorial composition,

illustrated by author’s line drawings, make it valuable to

general readers. Dunlap’s book is revision of 1942 issue,

written in easy, simple style for popular readers. TVers
will be interested especially in chapters on “Television and
the Movies” and “The Outlook for Sound Broadcasting.”

“Small broadcaster, get over your inferiority!” That’s

the admonition of New Bedford (Mass.) Standard-Times
FM station WFMR, in inaugurating atomic energy series

based on Christian Science Monitor articles. Says station’s

Edward L. Merritt Jr.: “The idea of sticking to one’s own
corner, while the networks and the big boys pick up the

real stories, may be cheap, but good stoi’ies, simply pre-

sented, don’t have to be expensive.”

Industry forces descended en masse (RMA, NAB,
FMA) upon the House Ways & Means Committee dur-

ing Friday hearing, in effort to get excise tax removed
from radio. Arguments generally: tax elimination offers

only chance of cheaper radios, would give impetus to

growth of TV and FM; tax is hard to administer and pro-

vides very small fraction (1.5%) of total excise revenue.

Broadcast equipment is now part of Raytheon’s Com-
mercial Products Division, all centered in main plants at

Waltham, Mass., with Ray C. Ellis, v.p. in charge; Frank
S. Horning, sales manager; William A. Gray, asst, sales

manager; John H. Beedle, production manager; David D.

Coffin, chief engineer; James N. Nye, engineer in charge.

Top salary in radio is David Sarnoff’s as RCA presi-

dent—$132,703 for 1946, as reported this week to SEC.
RCA Victor’s Frank Folsom got $75,460, NBC’s Niles

Trammell, $30,460. For CBS salaries, see Vol. 3, No. 6.

Clear channel hearings, scheduled two weeks ago for

July 7 (Vol. 3, No. 20), have again been postponed—this

time to Sept. 17. Attorney Louis Caldwell has been under

doctor’s orders to “take it easy” this summer.

First big deal of newly formed Keith Kiggins & Co.,

527 Lexington Ave., New York City, resulted in Gov. Mon
Wallgren’s purchase of George Storer’s 8%% interest in

50 kw KIRO, Seattle, Wash.
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FCC SHOOTS THE W0BKS IN FM: Full FCC really sailed into FM this week, and while

March of Time cameras recorded Chairman Denny and colleagues in action: (1) It

finalized the reallocation plan , as published in Supplement No. 52 herewith.

(2) This gave it happy opportunity to make flock of grants (33 CPs, 15 conditionals,

8 STAs, etc., as shown in Supplement No. 50-1 herewith) without finally denying
anyone. (3) Licensees, CP holders and conditionals with STAs were assigned new
channels , which we'll report in our next quarterly FM Directory as soon as our
printer can get it out. (4) It announced end of channel reservation — so now any-
one, including hearing denyees, may apply immediately for the 110 channels to be

available after June 30.

For good measure , FCC issued proposed decision on Bridgeport, set hot New
York situation for oral argument June 27, disposed of Springfield, Mass., Indianap-
olis, Atlanta, San Diego docket cases; it also issued 19 CPs for AM stations , in-

cluding final decisions (AM Directory addenda 1-E herewith).

Big reason for delay (since mid-April) of FM reallocation was Commission's
)indecision regarding 400 kc and 600 kc separation. Standards as finally adopted
leave interference ratios for those separations to be determined when adequate data
is available. Actual reissuance of CPs and licenses stipulating new frequencies
is yet to be done; but all are expected to have new channels by Oct. 1. Rules and
engineering standards are amended as proposed in our Supplement No. 51-A, only
change being an explanation of 400 and 600 kc separation situation. At early date,
we ' 11 * republish complete rules and standards incorporating all changes.

HOW TO OPERATE INTERCITY TV: Aside from perceptible sense of shock at high rates
proposed for coaxial service (Vol. 3, No. 23), most striking impression carried away
from FCC's crowded (150 TVers attending) June 9 conference on intercity relays for
TV was this: Nobody but AT&T, Western Union and, on limited but low-cost regional
scale, DuMont , actually offered to provide intercity network facilities. As for
NBC, CBS and ABC, who have hopes but no definitive plans yet for network TV, they
made it plain they don't intend to operate their own networking systems, expect com-
mon carriers to handle linkage.

Status and prospective status of AT&T's coaxial and radio relays (note Albu-
querque, N.M., only TV city not embraced) is most vividly shown on map herewith,
reproduced from one introduced by H. H. Nance, long lines chief engineer. Western
Union's J. Z. Millar submitted sketch of proposed mircrowave relay network (cover-
ing 22 of 36 cities now having TV licenses or CPs), suggested it would lease facili-
ties on common carrier basis, told about New York-Philadelphia link WU has operated
since 1945, said this could be tied into New York-Pittsburgh-Washington. But he
could give no date forecasts because of uncertainty of equipment deliveries.

DuMont's Dr. T. T. C-oldsmith , though indicating preference for common car-
rier operation if rates were right, offered plan for an industry-owned, cooperative
radio relay system to link 8 cities in 5 jumps: New York, Trenton, Philadelphia,
Reading, Lancaster, Wilmington, Baltimore, Washington. He said rate need only be
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§5 per hour per station, capital cost only §211,000, whole setup built in 9 months.
Hints of telecasters ' cooperative were heard, too, with possibly Chicago Tribune-
New York News (both TV grantees with plenty of capital) taking lead — as former did
in setting up MBS.

Raytheon's Lawrence Apsey reported on New York-Boston microwave operations
of last 2 years, promised New York-Chicago and Los Angeles-San Francisco radio
relays after 6-12 more months for engineering. But he was hesitant about inviting
TVers to vise facilities (should FCC okay commercial operation) because he questions
whether TV can reach §1~§1.5 billion business deemed necessary to support 4 net-
works. So he would not offer dates, rates, etc., as yet.

Both GE and Fhilco described their relay operations (Vol. 3, No. 17, 20).
GE's C. A. Priest said company plans to extend New York-Schenectady link to Syra-
cuse, Rochester, other upstate cities (presumably, v/ith GE installing more stations

of its own)
; GE would prefer, he said, to operate links privately but will turn them

over to a common carrier if FCC requires. Philco's Dave Smith deprecated coaxial's
present 3 me bandwidth (while TV puts out 4 me), said he thought AT&T charges far
out of line compared to radio relay, told about Philco's own New York-Philadelphia
relay, said his company is primarily interested in manufacturing equipment. Para-

mount's Paul Raibourn also spoke of "strain" created by AT&T rates, pleaded for con-

tinuance of WBKB's relay experiments (Vol. 3, No. 20).

On AT&T's part . Rate Engineer J. P. Judy expressed conviction video rates

will probably come down as technical improvements are made, utilization goes up.

Plied with questions at FCC conference this week, he said: (1) Radio relay facili-

ties , which everyone admitted were much less expensive to install and maintain than
coaxial cable, would be charged for at same rate proposed for land cable. (2) Sta-

tion connection charges (§750 per station) would be billed each month, even though
installation was permanent. (3) Interconnection between AT&T facilities and those

of another system would not be permitted, unless telephone company had no facility
available between the two points concerned — for example, Chicago-Minneapolis link

would have to be paid on a mileage basis for cable loop from Chicago through St.

Lcuis-Kansas City-Omaha-Des Moines-Minneapolis, even though two cities might be

linked directly on another system. (4) If more broadcasters wanted intercity links

than telephone company had channels available, a local TV committee might be set

up to allocate usage of system.

FCC's Chief Engineer George Sterling , who conducted hearing flanked by his

TV aide Curt Plummer, made it clear decision whether intercity radio relay links for

TV will be made common carrier, TV only, or both, must await final policy on 1, COO-

13, 000 me allocation proposals (Vol. 3, No. 6), probably after current International

Telecommunications Conference. But he did indicate Commission might permit interim

operation of intercity TV relays on commercial basis before then if need is shown.

THE LATEST 1*1 TV RECEIVERS: Big TV set production news of the week: RCA out with

lowest-priced console yet , §450 plus §65 for antenna, installation, warranty.

Philco lets Philadelphia have first of its heretofore secret table models, fixes

price at §395 plus §45; Philco also disclosed limited production under way on its

c onsole, to sell around §800 . All are TV-only. And, emphasizing trend to bigger

sets at lower prices, Stewart-Warner fixes prices on its "Videorama" console, 10-

inch tube, including AM, at §675 (T-711 Moderne) and §695 (T-712 Georgian), plus tax

plus §64 installation and service.

RCA console is known as 650-TCS , has 10-inch tube, 12- inch speaker, auto-

matic station selector, is now being shipped to dealers. Philco table set (Model

43-1000) has unusually brilliant, sharp, clear, steady picture on 10-inch tube. It

was unveiled before Philadelphia dealers a few weeks ago (Vol. 3, No. 21), and

they ordered 2,000 forthwith — so, for present, sales will be limited to that city.

Philco console (Model 2500) has projection screen framing 15x20-inch pictures, will

be shown in fev; weeks. Philco told stockholders this v/eek it estimates 8,500,000

homes in areas already having TV service, promised sets in other cities soon.



'QUADSRILINE' FOB HIGH-POWER FM: High-powered FM, which broadcasters now recognize

as all-iinportant , can now be achieved without strain and pain, said REL in Thurs-

day demonstration in New York of its new 10 kw "Quadriline" transmitter. Said Maj

.

Armstrong, boon friend of REL's recently named new president, C. M. Runyon, compan-

ion of his early experiments: "This unit will sparkplug FM into high power this

summer." Company says secret lies in new 4 anode tetrode tube circuit , invented by
James A. Day and Mai Jennings, which eliminates "costly and inefficient" block
building technique of adding amplifiers to get more power. REL promises "substan-

tial number" of units before year’s end.

TROUBLE HEAPED UPON TROUBLE: That old bugbear, interference, apparently has TV

in its grip . Anyone hearing the evidence at FCC's June 10-11 engineering confer-

ence might well be pardoned if he threw up his hands and exclaimed, pessimistically:
"What's the use!" For there's no doubt TV will suffer impossible interference from
services supposed to share its channels. There's already trouble (harmonics) from
the "hams" and from diathermy and industrial heating devices. On its part, TV sig-

nals are bothering air navigation.

No solution came out of confab — rather, conferees left with feeling best
thing FCC Chief Engineer George Sterling can do is call his TV staffers into meet-
ing with RTPB's TV committee and other interested engineers, work out plan, submit
it for FCC approval, then hold hearings on individual proposals. It was apparent
no simple solution will overcome all objections, satisfy all comers (taxis, buses,
trucks, phone companies, police, government agencies). Also made plain was fact
TV interests will resist stoutly any attempt to deprive them of any present channels
— sharing services had suggested taking away Channels No. 1 and 2 (44-50, 54-60 me).

TV's position , as taken by NBC's Ray Guy (speaking for TBA) and Philco's
F. J. Bingley was this: (1) Sharing with other services is out of question. (2) TV
needs more channels, will "oppose to utmost" any loss of channels — this seconded
by DuMont's T. T. Goldsmith, who spoke up for 10 more channels in 108-174 me band.

(3) TV might live with sharing services if granted higher powers — this suggested
by RCA's Dr. George Beers, eliciting comment by FCC's Curt Plummer that Commission
had thought of that solution but wondered about economic effect on small city tele-
casters. (4) Space exists in loosely-used government wavelengths for other serv-
ices, either on full or sharing basis — this point vigorously presented by Ray
Guy. (5) From public service standpoint, TV claims outweigh those of any other
services except safety of life.

THE 3HMA LOOKS AT FI1! AH3 TV: " Normal" is the word for today's radio manufacturing
industry — and as evidence RMA's retiring president, R. C. Cosgrove (Crosley), at
Chicago convention this week, cited overproduction, unbalanced inventories, price
cutting, leader models! Current production is at rate of 18,000,000 units per
year (including auto radios, export models, etc.), probably will end up 15,000,000,
same as last year's record total, he said, in concluding third term and yielding
presidency to Sylvania's Max F. Balcom .

Highlights of convention from FM and TV points of view : (1) Just about all
manufacturers concur most consoles henceforth will include FM , more and more table
models coming. (2) Leaders estimate about 2,000,000 FM sets this year, 250,000 TVs .

(3) Megacycle markings for receiver dials recommended instead of FCC channel num-
bers. (4) RMA's statistical services on production to be expanded, may include
periodical figures on FM-TV set distribution by markets , much in demand.

TV highlighted address by RCA's David Sarnoff . again manifesting his un-
flagging faith in video arts and industry. He said, among other things:

The future of radio : "What the ultimate effect [of TV] will be upon the
balance sheet and income statement of an established radio manufacturer or broad-
caster will depend upon his courage, wisdom and action. 'The blacksmith, who re-
mained at the anvil, found that his forge went out, but the blacksmith who turned
his shop into a garage prospered. . .While I foresee the ultimate fusion of sound



broadcasting with TV, this... will take many years to achieve ... Indeed, the time
may come when an important broadcast program that we cannot see will seem as

strange as a movie we cannot hear."

To prospective telecasters : "The belief that a local TV station cannot be
erected and operated without a large investment is wrong. TV programming can be
started by local stations, in a small way, with a minimum of facilities, and ex-
panded as receiving sets and commercial sponsors increase ... The argument that TV
must offer a continuous flow of Hollywood extravaganzas is also false. The great
attraction of TV is timeliness. Many of its programs are seen as they happen; they
are both entertainment and news."

: — SIGHT AND SOUND ======11=-=!—

.

—
Two of Chicago’s 3 remaining TV channels will be

filed for soon — by Chicago Times (not now in radio) and

by Chicago NewsAY rigley-Atlass owned Johnson Kennedy

Corp. (WIND). Latter once was applicant, withdrew

during color controversy. Others are rumored eyeing TV in

Chicago, and it’s hard to believe CBS will allow itself

to be counted out there, as in Washington, Los Angeles.

Philadelphia Inquirer’s Walter Annenberg, who has

earmarked $2,000,000 for TV, hopes to get WFIL-TV on

air this fall, on Thursday announced purchase of big Phila-

delphia Arena (capacity, 10,000) at 46th and Market Sts.,

to house TV studio, control room, general offices. It will

continue as sports center, with WFIL-TV carrying events.

Ken Stowman, WFIL’s director of TV, was made v.p. of

operating corporation, WFIL Manager Roger Clipp, secy.

After mulling 30 kc AM separation idea since March

oral argument (Vol. 3, No. 10), FCC deckled (in order is-

sued June 10 as Public Notice 9188) it wouldn’t allow

stations in same city to be spaced only 30 kc apart. It

figured problems of internal and external modulation and

receiver selectivity were still too great to allow relaxation

of standards. Standards as amended: 30 kc separation al-

lowed where 25 rnv/rn contours don’t overlap; 20 kc and

10 kc separation where 25 mv/m of one station doesn’t

overlap 2 mv/m of another.

Legalities of daytime skywave cases (Vol. 3, No. 22,

23) were argued for two days in U. S. Court of Appeals

this week, attorneys literally sweating out pros and cons

of Clears’ contention they (WCKY, Cincinnati; WJR, De-

troit) should have been heard before any daytime grants

were made on their channels. Five-judge court seemed

particularly interested in “due process” aspects of case;

gave hearing status of major case by permitting argu-

ments to run beyond normal 30 minutes per side. Decision,

if for Clears, may mean radical change in FCC’s pro-

cedures.

FCC gets $6,040,000 for next fiscal year, cut from $7,-

300,000 requested, recommended in Independent Offices ap-

propriation reported by House Appropriations Committee.

It looks now like no staff cuts will be necessary. Feeling

among FCC officials is that sum, although less than asked

for, is moral victory compared with huge bites economy-

minded GOP Congress has taken out of others.

First radio cases in which law firm of Arnold, Fortas

& Porter is participating, since ex-FCC Chairman Paul

Porter (recently OPA Administrator and special envoy to

Greece) became partner, involve applications of Gimbels

(WIP) for TV in Philadelphia, appearance for Mason-Dixon

Group (Steinmans) for ruling on overlap.

Another postponement of 28-hour-per-week minimum

program rule is in sight for TV. FCC hasn’t been able to

get to last TEA request for graduated scale of minimum

hours (Vol. 3, No. 12), but feels video broadcasters

shouldn’t be forced into too heavy schedules just yet.

Harried industry leaders are burning midnight oil

whipping up their cases on White Bill (Vol. 3, No. 22, 23),

Senator White having refused again to postpone June 17

subcommittee hearings. FCC Chairman Denny leads off

witnesses, then Frank Roberson as legislative chairman,

FCC Bar Assn. NAB’s lineup: Justin Miller, A. D. Willard,

Don Petty, Robert Richards, Frank Pellegrin, Harold Fair

and broadcasters J. Harold Ryan, Fort Industry Co. (legis-

lative committee chairman)
;
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR;

Harry Bannister, WWJ; Fred Weber, WDSU; Don Elias,

WWNC; Wylie Harris, WJDX. Then FMA, then networks,

alphabetically. Plan is for hearing to start 10 a.m. Tuesday
in Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee room
in Capitol, run mornings and afternoons through Saturday

a.m., resume Monday, conclude by June 25. House subcom-
mittee (Rep. Harris Ellsworth, part owner of KRNR, Rose-

burg, Ore., now a member) decided Friday to await Senate

hearings before proceeding with Wolverton Bill.

Appointment of 11 FCC hearing examiners, including

capable Mrs. Fanny Neyman Litvin as first woman ex-

aminer, leaves several important broadcast jobs open. AM,
renewals, review (formerly hearing) sections will need

new chiefs. Other examiners appointed so far: Jack
Blume, Jay Bond, Joseph Brenner, James Cunningham,
Walter Emery, Robert Hudson, Hugh Hutchison, J. Fred

Johnson Jr., Edward Kenehan, Leo Resnick. While shuffling

is going on, it might not be a bad idea if FCC turned TV
over to its keen young FM attorneys who’ve sweated out

FM’s many growing pains.

Mightiest radio voice in the hemisphere is Mexico

City’s XEW, which just jumped from 100 kw to 250 kw
on 900 kc (AM Supplement No. 1-E herewith). It’s hard

to say what rank it holds in the world, since Russians

are believed to have stations approaching 1,000 kw. U. S.

remains only nation with statutory limitation on power.

Add large screen TV gadgets: Kellard Co. Inc., 108

Fulton St., New York City, is selling 12-inch magnifying

glass, mounted on a specially constructed frame which

can be attached to any TV receiver to enlarge video image

to 10 or 12 inches as desired. Company sells lens, tested

and approved by RCA, for $100.

MBS board elected Lew Weiss (Don Lee) chairman at

Chicago meeting Thursday, succeeding Alfred J. McCosker
(WOR), retiring, whose place on board is taken by WOR’s
engineering v.p., Jack Poppele. Ted Streibert (WOR)
elected vice chairman. All other officers reelected.

KFI, Los Angeles, request for change in TV channel

assignment (it got No. 9, wanted No. 4, now assigned to

NBC) was turned down by FCC this week.

We were wrong in reporting NBC President Niles

Trammell’s 1946 salary as $30,460 (Vol. 3, No. 23); it was

$90,460. Typographical error!

CBS, too, has lifted ban on transcriptions, has ruled

that repeats for West coast may now be carried on discs.



STATUS OF m RECAPITULATED: We'll have our quarterly FM directory for you next

week, giving new channel assignments and consolidating everything in Supplements

No. 50 and pink addenda Nos. 50-A to 50-J. We're using a new format, making mechan-
ics of keeping it up to date much simpler. Perusing our data, it's readily appar-
rent FCC's job in cleaning up backlog is just about wound up — 48 licenses, 603

CPs, 249 conditionals. Only some 50 applications can be granted without hearing.

Rest of ungranted applications, about 90, are involved in hearings.

This week, besides routine grants (Supplement No. 50-J herewith), Chicago
decision was made final, Philadelphia decision proposed . Former was as shown in

Supplement No. 50, except that WAIT was permitted to apply for reserved channel. In

Philadelphia , Unity (ILGWU), WHAT, Franklin Bcstg. Co. were favored: Patrick Stanton
(WJMJ-CP) continued in hearing; WDAS dismissed without prejudice. Grant to Unity
is its sixth; only other outfit with 6 is West inghouse . These hearings remain to

be decided: Cleveland-Akron and Dayton-Springf ield (both due soon), Baltimore,
Mansfield, Los Angeles.

Regarding end of reservation (Vol. 3, No. 24), v/e detect no wind as yet of

a heavy demand for newly available frequencies. However, New York can expect at

least one — from National Cooperative Federation.

luR. V/AXEFIELD AHD MS. J0.NES: Lots of political byplay , some of it reminiscent of

"good old days" of radio regulation under Hoover and Roosevelt, lay behind President
Truman's surprise withdrawal Wednesday of FCC Comr. Ray C. Wakefield's renomination,
replacing him with a down-the-line Republican, 40-year-old Congressman Robert Frank-
lin Jones, of Lima, 0. Not only radio but political circles buzzed with reports
which, when checked and winnowed, amounted to this:

President Truman has been bedevilled lately with complaints about certain
FCC decisions, notably one in which NAB's Bob Bartley, nephew of ex-Speaker Sam
Rayburn, had application for new station in Houston turned down, largely on grounds
of non-local residence; another in which it proposes to reject new Cincinnati sta-
tion sought by group headed by Leonard Reinsch, White House radio advisor, now head
of Gov. Cox radio stations in Ohio and Florida; and another in which it has failed
to grant new station in Rochester, N. Y. sought by ex-secy of the Senate Leslie
Biffle and associates.

Rayburn's boiling anger , in particular, spilled over to GOP Speaker Joe
Martin, thence to GOP policy makers who saw chance to put their ov/n man in key
position to be groomed for FCC chairmanship when, as one of them put it to us, "we
take over next year." Though personally popular Mr. Wakefield had endorsement of
whole California Republican delegation in Congress, plus Senator Downey and Rep.
Lea, the Republican leadership has looked at him askance as too New Dealish. Speaker
Martin knew Rep. Jones wanted the job, arranged the appointment via Rayburn. Now
in his fifth term in Congress, Jones has never been identified with radio legisla-
tion, has made quite a party record on appropriations (slashing mercilessly), is
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highly regarded on Capitol Hill for ability, aggressiveness, f orthrightedness. A
lawyer, he's minority stockholder in company holding CP for FM in Lima, applicant
also for AM in hearing case in which decision has been so long delayed that one
lawyer observed Mr. Jones' first effort will probably be to speed up Commission
(maybe also get it requisite appropriation and staff!). Onetime stockholder in
same firm (not now) is Ed Cooper, special aide to Senate Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee under both ex-Senator Wheeler and present Chairman White.

Taken wholly unaware, obviously disappointed, Comr. Wakefield has apparently
been made "fall guy " not so much because of his FCC voting record but merely be-
cause his term happens to expire at time when feeling against FCC is running high
in breasts of certain politicos. What Truman Administration hopes to gain out of a
stauncher GOP appointee is big puzzle; there's probably a quid pro quo somewhere —
though certainly Truman owes nothing to Ohio Senators Taft and Bricker. Jones con-

firmation by GOP-controlled Senate is foregone certainty . Whether this latest by-
play cleans end of merit and career appointments (FCC now has 4 such out of 7), your
guess is as good as our. Next term to expire is Comr. Durr's, June 30, 1948.

LATEST ON TV-FM SET OUTPUT: TV set production up, FM down — that's the statis-
tical story for May, according to RMA. But, then, month's production as whole was
down considerably, totaling only 1,316,373 sets, as against April's 1,759,723.

TV total was 8,690 , including 5,646 table models, 1,706 consoles (92 with
projection-screens), 1,338 console combinations with AM-FM-phono (131 projection
screens). This compares with April total of 7,026. Thus, with 18,329 for first

1947 quarter, first 5 months this year have brought forth only 34,045 TV sets ,

which means altogether about 50,000 sets now in hands of U.S. public.

FM total was 84.507 , broken down as follows: table models, 12,423; consoles
with AM-FM-phono, 68,471; AM-FM only consoles, 3,001; converters, 612. April total
was 112,256, largest so far (Vol. 3, No. 21), so that cumulative postwar FM set out-

put to date is 550,424 .

SUM P3BSPECT FOB CIIEAPEB FMs: Cheaper FM receivers as result of FCC's realloca-

tion (Vol. 3, No. 24; Supplement No. 52), are too much to hope for, say FCC and

consulting engineers we've queried. Yet GE's receiver expert, R. B. Dome, was

quoted in June 18 New York Herald Tribune as saying costs could be cut by reduction

of tuned circuits from 8 to about 4. This would mean fewer components, smaller

chassis and cabinets. But skeptics point out that 400 and 600 kc separation hasn't

been completely done away with, hence selectivity demands remain high.

Conversion of FM stations to new frequencies seems to be going along at good

clip, seldom requiring more than new crystal and transmitter retuning. Those who

asked for new channels, even before reallocation was finalized, came out ahead for

FCC didn't disappoint anyone. Crystal-swapping is also speeding up changeover.

Incidentally, reallocation plan (Supplement No. 52) is still definitely a tentative

one; changes in Boston area have already been made (Supplement No. 50-J).

AGAIN, FM vs. TV FSB LOW BAND: There isn't a Chinaman's chance this Congress will

concern itself with radio allocations , usually left to FCC, but that didn't deter

Zenith's zealous Gene McDonald from circulating among all members of Congress his

June 18 letter to Senator Tobey (R-N.H.), with enclosure of letter to FCC Chairman

Charles Denny, asking TV be moved above 500 me and FM be given back its old 50 me

band . Letters urged support of Lemke Bill (H.J. Res. 78), came while Senator

White was conducting hearings on radio, none of which Senator Tobey has attended.

At hearings FMA's Bill Bailey also asked Congress to legislate 20 to 30 more FM

channels "below and contiguous to 88 me," which is where TV holds forth. Presum-

ably, Maj . Armstrong will ask same thing when he testifies next week. Bailey also

asked longer license period for FM (5 years ) . Licenses for 17-year periods will

be asked for TV by consultant Richard Hubbellwhen he testifies next week, on plea

that this will lend stability, attract more capital.



IMBROGLIO ON C&PIT91 HILL: There will be no radio legislation this session of

Congress , despite Senator White's hasty hearings this week and next. Leaders are

pushing for mid-July adjournment of Congress, which hardly gives House committee

time to do adequate job on Wolverton edition of White Bill. So action, if any, will

come next year — that is, if agreement on any measure can be reached. As things

looked after this week's hearings, industry and the few Senators attending hearings

are poles apart on what admittedly is a loosely drawn, unsatisfactory bill.

They clashed head-on on application of First Amendment (guaranteeing free -

dom of speech, press, etc.) to broadcasting . Organised and individual broadcast-
ers insist it applies, demand same freedom for radio that press enjoys, asked
relief from FCC interference with programs and business operations, bitterly as-
sailed Blue Book. Conservative Senator White, Maine Yankee and co-author of pres-
ent radio law, took a different view — and evidently his colleagues agreed with
him: "If you people are basing your argument on that point," he remarked, "you are

indulging in dreams. Congress won't stand for it."

High points of this week's hearings were the utterly contrasting appearances
of FCC Chairman Denny and NAB President Miller. The former — youthful, self-
assured, well-versed — obviously made good impression, though critical of many of

same aspects of bill broadcasters oppose. Judge Miller, presenting long and learned
legal disquisition, got off to bad start by assuming didactic manner (he was for-
merly a professor), and thus was forced to spend most of his time arguing and
parrying with plainly unconvinced, even unfriendly Senators. It wasn't until net-
work presidents (ABC's Woods, CBS's Stanton, MBS's Kobak) and individual industry
spokesmen (WTIC's Morency, WTAR's Arnoux, WWJ ' s Bannister, et al) took witness
stand, plumping for same tenets of freedom, that acrimonious atmosphere cleared.

But Senator White, unconvinced, reiterated :
" The Federal government has

a right, maybe it's a restrictive right, to peak at your programs to determine
whether you are operating in the public interest . You're wasting your time to tell
us otherwise." He was manifestly upholding FCC's policy of scrutinising "over-all”
program structures, rejecting arguments paralleling radio with press.

Sometimes wearying of legal semantics. Senators needled Judge Miller un-
mercifully ruffled him often, aroused him at one juncture to exclaim, "I've had to
keep busy defending broadcasters [against "unwarranted criticisms"] — that's why
I'm on the defensive in this testimony." As for his 50-page statement, it's well
worth reading and study, can be obtained from NAB; your trade press will doubtless
carry fuller summaries of it and the other testimony than this space permits.

Judge Miller's cavalier treatment was talk of the week in radio circles.
Network and station executives present took position, as one put it, "It's time
someone slugged it out in Congress for us." Washington radio attorneys took vary-
ing views on Miller's legal arguments, one saying: "It's a wonderful brief for the
Supreme Court, but not here." An FCC executive remarked: "Denny was good, but
Miller's the best witness we had." A veteran newspaperman observed he had never
seen a committee of Congress so antagonistic to an industry leader. All of which
argues for a more diplomatic approach before Wolverton committee in House : it's
likely to have just as many diverse (and hard to "talk down to") political person-
alities as those who sat at Senate hearings: Republican Senators White, Maine;
Moore, Oklahoma; Capehart, Indiana — Democratic Senators McFarland, Arizona; John-
son, Colorado ; Magnuson, Washington.

WHO'S ADVERTISING VIA TV? Not counting the nice lineup of accounts with which De-
troit News' WWJ-TV started (Vol. 3, No. 21), those TV stations active commercially
had 44 advertisers — 39 regulars, 5 one-shots during May, according to Television
Magazine. Lineup of accounts: WNBT, New York (NBC) — Benrus, Botany, Borden,
Bristol-Myers, Bulova, Elgin, Gaines Dog Food, Gillette, Gulf, Kelvinator, Kraft,
LaFrance and Satina, RCA Victor, Standard Oil (Esso), Swift, U.S. Rubber. WCBS-TV.
New York (CBS) — Brunswick-Balke-Collender

, Elgin, Ford, Gulf, Post Cereals']
*

V7ABD, New York (Du Mont) — Alexander Smith, American Stores, Bache & Co., A. Good-



man & Sons, Keystone, King of the Sea, Longines V/ittnauer, Moquin Wines, Mueller's
Macaroni, Pepsi-Cola, Perry Blouse Co., U.S. Rubber, Wanamakers, Westinghouse

.

WPTZ, Philadelphia (Philco) — Atlantic Refining, Gimbels, Philco Distributors,
Sears Roebuck. WBKB, Chicago (Balaban & Katz-Paramount) — Botany, Commonv/ealth
Edison, Elgin, The Fair Store, Ford. KSD-TV, St. Louis (Post-Dispatch ) — Botany,
Griesedieck Brewery, Hyde Park Brewery, Purity Bakers. KILA, Los Angeles (Para-
mount )

— Botany, Elgin, and (June 23) first sponsorship by TV-alert U. S. Rubber
Co. on Pacific Coast , Walcott-Maxim fights at Gilmore Stadium, with Joe Louis in
exhibition bout with Mexican heavyweight champ Francisco de la Cruz.

r- - S3GHT AND SOUND ,

In that AT&T coaxial-radio relay map we sent you last

week, did you notice it had link indicated (1950-51) for

Blooming-ton, 111., whereas it should have been for Bloom-

ington, Ind., where Sarkes Tarzian holds CP? I’s so rare

for Bell engineers to make such an error that we didn’t

notice it, nor did FCC and other engineers at heax-ing where

map was introduced (Vol. 3, No. 24), until called to our at-

tention by Merrill Lindsay, the broadcaster-publisher of

Decatur, 111.

Sooner or later, FCC must decide whether, or when,

to lump AM and FM together in deciding what “equitable

distribution of facilities” means. Attorney Eliot Lovett

contends they should be added—and now. At recent oral

argument, he protested that AM grant in Allentown, Pa.,

rather than to Easton Publishing Co. in Easton, would

give disproportionate facilities. This would be true, he

said, even if you crossed off FMs who were duplicating AM.

Problem of linking studios and isolated FM transmit-

ters may be eased, suggests consulting engineer John

Barron, by utilization of available power lines (“wired

radio”) to carry a high-fidelity radio frequency signal to

sites. System’s advantages over radio STL, says Barron,

are relief from capital investment and operating worries.

He sees nothing difficult in the idea, since basic principles

have long been used for related communications; he’s pro-

posed it for grantees in the Albany-Sehenectady-Troy area

whose sites are all in Wolf Hill section.

Studio Image Orthicon for TV was announced this

week by RCA. Camera utilizes Image Orthicon’s low

light level sensitivity, adds Orthicon’s resolution and

contrast characteristics to make it answer to TV opera-

tors’ prayer. RCA says camera will operate at 100-200 ft

candles, reduce lighting (and concurrent air conditioning

system) requirements about 90%. Camera, supported on

dolly, is larger than portable IO now in use for remotes,

has 4 lenses on rotary turret, houses all circuits necessary

to operate.

Zenith promises succor to educational FM broadcasters

who complain no one is making FM sets for classroom use.

Company says that by fall it will be producing table FM-
AM sets in $60 class, tailor-made for schools, to be sold

directly to educators. Meanwhile, National Assn, of Edu-

cational Broadcasters continues to urge its own ranks into

FM; June 2 issue of lively NAEB Newsletter carries arti-

cle “Setting Up the FM Station,” by U of Kentucky’s

Elmer Sulzer, who says schools can build 250-watter for

$10,000 by cutting corners.

Continued shakeup of FCC attorneys finds Edward

Kenehan and Walter Emery dropping newly acquired ex-

aminer jobs and becoming chiefs of AM and Renewals,

respectively. Bernard Koteen moves up to chief of Review;

Bernard Strassburg to chief of Domestic Wire (Common
Carrier); Robert Alford heads Motions; Benito Gaguine,

chief of Emergency, Experimental and Miscellaneous

(Safety & Special Services).

Philco’s board Chairman Larry Gubb enthusiastically

declaims that TV will eventually top the radio business

—

one of biggest, smartest merchandisers in radio thus sec-

onding the consistent predictions of big rival RCA’s David
Sarnoff. He told Philco distributors so at Atlantic City

this week, also confirming that company’s TV set distribu-

tion will be confined to Philadelphia area rest of year (Vol.

3, No. 23) while necessary know-how is gained in installa-

tion and merchandising. But Philco sets will be shown to

New York dealers Monday, June 23. Mr. Gubb also pointed
out only hope for cheaper radios is advanced research
and engineering, since there’s little or no prospect of lower
wage and material costs.

FM adapter to sell for “under $30” is due soon from
unnamed major set maker (believed to be Pilot), accord-

ing to Friday’s New York Times. Gadget can be con-

nected to standard receivers to bring in “all” existing

FM stations. Out in St. Louis, Effem Radio Products
Co., 3028 Locust St., is reported selling an FM converter

(6x7x8 inches) for $29.95. Best radius claimed is 10 miles.

Telicon’s Intra-Video master TV antenna system was
unveiled in New Yoi’k Thursday, found by reporters to

feed receivers “with standard fidelity” from several tele-

casts. It’s hoped system may be answer to apartment
house owners’ objections to TV antennas. Costs range
from $40 to $100 per outlet. Meanwhile, RCA has own
system under test, expects to demonstrate it ir near future.

It covers 530 kc to 18 me for AM reception; 88 me to 216

me for FM and TV. U. S. Television is reported running
lab tests of its master antenna system, which includes

separate antennas for AM, FM, and TV.

Transmitter sales first quarter of 1947 amounted to:

FM, $1,832,822 ordered, $943,812 delivered; AM, $1,191,360

ordered, $1,135,868 delivered; AM-FM studio equipment,

$1,015,210 ordered, $756,322 delivered; AM-FM antenna
equipment, $1,000,670 ordered, $176,947 delivered. Figures

for 1946 were listed in Vol. 3, No. 11.

Less than 100 AM applications remain unprocessed

as of this week, according to chipper FCC staffmen. En-
gineers and attorneys are now working on applications

filed May 2 and thereafter; all applications filed previ-

ously (with some exceptions) have either been granted or

set for hearing. There is a large backlog of daytime AM
applications for Class 1-A and 1-B channels which have

been placed in files, pending outcome of daytime skywave
hearings (Vol. 3, No. 22, 23, 24).

FMA’s Bill Bailey, appearing as witness Wednesday
before Senator White’s committee, which he has covered

for years as a reporter, disclosed FMA has 166 members
—136 of them broadcasters (of whom 77 also operate AM
stations), 16 receiver manufacturers, 4 consulting en-

gineers, 4 attorneys, 2 trade journals, 2 transcription

firms, 1 news wire service, 1 radio distributor. FMA board

meets June 26 to plan convention* meets RMA on promotion

next day.



HEW FM DIRECTORY COMING: Our new FM Directory ,
running 24 pages, is now in galley

proofs, will be up-to-date as of July 1, will be mailed to you next week. It's in

somewhat different format, grouping all licensees, CPs, conditionals, applicants,
together under their respective cities — symbols designating status of each.

Included in FM Directory are .just-announced channel assignments for Class

A conditional grants . Practice of issuing frequencies with conditionals, started
by FCC this week, stems from nature of new allocation plan {Supp. 52), which inter-
sperses Class A and B frequencies. FCC says procedure is designed to give prospec-
tive applicants an idea whether there's room for them, emphasizes that after June

50 all applicants must specify channels desired .

DON'T WRITE, TELEVISE! Offshoot of TV, " Ultrafax" amounts to speed-of-light fac-

simile , promises to revolutionize communications industry, will be demonstrated
at RCA Princeton labs in August. It was first disclosed by NBC's Niles Trammell
at this week's Senate hearing on White Bill — to underscore affinity between radio
and press, emphasize need of same freedom for former that Constitution guarantees
latter. Its potentialities stagger the imagination. Indeed, Western Union has
already ordered equipment to utilize with intercity microwave links it has projected
(Vol. 3, No. 24).

Trammell told Senators it's now practical — a sort of "radio-mail system
which will surpass radio telegraphy, wire telegraphy, cables and air mail in speed
of operation. "Here," he added, "television is used for communications instead of

entertainment." As many as a million words per minute, or twenty 50,000-word
novels, can be transmitted from New York to San Francisco in 60 seconds. Each page
of printed matter (letter, check, photograph, newspaper, magazine) is treated like
frame of a video picture. TV camera scans message, it's transmitted, then photo-
graphed at terminal directly off face of receiver tube, then put through high-speed
development process that permits instant facsimile. Same microwaves can handle
telegraphy, telephony, AM, FM, TV. "Ultrafax" is primarily a communications tool,
but RCA says principle is adaptable for home use, might prove ultimate in home fax.

YOUNG MAN GOING SOMEWHERE: FCC Chairman Charles Denny is maintaining discreet
silence , but it's our guess his disillusioning experience with Comr. Wakefield's
failure of reappointment (Vol. 3, No. 25) will impel him to resign well before end
of his term, July 1, 1951, possibly even before next year's elections. He was
obviously as surprised and chagrined as Wakefield over the peculiar turn of events
that is catapulting Ohio Republican Congressman Robert Franklin Jones into the job.
And the bland assertion by a GOP topkick, that now the Republicans can groom their
own man for chairman when "we take over next year," certainly doesn't conduce to
Mr. Denny's happiness and peace of mind.

So we predict it's going to take some doing on President Truman's part, if
he's minded to do the doing, to keep Denny on the job through November, 1948
what with numerous private opportunities awaiting the young FCC chairman, plus a
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natural inclination to get out while he's at top. Denny of course, has been some-
what spoiled by kudos heaped upon his regime — or at least, perhaps, deluded by
fact that his own and 3 other appointments had been distinctly on merit or career
basis. Still the mystery is what political payoff the Truman Administration gets
in selecting a down-the-line Republican (very capable, of Taft school) as against
a liberal Republican like Wakefield. Columnists Drew Pearson, Peter Edson, Marquis
Childs all speculated on the curious turn of events — but none had answer.

Drew Pearson got courteous hearing but didn't get very far in Senate sub-
committee hearing Friday, at which he appeared in lone opposition to Rep. Jones —
charging him with membership in Black Legion, his father with being organizer for
Ku Klux Klan, his political background as being identified with Gerald L. K.

Smith, Father Coughlin, other rabble rousers. All of which Jones promptly labeled
as "unmitigated lies," obviously impressing committee (Brewster, Me.; Capehart,
Ind.

;
Johnson, Colo.). Parade of House and Senate members attested to Jones' popu-

larity and ability, seemed to assure his early confirmation unless Pearson can pro-
duce documentary evidence. Senate usually doesn't turn down member of Congress.

ST23333& THE TV CAULDRON: No sooner did RCA-NBC engineers get NBC's Washington WNBW
formally under way Friday (along 'with WRC-FM) , than facilities chief Ray Guy dis-
patched 2 of his crack installers to Los Angeles and Chicago to begin work on TV

stations there at once — hopeful of getting them on air by early next year. NBC
can't hurry, for it must take its turn along with others in getting RCA equipment
deliveries. But it isn't stalling, either. John Seibert leaves Monday to engineer
NBC's Los Angeles job, Fred Everett Chicago. This week, incidentally, Chicago '

s

WIND applied for TV there, as forecast (Vol. 3, No. 24), asked for Channel No. 2,

estimated installation cost at §211,500.

Friday inaugural ceremonies at Wardman Park Hotel were noteworthy for big-
wigs attending, even more so to outsiders for first glimpse of RCA's 648-PTK set ,

large screen (15x20 inches) projection model due to be formally unveiled in August.

It includes AM and FM, will probably sell around §1,200. Big picture still lacks

brightness and clarity of 10-inch tube, but RCA is said to have some light-control
tricks up its sleeve it isn't showing yet.

WNBW now goes on regular schedule , giving capital 2 TV outlets, also giving
TV set sales shot in arm. It's the eleventh commercial station in U.S. (Supp.

18-C). DuMont's WTTG went off air Friday after 5-minute message by Manager Arries
welcoming rival, suggesting viewers tune to its No. 4 channel. Keen competition is

now seen as WTTG has signed Senator's home games, sponsored by Lacy's radio stores.

WNBW will carry coaxial shows from New York Fridays, Sundays, Mondays, but will
specialize on local events, carry films as soon as equipment is ready.

\7_IISTLIN0 TMBQUGH THEIB TEETH: Senator White's "quickie" bill hasn't a ghost of a

chance this session of Congress — indeed, it's doubtful now whether House subcom-
mittee will even get around to its companion piece, the Wolverton Bill, before July
26 adjournment. Next session. White is confident he can put through legislation.

Others aren't so sure, since fundamental issue (freedom of speech) is unresolved.

Senator White insists upon, NAB rejects, FCC's right to some sort of program review.

Senators are obviously unconvinced by industry argument for what Senator
White calls "same liberty as press and corner grocer." He says, "Radio exists by
grace of Congress," which radio spokesmen deny. Intense industry opposition, not

too politic on surface, led the Maine GOP majority leader to exclaim at one junc-
ture, indicating intensity of his exasperation: "Until I introduced this bill, I was

considered a conservative, a reactionary. But now I'm a wild-eyed radical."

Industry master minds are convinced they made good case , though admittedly
not a very good impression (Vol. 3, No. 25), in laying "freedom of radio" issue

squarely before Senate. Some make no bones about counting now on GOP leaders
like Taft, Dewey, Brown, Carroll Reece, et al, to make pre-election commitments to

support legislation they want.



We could be wrong, but our honest opinion is there isn't much chance of

NAB President Miller's theories (and the networks') prevailing in Congress — not

for long time, at least. They're whistling through their teeth in giving out that

their Washington appearances were all to the good, evidenced by curious unanimity of

favorable trade press comment. Hardly anyone we've talked with among Washington

radio law fraternity seems to go along with NAB tactics of demanding a full loaf

now. On the other hand, radio lawyers themselves have contributed little if any-

thing toward proposed legislation; for most part, they have little to do with NAB.

White's hearings wound up Friday after another week's parade of witnesses,

including NBC's Niles Trammell , taking same stand as other network chiefs
;
FM ' s

Maj . Armstrong , asserting FM is answer to scarcity theory of frequencies, except

that FCC has not assigned enough channels
;
Asheville newspaper-radio man Don Elias ,

calling radio the "electronic printing press," hence entitled to let public not

FCC regulate its output ;
Montana broadcaster Ed Craney , confidante of ex-Senator

Wheeler, taking issue with both NAB and FCC positions, denying Judge Miller spoke

for whole industry, offering (in not too rhetorical fashion) suggestions of his

own; various temperance interests (WCTU, etc.); and others with axes to grind.

LOOKS LIKE FM's BIG BREAK: Live-wire little FMA sees FM's great opportunity , its

emancipation from Petrillo's shackles, in Supreme Court's decision upholding Lea Act

(full text in Supp. 35-B herewith). Even a layman's reading of decision, along with
anti-featherbedding provisions of Taft-Hartley Act, would seem to spell end of

Jimmy Petrillo's made-work edicts — particularly as they affect FM, and TV, too.

FMA counsel took view AM-FM duplication of musical programs is now permis -

sible . Board arranged v/ith network presidents for July 21 meeting with committee
(Gordon Gray, Bill Bailey, Leonard Marks). Networks are proceeding cautiously ,

won't commit selves as yet though spokesmen point out that existing contracts with
union aren't negatived by court's decision. NAB had nothing to say about Lea Act
decision , but issued a 13-point "factual analysis" of Taft-Hartley Bill's effect on
broadcasters, fixed July 21 date for meeting of its Employe-Employer Relations
Committee, cautioned broadcasters "to operate under the terms of their existing
contracts and new contracts should be entered into very cautiously."

An apparently not so cocky Jimmy Petrillo took decision in good grace, said
he'd "bow to its dictates," now faces trial in WAAF test case. He's also scheduled
to testify July 7 at House Labor subcommittee probe of AFM practices. Chairman is

GOP Rep. Kearns (Pa.), himself an AFM card holder, who's been threatened with expul-
sion if he leads kid orchestra July 4 at Interlochen, Mich., which he says he'll do
if he can get away. When Petrillo banned Interlochen amateur camp orchestra on net-
work several years ago, unless union standbys v/ere employed, then kicked its Dr.

Joseph Maddy out of AFM, that started music czar's battles with Congress and courts.

PHILCO's TV MEASURES UP: Philco has made good its promise of something new, im-
portant and excellent in TV sets. Its table model No. 1000 (with 10-inch tube for
direct-viewing) and its Micro-Lens console projection set No. 2500 (framing 15x20-
inch images reflected from 4-inch tube) should go over big — they're that good.
From where we sit, it looks as though the TV manufacturing field, from now on, is
not merely a matter of who's going into it but who's offering newest improvements .

No. 1000 is priced at $395 plus $45 installation and warranty; No. 2500
costs $795 plus §85. Another set, No. 700 (with 7-inch direct-viewing tube), is
due out in about month, probably will be priced to compete with RCA's similar
model costing $250. All are TV-only. Philadelphia, Trenton and New York area get
first output . Other cities with TV stations have been promised none as yet. Pro-
duction line calls for 250,000 sets in 1948.

Sets tune in only 8 of country's 15 channels (7 being maximum allocated any
city), can be adjusted locally. Images are noteworthy mainly for brightness and
clarity, stemming from light controls and lens and mirror system hitherto secret
(Vol. 3, No. 5, 7, 21). It's all detailed in colorful 22-page brochure, same



size as big images, which you can get on request from Philco Corp., Philadelphia.
To us, ceremonious shindig at New York's Waldorf-Astoria last Monday, at which
company unveiled TV sets along with rest of its line (38 models), was also signifi-
cant for one particular remark by v.p. James Carmine. He predicted TV will become a
“ billion dollar business," eventually will "surpass the automobile business .

"

With RCA's, GE's and Stewart-Warner ' s console and Crosley's table sets out

(all with 10-inch tube), with DuMont promising a table model shortly, with Sears
Roebuck going into low-price field (Vol. 3, No. 23, 24), it looks like real compe-

tition in TV ,
especially for now dominant, pioneering RCA. RCA's Model 648PTK ,

also with 15x20-inch projection screen, is promised "within 60 days." It v/ill in-

clude AM and FM, which Philco set does not.

STILL KOBE FM TUHEB3: Pilot is out this week with its 5-tube, $29.95 "Pilotuner .

"

And Edwards FM Radio Corp., 168 Washington St., New York City, announced an 8-tube
job, price unstated. Significantly, both are slanting their promotion at dealers
with bulging AM inventories , idea being that tuners will move them. Radio Tuning
Devices , Stamford, Conn., says its FM tuner will be ready in 30 days. Bendix also

brought forth something new — its "FactoMeter .
" Instrument, not intended for home

use, amounts to an AM-FM set with signal strength meter. Costing $124.95, unit is

designed to serve broadcasters, dealers, servicemen, in demonstrating FM and in

finding best place for receiver in room.

~ S3GHT AND SOUND r—
TV-enthusiastic Ford Motor Co,, now sponsoring

Brooklyn Dodgers and Madison Square Garden sports on

WCBS-TV, also half of Chicago Cubs games on WBKB,
July 2 starts weekly sports telecast from Los Angeles

Olympic Stadium over Paramount’s KTLA, its first entry

into West Coast TV. George Shupert for KTLA handled

account with J. Walter Thompson Co.

FMA has fixed Sept. 11-12 convention date, in either

New York or Washington, or just ahead of NAB Atlantic

City convention, Sept. 15-18. Closer coordination of NAB
with FMA is seen in appointment this week of Leonard

Asch, WBCA, Schenectady FM independent, as chairman

of NAB’s FM executive committee; he succeeds Walter

Damm, WTMJ-FM, who stays on committee. This week,

also, NAB’s FM Dept, chief Bob Bartley resigned, succes-

sor to be named next week.

Simplified FCC broadcast application forms won’t have

any radical changes in them, may make it easier for

everyone by requiring same basic information for AM, FM,

TV. Only difference will be in engineering data called for

and inclusion of “Blue Book” program analysis forms in

AM applications. Commission proposes to put them into

effect after considering any objections. Deadline is July

21. If there are objections, oral argument will be sched-

uled. Copies of new forms are available at Commission.

Humors purporting to link AFRA with plans to crack

down on FM, a la Petrillo, are denied by George Heller,

executive secy. He writes us: “We have officially taken

the position by contract and practice that it would be

wise to await a more full development in the industry

before we establish any definite policy covering this field.”

Suit against ASCAP by Justice Dept, doesn’t touch

radio directly, but breaking up of cross-licensing agree-

ment with foreign composers’ associations will permit di-

rect negotiations instead of conducting them through

ASCAP, as at present. Resignation of ASCAP from in-

ternational association augurs for consent decree.

Pnilco’s new line includes 3 AM-FM table models

—

Model 472, $79.95 ($84.50 in ivory) ;
the 475, $129.95; the

482, S149.95. Ten other table models have no FM. Nine

console models, or all in high brackets, include FM.

RMA liaison committee members told FMA committee
Friday manufacturers will be in FM with both feet by au-

tumn—though many plants will shut down entirely for

several weeks for summer vacations. So be prepared for

seasonal-only drop in set production. And, FMers were
told, more and more small FM sets will be forthcoming if

ways can be found to knock production costs down. “Man-
ufacturers will make anything that will sell,” Crosley’s

Cosgrove told FMA officials, “and if you can show me how
to make a cheap FM set, I’ll put one out tomorrow.” RMA
officials also called for FM program improvement, said

there was still great need for public education on FM.

NAB’s Freedom of Expression conference didn’t ac-

complish anything concrete at initial meeting Thursday,

but NAB officials feel unanimity on idea of permanent
committee may bear fruit in near future. Idea is to set

up permanent council that will fight any and all attempts

to squelch free speech rights of any media of communica-
tions—radio, books, newspapers, magazines, motion pic-

tures. Skittishness of ANPA President David W. Howe
(who recalled broadcasters’ neutrality when radio-news-

paper ownership controversy was at height) kept meeting

from doing anything specific. It was agreed that con-

ferees would report back to their boards of directors.

FCC is making headway in FM hearings—finalizing

Boston Friday (as proposed, Vol. 3, No. 20) and hearing

New York oral argument Friday. It could save itself

one complication by finalizing latter case Monday, since

5 reserved channels will be available after then and deny-

ecs might raise an Ashbacker kick.

What makes TV tick is splendidly told pictorially in

double-spread with 17 photos in May 25 rotogravure sec-

tion of St. Louis Post-Dispatch, reporting on current ac-

tivities of its KSD-TV. June 22 spread on “Tall Tower

Job” tells how city’s tallest structure (454 ft. KSD-TV
tower) is being erected.

Subscribers may still obtain extra copies of our AM
Directory No. 1, including all weekly addenda to date,

at $10 per set. Extra copies of our July 1 FM Directory

(Supp. No. 53) will be available a.t $2.50 each.



and possessions, of which 535 are still in CP stage. This compares with 1,579 at

end of 1946, 1,004 at end of 1945 — so that last 6 months saw net gain of 227 sta-

tions, last 18 months 902. And there are more than 750 applications for new AM
stations still pending! As for FM, boxscore at mid-year is this : licensees, 48;
CPs, 622; conditionals, 251; applications, 174. Besides most of 48 licensees, 192
CP and conditional grantees are already on the air under STAs. [Foregoing figures
are recapitulations based on our AM Directory (No. 1) and addenda and our FM Direc-

tory (Supp. 53) and addenda.]

KEEPING CUBR2NT ON FM GRANTS: Our new FM Directory (Supp. 53 ) , sent you herewith,
should enable you to know the exact status of FM in any community — who's oh the

air with what frequency and power, who hold CPs and conditionals, who are applying.
It supersedes Supp. No. 50 and addenda (50-A to 50-K, pink sheets), brings every-

thing uo to date as of July 1 , can be kept current with the pink addenda sheets
(53-A, 53-B et seq) you will get each week. Job of keeping it current, always a
headache, is simplified by change of format : All items — licenses, CPs, condi-
tionals, applications — are grouped together under their respective cities. Status
of each is indicated by a different symbol. As each changes status (as reported in
pink addenda), all you need to do is cross out old symbol and write in new. New
applications, as filed, will have to be kept separately, but this is minor problem
since there are usually only a few per week. Extra copies of FM Directory are
available at $2.50 each.

PAY-AS-YOU-LGOK PLAN FOR TV: It's going to take lots of doing on the part of Zen-
ith's Gene McDonald, who's still unconvinced that advertising will ever pay TV's
way, to put over his Phone Vision system of n pay-as-you-look TV .

n For one thing,
FCC official policy thus far seems wedded to idea (and TV industry itself has pro-
ceeded on assumption) that TV must offer a freely disseminated service like sound
radio. But that's not all:

Zenith's system will require
. (1) going to FCC for frequencies to accommodate

such a new service ; (2) program producing companies able and willing to go into paid
TV program field, who may or may not be existing telecasters

; (3) assent of tele-
phone companies over whose lines "wired radio" phase of transmission would be car-
ried, and who presumably would bill customers for service

; (4) production of spe-
cial kind of receivers, which Zenith says it will start in 6-12 months and promises
won't cost more than ordinary table model TV sets.

Comdr. McDonald broke story to press Thursday, date of release of July 12
Collier's containing article about it by Herbert Asbury titled "Television Gets a
Box Office." Here, in essence, is how Phone Vision would work :

Video signal is transmitted over air, as at present. However, a vital por-
tion of signal is missing, can be secured o-nly by telephoning operator (or dialing
number), whereupon missing frequencies (presumably sync pulse) are piped in via home
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phone attachment costing about §5. Phone company (notoriously opposed to attach-
ments in past) would bill viewer per program requested, as for toll calls. Sets
would be capable of handling color as well as monochrome, would also be usable for
"free" telecast reception off the air.

It's McDonald's answer to econom ics of TV
, v/hich for years he has insisted

must come from "box office" rather than advertising (Vol. 3, No. 2; Vol. 2, No. 25).
He contends big-time shows like Jack Benny, Fred Allen and like would cost $10 mil-
lion each per year on TV. Some broadcasters, hesitating to go into TV because of
continuing cost-of-programs factor (quite aside from big capital outlay for plant),
may be inclined to favor Zenith scheme if its multifarious kinks can be ironed out.
Example of successful "paid program service" is Muzak , using phone wires to transmit
to subscribers. Somewhat similar service might grow up in TV — but if it does, we
think it will, like Muzak, parallel rather than displace free off-the-air programs.

UHO’3 PLANNIHS WHERE It* TV: Epitomizing prospective telecasters' reactions to

AT&T coaxial rate schedule for intercity TV (Vol. 3, No. 23, 24), is this comment
in a letter we've just received from a major broadcaster, onetime applicant for a
TV station: "We had been about ready to re-apply for a license when the story of

the phone company's proposed rates for program transmissions appeared. This is

really a kick in the teeth."

Nevertheless, you can expect some more applications soon from cities on coax-
ial routes — one now in preparation for Chicago Times , one each from Indianapolis
and Minneapolis . As for who else will get on air during these last 6 months of this
year, we've said repeatedly v/e' d settle for a half dozen more — despite repeated
avowals of quick intentions by certain CP holders noted more for their publicity
than effort. Our own survey indicates the half dozen will come from among these CP

holders who are really building and who, if they're not on air by time stated,

certainly should be operating by early 1948:

Washington Star's WTVW (WMAL) v/hich hopes to get going in October, and has
signed up Georgetown, George Washington U, Redskins home football games in antici-
pation; Hearst's WWBT, Baltimore (WBAL) , October; Baltimore Sun's WMAR , December;
Chicago Tribune's W’GNA (WGN), October; Scripps-Howard ' s WEWS, Cleveland , November;
Milwaukee Journal's WTMJ-TV , December. And these say "sometime this fall" : Phila-

delphia Inquirer's WFIL-TV ; Westinghouse ' s WBZ-TV, Boston; Fort Worth Star-Tele -

gram's KCPN (WBAP) ; Havens & Martin's WTVR (WMBG), Richmond . Philadelphia Inquirer,
incidentally, got STA Friday to begin commercial operation any time within 90 days

after July 15.

That some of other CP holders are stalling (see TV Directory, Supp. 18-C, for

full list), using all sorts of excuses, is feeling among FCC observers. Only one

was frank enough to say, at recent hearing, that it wouldn't start commercial opera-

tion, presumably wouldn't go beyond its present jerry-built experimental operations,
until network service v/as available — and that was KDYL, Salt Lake City, where coax
isn't due until 1950-51 (see map published with Vol. 3, No. 24).

ALL CUT OF S75? BUT — : Reading between lines of Kansas City Star's letter to FCC ,

dropping its year-old CP for FM (Supp. 50-K) , you get ‘distinct impression powerful
newspaper's hierarchy isn't sold on FM, regards receiver situation too slow for
expenditure entailed in building FM adjunct to its regional WDAF, feels (as movies
do toward TV) it can jump back into swim if and when time is more propitious.
Others among the more than 900 FM grantees have dropped out (9 last year, 13 so far
this) but none v/as quite so prominent as Star; in fast-crowding AM, 5 grantees quit

last year, 5 so far this year. Kansas City case stands out also because only last

week FM enthusiasts KOZY, Kansas City (Dillard) and WIBW, Topeka (Capper) hooked up

for exchanges of programs with thought of expanding into regional FM network later;
and local KMBC-FM (Arthur Church) is one of country's pioneers. Kansas City Star
also withdrew TV application last year, but is considering re-filing . Area is en-

titled to 9 FM channels (6 already spoken for) and 4 TV (none yet applied for).



EMERSON'S $450 TV-FM-AM SET: Small-set specialist Emerson told us its first TV pro-

duction would be a pilot run. And apparently they’re giving it a guinea pig treat-

ment, in Washington at least. They slipped one set almost unheralded into suburban

Arlington, and it was sold immediately. It’s a TV-AM-FM console with 10-inch tube,

12-inch speaker. We’ve seen it in action and it looks like a mighty good buy at

§450, plus §35 installation, 90-day guarantee. Unusual feature is slanted panel,

with tube pointed up at about 45-degree angle. At first, it would seem view from

seated position would be distorted — but it isn’t. Dealer claims it allows more

viewers. Picture isn’t as good as some we’ve seen, but it’s acceptable; fault may
not have been in set. Some of saving (it’s cheaper than anything yet in console)

was probably made in quite plain cabinet. Dealer is badgering Emerson for more.

HEAVY RUN OF FM APPLICANTS: FM reservation plan’s end June 50 precipitated un-

usual total of applications for week (29, as listed in Supplement 53-A herewith).

Newcomers make New York headache worse than ever, 3 more joining weary crowd. Bal-
timore area got 2 more. Providence 2, Chicago 1, etc. Noteworthy also is sudden
interest of church groups in commercial FM : 9 such applications were filed in last 2

weeks, including 6 from Texas Baptists.

Some applicants are puzzled about specifying channels , now required. In

some instances there’s no way to tell which were reserved. Only thing to do is com-

pare channels already assigned (Supp. 53 and 53-A) with channels allocated to city
(Supp. 52) and specify any frequency not already assigned. Reallocation plan, inci-
dentally, is still being shaken down; 5 New York City stations were given new as-
signments this week (Supp. 53), as were 6 scattered others (Supp. 53-A). Working
hard to get hearings out of its system, FCC issued proposed decision for Cleveland-

Akron ,
denying none but giving Elyria applicant Class A instead of requested B.

STORING UP THE CATS: There’s just mere chance enough dead cats have been stirred
up by Columnist Drew Pearson to create trouble for FCC Nominee Rep. Robert Franklin
Jones . In any case, his charges have had effect of holding up favorable report on
nomination by favorably disposed Senate committee, meeting Thursday. Pressure from
Democratic Senators Johnson (Colo.) and Taylor (Ida.) and from such other sources as
American Civil Liberties Union (over signature of ex-FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly) caused committee to order further hearing next Monday on charges Congressman
Jones once belonged to Black Legion . He’ll face accusers, who signed affidavits
produced by Pearson. Meanwhile, Jones and Pearson all this week engaged in recrimi-
nations via radio, columns and press releases — the Congressman bitterly denying
accusations and insinuations by alleged political foes in Ohio, threatening legal
action against Pearson later. Meanwhile, also, on Thursday court dismissed com-

plaint that had h'alted FCC from hearing Pearson-Alien application for WBAL’s facili-
t ies (Vol. 3, No. 8), so that dynamite-laden case should come to FCC hearing soon,
it’s "selfish motive" of wanting "fair hearing" in that case that partially impelled
Pearson (so he says) to take up cudgels against Jones (Vol. 3, No. 25, 26).

SURVEYS FIX CBS TV POLICY: Ever since beating it took on color (Vol. 3, No. 12),
CBS has been playing it cagey in TV, has indicated as yet no intention of applying
for more low-band stations — but don’t be surprised to see it enter the lists fo r
Chicago soon . Its reasons for concentrating its single station (WCBS-TV, New York)
on sports and public events, cutting down almost entirely on studio productions
despite big Grand Central space it leases, now become plainer: (1) Surveys show
these are what public prefers far and above anything else — and, Upsides, they're
less costly to produce

; (2) cost of erecting more TV stations is prohibitive at
present stage, especially in light of some §2,000,000 already expended on color.
So basic policy is to sweat out TV’s growing pains , then spread out via local affil-
iations or perhaps station purchases in key cities.

Himself a past master at surveys, CBS’s youthful President Frank Stanton has
again proved efficacy of his policy of relying on them. He had special Hooper coin-
cidental telephone survey made in metropolitan New York area among 500 TV set owners



night of June 6. It disclosed (1) that 54.5% of city's sets v/ere tuned in when
Dodgers-Cubs game was being telecast via WCBS-TV and other sports were being shov/n

on city's other TV stations — more than double 23% sets-in-use average for ordinary
radios; (2) 6.26 persons per home set were looking in — 3.74 men, 1.52 women, 1.0
children — which compares with 2.5 persons per set who listen to radio; (3) three
out of 4 viewers could identify sponsor (Ford). CBS conclusion: "Sports in TV is a
terrific sales vehicle."

— ------ SJGH7 AND SOUND -

Next phase of l’affaire Petrillo, while lawyers still mull

effects of Supreme Court decision upholding Lea Bill and

of Taft-Hurtley anti-featherbedding provisions (Vol. 3,

No. 26), will be music czar’s personal appearance Monday,

July 7, before House investigating committee headed by

Rep. Kearns (R-Pa.), including Reps. Nixon (R-Cal.) and

Braden (D-N. C.). Congressman Kearns, himself an AFM
card holder, didn’t go to Interlochen, Mich, to conduct kid

orchestra July 4. Hearing will probe Petrillo’s FM and

TV restrictions, among other things.

There’ll be plenty of ruffled feathers among radio folk,

most particularly network v.p.’s, when MGM releases “The

Hucksters,” travesty of radio advertising. Those who’ve

seen screenings of Clark Gable picture say it’s a devastat-

ing satire. Film people are looking to outbursts from

radio for publicity buildup; as to satire, they say radio

ought to be able to take it, just as movie industry itself

has for years—also, that radio talks so much about free-

dom, it should respect movies’ freedom.

White Bill has been put over until Congress reconvenes

in January. Senator White said press of other legislation

precludes action on Communications Act amendments this

session since Congress is scheduled to adjourn July 26.

Both Senators Johnson and Capehart (members of the sub-

committee who have faithfully attended hearings) have in-

dicated some changes will have to be made in proposals

before it is acceptable to them, certainly before industry

or FCC will go along with measure. Flat rejection of in-

dustry contention FCC should have no power for program

review may be expected.

NAB members are now voting whether to elect direc-

tors at large for FM Class A and Class B stations, also

for TV and FX; bylaws require 25 stations in these

new categories before board representation. NAB’s FM
Dept, may be turned over to Art Stringer, promotion man-

ager, or to Royal V. Howard, engineering chief—Bob Bart-

ley having resigned. Networks are now off NAB board

(and NAB loses $65,000 revenue from them) as result of

629-28 referendum (among 1,300 membership), but nets

retain associate memberships at $5,000 per year. No
strings on M&O stations on board; in fact, Harold Fellows,

WEEI-CBS, Boston, was recently elected for District 1.

Lemke Bill (H.J. Res. 78) hearings were called off after

36 hours of hectic scurrying by FCC, FMA, NAB, and

others interested. Hearings had been scheduled for July

8, and even FCC Chairman Denny was ready to hurry back

to Washington from Atlantic City international confer-

ences.

Single casual ofFer of 6 sticks of bubble gum, made by

“Handy Man” sponsored Friday nights on Philadelphia’s

WPTZ led to 2,500 separate requests in 2 weeks. City’s

estimated TV sets total 6,000, so Gimbel’s ad chief, David

Arons, called 40% response “phenomenal.”

Up from ABC ranks: Charles C. (Bud) Barry becomes

program v.p. Aug. 1, his duties including TV, succeeding

Adrian Sarnish, who goes to Show Productions Inc., pro-

ducing subsidiary of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample agency.

Westinghouse has test-flown its new Glenn Martin
“Stratovision” plane, but only to measure noise and vibra-

tion effects. When it goes aloft this autumn for radio tests,

actual TV transmissions will be carried for first time. Air-

borne tests will be third phase in “Chile” Nobles’ develop-

ment—hoisting radiators into stratosphere to inci'ease AM,
FM, TV coverage (Vol. 3, No. 8; Vol. 2, No. 21; Vol. 1,

No. 1). If tests prove out, Westinghouse will probably

put system into use in conjunction with its own AM-FM
stations, including Boston where it is also building TV.

John Royal’s assurance to politicos, actors, etc., that

makeup isn’t needed in TV, thanks to Image Orthicon, isn’t

quite borne out by “5 o’clock shadow” on faces of some
telecast subjects. Orthicon is so sensitive it penetrates

skin of clean shaven man, so that dark-bearded subjects

(like FCC’s Chairman Denny, NBC’s Carleton Smith) ap-

pear bearded on TV. Others (like NBC’s Frank Russell,

D. C. Comr. Guy Mason) aren’t affected at all. So it looks

like dark-bearded chaps may have to use makeup to look

themselves on TV screen.

Obviously aiming at Zenith’s Gene McDonald (Vol. 3,

No. 25), Capt. Bill Eddy (WBKB, Chicago) said this week:
“Yesterday, it was said that television was so expensive

its economic problems could never be solved. Today, when
actual operation disproves that contention, the public is

told that our frequencies are no good. From our point of

view, there’s nothing wrong with television that can’t be

cured by the practical experience gained by putting regular

programs on the air.”

Look for Daytime Petitioners Assn, to broaden base

to cover clear channel and daytime skywave cases, thus

open ranks to more than 75 daytimers that have indicated

such interest to President Howard Hayes, WPIK, Alexan-

dria, Va. Group was formed last year to seek revision of

NARBA-approved Mexican Class 1-A channels, so as to

permit night operation by American stations on those

frequencies.

FM Day of National Radio Week will be Oct. 29, to be

celebrated with special programs and ballyhoo for FM.
Industry promotion week, Oct. 26-Nov. 1, will urge upon

broadcasters: “Multiply listeners, reach more ears,” and

upon public: “A radio in every room, a radio for every

purpose.”

TV Channel No. 9 (186-192 me) was withdrawn from
Detroit by FCC Thursday, so it can be used in Windsor,

Canada. This gives Detroit 4 channels (correct allocation

table on page 8 of TV Rules, Supp. 17, accordingly), of

which 3 are already assigned (Supp. 18-C).

Consumers Union is advising its subscribers, in June

issue, to wait a bit longer before buying radios with FM,
claiming present prices too high but foreseeing reductions

and improved quality in future.

With excusable exuberance, the 4 young veterans who
own WFRS(FM), Grand Rapids, report they’re in the

black, operating with full (10.5 kw) power, have been

heard steadily well over 100 miles, program 15 hours daily.
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WAITING TO BE WOOED: So far as FM and TV are concerned, Jimmy Petrillo is going to

v;ait until some station operator — or the networks — makes the first move, and

then see what best deal he can make. All he will say in response to questions about

AM-FM duplication and additional fee for musicians is, "The law says I can't do

anything about it, and I don't violate the law." As for TV, his attitude is sum-

marised in story below. He's quite cordial to radio folk (and reporters) now but it

is evident some broadcaster (or the networks) must stick neck out first, seek prece-
dent-setting deal. Petrillo 's strategy is simple and logical: he's waiting to be

wooed, for he knows he's still got radio scared — law or no law.

Meanwhile, House put Jimmy "on probation" for next 2 months ; he doesn't have

to reappear before committee until Sept. 15. Committeemen say they want to see if he
carries out his "promises to be a good boy." Chairman Kearns and colleagues intend
continuing probe of AFM activities through summer, though Congress recesses July 26.

Public hearings may not be held before Sept. 15, but they'll consult with anyone
with squawks. Some of witnesses still appear reluctant to make charges openly.

"OKAY, LET S MAKE A DEAL": What Jimmy Petrillo needs is more frequent Congressional
hearings, in words of one reporter covering his 3-day appearance this week before
House Labor subcommittee. Observation was prompted by frequent attitude of sweet
reasonableness shown by AFM's president, his obviously newly-acquired respect for
Uncle Sam, Congress and the courts, his repeated offers: "Okay, let's make a deal."

But James Caesar Petrillo is no sav/dust Caesar . He's absolute czar of his
realm, whose benevolent mien ("I'm doing it for da boys") and frequent whimsies (all
usually barbed) at first blush v/ould seem to belie the shrewdness, hardness, ruth-
lessness of his past record. Plainly, there's one thing that motivates him : his
overmastering fear of technological unemployment, mainly the spectre of what hap-
pened to movie-house musicians when "vitaphone and movietone" came in.

He frankly doesn't think he can stop TV or FM , but it won't be for want of
trying — that is, unless his men get their take.

Changed attitude is first tangible effect of Taft-Hartley Act and thorough
licking he took under Lea Act. Again and again he repeated: "Let's make a deal."
He also admitted things aren't going too 'badly either for himself or his 216,000
members, of whom 30% are professionally active, 30% part-time active, 20% occa-
sional, 20% non-professional. He himself gets § 20,000 a year from national AFM,
§26,000 from Chicago local, §13,000 a year expense account, new auto whenever he
desires. If anybody opposed him, or his unquestioned powers to set aside AFM’s
constitution and by-laws, "they'd get beat."

Up from poverty of Italian immigrant parents, still with accent of Chicago's
West Side, he seemed at first like a nice old peddler — but that impression was
soon dispelled by a hardness of manner, quickness of grasp, incisiveness of replies,
not to mention obsequious way his big retinue of aides and lawyers hung onto his
every word, jumped at his every bidding. He never bowed or scraped, but he did show
proper respect for committeemen, patience with none-too-eff ective committee counsel;
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at times he had committeemen literally eating out of his hands, though now and then
they did express sharp disagreement. His wisecracks made it the week's best show
in town. You'll see him in newsreels and you've doubtless read fullsome reports on
his testimony, so here's a quick digest of main points :

1. Television ; Petrillo is so haunted by v/hat TV may do to radio and show
business that, as in case of FM, he has taken all negotiations unto himself though all
other contracts are made by locals. He's afraid, he admitted, TV would soon over-

shadow radio , kill off AFM members' §23,000,000 annual take from radio. Hence his
contract with film producers which bans musical films on TV, prompting suggestion
(heard by 2 Dept., of Justice men in audience) this may be actionable in restraint of

trade. Whereupon Rep. Nixon (R-Cal.) also suggested Petrillo might be more forward-
looking, more constructive in approach, like clothing workers when cutting machines
came in. Petrillo 's reply:

" Television people say they don't know what ' s going to happen . So, in order
to protect our investment, we decided to wait. We said, okay, make a deal. But
they said they can't.... Why should NBC come to us and say gamble with us until we
make out? They got the dough." Later, again anent TV: "We could make mistakes.
We're scared to death. We don't know what to offer. We don't know anything about
television. We don't know whether our stand is stupid or smart."

2. The FM story : It pretty well parallels TV. At Petrillo 's last nego-
tiations with network presidents, matter of AM-FM duplication was brought up cursor-
ily, but left open (he said) so they all could "think it over." Chains have not yet
contacted him about it, he said, but meanwhile about half dozen stations have con-

tracts — among them Chicago Tribune's WGNB, which agreed to use 9 men as against
45 for WGN, and CBS's WBBM-FM, using one union platter jockey. Petrillo later said
to reporters:

" I'm satisfied the chains don't want to go into FM ." Asked reasoning behind
his duplication ban, he replied: "It's two businesses. FM stands on its own feet."
Asked about duplication on non-affiliate stations, he said: "I'm ready for a deal."

Asked what he meant, he said: "Well, what about a package? AM and FM counted as

one. Why don't they come over and talk about that kind of deal?" [Which led FMA
committee to meet with him Friday in New York; they had nothing to say afterward.]

3. Network contracts : AFM contracts with network-owned key stations expire
Feb. 1, 1948 — so Jimmy is toying with idea he won't let musicians in those sta-
tions feed other stations, thus ending live music on network shows. Idea is to

force those stations now without staff musicians into AFM fold . "If they want

Toscanini or Harry James, let them bring them down to the local station." But

Jimmy admits he can't call network strike any more simply to compel local affiliate

to submit to terms — that's outlawed in Taft-Hartley Bill. Also, sweetly reason-
able again, Jimmy conceded: " If a station cannot afford a band, I go on record now

that v/e won't make them hire a live band .

"

4. Standbys and featherbedding : Jimmy concedes the law says no employer

need pay anyone who does not perform a service, nor hire more workers than employer

thinks necessary. "I believe," he said, "that stops standbys." Rep. Nixon pointed

out that out of 2,000 questionnaires to broadcasters more than 1,500 came back with
complaints, major one being against AFM quota system whereby station must either

have so many musicians or spend so much per year on musicians. Only one didn't com-

plain at all — city-owned WNYC, New York.

5. Recordings and transcriptions : "We're making the instrument that is

knocking us over the head" — meaning recordings, transcriptions, juke boxes, etc.

So Jimmy said when present contracts with recording companies expire next Dec. 31,

AFM may go into recording business itself — "if it isn't against the law." Legal

quirk is that Taft-Hartley Act doesn't let him use welfare fund for welfare of all

musicians, only those actually making records (who usually don't need it)
; also

under new law Jimmy hasn't absolute authority over fund. AFM' s 1/4-cent per record

royalty has built fund up to §2,600,000, may add another §2,000,000 this year.



6. Kid musicians, service bands and, amateurs : if nothing elss comes of

hearing, exaction of promise from Petrillo (and he prides himself on keeping prom-

ises) that he will "make a deal" with educators was regarded as great forward

stride. He took it on chin in repeated blandishments by committee members " shocked "

by stories of child musicians barred from local stations (even from Chicago public

schools' own FM station, which operates school hours only), from making recordings,

from marching in parades. Same went for service bands (Army, Navy, Marine Corps),

hitherto barred from broadcasting without standbys, barred entirely from recording.

Also for occasional amateurs and foreign artists. This was subject close to heart

of Chairman Kearns (R-Pa. ) ,
himself an ex-music teacher, still an AFM card-holder.

But Petrillo stuck by guns in asserting even Kearns would have to stand trial, prob-

ably would be expelled from union, if he accepted invitation to conduct expelled

Dr. Maddy's Interlochen (Mich.) summer camp orchestra now on AFM blacklist.

FIB. J0HES WIBS HAHDS 100WH: Columnist Drew Pearson's lone effort to pin the mark of

the noxious Black Legion on Congressman Robert Franklin Jones, of Ohio, flopped
pretty dismally at Monday's Senate subcommittee hearing -— his 3 witnesses being
pretty well discredited by their own criminal records or political bias and making
no showing at all despite affidavits. So on Thursday committee unanimously reported
Jones' FCC nomination favorably ; and he'll take Comr. Wakefield's place (Vol. 3,

No. 25, 26, 27) in about 2 v/eeks. Friday he v/as confirmed without opposition .

Mystery no one has yet divined is how President Truman acceded to choice of

a Taft Republican for job. Any way you look at it, GOP put one over — and now it's

going to be interesting to observe whether politics resumes its old-time grip on

FCC. Already Commission staff is feeling more pressures than usual from Capitol
Hill. As for Pearson-Alien team , they still intend to pursue their "Blue Book"
application for Baltimore's WBAL facilities, hopeful no doubt Mr. Jones won't sit
on case. To published report vacationing Mr. Wakefield would join Washington-San
Francisco law firm of Wheat, May, Shannon & St. Clair, headed by ex-FCC assistant
general counsel Carl I. Wheat, partners in town said it's first they'd heard of it.

Mr. Wheat wired from Los Angeles it's mere rumor, but added: "We haven't even
talked with him about it but he would make anybody a good law partner."

m EYES ON CLASS B CHANNELS: Now that reserved FM channels have been thrown into
the hopper (Vol. 3, No. 27), smart applicants are amending their Class A (community )

applications to ask instead for Class Bs (rural-metropolitan) — in those communi-
ties where there is still a surplus of channels. In fact, this week Southern Cali-
fornia Associated Newspapers received FCC permission to amend its application in that
manner; it was one of 16 Class As in Los Angeles area designated for hearing, now
is one of 4 seeking Los Angeles' 5 remaining B channels. Other major cities stil l

having openings for Class B stations under the FM allocation (Supp. 52) : Washing-
ton, which only has one applicant so far for 2 available frequencies; Chicago, 2 for
3; Philadelphia, 2 for 3; Detroit, 2 for 3; Los Angeles, 4 for 5; New York, 2 for 4.
Excess of applicants exists in Pittsburgh, 2 for 1; Baltimore, 5 for 4; Providence,
2 for 1. So far it looks as if Class A applicants for New York area will have to go
to hearing because there are so many (10 to date). Objecting to FCC's decision on
WAAF's position in the Chicago lineup — it's between a foreign-language station
(WSBC) and 3 labor stations (WCFL, UAW-CIO, Amalgamated) — station this week asked
for a reshuffle, said it would ask for a rehearing if it doesn't get shift. There
were only 9 CPs, 2 conditionals (Supp. No. 53-B, herewith).

VHAT Ei'lEBiON P HEALLY B0IBG: That TV—FM—AM console for §450 produced by Emerson,
about which we reported last week, isn’t the one that's on big little-set producer's
line; in fact, it's one of 100 pilot models made last March but discontinued. Ap-
parently even its suburban Washington dealer, who demonstrated for us, didn't know
it was non-production model. Actually, Emerson is now in production with $575 TV-
only table model , has new consoles still in planning stage — one TV-only, one with
AM-FM-phono. Its engineering chief, Dorman Israel, also told distributors' conven-



tion in New York Thursday that a projection-screen model, with 3-inch tube produc-
ing 18x24-inch image, will be ready by early next year. He forecast downward trend
in TV set prices , repeating history of radio. He also predicted industry production
of 250,000 TV sets this year (though RMA figures show only 34,045 for first 5

months; Vol. 3, No. 25). Emerson's own schedule calls for 20,000 this year. He

also foresaw 1,000,000, possibly 1,500,000 TV sets in 1948. In tavern radio field,

which it claims to dominate with 95% of such type receivers, U. S. Television Mfg .

Corp, this week announced its Model T525, framing largest screen yet (19x25 inches )

,

including AM-FM, costing §1,995 plus §100 installation and warranty.

l-UTTI^S COST OF IHTSHIITY TV; Following up his suggestion for 8-station radio r e lay
capable of linking TV network much more cheaply than AT&T coaxial (Vol. 3, No. 24),
DuMont's Chief Engineer T. T. Goldsmith has sent key people in TV field a report
amplifying and detailing data he presented at recent FCC hearing. His system is

based on 5 relay hops for video transmissions only (sound would be carried over

telephone company wires). It proposes 2-way service for New York, Philadelphia,

Washington only; one-way for other 5 points in setup — Trenton, Reading, Lancaster,
Wilmington, Baltimore. He figures capital outlay at §226,500, monthly operating
cost at §3,100. Average cost per hour (28 hours per week, 121 per month) would be

§41.20 , or §5.15 per hour per station. This would compare with coaxial's monthly
cost of §32,600, or §34 per hour per station for 4-hour day. If 5 networks used
radio relay setup, station cost per hour would fall to §2.

~ - -u.--— siGm an;o sound :

No sign he intends doing anything about it, but President

Truman made no bones, when NAB’s Freedom of Speech

committee (Vol. 3, No. 26) called upon him recently, about

being disturbed over what he termed “dangerous” concen-

tration of newspaper-radio ownership. He said newspaper

headlines distort, so urged active, virile radio. Just before

war, FCC at Roosevelt’s bidding held up newspaper-radio

grants for about 2 years, held hearings, then decided it

was powerless to do anything about it without act of

Congress, didn’t even ask for that.

How 540 lcc will be used in North America will be de-

cided at NARBA Havana conference Nov. 1. Agreement

by allocations committee last week at Atlantic City Inter-

national Radio Conference to place 540 kc in standard

broadcast band presages approval by full conference. Only

North American station now on 540 kc is CBC’s 50 kw
CBK, Watrous, Sask. If 540 kc is used for local service,

engineers say there will be room for hundreds more locals.

End of VHP-1 was accomplished fact this week, as

new Housing and Rent Act went into effect. Ban on non-

housing construction without permit went into effect in

March, 1946, limited broadcasters to §1,000 (Vol. 2, No.

13). New law permits all building except for amusement,

recreational or entertainment purposes—with broadcasting

specifically excepted.

RCA’s Dick Hooper and TV crew, who went over to

Italy to show TV at Milan Fair, on Wednesday demon-

strated with chain TV setup for Pope Pius XII in Vatican

City, televising Pope himself, later did same for President

of Italy. There isn’t any TV station in Italy, so instead

of presenting His Holiness with TV set Hooper left gift

of an RCA radio-phonograph. Crew leaves for home

shortly. NBC’s TV chief, John Royal, was to leave for

European TV survey this week.

Another AM-FM table model: Lafayette, New York,

announces one at $54.95, size 16x11x9 inches, with 9 tubes

and a 5-inch speaker. It’s cheapest so far (Zenith’s AM-
FM table model sells for $59.95). Emerson promises table

model FM-AM at $50 by October.

Neither Zenith nor any telephone company has yet

asked FCC for frequencies to handle Zenith’s “pay-as-you-

look” Phone Vision system (Vol. 3, No. 27) and FCC staff-

ers say all they know about it, is what they’ve read. Ze-

nith, meanwhile, showed public split-signal system at 680

N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, and in statement Thursday

said both Zenith and Illinois Bell are being swamped with

phone calls from people wanting service. Comdr. McDonald
Cautions it will take 6-12 months to work out details, get

receivers into production.

Union Pacific and Northwestern railroads have con-

tracted for joint sponsorship of “Streamliner Time” on

Chicago’s WBKB Tuesday nights. TV show is set against

background of train departure activity and excitment, fea-

tures train-time interviews with celebrities, uses “All

Aboard” soundoff. Caples agency’s David Lewis handles.

Chicago’s alert Electric Ass’n latest census of local TV
sets (kept by close tab on distributors) is 3,988 as of July

11. This week city’s only station, WBKB, went off air

for 14 days while engineers install new RCA bat-wing

turnstile antenna atop State Lake Bldg, expected not only

to deliver stronger signal but extend station’s radius.

Ban on radio towers in any residential areas if there

is home, school or playground within radius of its height,

is approved in bill (II. R. 2984) being reported favorably

by House District Committee. It applies only to District

of Columbia, but precedent for other communities is seen

if it passes Congress.

FCC 1948 budget will probably amount to same as last

year, if Senate-House conferees split Senate recommenda-

tion thtis week for $400,000 more than House recommended

(§6,040,000). Commission had asked for $6,875,000.

Lieut. Gen. James G. Harbord, at 81, retired this week

as RCA board chairman, and David Sarnoff, 56, took on

his duties in addition to continuing as president.

Antony Wright, with RCA engineei’ing for last 19

years, recently manager of TV receiver engineering section,

has joined U. S. Television Mfg. Corp. as chief engineer.
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C8AXIAL TV BATES CALLED OF?: Those stiff AT&T rates for intercity TV via coaxial

(Vol. 3, No. 23, 24) aren't going into effect Aug. 1 after all. Phone company is

withdrawing tariff schedule filed with FCC , early next week will tell why. Deadline

for protests is July 21. Col. William Roberts, for TBA, has prepared brief claim-

ing rates too high, objecting to proposed AT&T control of radio relays, asserting

rates for relays should relate to costs and not be same as for coaxial as proposed.

Best guess is Bell executives were persuaded at recent hearings that time's

too soon yet to calculate coaxial rate equitably, that TV is still too young and

revenue-poor to stand the gaff (around $10,000 per month for Washington-New York

hookup 8 hours daily) , that threats of competitive radio relay systems were too real

to be ignored (Vol. 3, No. 28). On part of TVers, there's no inclination to get

into dogfight with efficient and usually fair AT&T, rather a desire to work it out.

IF HOT FM SITS, FM TUHERS: Perked up by possibility of early lifting of AM-FM du-

plication ban, FMers' spirits are getting an additional boost from mushrooming of

tuners, converters, etc . — particularly since beginning of Pilot's current all-out

effort on its $29.95 Pilotuner (Vol. 3, No. 26). Comes now Hazslt-ine with some-

thing that may open their eyes even wider — a circuit built into ordinary table AMs

for "a f ew dollars'1 to provide FM reception. Hazeltine's circuit, being pushed

by v.p. Jennings B. Dow, wartime head of Navy's Radio Division, Bureau of Ships, has

been released to all of company's 140-some patent licensees. It's not a unit to be

added to existing sets; it's part of the set as built. Commodore Dow tells us we

can expect sets containing it on dealers' shelves in 30 days. He says it needs

"somewhat higher” signal than straight FM set, but provides reception as good as AM
set can handle. We don’t know yet, but circuit may be a relative of WIBW "blooper”
(Vol. 3, No. 18), reported ready to go into production in Kansas City factory.

There seems to be no question but that the Pilotuner does a good job , and
very heavy promotion has stirred up more interest than anything we can recall since
Zenith's $60 table FM-AM set. Who else is making units for converting AM sets ?

We've cornered the following: Electronics Inc. "Combinette” ($58 wholesale, $58.95
retail) on the market Aug. 1 (Vol. 3, No*. 20) ; Edwards ($52.50) ; Magnavox ($65) ;

Packard-Bell ($69.96); Hallicrafter ($200); Browning ($215.75); Meissner ($245);
Radio Tuning Devices' FMF2 & FMF3 (price unavailable). One dealer here is recom-
mending Emerson's table FM-AM ($100) be used as tuner for expensive AMs; presumably,
same can be done with similar sets. And we've just picked up a rumor that a Mid-
west manufacturer will build tuners for car radios. In comparing prices, remember
some consitute complete FM-AM sets (or chassis) just short of last audio stages.

RCA, WAFERS & THEATER TV: There's more than meets the eye in RCA's contract this
week with Warner Bros. Pictures for joint program of research on large-screen or
theater TV. It's the culmination of negotiations over long period between RCA's
David Sarnoff and the brothers Harry and Jack Warner — a Gen. Sarnoff holding hands
out to all the movie industry, but becoming impatient with its apparent recalci-
trance when it comes to TV. The Warners, unlike most other movie producers (except
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Paramount, which has system of its own) , intend to profit by their own experience
in introducing sound movies 21 years ago when others scoffed, don't intend to be
caught napping by inevitable TV.

Actually, RCA has black-and-white large-screen TV in high state of perfec-

tion already , is also perfecting large-screen color (Vol. 3, No. 18). It is ship-
ping equipment immediately to Warner studios in Burbank, where big film company has
assigned its technical chief Col. Nathan Levinson to direct experiments. New York*
and Hollywood showings may come this winter. Gen. Sarnoff is thoroughly convinced
theater TV will one day become basic source of entertainment, foresees 1,000 to

5,000 theaters "fed" from central source. But he frankly says he regrets "lack of
enthusiasm on part of movie people" (Vol. 3, No. 18). His words before recent RMA
convention, not only about theater TV but its industrial counterparts, become doubly
significant in light of the Warner contract:

On theater TV : "Theaters will soon be open to TV equipment developed for
service of the theater screen... But it would be folly to suppose that TV v/ill ever
supplant the theater... TV can do much for the movie theater. . .brings into view
a new method of booking to theaters the action of live talent, vaudeville, drama,
opera, sports and other events, simultaneously distributed to hundreds or thousands
of movie theaters."

Industrial TV : "The TV eye makes it possible to see anything, almost any-
where. It can be used to observe dangerous chemical processes .. .put into blast
furnaces . . . into mines and tunnels ... into tank cars... the depths of the sea... I en-
visage factory superintendents at their desks overlooking their outlying points,
even those in distant cities, through TV... I foresee the department store manager at
his desk, yet with his eye on the entire store... TV will provide a display window to
the entire nation; people will shop by TV and then telephone their orders."

FCC MOW ISSUING FM LICENSES: FCC granted first post-war FM licenses this week ( Supp

.

53-C herewith), indicated that "lonesome 48" pioneer license holders will get more
•and more company from here on. Supp. 53-C's tabulation of this week's FM activi-
ties brings total CPs to 637, conditionals to 245, STAs to 196. Also indicated are
more changes in the allocation plan , usually to accommodate new applications. You
should enter these changes in your file copy of the allocation plan (Supp. 52).

Noteworthy is fact FCC made its first dip into reserved channels to grant
CBS in Washington, also to give a Raleigh frequency to WDUK, Durham, N. C. Appli-
cations where channels are plentiful don't hang around long nowadays, ordinary ones

being granted within a month. Farmers' co-ops this week made their first substan-
tial venture into FM since Ohio group got cold feet and withdrew: Rural Radio Net -

works Inc . ,
headquarters Ithaca, filed for 6 stations in as many New York State com-

munities. FCC in apparent effort to "sell" laggard educators on FM issued statement
recapitulating status of educational FMs, saying 23 States indicate active interest

in establishing statewide networks.

TV T0UH3NG UNIT BIS HIT: Ail ied Stores Corp.'s TV Caravan , unit touring big dept,

stores to demonstrate how TV works (Vol. 3, No. 16), is proving big success wherever

it goes, drawing big crowds, hiking sales of televised products. Promoters say it

presages good prospects for local merchandiser sponsorship of TV when stations are

set up. Allied, RCA and 10 big-name "sponsors" televising wares and services via
chain setups, all report they're highly pleased. Under management of Sam Cuff and
direction of Lou Sposa, show thus far has played Reading, Pa. , Easton, Pa. , Jamaica,

N.Y., Boston, Syracuse, Paterson, N.J., Harrisburg, Pa., Grand Rapids, Mich., Colum-
bus. Next week it sets up in Rollman's, Cincinnati, July 22-24; then, Maas Bros.,

Tampa, July 31-Aug. 2; Mullers, Lake Charles, La., Aug. 7-9; Joske's, San Antonio,

Aug. 13-16; Titche-Goettinger ,
Dallas, Aug. 19-22; Black's, Waterloo, la., Aug. 28-

30; Golden Rule, St. Paul, Sept. 2-5; Anderson's, Boise, Ida., Sept. 11-13; Bon
Marche, Seattle, Sept. 17-20; Anderson's, Spokane, Sept. 23-26; The Paris, Great

Falls, Mont., Sept. 29-0ct. 1; Donaldson's, Minneapolis, Oct. 8-11; Polsky's, Akron,

Oct. 15-18.



TVTM OUTPUT FIRST 6 MONTHS: June TV set production was best yet, but FM figure

slid again . RMA's totals for 1947' s first 6 months are 'quite gratifying, however,

indicating steady if slow expansion of audience. Total production of all makes and

kinds of sets during June was 1,213,142, for first half of year 8,610,644. Most

significant feature of RMA audit is that table models went down from 1946' s 77%

to 63% of total, consoles up from 7% to 11% (balance portables and car radios).

June TV total was 11,484 sets , compared with May figure of 8,690 (Vol.3,

No. 25). These broke down as: 7,654 table models, 2,242 direct-view consoles, 310

projection sets, 1,278 radio-phono combinations. Six-month TV c ount was 46,389 ,

which includes 32,769 table models, 9,229 consoles, 3,517 radio-phonos, 874 convert-

ers (only 943 projection sets).

June FM total was 76,624 , down from May's 84,507 (Vol. 3, No. 25). These

broke down as: 56,696 AM-FM-phono consoles, 1,524 AM-FM only consoles, 18,404 table

models. Six-month FM total was 445,565 , which includes 361,689 AM-FM-phono con-

soles, 15,615 AM-FM only consoles, 68,259 table models. RMA sources say July fig-
ures won't bulk as large as June, due to vacation slack and shutdowns, but pre-
dicted sharp upswing for rest of year, final AM-FM figure of 1,800,000-2,100,000.

MOBS TV APPLICATIONS OH WAY: FCC staffers concerned with TV remark on unusual num-

ber of queries lately from possible applicants. They ask mainly about channel,

coaxial, radio relay availabilities, and surprising number are from small towns.

Experts see in this an augury of "good sized batch" of TV applications before year
is out. Only new applicants since we published our last TV Directory (Supp. 18-C ),

right after color issue was decided, have been Gimbels (WIP) , Philadelphia (Vol. 3,

No. 18) ; Yankee Network (WNAG) , Boston (Vol. 3, No. 23) ; Johnson-Kennedy Corp.

(WIND) Chicago (Vol. 3, No. 26). Chicago Times lawyers are preparing application
also, and it's reported — but not verified — that Ulysses A. Sanabria's American
Television Inc . , Chicago radio school specializing in veterans training, may also
apply soon for one of city's 3 remaining channels. Only other application we are
informed is definitely being readied is for Beck Radio School, Minneapolis .

MOVIE MAN'S 3RSP0BT ON TV: Not all showmen are ignoring or looking down their noses
at TV — as so many first did at sound movies, also product of radio labs. One of

few movie executives really TV-wise, watching it closely, RKO's Ralph B. Austrian
in annual report on TV to company's sales meeting last week asserted , "Television
is finally off to an uninterrupted, undelayed start toward its ultimate goal — a
new advertising and amusement industry." In fact, it's copying at least one gim-
mick already from show business:

TV sets are attracting crowds to bars, grills, taverns, etc. for sports
events. "It's pretty hard to elbow your way into one of these emporiums," said
Austrian. "7/hen a very special event such as a championship bout is on the air,
the price of drinks in many places is raised to a 'road-show' basis — 10-cent beers
become a quarter. So not all the showmen are in the motion picture business I"

AFTERMATH 0? PETRILLO SHOW: We should get some idea which way the wind's blowing
— so far as industry hopes based on new labor laws and Petrillo's recent testimony
(Vol. 3, No. 28) are concerned — in series of parleys planned for next week in
Washington: NAB ' s confab with its labor relations committee Monday, FMA's discus -
sions v/ith network topkicks on AM-FM duplication policy same day. Rep. Kearns' per-
sonal conferences with broadcasters, networks and Petrillo himself later in week.
Whether intra-industry accord will be reached, particularly since networks have
own ideas about AFM relationships, not always jibing with those of stations, is
anybody's guess. Meanwhile, radio folk, no less than chortling theater audiences,
were getting bang this week out of newsreels' play of comedy angles of last week's
Petrillo hearing on Capitol Hill — by no means calculated to show union czar as
a shining Galahad.

NAB meeting ostensibly is to mull whole impact of Taft-Hartley and Lea Acts ;

Judge Miller will take part, so will networks though they're no longer in NAB as



such. FMA will tell network envoys (NBC's Bill Hedges, ABC's Joe McDonald, CBS's
Frank White, MBS's Bob Swezey) , it wants nothing less than outright duplication;
it's banking on softening attitude of Petrillo as well as laws stiffening radio's
back. Rep. Kearns says he thinks "Petrillo 's loosening up, and coming around ,"

but his immediate concern is union chief's promises to "make a deal" relaxing hith-
erto arbitrary restrictions on educators and service bands. After Congress adjourns
July 26, Kearns' labor subcommittee plans hearings "around country," first one in
Los Angeles Aug. 4 . Among other things, it will probe Petrillo restrictions on TV.

— SIGHT AND SOUND
New FCC Comr. Robert F. Jones (Vol. 3, No. 25, 28)

will resign Congressional seat sometime in August, then

be sworn in as Republican member. He's winding up Capi-

tol Hill job now, then plans short vacation. One of reasons

he wanted FCC job (which pays $10,000 as against Con-

gressman’s $12,500) was to move family permanently to

Washington.

Washington’s WQQW, 1 kw daytime on 570 kc, is about

to fold after only 7 months—not enough revenue. Some
200 stockholders, sold idea of outlet featuring long-hair

music and “tolerated commercials” by Ed Brecher (who at

FCC helped write Blue Book), had purchased $131,000

capital stock, loaned $50,000 more on notes. Funds are

about gone, so they’ll now consider bids. Licensee also

holds CP for FM.

The 50 kw FM transmitter race seems to have RCA
leading in the stretch, company announcing completion of a

pre-production unit this week. It’s not the first 50 kw
transmitter built, since Eitel-McCullough has built one

to show off their tubes at KSBR, San Bruno, Cal.- and

Armstrong may have reached 50 kw with his WFMN,
Alpine, N. J. But RCA’s claim is the first such from a

transmitter maker.

. Baltimore may get both WBAL and Baltimore Sun TV
stations (Supp. 18-C) on air before year’s end, now that

RCA equipment delivery has been promised before sum-

mer is over. Radio-Television of Baltimore Inc., city’s

other holder of CP for TV (since May, 194G), reported

placing order this wreek with RCA, delivery promised next

April, meanwhile has acquired 10-acre site on Green Spring

Road.

Capable, dynamic Leonard F. Cramer becomes execu-

tive v.p. of DuMont in changes this week. His supervision

of DuMont TV stations (WABD, WTTG) is taken over by

Lawrence Phillips, wartime executive v.p. of USO Camp
Shows Inc. Rear Admiral Stanley F. Patten, wartime sec-

ond in command of radio division, Bureau of Ships, is now
administrative assistant to Dr. DuMont.

Orrin E. Dunlap Jr., in our book the nation’s No. 1

pundit on radio subjects, has been elected RCA v.p. in

charge of advertising and publicity. He’s a Harvard grad,

veteran radioman, author of notable books in field; since

1940, when he quit radio editorship of New York Times

to become information manager of RCA, he’s been public

relations advisor to David Sarnoff.

Much-delayed Pearson-Alien application for WBAL
facilities under Blue Book (Vol. 3, No. 8) is now set for

hearing in Baltimore starting Oct. 6, with FCC Comr. Hyde

sitting—but WBAL counsel are trying again to get new

court injunction.

New group of 1 kw daytimers (AM) is forming in

Washington under aegis of their attorneys, with object

of formulating common policies to be followed before FCC,

engaging engineer to represent them jointly at clear chan-

nel bearings due to resume in September.

Total number of FM stations operating at mid-July
was 248, of which—as reported in July “timebuyers’ guide”

issue of FM industry’s trade journal, FM Business—51 are

selling time. Full data on commercial activities of 43 of

these (service ai’ea maps, estimated number of receivers,

rate cards, list of sponsors) are published in the edition,

first time such information was ever compiled under one

cover. Publication promises to keep subscribers up-to-

minute with this type data, valuable especially to agencies.

First attack on Zenith’s Phone Vision system of pay-
as-you-see TV (Vol. 3, No. 27) came Friday from Farns-

worth’s E. A. Nicholas, who said it’s “impractical and un-

necessary” since “American people are accustomed to the

radio way ... do not pay a tax . . . drop no nickels in slots

. . . receive no bills.” He told this to distributors at Chi-

cago convention, where Farnsworth showed its $349.50 ta-

ble model TV, $497.50 consolette with TV-FM-AM.

Flying saucer stories seem to penetrate every publica-

tion in the country; resignedly, we fall in line since one
turned up with a TV twist. Some excited yokel called

Washington’s TV station WNBW to report a big black

disc tangled in its tower. The airborne soup-holder, of

course, was receiving dish of microwave relay.

Communications subcommittee of House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee (Rep. Howell, chairman)
plans no meeting this session on Wolverton Bill, compan-
ion to moribund White Bill, nor on Lemke Bill, to add 50 me
band to FM allocation (H.Res. 78). Howell has asked NAB
and networks to draft amendments they’d like made to

radio law.

WNBT’s proof-of-performance test, first such submit-

ted to FCC, and a model job, shows 45-50 mi. coverage ra-

dius, pattern egg-shaped with long ends in New Jersey

and Connecticut; it’s based on present 7 kw transmissions

from Empire State, 1,280 ft. high. DuMont’s WABD and
NBC’s WNBW, Washington, are now conducting tests.

Zenith’s Ted Leitzell does interesting sketch of his

boss, Gene McDonald, titled “Two-Fisted Dreamer” in July

13 American Weekly. Zenith’s pay-as-you-look Phone-

Vision system of TV (Vol. 3, No. 27, 28) also gets good

play in July 14 Time, is highly lauded in editorial in

July 16 New York Times.

CBS's Ed Murrow had enough of being an executive

(v.p. for public affairs), so is quitting title, returning

soon to mike as newscaster, his duties taken over by pro-

gram v.p. Davidson Taylor, whose program directorship in

turn is assumed by Hubbell Robinson Jr., newly named v.p.

Week-end before NAB convention in Atlantic City, or

Sept. 12-13, has been fixed as time, Washington’s Hotel

Roosevelt as place, for next FMA convention. Hope is to

have FCC Chairman Denny speak again.

We’ve just received consignment of embossed binders,

suitable for maintaining your file of Newsletters and

Supplements. They’re available at cost—$2.10.



HEW BLOOD SOINfi INTO TV: Quite a few Washington radio lawyers and consulting engi-
neers confirm what FCC told us last week..(Vol. 3, No. 29) — say they're getting
more inquiries than ever about TV ; that some clients are definitely interested in

applying and some probably will be prodded into doing so as soon as competitors
apply or channels get scarcer; that a few applications actually are now in the mak-
ing. So they forecast an upsurge in their TV activity this fall and winter.

Fourth TV application since color TV decision (Vol. 3, No. 29) went into FCC
hopper this week — from Elm City Broadcasting Corp., operating 250-watt independent
WNHC, New Haven, Conn . It asks for city's sole channel (No. 6) for a 1.82 kw commu-
nity class outlet, estimates coverage of 500,000 population. It proposes to get
"off-the-air" service from DuMont ' s WABD, New York, stipulates DuMont equipment,
plans to build and equip studios and transmitter plant for §100,000 in conjunction
with its FM plant on Gaylord Mt. Local program tieups with Yale University are
planned. Stockholders are Patrick J. Goode, New Haven postmaster, 40%; Aldo D. Domi-
nicis, macaroni manufacturer, 40%; Garo Ray, consulting engineer, 10%; employes, 10%.

New Haven application may point way to more from smaller towns , smaller sta-
tions, especially those on lines of coaxial or within pickup distance of bigger
stations. Wilmington and Trenton are cited at FCC as examples of cities still "wide
open" for TV. This week, DuMont's H. W. Taylor quoted immediate delivery on trans -

mitters for Channels 1-6
, 60-day delivery for Channels 7-13, December delivery for

"acorn package" (low power, low cost transmitter). He 'said company has doubled out-
put of image orthicon chains, is filling back orders, will soon have them for imme-
diate delivery, has shipped one to London for J. Arthur Rank's Cinema Television Ltd.

DUPLICATION SEEN SOON: it's the networks' next move — and Jimmy Petrillo's
— in the matter of AM-FM duplication . And, proceeding in a new and friendlier
climate, it looks as though it won't be long now before FM stations can carry net-
work musical programs without paying double tribute to the musicians' union. It's
pretty well conceded networks must take the lead, that deals then can be extended
to cover non-affiliates. Here’s how things shape up at this writing:

At meeting with NAB labor relations committee this week, networks stated
unequivocally they "will seek to arrange duplication of network AM musical programs
on FM radio stations " (in a carefully worded NAB press release, several times re-
vised). Committee endorsed this by resolution, urged action "as quickly as possible."

This week, network officials (notably NBC's Niles Trammell and ABC's Mark
Woods, who have always gotten along particularly well with Petrillo) were seeking
to arrange parley with him. Meeting dates weren't settled as this is written. But
it's known Jimmy was in high good spirits after his meetings Tuesday in office of
Rep. Kearns , who conducted recent Congressional hearings into AFM operations (Vol.
3, No. 28). Everything went off beautifully — first, Petrillo agreed with commit -
tee of top musical educators to set up code whereby school kids and college students
can play to their hearts' content at civic functions, at music festivals, on radio
stations and hookups; second, he agreed with high military brass and their band
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leaders to arrange for recordings by Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Forces bands, to

be used exclusively in schools and colleges (i.e., non-commercially)

.

Rep. Kearns was elated, so were all participants , and a benign Jimmy
Petrillo emerged from the cozy, informal parleys — a Jimmy Petrillo eager to be
regarded as a decent fellow, apparently -ready and willing to "make a deal" with
anyone with a fair proposition. Informally, he frankly agreed maybe he'd been
wrong, maybe he ought to get himself a public relations advisor, rely less on his
lawyers. Next Thursday he meets again with Kearns in Chicago , and AM-FM may be

taken up. Then Kearns goes to Hollywood to start hearings Aug. 4, at which AFM
contracts with movies barring musical sound tracks on films for TV will be probed.

Impatient FMers are disposed to chafe , to demand get-tough policy toward
AFM in light of new labor laws, to charge networks with same fear psychosis that ap-
parently has always dominated their dealings with Petrillo. Networks say they're
delighted at apparent new attitude of Petrillo, but they are inclined to be cau-

tious, point out their contracts are still in force despite Taft-Hartley and Lea
acts, aren't disposed to act precipitately for fear of possum tactics. It's pointed
out, for instance, that St. Louis' KWK took advantage of new laws to drop 10 of 16

musicians, only to meet such outrageous wage demands from other 6 that it's ques-

tioned what was gained.

As for networks seeking to retard FM — "they don't want it," Jimmy told

Rouse committee — they take pains to repeat over and over again their willingness

,

indeed their eagerness, to get FM going. First, they admit it can't be stopped ("bet-

ter mousetrap") even if entrenched radio interests wanted it stopped; secondly, all

networks stand to gain from superior FM coverage in certain areas
;
thirdly, big NBC

can't afford to sabotage a field its parent company (RCA) is committed to advance.

There's an admitted inclination among networks to be stodgy and slow-moving — but

that they're all for FM now seems fairly evident.

.WHO'S WHO M30HG TV SET And still they come — the names of big companies

and little (sometimes new ones and obscure) reporting they are going into TV set

production . We've published hardly an issue this year without news about new TV

manufacturing plans. This week's no exception:

Westinghouse ' s first TV set , v.p. Walter Evans tells us, will be a table

model, probably in $350 price range, will be ready for introduction first in Boston

area at about time company's WBZ-TV transmitter gets going, probably in October; no

other details, except that console will be ready for 1948 sale. Bendix is prepar-

ing , for September delivery, a TV-AM-FM-phono console to sell at around $1,000, says

its plans are to "ease into the market," not to produce table models as yet.

Farnsworth unveiled its 2 new sets , both with AM-FM ($349.50 table model,

§497.50 consolette), and President Nicholas urged distributors at convention last

week to take active interest in TV, predicted market for 5,000,000 sets over next 5

years. Andrea showed 3 models , all with 12-in. tube, all with AM-FM (§695 table

model, §795 console, §995 console with phono), reported planned production of

3-4,000 sets this year, 5-10,000 next, mostly for New York area distribution. And

Sonora promised its first set in production by Oct. 1, will show pilot model in

special telecast ceremony (WBKB) during Chicago distributor convention July 28.

New name in TV set field soon will be Arcturus . Standard Arcturus Co.,

Newark, tube maker, is setting up receiver company, promises line of popular priced

TV sets. Smith-Jenkins Co ., Los Angeles manufacturer, also announced advent into TV

field with §800 table model with 10-in. tube and AM-shortwave, presumably will con-

centrate sales in that city until other Pacific Coast areas get TV service. Trans-

vision Inc . ,
New Rochelle, N.Y., TV kit producer, announced showing of new kit for

12-in. tube set at New York's Waldorf-Astoria, July 30-Aug. 1.

So we have a big baker's dozen companies in actual production already, even

more promising production soon. Others already making TV sets are (no. in parenthe-
sis denotes issue of our Vol. 3 carrying latest dope): Andrea (21), Belmont (23),



Crosley (19, 20), DuMont (23), Emerson (27, 28), Farnsworth (28), General Electric

(4, 11), Philco (26), RCA (24), Stewart-Warner (24), Stromberg-Carlson (20), Telicon

(20), U. S. "Television (20), Viewtone (10).

Other brand-name radio manufacturers promising TV sets this year : Admiral
1

( 7 ) , Colonial (Sylvania) for Sears Roebuck (13, 17, 23), Fada (3), Garod (7), Halli-

crafters, Howard (14), Majestic (19), John Meek (14), Motorola (23), Packard-Bell

(7), Pilot (14), Sentinel (7), Sparton (4). IT&T's Federal announced last winter it

would make TV, then said it wouldn't. Then there are some lesser known companies :

Bowers Battery & Spark Plug Co., Reading, Pa. (4); Race Television Co., So. Hacken-

sack, N.J. (14) ;
Radio Research & Development Co., Jersey City (5, 7) ; F. W. Sickles

Co., Chicopee, Mass., subsidiary of General Instrument Co. (7) ; Remington Radio
Corp., White Plains, N.Y. (19); Telequip Radio Co., Chicago (7); Telesonic Corp. of

America (formerly Medco), New York; Cage Projects Inc., Upper Montclair, N.J. (23) ;

Consolidated Television Corp., New York.

KEW COAXIAL RATES TO COME: New York-Washington telecasters alone benefit by
" reprieve" in stiff rate structure on coaxial granted Monday by AT&T, on eve of

proposed Aug. 1 effective date (Vol. 3, No. 29). But they won't ride coax free-
service gravy train for long. New rate proposals may be expected well before coax-
ial lines link many other cities with TV outlets ready for intercity service.

TV enterprisers naturally were elated , even FCC officials said they were
gratified, for no one believes today's TV could pay $40-per-mile base cost plus
connection charges (Vol. 3, No. 23). Significance was seen in phraseology of FCC
statement Tuesday granting request of company to withdraw proposed tariff "without
prejudice to a subsequent filing of tariffs for this service... to permit the tele-
phone company's technical people to undertake further studies with the television
Industry . " This is construed to mean company will sit down with TBA, which now in-
cludes all the networks as members, to work out policy and a rate structure that
will keep everyone happy — possibly on a sliding scale permitting TV to sweat out
its salad days. TBA did not file vigorous protest brief its counsel had prepared
last week. Plenty of TV elements, however, still think main hope is radio relay.

SCUTTLEBUTT AND DQPESTZRS: FCC Chairman Denny isn't saying anything , so all sorts
of scuttlebutt is going the Washington rounds some professing to be inside stuff.
We can only guess, too, for Denny isn't in town much these days (he’s chairman of the
International Telecommunications Conference in Atlantic City, which looks like it's
going well into September) , and to all inquiries he turns a deaf ear. Dopesters
have him resigning this fall : (1) to form law partnership with Vernon Wilkinson, FCC
assistant general counsel, which latter won't comment on except to say they’ve been
together ever since their days at Dept, of Justice; (2) to go with a network in
executive capacity, which those mentioned absolutely deny.

Also, so the oracles have it. President Truman would not b e loath to see
Denny quit (his logical move while at top and in view of brashly stated purpose
of Jones' appointment; Vol. 3, No. 26), so he can name another Democrat more to
taste of certain Capitol Hill politicos who haven't liked certain FCC actions un-
favorable to themselves and friends (Vol. 3, No. 25). In that connection name of
Leonard Reinsch, presidential radio advisor, is most frequently mentioned.

Meanwhile, Denny's plans to revamp FCC structure in October, reinstitutin g

division system , were made known. He would set up 3 natural divisions: Broadcast
(including AM, FM, TV), Common Carrier, Safety & Special Services — each' with 4
members, each with chairman as ex officio member. Chairmen of respective divisions
wouldn't be hard to guess, but GOP victory at polls next year might thrust full
chairmanship on newly named Comr. Jones.

COAXING FM INTO THE HOME: Pilot Radio Corp . makes no bones about its conviction
"AM is on the way out, FM on the way in," so is putting everything it has behind •

FM — particularly into its "Pilotuner" (Vol. 3, No. 29) launched with big ads in
New York City this week. At impressive demonstration for Washington dealers and



newsmen Tuesday, v.p. Ernest Hall said $29.95, AC-only tuner will be produced at

rate of 2,000 daily in 5-4 weeks , sold direct by factory to dealers at $22, can be
bought singly by FMers at that price.

That inexpensive FM circuit of Hazeltine's (Vol. 3, No. 29) is really piqu-
ing curiosity, but company is holding off details for few more days. It’s under-
stood Colonial will turn it out for radio-smart Sears Roebuck. Bendix is busy ac-
quainting dealers and servicemen with its $124.95 FactoMeter (Vol. 3, No. 26). Idea
is to give prospective customers quick, easy demonstration of FM and to determine
best position for receiver. Company predicts device will eliminate need for half of

proposed home antenna installations — in fact, is so convinced of unit's value it's
currently building it in lieu of table AM-FM. Add to last week's list of converters
a 2-tube unit at $19.95 made to simulate a book, built by Effem Radio Products Co.,

5100 Eastern Ave., St. Louis.

—
. - la: SIGHT AND SOUND :
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Zenith’s proposed Phone Vision system of pay-as-you-

look of TV (Vol. 3, No. 27) is still stirring up cats, causing

lots of intra-industry talk pro and con. Comdr. McDonald

told his stockholders' meeting Tuesday he talked to 2 AT&T
v.p.’s about it 3 months ago, that 3 power companies have

approached him to use power instead of telephone lines,

that he kept system under wraps until recently because

patent attorneys wouldn’t let him disclose it. FCC says

Zenith has still not asked for requisite frequencies, and

AT&T says no concrete proposals for wire connections,

charges, etc. have yet been made.

Zoomar lens which permits near and distant shots

without switching cameras (Vol. 3, No. 14), in first public

test (Dodgers-Reds game Monday over WCBS-TV), looked

like just what Dr. Frank Back, its inventor, ordered. Suc-

cess in following plays prompted Variety to call it “best

thing that’s happened to television sports since the inven-

tion of the RCA image orthicon tube.”

Marshall Field’s proposed purchase of Chicago Times,

subject to stockholders’ acceptance by Aug. 25, may carry

with it a TV application which Times counsel have about

completed but not yet filed. All Field’s AM stations are

in for FM, but none yet for TV (WJJD, Chicago; WSAI,
Cincinnati; KOIN, Portland; KJR, Seattle).

Radio Projects Inc. (Newhouse newspapers) Class A
applications for Jamaica and West New Brighton, N. Y.,

long fallow in FCC’s files, were dismissed this week. FCC
said they fell within metropolitan New York area, thus

unacceptable under Section 3.203(b) of Commission Rules

(Supp. 39). FCC also returned company’s reapplication

for Newark Class B, saying in effect “wait until New York

hearing is final.”

FMA’s protest against FCC’s calling AM stations

“standard” rather than “amplitude modulation” seems

likely to get more sympathetic consideration, now that

application forms are being revised anyway. Same request

last February was turned down because of “administra-

tive difficulties” (Vol. 3, No. 6).

In a sweat after House passed bill July 15, prohibiting

radio towers in Washington’s residential areas (Vol. 3, No.

28), District broadcasters got to Senate District Commit-

tee in time, persuaded it to shelve bill until next session.

NAB convention’s engineering conference at Atlantic

City Sept. 15 has scheduled NBC’s engineering v.p. O. B.

Hanson for talk on TV, Paul de Mars on FM, plus round-

table of top FCC engineers.

FM A’s convention Sept. 12-13 will be held in New
York’s Hotel Roosevelt, not Washington’s as we errone-

ously reported last week.

Several firm bids, many inquiries, lots of guessing

( Washington Neivs, Times-Herald, Crosley) have resulted

from notice Washington’s WQQW is on the block because

it can’t make ends meet with longhair programming and
present management (Vol. 3, No. 29). It’s certain 1 kw
570 kc daytimer (with FM grant) will have ready pur-

chaser when its 204 stockholders meet Aug. 18. Of sta-

tion’s $181,000 investment, about $100,000 is in physical

equipment. Bids were said to be well above that figure.

One offer was said to be from Columnist Drew Pearson.

Now is the time for all good TV stations to begin

signing up college and pro football games. First to

report: NBC’s WNBT, home games of New York Giants

grid team (again sponsored by Hoffman Beverages); Phil-

co’s WPTZ, U of Pennsylvania and Philadelphia Eagles

home games; Philadelphia Inquirer’s WFIL-TV (expected

to be on air in time), Temple U and Villanova home
games. Many more contracts are in making, including

Gillette placement of Army-Navy game. Sponsor news
this week also was Ford’s (J. Walter Thompson) signing

to pay for KSD-TV telecasts of St. Louis baseball games,

starting July 26.

TV-facsimile combination, long theorized as powerful,

double-barreled sales package, will be offered to timebuyers

at joint rate by Philadelphia Inquirer’s WFIL when it

goes on with TV this fall. Station says it may have two

rates for FX edition of Inquirer—one for home recorders,

one for public units. Potential viewers of 10 strategically

placed recorders are estimated at almost a million daily.

Rep. Leonard Hall (R-N. Y.) has no plans for House
hearings on Wolverton Bill, though he succeeds to chair-

manship of subcommittee in view of Rep. Howell’s appoint-

ment to Federal judgeship. So it’s pretty clear nothing

will be done until next year’s session of Congress.

“Tough code” for keeping radio’s house in order will

be presented NAB September convention; that’s all com-

mittee will say about its closely guar'ded contents, ap-

proved by Special Standards of Practice Committee Tues-

day, still subject to board approval.

Crosley’s chief TV engineer, Roscoe Duncan, ex-RCA

and Philco, has been appointed acting director of TV
operations. Phil Konkle continues to supervise construc-

tion of 3 projected stations: WLWT, Cincinnati; WLWC,
Columbus; WLWD, Dayton (Supp. 18-C).

Promotional tieup between Paramount’s IvTLA, with-

out AM adjunct, and Dick Richards’ 50 kw KMPC, with-

out TV affiliation, is in making in Hollywood. Ah other

Los Angeles TVs have AM affiliations, except Los Angeles

Times’ which has an FM grant.
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CBS m FOB CHICAGO TV: Tightening TV situation in Chicago caused CBS this weekend to

put in its first TV application since FCC color decision dashed its hopes that uhf

TV was here (Vol. 3, No. 12). CBS seeks Chicago TV Channel No. 11, want s to put out

21 kw visual, 22.2 kw aural power, plans to spend $300, OOO on construction. Studio

and transmitter will be at site of WBBM-FM's transmitter, 1 North LaSalle St. Other
cities are ticketed for CBS video , but which ones officials won’t divulge. It’s not

hard to guess that net wants in where it now has AM outlets — Boston (WEEI), Minne-
apolis (WCCO), St. Louis (KMOX) . TV channels in Washington (WT0P) and Los Angeles
(KNX) are all spoken for.

Chicago now has one licensee (WBKB-Paramount ) , 3 CP~holders (WENR-ABC, WMAQ-
NBC, WGN-Chicago Tribune) and 2 applicants (WIND and WBBM-CBS) , leaving single chan-

nel open . Chicago Times application, which was due to be filed soon, is being held
up pending outcome of Marshall Field bid for newspaper (Vol. 3, No. 30).

Ex FOB TROPICS— FM: One of FM’s most enthusiastic uncles, consulting engineer C. M.

Jansky, and the FCC will show tropical broadcasters an out to their exasperating
problem of high noises and poor propagation in the AM band . Wednesday, the 600
delegates to Atlantic City conference will hear Maj . Armstrong's 160 kw Alpine,
N.J., station (110 miles) picked up by antenna on 120 ft tower, piped through 7-

mile, 16,000 cps lines to Atlantic City's 1 kw WBAB-FM and rebroadcast. Since trop-
ical broadcasters are sceptical about FM's range, idea is to show how easily signal
can be bounced from station to station without wire lines — which are pretty
sketchy in most countries concerned anyway. Should delegates take to FM, it might
ease demands (expressed in subcommittee proposal) for additional space in tight high
frequency band. Delegation chiefs will be given personal FM sets. Some Continental
Network stations plan to carry the program.

KOW QUICK IS "SHORTLY"? Now it's all up to AFM Prexy Petrillo to take the shackles
off FM — by rescinding his ban on AM-FM music duplication . And he'd better do it

soon, or the subject will come up to haunt him again when House Labor subcommittee
begins hearings in Hollywood Aug. 4 on labor situation in movie industry. House
Labor Committee Chairman Hartley, on eve of departure for Los Angeles Thursday, said
that scheduled 3-week Hollywood probe would look not only into "involvement" of the
movie industry with TV through the AFM ban on musicians and musical scores for video
(Vol. 3, No. 30), but also into Petrillo's "control" of FM broadcasting .

Petrillo meeting with representatives of all 4 networks Thursday in Chicago
resulted in innocuous statement that "Mr. Petrillo agreed to take the matter under
consideration and to announce a decision shortly." Although none would talk, feel-
ing of optimism seems to pervade all ranks . FMers seem particularly elated .

Reason for delay in announcing end of AM-FM duplication ban is thought to
be for purpose of permitting Petrillo to advise AFM locals of his change of mind,
the networks their affiliates of withdrawal of prohibition. Other, more cynical
sources, say Petrillo has always been a tough negotiator, probably wants some quid-
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pro-quo from the nets for ending edict. In either event, it looks pretty good for

FM. Rep. Kearns, chairman of House Labor subcommittee, v/ired us Friday: "Things

are looking up for FM."

Meanwhile, FMA's Bill Bailey in open letter to Broadcasting Magazine, re-

vealed reason for much edited NAB news release on subject last week. Nets said
prohibition was in their contracts, reports Bailey, thus they couldn't take any
action until Petrillo modified terms to permit duplication. Bailey says he called
this by citing contract provisions which made no mention of ban, forced networks to

revise their story.

STILL MORS TV SETS: If manufacturers continue coming out, almost weekly, with TV

sets, looks like it won't be long before force of competition will begin driving
prices down — even though Philco's James H. Carmine told distributors this week

there was little hope of price reductions in 1948. At the moment, set-makers are

going like sixty to get their video instruments on the market at prevailing prices.

Most recent TV sets are Garod Radio Corp's AM-FM-phono console and Sonora's TV-only

table model . Both have 10-inch, direct view tubes.

Garod combination , unveiled this week at New York's Park Central Hotel, will

retail for S695, be ready for market late in September . RCA installers will make

Garod installations, charge same as for RCA sets. Hard on heels of console, Garod

will initiate production of TV-only console, to sell for S450 . Equipped with cast-

ers, latter set will be touted as movable — it will be possible to change its posi-

tion easily for best viewing.

Sonora set to sell for $550 was shown at Chicago distributor conference at

Drake Hotel, with production scheduled to begin Oct. 1. Company said it hoped to

put out 1,000 sets during rest of year — 200 in October, 300 in November, 500 in

December. Installation policy has not yet been formulated.

New Transvision 12-inch kit , shown at New York's Waldorf-Astoria, sells for

5289.50; with FM price is $359.50. Kit includes folded dipole antenna and 60 feet

of lead-in cable. Cabinets can be bought separately, prices ranging from $29.91

to $39.95. Plastic lens that blows up smaller pictures to 12-inch size was also

shown, priced at $44.95. New Rochelle, N.Y., company said it sold 10,000 kits (7-

inch screen at $159.50) during past 12 months. Newest TV-kit maker we've just heard

about is Electro-Technical Products Inc. of Philadelphia. Its "Telekit" sells for

lowest yet, $77.50, has 7-inch tube.

U.S. Television reported this week that its 1,000th projection set had been
produced July 24, that it plans to bring out its new big-screen (19x25 inches) set

this month (Vol. 3, No. 28).

FMe?S SHIPS ABOUT LIME HATES: Long simmering resentment on part of FMers against

AT&T — on question of intercity line rates — is threatening to break out into

open . FM broadcasters (particularly Continental Network group) feel "if TV can't

afford to pay cable rates AT&T proposed and then withdrew (Vol. 3, No. 29) because

it's still experimental, then FM should be considered in same light." Adding fuel

to fire is present unavailability of 15 kc lines (necessary to handle FM's full

fidelity range)

.

What hurts CN operators is that nationally sponsored TV programs are being

sent down from New York to Washington without cable costs, while non-commercial FM

programs originating in Washington and sent up to New York must pay line charges —
about 22 cents per hour per mile plus connection charges for what they consider

"substandard" Class AA lines (8,000 cps). Regardless of reasons, that's a subsidy,

FMers aver. In fact, it's discrimination, they say. TV sponsors, of course, do not

yet pay extra for telecasts in more than one city.

All that's needed for 15 kc lines is terminal equipment , telephone company

says. Equipment can be available 8 months after it is ordered. But, FMers say,

nothing has been done. Telephone company, on the other hand, says none has ordered



such lines. FMers rebut, say none has ordered commercial TV circuit either, but

company has made them available for video. Use of 15 kc lines on experimental basis,

(without a fee) was broached to AT&T officials about a month ago by FM & Television
Magazine's Milton Sleeper. He was told then that AT&T considered nothing about 15

kc lines experimental. Whole subject is due for an airing in near future.

Meanwhile, rates for TV use of coaxial await meetings between TV broadcast-
ers and telephone company ratemakers. Meetings aren't expected until Fall; new

schedule may not be filed for some months after.

C9L0BFAX AHD SOMETHING MDBS: Mighty nice is Capt. W. G. H. Finch's color facsimile
( "colorfax" ) , shown in New York this week. Far more exciting, however, is his solu-

tion to one of FX's major handicaps — paper . He and his research director. Dr.

LaVerne R. Philpott, have bypassed use of troublesome expensive electro-sensitive

paper. Any kind of paper, including newsprint, will handle it.

System involves splitting light from scanned material into primary colors

and transmuting their values into radio signal (handled by FM) which actuates vari-
colored pencil leads at the recorder. Results, says Finch, are permanent, of unlim-

ited color range, require no further processing . Reproduction rate, for color, is

7 sq. in. per minute; but it will record black and white at 28 sq. in. -- same as

old system. Company admits some bugs in equipment, but assures that all will be

gone in time for showing to newspaper publishers at 1948 ANPA meeting in New York.
Meanwhile, v.p. of sales A. J. (Gus) Eaves says plan is to have two receivers, §150
home model and §250 industrial model, on market in about a year. Simplicity, he

says, will undoubtedly make costs at both ends of system cheaper than present equip-
ment. Nevertheless, company still isn't abandoning production of present equipment.

FM SETS, BY HOOK OB BY EBOOK: WIBW's enthusiasm for its "blooper" unit for convert-

ing AM sets to FM (Vol. 5, No. 29) has blossomed into production with prices quoted
and promise of 60-day delivery. Individually packaged units, with tube, folded
dipole antenna and all set attachments are §8.90 in lots of 1,000; §8.40 for 5,000,
§7.90 for 10,000 or more FOB, Kansas City. WIBW claims that converter, called "Mar-
quardt's Blooper" after station's chief engineer K. G. (Pug) Marquardt, produces
quality limited only by audio end of AM set to which attached .

Very favorable rumblings, nothing official yet, still c ome from Hazeltine
(Vol. 3, No. 30), whose FM circuit is scheduled to appear in AM-FM combinations
rumored to retail as low as §29.95. Non-technical FMers have heard it and they say
it 1 s good ; we haven't any engineer's report on it yet.

Cooperatives' struggle to get sets is also bearing fruit. Cooperative Broad-
casting Assn., Washington FM-CP holder, reports unnamed New York manufacturer now
building §50-§60 sets for them. National Cooperatives, representing virtually all
consumer cooperatives and some 60% of farmer co-ops, reports Chicago set-maker
about ready to go for them with §65-§70 unit. ILGWU, which said it would buy 20,000
sets for its members when it got New York CP (Vol. 2, No. 30), says it's fidgeting
awaiting final decision on New York hearing before it can give factory firm order.

Transvision Inc . , apparently making out in TV, moves into FM with a §64.95
set kit, a §14.75 tuner kit (without tubes). Among "name" set-builders, Westing-
house and Sonora are latest with table AM-FM , former with tentative price of
§99.95, latter at §59.95 and §62.95. And another tuner for your books — §59.50
unit of Approved Electronic Inst. Corp., 142 Liberty St., N. Y.

Time Magazine this week lends its massive circulation to great weight of
encomiums pouring in on the Pilotuner (Vol. 3, No. 30), and in passing, • embraces FM
with a fond hug: "Comparatively few have actually enjoyed FM’s nearly static-
less, high-fidelity charms. A new gadget, marketed last week, may change all that— even though the radio revolution which would make FM broadcasting commercially
sound may still be a long way off."



Ii£ PLUS ULTRA IN !IOMS MUSIC: You don't have to be a longhair to hanker for one of

RCA's "dernier cri" radio models, named the "Berkshire ” for Boston Symphony's famed
Tanglewood Music Center in the hills near Lenox, Mass. But you do have to fork out

§1,800 to §4,000 for one of these plush combinations, latter price highest yet, cov-
ering magnificent breakfront bookcase cabinet standing 7 ft high and containing

AM-FM-phono plus large-screen TV.

Berkshire line of 4 sets, offering fully faithful sound range from 30 to

15 . 000 cycles , was demonstrated in dramatic fashion at Tanglewood Tuesday. At one
juncture Conductor Serge Koussevitzky had orchestra stop playing . Yet you hardly
knew it as symphonic rendition continued from Victor record . Audience literally
gasped as it gradually grew aware its beloved Boston Symphony v/as coming out of

spotlighted music box (§1800 model) off recording cut several days before; even the
80-odd musicians sat agape. The fidelity was absolute.

Brilliant Berkshire presentation, idea of RCA Victor's Hal Desfor , was re-
cording division show largely, though radio (FM particularly) wasn't overlooked.
And Dick Hooper's chain TV unit, freshly back from Italy, was on hand to televise
astonished crowds. Event launched RCA into custom field . It will now make any kind
of set to order under new Consumers Custom Products Department headed by ex-Marshall
Field, Montgomery Ward executive, Harriett M. Higginson. Company is frankly out to
gobble some of class market thus far captured largely by Capehart, Fisher, Scott .

New division's engineering head, Marvin Hobbs, recently chief engineer for Scott,
feels RCA has added advantage of top know-how.

»
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NBC top drawer changes is for purpose of permitting

NBC President Trammell and Executive V.P. Mullen to de-

vote more time to overall management affairs and the prob-

lems of expansion, “particularly in the new field of tele-

vision broadcasting,” Trammell stated this weekend. Re-

alignments make Ken R. Dyke administrative v.p. in charge

of program, continuity acceptance, public service (continu-

ing in charge of broadcast standards and practices); I. E.

Showerman, v.p. in charge of Central Division (formerly

manager). Retiring were A. L. Ashby, long time general

counsel, and Clarence L. Menser (Fred Allen’s bete noir),

v.p. of production and programming. Henry Ladner has

been named acting general counsel.

Relief for small stations (AM as well as FM) is seen in

FCC proposals this week to revise commercial radio oper-

ator examinations and licences. Crux of change is permis-

sion to use as chief engineer of FM stations (and AM sta-

tions if they radiate not more than 1 kw) Technician-Oper-

ator instead of higher category Engineer-Operator. At pre-

sent all stations must have first class radiotelephone oper-

ator as chief engineer. Revised exams also will ensure

operators’ knowledge of most recent advancements in

broadcasting arts. Deadline for comments is Sept. 1; if or-

al argument necessary, Commission will set date.

Phone Vision gets the once over from FCC’s George

Sterling and Curt. Plummer Wednesday, when Zenith

will run a special demonstration of its pay-as-you-look TV
system in Chicago. Searching for equivalent of FM “pig-

squeal” nomenclature (applied to Muzak proposal pre-

war), sceptics have been rolling term “astigmated TV” on

their tongues.

Richard W. Hubbell & Associates has worked out

agreement with engineering management firm of Ander-

son & Merryman, New Orleans and New York. Hubbell,

author and ex-Crosley TV chief, last week announced asso-

ciation on consulting basis of famed inventor-engineer

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith. Also added to staff last week

were Thomas H. Hutchinson (ex-RKO Television) and Phil-

ip Booth (ex-CBS).

TV and motion pictures were found to be identical in

a decision this week by Dauphin County, Pa., court. Ruling
on Philadelphia tavern owners’ appeal from State Liquor
Board order that $120 entertainment permit must be se-

cured when video was shown in pubs, Court found that

motion pictures were covered in statute, that TV and
movies were similar in that they entertained patrons visu-

ally. Decision affects more than 300 members of the

Philadelphia Retail Liquor Dealer Association, has de-

cided implications for TV-equipped bars in other cities.

Fight for Los Angeles’ TV Channel 4 goes to oral ar-

gument Aug. 23 with KFI claiming that it, rather than
NBC, should have what it calls better wavelength. KFI
was assigned Channel 9, had petitioned for reversal, was
turned down (Vol. 3, No. 24), even went to court for de-

cision. Latter action has been dropped pending outcome
of oral argument.

They’re ex-GI’s, all right, but that fact is far over-

shadowed by a well-developed sense of showmanship. The
5 vet owners of FM station WFMZ, Allentown, Pa., opened

up Wednesday with 15,000 on hand for ceremonies, with

sendoff by Gov. Duff, Deputy Chief of Staff Gen. Collins,

Ezra Stone, Fred Waring Glee Club, Deep River Boys, etc.

FMA’s Bill Bailey was there to shake hands of boys whose
president, Ray Kohn, is FIMA board member.

Add TV customer-pull note: TV’s drawing power in

bars, restaurants, hotels, is pretty well established. This

week, usage of TV set to pull in movie patrons was re-

ported from Asbury Park, N. J., by DuMont Receiver Mgr.

Ernie Marx. Seems local theater there installed video

set, found it not only attracted additional movie customers,

but substantial number paid admission on tight nights,

other special events hours just to watch TV screen.

Clear Channel hearing has been moved up again, this

time to Sept. 29, thus avoiding conflict with NAB Conven-

tion. It's expected that convalescing Counsel Louis Cald-

well will be back in harness full-time by then. At present

Caldwell is spending half-days at his office.



FH NETWORK STILL 0N A LEASH: We refuse to believe Continental (FM) Network's pro -

moters don't have plans to shoot the works and wean the chain from its 3-program
weekly diet (Vol. 3, No. 23). What with 20 stations (see map herewith ) already
carrying the shows via more than 1,000 miles of radio links and 522 miles of wire

lines, what with over 40 eager inquiries on file (one from California recently!),
what with several new stations taking the air with STAs each week, they just can't
hold back too long. Everett Dillard and Hudson Eldridge, of key station WASH,
assure us our map will shortly be obsolete.

On matter of 15,000 cps lines which CN wants in preference to present 8,000-
plus hookup (Vol. 3, No. 31), AT&T hasn't yet been formally approached. But prepa-
rations are going on, may result in huddle with phone company soon. AT&T ratemen
are still adamant, insist 15,000 cps lines aren’t experimental, say rate would be
"about" twice that of Class A (4,500 cps) broadcast circuits: §.15 per airline mile
per hour, §.0375 for each additional quarter-hour, §2 minimum for occasional use,

§20 per month for station connection charges plus §1.75 per hour of use.

PABAMOUNT-BuMONT DEADLINE: Approach of Aug. 15 deadline on 3 Paramount, 2 DuMont
TV applications, extended last May for 90 days, means film company probably will
ask FCC next week to reconsider edict it dispose of DuMont stockholdings if it wants
more stations. Commission had ruled movie firm's holdings in DuMont, though minor-
ity, were such as to make them as single entity and thus not entitled to more than
limit of 5 TVs (Vol. 3, No. 3, 4, 5, 19). If Commission won’t reverse ruling,
chances are Paramount will ask for — and get — another extension on promise it

will eventually dispose of DuMont stock when market is more propitious. Film com-
pany now owns 2 stations (Chicago's WBKB ,

Los Angeles’ KTLA) , really wants to build
others sought in Boston, Detroit, Dallas (Supp. 18-C). DuMont operates New York's
WABD, Washington's WTTG, holds CP for Pittsburgh, wants Cleveland, Cincinnati.

BIG INTERESTS GOING INTO TV: That new blood we've reported going into TV (Vol. 3,
No! 29, 30) is being infused slowly — but surely. In wake of CBS application for
Chicago (Vol. 3, No. 31) this week 2 more were filed: one for Dallas, Tex., one for
Wilmington, Dela . These make 6th and 7th to come in since we published our last
TV Directory (Supp. 18-C), just after FCC's decision on color TV (Supp. 49).

Next week, long-awaited Chicago Times application is due for filing, indi-
cating Marshall Field intends entering TV in view of his now assured purchase of
that newspaper. This would make third application for Chicago's 3 remaining chan-
nels. We've heard rumblings, too, that others on line of the coaxial — notably
ex-Congressman Elmer Wene's WTTM, Trenton, N.J., and Publisher John H. Perry's WJHP,
Jacksonville, Fla. — may shortly join the TV parade.

Dallas application represents big oil money : it's by Lacy-Potter Television
Broadcasting Co., partnership of multi-millionaire Rogers Lacy (yearly income stated
as in excess of §1,000,000) and Tom Potter .(worth over §500,000, annual income over
§50,000). Potter also is applicant for AMs in El Dorado, Kan. and Seminole, Okla.

,
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was in for Concordia, Kan. but dropped that one. They ask for Channel No. 8 (180-

186 me) with 35 kw visual, 18.5 kw aural power, say they'll spend $300,000 on con-
struction, $20,000 monthly on operation. Studios and transmitter (RCA) will be in
47-story Rogers Lacy Hotel , now building, plans calling for TV set in every room.

Dallas Times-Herald at present holds apparently moribund CP for TV . Inter-
state Theatres Inc. (Paramount) application is pending. City has 3 channels as-
signed it (Supp. 17), so that Lacy-Potter ' s is third. Possibly now Dallas News
(owning 50 kw WFAA) will leap into action, forcing hearing — though it might ask
for one of Fort Worth's 3 channels, only one of which has yet been spoken for (grant

to Amon Carter's WBAP-Fort Worth Star Telegram).

Wilmington application is from Steinman brothers' WDEL , reinstating previ-
ously dropped application asking for city's sole assigned channel No. 7 (community).
It specifies $114, 500. for construction. It's a natural (as Trenton would be) since
it's in strategic position to tap already existing coaxial . Steinmans have no pres-
ent plans to reinstate other TV applications they once filed but dropped — for Lan-
caster (WGAL) and Harrisburg (WKBO). Wilmington application also is in line with
current thinking among some broadcasters, as reported to us by spokesman for big
equipment firm: " One trend seems to be an increasing interest in low powered trans-

mitters for small communities, particularly if these happen to be located where
a relay or network is likely to be constructed."

JUMPING THE GUN ON PETRILLO: Fact is that AM-FM duplication has already begun in
good many places — and with nary a peep of objection from Jimmy Petrillo, his lo-

cals or networks whose shows are being duplicated. It's being done either on advice
of individual station counsel or simply in confident expectation music union's ban
is about to be lifted. Our ov/n conviction, born of what has transpired on AFM front
in recent weeks (Vol. 3, No. 28-31), is that it v/on't be long now before duplication
will win full and formal blessing of a now more conciliatory Mr. Petrillo . Indeed,

network spokesmen told us as we prepared for press Friday night they expected word
from him any moment. "But," said one, "you know how he is — great for those mid-
night decisions or eleventh hour blitzkriegs." For most part, like zealous FMA,

nets seem to feel cards are now stacked in favor of duplication, and they're pre-
pared to pass the good word on to their affiliates the moment they learn Petrillo's mind.

Tenor of Hollywood hearings of House Labor subcommittee was also favorable
to radio, also indicated more contrite union. Local 47's president Maury Paul made
statement AFM has abandoned ban on duplication , leading to speculation whether word
had already gone out to locals from Chicago. But there was no verification either
from locals or from Jimmy's headquarters. Sought by long distance, his office said
he wasn't in but leave your name and we'll tell him you called. Obviously, there

had been lots of other inquirers.

Those who've dealt with Petrillo are still wary , but it does seem AFM czar
is abandoning role of despot, is willing now to do right by Our Nell. AFM took aw-
ful beating from Don Lee's Lew Weiss (MBS chairman) in Hollywood testimony. Tough
ex-cavalryman We iss charged union with having stymied FM and TV, forcing networks to

bring local stations to terms by imposing secondary boycotts, running "racket" with
standby rules, requiring untenable quota systems, shifting authority from locals to

all-powerful Petrillo without notice.

Rep. Kearns' quarry now is TV restriction in movie contracts (no music on
films for TV) ,

which Isaac Chadwick for small producers asserted already means loss

of $100,000 a year in film rentals to TV's still few stations. Eric Johnston's MPA
had v.p. Charles Boren on hand to testify: "No other clause in the contract nego-
tiations was as controversial." That seemed to set tune of all movie magnates, who
doubted legality of TV ban. But 20th Century-Fox's Fred S. Meyer said Petrillo had
insisted clause must go in, remarking when confronted with legal objections: "Let
the lawyers worry about that." Added Meyer: "Those of us who've dealt with the
union thoroughly understand the meaning of the word 'must'."



FM CHANNELS SETTING SCARCER:
.
FCC scrapsd bottom of the barrel, using its reserved

Class B channels to make FM grants in Detroit, Norfolk, Scranton areas this week

(Supp. 53-F herewith). And you can expect slimmer picking in more and more cities

from now on . Stage is rapidly being approached where most choice markets, and some

not so choice, won't have channels available any more just for the asking. Burden'

is on applicants to show FCC how it can be done, engineering-wise.

Clue to FCC's planning for Class A grants in major metropolitan areas is

apparent in New York area authorizations this week, too. Since 12 had already been
granted there (Supp. 53), the 9 pending applications had reason to worry lest chan-
nel scarcity precipitate a hearing. But Commission engineers solved problem by
doubling up — putting widely separated stations on same frequency. Chances of any
new applicant getting grant there depend on where he applies ; applications for pe-
ripheral towns would stand best chance. New York plan should avoid disappointing
most Los Angeles applicants now scheduled for hearing, date not yet fixed. New York
area, by the way, is assured at least 41 FM stations — 20 Bs, 21 As.

HIKING TV SPONSOR HATES: More sets, higher rates, is current TV trend . Paramount's
Balaban & Katz station WBKB, Chicago, raises basic hour rate (for studio shows) from
§200 to §375 on Aug. 15, date when Chicago TV sets are calculated to reach 5,000
(last count, as of July 18: 4,112). The §375 rate prevails until 15,000 sets are
counted then rate goes to §500 at 25,000, §800 at 35,000, §1,000 over 35,000 (Vol,

3, No. 5). Film rates are half or less.

DuMont's WA3D, New York, on Sept. 1 hikes $300 basic hour rate (for studio
shows) up to §800, justifying this not only on proved pulling power for TV sponsors
but also on estimated 44,000-plus sets in New York area. It figures 6.2 persons
per home set, 100 per tavern set, so top events enjoy audiences exceeding 500,000.
Rates are less than one-third for film subjects. There's enough sponsor demand in
sight to lead Dr. Allen B. DuMont to tell us he confidently expects company's tele-
casting operations to achieve break-even point in 1948.

It's expected NBC's WNBT rate of §750 per hour (§250 for films, various
charges for field pickups) and CBS's §150 for 30-60 minutes of either rehearsal or
actual broadcast (same for film) will also shortly be hiked. Growing use of TV in
bars, restaurants, etc , is indicated by report this week Commercial Television
Corp., New York, offshoot of a refrigeration business, is renting out large-screen
sets (UST) for that purpose, installing 10-20 per week. Speedup in set sales, hence
faster growing audience, is seen in installment sale ads appearing in newspapers in
cities with TV service; Philco dealers, introducing §395 Model 1000 in New York
market on big scale this week, offered sets at §3.95 weekly after down payment.

[Note: For copies of TV rate cards, which show detailed rates for various
classes of time use, also for time segments, write operating stations as listed in
our TV Directory, Supp. No. 18-C]

.

HEWS, SPORTS ARE TV STANDBYS: What's TV going to do for programs ? News events
and sports — these will be mainstays even when network TV makes large-scale produc-
tions economically feasible and when more and better films are made available. In
fact, "Variety" recently quoted an unnamed "newsreel topper" as saying TV will
render today's newsreels "deader than a doornail within 3 years." In those cities
having TV stations, hardly a sports event — from baseball and football to billiards
and miniature auto racing — is being overlooked by the telecasters. And the sports
promoters aren't looking down their noses at TV either, not even the baseball own-^
ers

;
their deal usually is for fixed fee for rights' cut on sponsorship, if any.

In the 8 cities now having TV service (Supp. 18-C), all 6 that have big
league ball teams can see their home games on TV . the seventh (Los Angeles) car-
rying local baseball too, the eighth (Schenectady) having no baseball. Big-league
home baseball schedules now being telecast : Brooklyn Dodgers, WCBS-TV; New York
Giants, WNBT; New York Yankees, WABD

; Chicago’ Cubs, WBKB; Philadelphia Phillies and
Athletics, WPTZ ; Detroit Tigers, WWJ-IV; St. Louis Cardinals and Browns, KSD-TV

;



Washington Senators, WTTG. Most of these games have local sponsors. Coming foot -
ball season is already attracting big-time sponsors : American Tobacco Co. has
bought 10 eastern college games, not yet specified, over WNBT, 7 Notre Dame and
Northwestern games over WBKB. Pabst Beer will sponsor all 3 home games of New York
Giants pro team on WNBT, which also plans carrying 4 Navy games from Baltimore and
Annapolis (probably unsponsored) and some games of Philadelphia Eagles and Baltimore
Colts (probably sponsored). Chicago Rockets (WBKB) will have Keeley Beer as sponsor.

—
- -T-— —-r : S8GHT AMD SOUND—
George B. Storer’s interest in TV in other cities be-

sides Detroit and Toledo, where his Fort Industry Co.

holds CPs (Supp. 18-C), is indicated in Friday announce-
ment of John Koepf’s appointment as Fort’s TV manager.
Fort’s Washington man for last 18 months, personable

Mr. Koepf, ex-Proctor & Gamble radio director who served

in Navy alongside Storer, will now headquarter in Detroit

and “coordinate the plans of the company ... in other

cities where television stations are subsequently to be

applied for.”

Gross up, net down, is again fiscal story of CBS, which
this week reported $51,411,368 gross income from sale of

facilities, talent, lines, records, etc. during first 6 months of

1947, net of $2,919,507 ($1.70 per share). For same period of

1946: $46,582,052 gross, $3,200,716 net ($1.86 per share).

Of 1947 net, $1,936,261 was realized from broadcasting,

$983,246 from record manufacturing. Last year’s com-
parative figures were $2,381,683 and $819,033—again show-

ing exceedingly important place record business has as-

sumed in CBS balance sheet (Vol. 3, No. 13).

Speculation rife whether David Sarnoff’s RCA chair-

manship means he’ll soon relinquish presidency and, if

so, who will succeed. Prospects: Frank Folsom, RCA Vic-

tor pr-esident: Niles Trammell, NBC president; Frank
Mullen, NBC executive v.p., ex-aide to Sarnoff.

Inquiries about purchase of Vv’QQ'YV, Washington, have

been so numerous since ill-starred, ill-managed “good mu-
sic” station went on block (Vol. 3, No. 29, 30), that form
letter listing its assets has been sent to several dozen pros-

pects. Confidence is expressed acceptable bid will be of-

fered to meeting of 204 stockholders Aug. 18.

Full resources of FCC’s engineering staff have been

enlisted behind work necessai-y to complete Atlantic City

International Radio Conference Sept. 15, when new treaty

is scheduled to be signed. That’s why FCC Chief Engineer

Sterling and TV Division Chief Curt Plummer couldn’t go

to Chicago this week for Zenith Phone Vision showing.

Pulse Inc., scanning New York City FM set ownership,

finds some 3% (50,000 to 80,000 homes) FM equipped.

It also finds people apparently pretty fickle as to preference

among the 10 stations now programming. Its two recent

polls show little consistency of station popularity. In

Washington, the Post (WINX-FM) also made survey,

came up with 4.6% (14,500) FM homes.

Pool use of New York-Washington coaxial was agreed

upon by NBC, DuMont, CBS at meeting with AT&T offi-

cials. Tentative schedule is based on best feature of day

(baseball, football, etc.), with 3 networks splitting. First

2 have own Washington outlets. CBS has tieup with

Washington Stars WTVW, due on air in October—first

hookup affiliation it has yet made.

Next TV outlet to take air commercially doubtless

will be Philadelphia Inquirer's WFIL-TV, which telecast

first test patterns Wednesday—only 62 days after starting

to jut up transmitter and antenna. Starting Aug. 11, test

patterns will be aired daily, 8-9 p.m.

ItMA-NAB Joint Liaison Committee meets for second
time in Washington Aug 26, with major subject status of
FM and TV. Manufacturers feel AM-FM duplication
will give decided boost to FM set sales. TV they see as new
product lifting them out of AM overproduction doldrums.
Broadcasters naturally want to know set-makers’ plans
for FM and TV (on TV, see Vol. 3, No. 30, 31). RMA
members are Sylvania’s Balcom (president), Crosley’s
Cosgrove (ex-president), Motorola’s Galvin, GE’s Baker,
Westing-house’s Evans, RCA Victor’s Folsom, Strom-
berg’s Manson, Farnsworth’s Nicholas, Western Electric’s
Lack, Emerson’s Abrams, Zenith’s Bonfig, Philco’s Hardy.
NAB conferees are Justin Miller (president); T.A.M.
Craven, WOL, Washington; William Fay, WHAM, Roches-
ter; Gordon Gray, WSJS, Winston-Salem,; James D.
Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati; Carleton Smith, WrRC, Washing-
ton.

That new TV tube, reported in AP dispatch Friday
from Stanford U as making possible operation of 300
black-and-white or 100 color TV stations in limited area
without mutual interference, is same as one reported by
Bell Labs last year (Vol. 2, No. 27). It has potentials for
video networking due to broad-band (800 me), high ampli-
fication (10,000). Stanford’s Dr. Lester M. Field started
work on it at Bell with Dr. John R. Pierce, says it’s twice
as effective as one reported last year.

Paul Banyan and his blue ox “Babe” had nothing on
modern loggers and GE. Complete FM network is being
used in logging operations on Minnesota border by Min-
nesota & Ontario Paper Co. System ranges from two
basic stations with 300 ft. towers to five 60-watt portables
for use in log drives.

Televising LaScala in Milan, direct off stage, micro-
waving it to receivers at nearby Milan Fair, was most
exciting job ECA’s Dick Hooper said he did on recent
Italian junket with chain TV unit which so excited inter-

est of Pope Pius (Vol. 3, No. 28). Hooper got back 10
days ago, was immediately assigned Tanglewood job in
Berkshires, goes next to Toronto Exposition.

“Tower” FM antenna, $1,150 sans beacon, is offered

by Workshop Associates (Gardiner G. Greene, pres.), 66
Needham St., Newton Highlands, Mass. Claims: highest
gain per antenna height, needs no de-icing gear, sim-
plicity, less windload and weight (183 lbs) than others
of comparable gain, delivery promised 60 days after order
received.

Anyone connected with news on radio should make
Paul W. White’s “News on the Air” (Harcourt, Brace &
Co., $3.50) must reading; it’s a textbook by ex-CBS ace
news chief, who did such a hangup wartime job.

RCA’s gross income from all sources (including NBC)
was $154,333,872 for first 6 months of 1947, its net $8,-

825,912; for same period last year, gross was $101,310,085,

net $5,666,299.

Gates of Quincy, 111. plans production line on FM trans-

mitters by early September.



MR. PETRILLO BIDES HIS TIME: As of Friday night, still no word from Petrillo about
AM-FM duplication , still the same negative response from his Chicago office (Vol. 5,

No. 32). Petrillo' s aides say he's out of town, others that he's resting on his
farm near Chicago — storing up strength and ideas, no doubt, for his Sept. 15 reap-
pearance before House Labor subcommittee. Certainly, his decision will be known by
then at least. Meanwhile, we're getting still more reports of AM-FM duplication,
especially by independents and in some cases by network affiliates, with nobody
seeming to care any more. It shouldn't be long now.

EEC's TV PLAN, LOSS OR GAIN? It's a bit too early to gauge reactions to FCC's pro-

posal to take away community TV Channel No. 1 (44-50 me), assign it to non-govern-
ment fixed and mobile services, as means of eliminating interference probed at mid-
June engineering conference (Vol. 3, No. 24). Plainly, FCC planners hate to do it,

for it means TV will then have only 12 channels left, with many sets already manu-
factured for 13. TV spokesmen say they don't intend to give up No. 1 by default —
even though, in compensation, FCC proposes to eliminate sharing provisions between
TV and other services, except government on Channels 7 and 8 (174-180 & 180-188 me).

Detailed plan was set forth in 9-page FCC Mimeo 10421 released Aug. 14
(we'll get you a copy, if you wish). Comments and objections are invited by Sept.
15. If they warrant, FCC will set date for oral arguments/ This is what proposals
v/ould do to present assignments (p. 8, Supp. 17) :

(1) Two cities would lose their single channel assignments — Trenton, N.J.
and Bridgeport, Conn., where no one has yet applied. (2) Three cities would lose
one channel each — Chicago (No. 13), Cleveland (No. 7), Columbus (No. 8). (3)
Eleven cities would have present channel assignments reshuffled, without losing any
— Canton, 0. ;

Fall River-New Bedford, Mass. ; Harrisburg, Pa.
; Manchester, N.H.

;

Racine-Kenosha, Wis. ;
Scranton-Wilkes Barre, Pa. ; South Bend, Ind. ; Springfield-

Kolyoke, Mass.
;
Springfield, 0. ;

York, Pa.
; and Riverside, Cal., where KPRO has only

grant thus far to Channel No. 1 (Supp. 18-C). KPRO would get No. 6 instead under
new plan. None of other cities in latter category has any TV grants or applicants.

Supporting plan, FCC engineers say it would also eliminate interference on
TV Channels No. 4 (66-72) and No. 5 (76-82) caused by fixed and mobile services
(mainly aero) now operating in in-between band of 72-76 me. These services would be
limited to fixed circuits so engineered that interference would be nil. But 72-76
me communications services would be allowed to continue for 5 more years.

On other hand, FCC proposal does nothing to overcome adjacent channel inter-
ference from amateurs in 50-54 me, now playing hob with TV Channel No. 2. Nor is
anything proposed to overcome harmonic interference from "hams" in 28 me band, also
to Channel 2. And no solution is attempted for harmonics from diathermy and indus-
trial heating devices, though it's thought these will be slight once equipment
makers improve their gadgets. Also unsolved is interference from TV to aircraft
navigational systems in 108-120 me band.

Copyright 1947 by Radio News Bureau



PROOF 0? THE FM PUDDING: Several significant points about FM the 450-odd delegates
from 70 countries will certainly carry home with them when International Telecommu-
nications Conference concludes its Atlantic City sessions Sept. 28 — all auguring
well for future FM export trade:

\

( 1 ) That FM offers best system for countries with underdeveloped broadcast -

in g services , better system than AM for poor propagation areas, virtually perfect
system so far as freedom from tropical static is concerned; (2) that FM's range is

not necessarily limited to line-of-sight horizon , as so long believed.

Consulting engineer C. M. Jansky Jr. reports keen interest in FM among for-

eign technicians inspecting current Atlantic City demonstrations, v/hich v/ill con-
tinue. Points are proved rather potently, particularly second point, in radio relay
setup (Vol. 3, No. 31) in which signals from Maj. Armstrong's Alpine transmitters
(one high band, one low) are picked up 110 miles away and 7,340 ft below line-of-
sight at special 120-ft receiving antenna, then carried 7 miles on special high
fidelity (16,000 cps) lines to WBAB-FM transmitter. Quality is consistently tops.

Delighted, Maj. Armstrong presented heads of each delegation v/lth Zenith
AM-FM table model set . Word of warning from Prof. Jansky: Properly engineered,
high quality radio relay systems for FM networks will require more than §200 capital
cost mentioned at Albany FMA meeting last April (Vol. 3, No. 16).

SHOT m ABM FOB MB’S FM DEPT.: Is NAB really going to shake a leg, do something
about promoting FM ? Its avowed policy is not to promote any special phase of radio
— but question naturally arises whether old FMBI's stepchild, NAB's FM Dept., will

be adopted into NAB's departmental family as a full-fledged member if and when Ar-
thur Stringer is named chief. Mr. Stringer is now director of special services, but

primarily he's a promotion man — and a good one. Almost anything NAB would do in

FM field would be regarded as promotion, despite FMA ' s creation for just that pur-
pose. Only this week FM, TV and FX stations were made eligible for representation

* on NAB board by mail vote of membership, provided each has 25 member stations — so

you can look for four new directors-at-large (FM gets one each for Class A, Class B).

NAB's long moribund FM Dept , was left virtually dead when Bob Bartley quit.

NAB hierarchy has been too busy with other things to bother about it, though did

show mild interest in FM in naming independent FMer Leonard Asch (WBCA, Schenec-

tady) chairman of FM Executive Committee to succeed Walter Damm. Asch is also one

of topkicks of FMA, has called his NAB committee for meeting Aug. 25.

That NAB doesn't like existence of "periphery" associations like FMA and

TBA, is an open secret. Long-range plans are to absorb them. But it can't get

FMA, v/hich now has 195 members. As for TBA . even though networks belong, and net-

works are partial to NAB, they don't carry enough weight in TBA councils yet to put

over merger. Incidentally, NAB has no special session on FM, like last year's,

scheduled for its Atlantic City convention, Sept. 15-18, though FCC Chairman Denny
may be counted upon to discuss FM again in his convention address . Nor is TV on

agenda, except as it may come up in technical session or be demonstrated in exhibits.

HEWSPAPEBS TO TALK OVER TV: Of the 11 TV stations operating commercially ( Supp

.

18-C) ,
two are newspaper-owned — by Detroit News, St. Louis Post-Dispatch. Of 54

CP holders, 20 are newspapers , including rich, live-wire Philadelphia Inquirer, v/hose

WFIL-TV right now is air testing, readying for September debut. Inquirer's TV di-

rector, Ken Stowman, is convinced newspaper-TV stations have many problems in com-

mon: planning, engineering, construction, management, programs, newsreel exchanges

(he has already made film swap deal with Don Lee's W6XA0, Hollywood). So, to talk

all these things over, but "absolutely not" to set up any sort of organization,
Stowman has invited all newspaper TV executives iq confab in Chicago's Palmer House

Aug. 27-29 . About half the newspaper TVers quickly accepted, replies from others are

awaited. Not invited were mere applicants , of whom there are 15, three identified

with nev/spapers — Chicago Daily News, Philadelphia News, Lancaster (Pa.) New Era,

latter interests seeking TV in Wilmington, Dela. (Vol. 3, No. 32).



MOBS TUNERS, CHEAPEN TUNERS: First unit v/e've heard of containing Hazeltine's
"secret" FM circuit (Vol. 3, No. 31) was unveiled this week by John Meek Industries
Inc., receiver manufacturer of Plymouth, Ind., at Columbus (Ind.) meeting of Indiana
FM Assn. It's a 2-tube converter, to sell at $19.95 . We have no indication of its

performance other than that its makers say it brings in 7 FM stations at Plymouth.
September delivery is planned through regular retail channels spurred by big promo-
tion campaign. It's one of quite a few FM tuners and sets FMA says will be exhibi-
ted at its Sept. 12-13 convention in Hotel Roosevelt, New York. Also to be shown
is unidentified 3-tube FM-only set designed to sell for $24.95.

Airadio has begun shipments to dealers and broadcasters of its $38 "Cotnbi-

nette " (Vol. 3, No. 20), heralded by full-page trade paper ads. Suggested retail
price is $56.95. Of 25,000 units scheduled for production before year's end, first
deliveries go to some 100 purchasers in 80 cities (mostly broadcasters). Sales are
handled by Electronics Inc., Washington (Bill Koplovitz). And WIBW's Pug Marquardt
(Topeka) reports he's had numerous inquiries for samples of his Blooper (Vol. 3,

No. 31), planned for early mass production.

KAIL OBBER AND CHAIN STORE FMs: When the big merchandise-wise mail order houses
pick up a product, you may be sure it has arrived. So it will come as pleasant
news to FMers, still dismayed by FM's junior position in manufacturing field and
high prices it's fetching, to learn biggest mail order houses show deep FM-conscious-

ness in radio sections of their new Fall-Winter catalogs. Sears Roebuck lists
4 out of 10 Silvertone consoles with FM — one straight AM-FM console at $99.50,
three AM-FM-phono combinations at $149.50, $195, $225. Montgomery Ward lists 5 out
of 8 Airline consoles with FM — one AM-FM at $124.95, four AM-FM-phonos at $169.95,
$209.95, $219.95, $229.95. Then, too. Western Auto Stores (big, little chain) last
week broke ad on its $149.50 AM-FM-phono Truetone console, pegging price on trade-in
of old set. Another big chain, Alden's , is reported getting ready for FM market.
National Cooperative, Chicago , selling its own "Co-op" brand of AM sets at $24 and
$38, plans to have FM added to latter by October, hopes to sell set at $50-$60.
On Thursday, Sparton broke full-page ad in New York Times offering $30 trade-in
credit on its $229.95 AM-FM-phono, making cost $199.95, plugged FM features particu-
larly, listed all dealers in metropolitan area. And New York's giant Macy's this
week began pushing, via ads and in-store promotion, an AM-FM-phone Artone for $199.

FOCUSING FISCAL EYES ON TV: Magic appeal of TV has stockbrokers working overtime
these days . Even though CBS testified it dropped some $2,000,000 on color TV (Vol.

2, No. 50), even though it obviously can't profit from TV for some time to come,
newsletter of one of biggest brokerage houses tells its customers : "The stock of
this company [CBS] affords an interest in an established field with possibilities of
large profits in the future from the coming development of television." It sees
significance in fact 22% of WCBS-TV's time at end of last year (v/hen it was on air
only few hours weekly) was sponsored by such major advertisers as Ford, Gulf, Bris-
tol-Myers, Borden.

Fanfares of publicity are accompanying current offers of stock in United
States Television Mfg. Corp., specialising in large-screen TV sets for bars, restau-
rants, etc., which it claims to have distributed in larger quantities than anyone
else. This week, UST announced $2,245 set with 25x30-in screen , largest yet. Its
largest screen up to now has been 19x25-in. at $1,995. (Size of newspaper page is
16x22-in. )

President Hoge sees TV's future in large-screen, says UST is perfecting
home set with small tube (2-3-in.) that can provide image magnified to 12xl6-in.

, to
sell at about present prices of direct-viewing sets.

It's generally agreed in trade that first big profits from TV, as in early
days Of radio itself, will be made by manufacturers and dealers — long before
telecasting becomes profitable. That's certainly thinking of TV-station operators
DuMont, Philco, RCA, and of most of the numerous other manufacturers going into TV
(Vol. 3, No. 30, 31). So it would seem CBS, with one station and seeking only one



more (Chicago), isn't in good position to profit from TV. Nor is ABC, planning 5
TV outlets, reported in current Tide Magazine to be considering reviving last
year's shelved plan for public sale of stock (probably to pay for huge TV plant out-
lays). Most significant fact about CBS's recent financial reports is increasing take
from recording business, decreasing from broadcast operations (Vol. 3, No. 13, 32).—

- SIGHT AND SOUND
Most reports about resignations from FCC are likely

to come true sooner or later—but meanwhile the same

rather equivocal denials. From Atlantic City, Chairman

Denny writes again this week: “I have made no plans

for leaving the Commission.” He made no comment on

trade report he’s been offered NBC general counselship,

to which Henry Ladner succeeded (on Judge Ashby’s res-

ignation) with title of acting general counsel.

Who gets WQQW, Washington (Vol. 3, No. 29, 30, 32)

will be decided next week, or after Aug. 18 stockholders

meeting. Best purchaser prospect seems to be “large

cosmetic firm not now in radio.” Others in running: Drew
Pearson, columnist; Lawrence Heller, ex-owner, WINX,
Washington; Ohio Farm Bureau (Murray Lincoln, presi-

dent), seeking capital “feeder” for its WRFD, Worthington,

0. (AM Directory No. 1).

FCC has given Paramount-DuMont TV applications

60 more days grace, or until Oct. 15, so they still pend

—

until decision can be reached whether and when film com-

pany will dispose of its DuMont stockholdings (Vol. 3,

No. 32).

Continental FM Network has sponsor on hook, will

announce details shortly. Twenty-station hookup (Vol. 3,

No. 32) this week added WNLC-FM, New London, Conn.,

taking shows off air from WGTR, Paxton, Mass. [Note

to subscribers: We have supply of CN maps we published

last week, will be glad to send you a few extra copies with-

out cost.]

FCC Blue Book may not have been bleached, but it

sure got Clorox treatment this week when license renewal

of WTOL, Toledo, was okayed on grounds operation had

improved tremendously since it was cited as one of 5

“horrible” examples in March, 1946 report. Only station

criticised in Blue Book still not renewed is Hearst’s WBAL
in Baltimore, due to be heard Oct. 6 in conjunction with

Pearson-Alien application.

TV power in megawatts may be solution to adequate

coverage in uhf band. Suggestion is advanced by Electron-

ics Magazine's editor and color TV expert, Don Fink.

Saying 480-920 me band (now 500-890 me) may be TV’s

last frontier, he suggested more field testing before deci-

sion on band’s adequacy. He’s worried, too, lest definition

be frozen at 625 lines, emphasizing that he is thinking

in terms of next 25 years’ development.

To convert auto radios to FM, Pilotuners (Vol. 3, No.

29, 30) have been installed in their cars by Robert Lincoln

O'Brien, publisher-operator of independent FM station

WLOB, Claremont, N. II., and L. J. Duncan, owner of

WRLD-FM, West Point, Ga.

Howard Hughes’ plans for TV (he once had applica-

tions in for Los Angeles and San Francisco, which he

dropped) won’t be revived, he told us while here for Senate

hearing. Reason: too many other irons in fire.

NBC affiliates, holding own pre-NAB convention Sept.

12-13 at Atlantic City’s Claridge Hotel, will get earful on

TV second day, with RCA’s Gen. Sarnoff as main speaker.

Perennial Clear Channel hearing is again postponed

by FCC, this time to Oct. 14.

Westinghouse Stratovision expert C. E. “Chile” Nobles
says he knows about problem of pitching and turning in

airborne reception and transmission, and that means have
been developed to overcome it. He didn’t want to say

more until he’d had a chance to read and study report last

week by DuMont’s T. T. Goldsmith, which questioned

feasibility of skyhook system of relays and transmitters.

Goldsmith’s report was based on flights between New York-
Boston-Washington with planeload of measuring devices.

GE’s new biconical TV antenna for microwave relay

reception picks up uhf beams from any direction, doesn’t

have to be “aimed” for each remote. Called “chicken

brooder” because that’s what its three sections look like

when assembled, first unit goes to Washington Star's

WTVW, due on air early this fall. Developed for 1295-

1425 me TV relay band, company says antenna can be

modified to work on any uhf frequency. GE also claims

it’s almost 16 times more sensitive than simple vertical.

First serious attempt to buck FCC’s interference stand-

ards for FM is running into difficulty. Suffolk Broad-
casting Corp., holder of CP for Class A at Coram, N. Y.,

(Long Island), has dredged up a Class B channel and
wants to convert, but FCC set it for hearing, questioning

whether another Class B can be squeezed into New York
City area.

DuMont’s guide on TV commercial time, established in

new rate card that goes into effect Sept. 1 (Vol. 3, No. 32),

ranges from 1 minute, 30 seconds for a 5-minute show
to 9 minutes for a 60-minute show during daytime hours

(before 6 p. m.), and from 1 minute, 15 seconds for a 5-

minute show to 6 minutes for a 60-minute show night

time (after 6 p. m.). This is first listing of ratio of com-
mercials to program time we’ve seen for TV.

Industrial Television Inc., Nutley, N. J., organized

5 months ago to manufacture bar and restaurant large-

screen, direct-view TV sets, is now marketing in Washing-
ton and Baltimore. Specializing in multiple units worked
from a single master control, company reports over 100

installations in New York area already, production now 50

per month. Home models are due in late fall, says Presi-

dent Horace Atwood Jr.

Reason why J. Arthur Rank film interests ordered Du-
Mont image orthicon chain shipped to London last month
(Vol. 3, No. 30) became apparent with issuance of experi-

mental TV license permitting British firm to beam pro-

grams from Baird labs to 6 London theaters, also to pick

up news events for projection on theater screens. It’s

England’s first private license of kind. London report also

has it that Scophony Ltd. plans production soon of set with

18x24-in. screen.

St. Louis plans big TV show, Nov. 19-23, wants to make
it nation-wide in scope with exhibits by all manufacturers;

but Chicago exposition planned for autumn probably won’t

be held until early next year, if at all.

Radio Consultants Inc. plans third of its FM sympo-
siums in Washington’s Statler Hotel, Oct. 23-25, charging

$15 registration plus $100 fee for course.

Another newsletter in TV field started this week,

called United Video, published at 516 Fifth Ave., New York
City, Irving Yorke, secretary.



IS TV CUBS W0STH THE LOSS? Two schools of thought seem apparent among TVers
pondering FCC's proposal to delete Channel No. 1 in order to obviate interference
from channel-sharing mobile services (Vol. 3, No. 33). What organized TV broad-
casters want done should be decided at TBA board meeting Aug. 25. One school feels
that, though drastic, FCC's solution is best since it does cut out interference
which June engineering conference plainly showed exists (Vol. 3, No. 24). It’s
understood this is opinion of TBA engineers who met Thursday. Other segment feels
TV must fight to hold scant number of channels now assigned it , must at least be
compensated for any loss. They want industry to demand two or three additional
channels in what they claim are "watered" government bands between TV Channels 6

and 7 as price of concurrence to loss of Channel 1. They point to necessity for at
least two channels in small cities and towns in order to make TV truly competitive.
Under proposed plan even Bridgeport and Trenton will be left barren of TV.

SEASONAL DIP IH RADIO OUTPUT: July was 5-week month in RMA's audited calculations
of radio production (June 28-Aug. 1). But it also was usual month of vacation
shutdowns and slowdowns. Hence output dropped somewhat. Total sets of all kinds
produced by RMA members (95% of industry) reached 1,155,456 in July , compared with
1,213,142 in June (Vol. 3, No. 29). Total for first 7 months of 1947: 9,766,100.

July TV output was 10,007 sets , compared with 11,484 in June; it breaks
down to: 5,546 table models, 2,406 direct-view consoles, 187 projection sets, 1,860
radio-phono combinations, 8 converters. Seven-month total TV output: 56,396 . July
FM total was 70,649 , compared with June's 76,624, and breaks down to: 55,988 AM-FM-
phonos, 485 AM-FM consoles, 14,176 table models. FM's 7-month total: 516,212.

TALKING SOFT BUT ACTING TOUGH: We certainly called the turn wrong on Petrillo.
But, then, so did just about everybody else, including our chief sources of informa-
tion — Rep. Kearns, FMA, the networks, Jimmy himself. This week's bad news adds up
to no AM-FM duplication , for the time being at least. They're two separate fields,
Petrillo says, "like a theater and a night club." Even the FCC licenses them sepa-
rately, and besides "the FM station with no AM affiliation [our count: 289 out of
1,124] . . . should not have to suffer this competitive discrimination." So went the
Petrillo arguments as he announced his edict from his Chicago throne room Tuesday.

"This does not mean that the same musicians cannot play on both AM and
FM ,

" he conceded magnanimously. "It only means that the AM operator must pay
the union scale if he wants a musician to play over his station, and the FM
operator must do likewise." He said 12 FMs are already paying the union pipers,
but won't tell who they are — hasn't even informed House committee yet, as prom-
ised. (We know only of Chicago Tribune's WGNB, CBS's WBBM-FM

, Stromberg-^Carlson'

s

WHFM) . As for unauthorized duplication already going on (Vol. 3, No. 32), it's
apparently up to AFM locals to squawk first.

Not much doubt about it — Jimmy has given the industry another kick in the
slats . But there isn't any doubt, either, that he's going to have to do a lot of
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explaining to House subcommittee which has hip under subpoena to reappear Sept. 15

(though date will be deferred until after FMA, NAB conventions). Chairman Kearns
was very surprised at edict, said it was "contrary to my understanding."

There's at least fighting chance, too, that Dept, of Justice may move

into situation under Lea or Taft-Hartley laws. FMA conferred Thursday with
battery of Attorney General's staffmen, headed by Peter C. Brown, who also are

slated for meetings with networks next week. FMA's Bill Bailey, hopping mad,

insists networks should permit duplication at once since their AFM contracts
cover "broadcasting," not AM as against FM

;
he says he suspects networks have

private agreement not to feed musical programs to FM without Petrillo's consent.

Networks' .joint telegram to Petrillo Wednesday expressed regret, asked
further meetings, stated: "Your action will seriously retard the development of

FM broadcasting and we therefore feel is clearly contrary to the public interest."

But networks obviously are not in any hurry, probably would prefer to bide their
time until they negotiate next contracts with AFM, present ones expiring next
Jan. 31; they should be in better strategic position then, under new labor laws.

As for NAB, it had no more comment than President Miller's remark to N. Y. Times:

"This will mean continuation of the stalemate." Subject is certain to be main
topic at both NAB and FMA conventions next month.

It looks now like Petrillo is adopting policy of "talk soft, act tough,"

intends to maintain old fear of reprisals (such as higher wage demands, strike

threats) if thwarted by new labor laws. He let it be known Friday AFM isn't going
into recording business , as he threatened at House hearings (Vol. 3, No. 28), but

he has adopted policy of refusing to let his men play for any new recording com-
panies. As Rep. Hartley commented to AP Thursday, day his bill became law, "Fortis-
simo means loud music. Pianissimo means soft music. Petrillo means no music."

Someone's been feeding Jimmy Petrillo some rather cockeyed figures on FM,

from which he's drawn questionable conclusions. He was quoted as telling Chicago

newsmen there were 204 FM stations now operating, that these would increase

to 3,000 in 18 months. Actually, adding the 52 licensees and 213 STAs to date

(Supp. 53 and addenda), there are 265 FM stations which may be presumed to be on

the air more or less regularly. Then there are 666 CPs outstanding, 247 condi-

tional grants, only 159 applications pending . Applications now are less than half

dozen weekly. How all these can possibly add up to 3,000 within 18 months escapes us.

EBOADCASTIEG'S DIGEST FLO?: Lots of voluble stockholders, plenty of pretty theo-

ries, much cloudy business thinking -- that's picture of last Monday's meeting to

decide what to do about Washington's WQQW, costly experiment of the "liberal"

fringe gone sour. Despite talk of many bidders, there was only one bid — $80,000,

from Lawrence Heller, ex-owner of WINX, which he sold to Washington Post for

§500,000. Stockholders wouldn't approve, decided to meet again Sept. 3.

Good music, limited commercial station, which was going to show up in-

dustry's ills and foibles under "enlightened" managership of one of Blue Book's

authors, ex-FCC staffman Edward Brecher, is on rocks after only 8 months opera-

tion (Vol. 3, No. 29-33). Business-wise, it's probably quickest and worst flop

in radio history, will be cited often as prime example of loose thinking, imprac-

tical acting on part of pinkos, do-gooders and others who carp at commercial radio.

Station enjoys fairly large, very loyal following (not all highbrow)

but has suffered from antagonism engendered from outset by Brecher policies:

looking dov/n nose at advertisers and agencies, promising city its "only honest
'

news" (and then hiring ex-correspondent for Communist papers as news editor), even

refusing to observe ordinary amenities of legitimate business. Facility isn't bad

(1,000 watts daytime on 570 kc) plus CP for FM. Best business month was $4,000,

though gilded overhead runs about §12,000. The 202 stockholders subscribed to

§132,000 in capital stock, several also going on note for §50,000. They want to



salvage something, but obligations besides $50,000 not e include $10,000 trust,

$4,500 owing for equipment, $5,000 liquidation cost, $15,000 estimated operating

expenses until FCC approves a sale. Muddy thinking was manifest when some stock-

holders even suggested that (1) present stockholders buy more stock, (2) public be

offered stock, (3) public be asked for regular subscription fees!

Tils TELEVISION POT SMEB5: There's no mistaking the symptoms — things are be-

ginning to stir in TV, auguring busy days ahead for everyone concerned. Even
TBA President Poppele's prediction before newly formed Philadelphia Television
Assn. Wednesday night, that TV industry will amount to $250 million by June , 1948

GOP convention in that city, may not be entirely amiss. He based his estimate on

500,000 sets at average of $500, which may not be bad guess in light of numerous
manufacturers planning TV production (Vol. 3, No. 30), let alone trade estimates of

up to $10 million expenditures on advertising of TV sets during next 12 months.

This v/eek, as Bamberger's engineering chief (WOR) , Poppele announced orders

placed with GE and RCA for full equipment for its projected New York and Washington
TV stations , respectively (Supp. 18-C). GE promised delivery of former by next March.
This makes three major TV station orders for GE — others being for Chicago Tribune
and Yankee Network (Vol. 3, No. 23).

This week, also, another TV applicant who dropped out last year asked FCC to

reinstate application — A. Frank Katzentine, WKAT, Miami Beach, Fla., who proposed
spending $165,000 on installation. His is eighth application since color decision.
Long-delayed Chicago Times application (Vol. 3, No. 32) is now definitely promised
within next two weeks. And Philadelphia's WFIL-TV starts programming Aug. 25, plans
formal opening Sept. 13.

On merchandising side, major TV producers deride trade story sets aren't
moving, say they can market all they can turn out. Confidence is bolstered by
the easing of installment -buying restrictions , seen as offset to high cost of sets,
also by prospect of big TV events to attract buyers — World Series, football, 1948
politics, etc. Philco plans invasion of Washington market Aug. 27 with its Models
1000 and 2500 (Vol. 3, No. 26), former in quantity ($395), latter in limited num-
bers ($795) ,

accompanied by big promotion campaign. Philco has concentrated so far
on Philadelphia and New York areas, building service setup, is now readying to go
into Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Los Angeles.

FM NETWORK'S FIRST SPONSOR: No mere lip-service promoter of FM, Stromberg-Carlson
turns up as that first sponsor on FM's wire-radio hookup called Continental Network
(Vol. 3, No. 32, 33). Big manufacturer-broadcaster has allotted unannounced but size-
able hunk of its fall-winter advertising budget to purchase 8:30-9 Friday nights for
16 weeks on full 22-station chain, starting Sept. 12. Program is live talent, v/ith

30-piece orchestra designed for full utilization of FM capabilities, will originate
from company's own WHFM , Rochester, will naturally plug FM radios. First program
will be piped into FMA convention banquet hall. WHFM will also originate 8-8:30
Friday night show, sustaining but tailored with eye for another sponsor. WLAN-FM ,

Lancaster, Pa., joins CN this week , picking up Armstrong's signal from Alpine, N.J.
Network can be expected soon to add York and Harrisburg, Pa. Competition in some
cities has already led to jockeying for affiliation.

REACHING UP FOR TV SIGNALS: Hinterland bar owners , enviously and impatiently watch-
ing sports-minded elbow-benders pouring into TV-city taverns, have done something
about it. Told that TV signals were going over their heads, they've decided to
reach for them. In several cities, notably Allentown and Reading, Pa., you'll find
towers up to 100 ft. high with nothing but receiving antennas on top . They're get-
ting nice signals from New York and Philadelphia, over distances ranging from 40 to
88 miles. Remarkable is the kind of money going into such installations; complete
setup, including receiver, cost as much as $5,000. And some well-heeled people are
shelling out the same way, just for their private home amusement. Another possi-
bility of eking out distant TV signals is a new antenna developed by Lapoint-Plas-



conoid Corp., Unionville, Conn . (Jerome E. Respess, president). Respess says he

gets regular service from New York (over 100 miles), often Philadelphia (200 miles).

Regarding the tall tower idea , instead of everyone squeezing his wallet that

painful way, it might pay some bright entrepreneur to look into Dr. Fritz Schroe -

ter's proposal (Vol. 3, Mo. 8 ). What the former TV director of Germany's Telefunken

suggests is a single neighborhood station to reach for TV signals, convert them to

lower frequencies, transmit them to home sets by cable.

.

—r—

,

SIGHT AND SOUND : — —
Class B conditional grantees now know which chan-

nels are earmarked for them. FCC this week issued pro-

posed assignments (Supp. 54 herewith) which are almost

certain to show up on final CPs. All conditionals hence-

forth will be granted with channels specified. Publication

of assignments is for benefit of new applicants, who, since

July 1, have had to specify desired channels. They now

know which are preempted. For your convenience, you

should enter these channels in Supp. 53 to 53-G; those Sup-

plements, used with Supp. 52 (channel allocation), will

show exact channel situation in any city.

RCA’s Consumer Custom Products Dept, isn’t telling

us (or its competitors) how many of new Berkshire line of

sets (Vol. 3, No. 31) it’s sold thus far—but it does say the

§1,800-§4,000 units are moving in about equal numbers.

On first 200 of the §4,000 breakfront models, which contain

large-screen TV, purchasers get engraved plaques signed

by Boston Symphony’s Serge Koussevitsky attesting that

§500 of purchase price goes into Berkshire Music Center

scholarship fund.

Nothing to lose and everything to gain, some Class A
grantees in metropolitan areas are asking for modification

to Class B, requesting reserved channels. Thus, Passaic

Daily News (Paterson, N. J. grantee) wants to be on hand

when New York reserved channels are passed around, and

Montgomery FM Broadcasting Corp. (Silver Spring, Md.)

asks for Washington’s sole unassigned channel.

TV story of the week, as recounted by Bennet Cerf in

Saturday Review of Literature: “A television salesman

tried to sell one of his elaborate models to Mr. [Ed] Wynn.

“Just think,” he said, “you can sit comfortably in your

hotel room, press a button on your television set, and a

beautiful, scantily clad girl is suddenly standing before

you.” “In hotels I go to,” Wynn said, “you can get the

same thing without television. . . .

Thomascolor Ir.c., Los Angeles, colorfilm system, in

which BMI’s Carl Haverlin has big interest and which was

represented at FCC’s color TV hearings, recently filed

with SEC registration statement covering 1,000,000 shares

of §5 par Class A common stock which it proposes to offer

public at §10 share without underwriting. Inventor Rich-

ard Thomas was in Washington this week to demonstrate

for SEC.

World Series games in New York will be seen via TV

by 2,500,000 people. That’s estimate of WOR’s Jack

Poppele, TBA president, who said Mutual had all rights

sewed up (Gillette sponsor), would farm out video lights

when series cities are decided. Talk is that New Yoik s

3 stations would be given simultaneous or rotation rights.

Maj. Gen Roger B. Colton, ex-Signal Corps research

chief, has left Washington engineering consulting firm of

Colton & Foss to become Washington radio consultant for

IT&T. Foss continues as William L. Foss Inc.

Collins, moving into high gear in FM transmitter pro-

duction, reports it is now delivering 250-watt and 1 kw

units from stock, will be shipping 3 kw’s next month.

Lt. Gen. James G. Ilarbord, who died this week at 81,

only last month relinquished RCA board chairmanship to

David Sarnoff (Vol. 3, No. 28). Gen. Pershing’s World
War I chief of service of supply, Gen. Harbord was RCA
president 1922-30, during company’s great upbuilding

days, with Sarnoff always his executive officer. He will go
down in radio history as one of its great leaders.

RCA International’s B. E. Shackleford has been nomi-

nated for 1948 presidency of IRE, mail balloting results

to be announced Oct. 24. R. L. Smith-Rose, radio supt. of

Britain’s National Physical Lab, has been nominated for

v. p. Two directors-at-large will be chosen from: B. deF.

Bayly, U of Toronto, A. B. Chamberlain, CBS; J. E. Shep-

herd, Sperry Gyroscope; Prof. J. E. Stratton, MIT.

Importance of TV as newspaper lineage builder was
cogently demonstrated when one section of St. Lov.is-Fost-

Dispatch carried 35 dealer ads, promoting RCA, GE, Cros-

ley, and DuMont sets. Occasion August 6 was dedication

of KSD-TV’s new 20 kw transmitter and 546-ft. tower,

which led newspaper to start promotion campaign also to

plug St. Louis as important TV market, attract sponsors

to station. KSD-TV this week asked FC for full license.

All RCA patent licensees are being urged to go into

TV set production, even though competitive, as measure
of stimulating industry. Thus some 100 manufacturers

and trade newsmen have been invited to Camden and
Lancaster, Pa., Aug. 27-28, for tour of TV production lines.

AFRA’s New York convention this week made clear

its intention to (1) expand and organize radio stations not

now unionized, (2) fight Taft-Hartley law, (3) demand
right of commentators to express their opinions on the

aix-, (4) follow AAAA scale with respect to TV appearances.

Film documentary March of Time for September re-

lease is devoted to broadcasting, writh due attention to

TV and FM. Like “The Hucksters,” it’s not being greeted

very warmly by broadcasters who’ve seen it, mainly be-

cause it stresses alleged advertiser control of programs.

July saw 75 sponsors on TV stations, reports Fred

Kugel’s Television Magazine for August, which lists them
(with agencies). National accounts dominate, though

there are quite a few locals, particularly radio dealers,

brewers.

Articles on TV and FM are scheduled for September

and October issues of Kiplinger Magazine—purely factual,

editors assure us, not opinion like recent tirade against

commercial radio.

Tiniest yet in commercial receiver field seems to be a

§5.98 hand-sized, battery, earphone set by Modernair Corp.,

925 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles.

Chicago’s TV set count as of Aug. 15 was 5,027, reports

WBKB which has fixed new rates accordingly (Vol. 3,

No. 32).

NAB-RMA Joint Liaison Committee meeting sched-

uled for August 26 (Vol. 3, No. 32) has been postponed until

sometime in the fall.



WESTERN UNION PROMISES BELAYS: Western Union’s proposed intercity TV relay (Vol.

3, No. 24) must be coming along, for it submitted memo to newspaper TV executives

meeting in Chicago Thursday stating that it would have common carrier, microwave
networks available in about 6 months at "attractive rates." Naw York-Chicago serv-

ice is planned via 5 trunk routes : Albany-Cleveland-Detroit , Pittsburgh-Cleveland-
Detroit, Pittsburgh-Cincinnati-St . Louis. Newspapermen in huddle to discuss common
problems (Vol. 3, No. 33) heard plans of big news and photo services (AP, UP, INS,

Acme) for TV news coverage, discussed exchanges of newsreels, swapped notes on con-
struction, operation, costs, etc. They plan no permanent organisation.

FM OPTIMISM WELL WARRANTED: No use kidding ourselves — there just isn't a chance
of 700 FM stations on the air by end of 1947 . Actual figure to date:

(
269. Probable

figure then: about 400, But that shouldn't dismay anyone for there's no magic in

widely quoted figure first predicted by FCC Chairman Denny last January. FM boosters
are currently proving they need no magic to warrant their optimistic outlook, e.g. :

Spurt of interest in FM in business publications — Tide making it lead
story Aug. 29, Business Week and Kiplinger magazines working up articles ... .Surge

of queries from ad agencies , particularly about cost of Continental Network time....
Increased purchases of local FM time , such as that by Philco's Washington distribu-
tor (Columbia Wholesalers) which buys one-hour nightly on WINX-FM, quarter-hour on
WWDC-FM (duplicated with AM) for dealer demonstrations. ..

.

Trade success stories like
current one from new WJJW, Wyandotte, Mich., which reports starting 18-hour daily
schedule with 57 one-year contracts on books. .. .And, responsible for much of fore-
going, beanstalk growth of Continental Network (Vol. 3, No. 32, 33) which this week
added 2 more stations to total 24: WLOB, Claremont, N. H. , WCFR, Fall River, Mass.

TV ON THE PRODUCTION LINE: You need only visit RCA's bustling plants at Camden
(sets) and Lancaster (tubes) to get an idea of the bigness, complexity and acceler-
ating rate of TV production. Company's newly opened and even bigger TV factory in
Indianapolis , let alone Philco's equally busy TV assembly lines in Philadelphia,
also impress you with the feeling that by comparison ordinary radio set production
is simplicity itself, will eventually pale to peanut proportions. And RCA pride-
fully informs you there's no such thing as factory inventory ; its dealers are taking
all TV sets it can turn out. So watch TV production from now on, particularly these
last 4 months which are traditionally radio's best sales period.

RCA held clinic at Camden and Lancaster plants this week for about 80 repre-
sentatives of 35 licensee companies — showed them everything with frank purpose,
as RCA Victor's Frank Folsom told them, of urging them to hurry into TV production.
No ifs or buts about it: RCA looks on TV "to blossom into one of the most enormous
businesses this country has ever known. " Mr. Folsom added: "While the initial de-
tails may look discouraging, the future possibilities are so overwhelmingly favor-
able that there should be no hesitation. ... to get into television in a big way."

Big RCA's stake in other companies entering the field is plain — popular-
izing TV as a whole, patent license royalties, video station equipment sales, tele-
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casting (NBC). So its generous proffers of advice and actual direct service weren't
merely eleemosynary. For its own part, company didn't care to disclose actual
production figures, except to show that one day last week it turned out slightly
over 1,000 sets and to indicate that a normal working day at Camden might produce
"up to 800." Indianapolis plant has nearly twice Camden's capacity , will turn out

all the large-screen sets, costs §750,000 just to rig up for TV (§500,000 on test
equipment alone), will be in full swing by Sept. 15. Revealed for first time v/as

new TV-AM-FM-phono console , with 10-in. tube, going out to distributors Sept. 15.

Companies represented on Camden-Lancaster junket included most of those v/ho

reported to us (Vol. 3, No. 30) they intend going into TV production before year's
end, plus several others. Represented were: Air King, Automatic, Bace, Belmont,
Bendix, Colonial, Coronet, DeWald, Emerson, Fada, Fisher, Garod, GE, Hallicrafters

,

Industrial, Jewel, Magnavox, Majestic, Minerva, Nielsen, North American Phillips,
Olympic, Packard-Bell ,

Pilot, Radio & Television Inc., Harold Shevers Inc., Sparks-
Withington, Stewart-Warner ,

TeleTone, Televue, Templetone, Trav-Ler, Viewtone, War-
wick, Westinghouse.

* * * * *

So far as Philco is concerned , it's plain that TV merchandising is going
to be "competitive as hell" — and Philco' s notoriously loyal, aggressive, merchan-
dise-wise distributors and dealers are the boys to do it. This week, Philco came
into Washington market (Vol. 3, No. 34). Next it goes into Chicago, Sept. 10; St .

Louis, Sept. 14; Los Angeles, Sept. 17 . Washington distributor-dealer meeting
Tuesday v/as highlighted by first showing of new Model 1050, TV-only console with
10-in. screen, to sell for $449.50 plus §50 installation and servicing. It's same

set as table model (No. 1000) at §395 plus §45; rest of line is No. 700 with 7-in.

tube. No. 2500 with big 15x20-in. screen (Vol. 3, No. 26).

Philco pep-talker Jimmy Carmine made flat claim (v/hich RCA denies) that its

TV sets are already "largest selling in the world," even though company has only

been in New York and Philadelphia markets up to now. He said Philco accounted for

half of June's 11,484 sets (Vol. 3, No. 29), and as of Sept. 1 will be turning out

§1,000,000 worth of TV sets per week (whether at factory price or retail wasn't

stated). He also said Philco is offering its big micro-lens screen to other com-

panies , has already licensed GE, RCA, Westinghouse.

SPESDIHS UP T¥ STAXIOM GBMITS: If you're properly qualified, if facility is avail-

able, if no competitive application is on file.... you don't have to wait long these

days for a TV grant — FCC is that eager to speed up telecast services. Thus WDEL ,

Wilmington, Dela . ,
waited only 3 weeks to get grant of its reinstated application

"(Vol. 3, No. 32) ; and Elm City Broadcasting Corp. , New Haven, Conn. (WHNC ) had to

wait only 5 weeks (Vol. 3, No. 30). On Thursday both got community channel grants :

WDEL No. 7 (174-180 me), 1 kw visual power, 500 watts aural, 281 ft. antenna; WHNC

No. 6 (82-88 me), 1.82 kw visual power, 957 watts aural, 510 ft. antenna.

You can expect several more grants momentarily — next probably to Yankee

Network, Boston (Vol. 3, No. 23); Johnson-Kennedy (WIND), Chicago (Vol. 3, No. 26);
CBS, Chicago (Vol. No. 3, No. 31). Almost everything is in order at FCC, except

that in case of Chicago's 2 applicants (3 channels available) Commision is inquir-

ing into interlocking interests of CBS v.p. Leslie Atlass, who owns 19.2% of WIND.

Another TV applicant this week is Empire Coil Co., of New Rochelle, N. Y .

,

asking for station in Avon, Conn., suburb of Hartford , using Channel 10 (192-198

me), one of 2 assigned Hartford-New Britain area. Power would be 25.6 kw visual,

13.46 kw aural, antenna 237 ft. above ground, 579 ft. above average terrain. Con-

struction cost is estimated at §246,250, operation at §10,000 monthly. Substantial

manufacturer of coils and transformers for big radio set makers, including RCA

(from whom transmitter has been ordered). Empire is wholly owned by Herbert Mayer

and wife. Application shows total assets of §153,882, states TV project will be

financed through §250,000 private bond issue, §25,000 non-voting stock.

Note: Add foregoing TV grants and application to file copy of your TV

Directory (Supp. 18-C).



F3LGBSMASE TO MECCA: Next scene in drama of duplication shifts to Jimmy Petrillo 's

domain , whither on Sept. 8 his supplicants will journey once again for audience.

Networks will again seek to dissuade him from AM-FM duplication ban (Vol. 3, No.

34). Neither NAB nor FMA is in on confab, former being music czar’s bete noir,

but they'll do lots of talking on subject at forthcoming conventions. Networks

will try to argue Petrillo down on points that duplication doesn't enlarge total

audience, FM should be given its head for sake of better radio, will bring benefits

in long run to musicians as well as public.

Network bigwigs conferred Thursday with Dept, of Justice attorneys —
Frank White and Julius Brauner, for CBS; Frank Mullen and Henry Ladner, NBC; Robert
Kintner and Joe McDonald, ABC; Robert Swezey, MBS. Results are best described as

"indifferent." Government can't be expected to act unless and until AFM actually
clamps down on someone, is deemed violating Lea or Taft-Hartley acts. FM cohorts,
meanwhile, say Petrillo edict is no death blow. They admit duplication is desir-
able, but insist FM will go forward anyhow, though perhaps more slowly, with own

improved programs, own networks.

TIMELIEST TV TIMETABLE: This fall and winter will bring season of TV openings .

Schedule, mainly based on RCA deliveries of new 5 kw transmitters, is about as fol-
lows: Philadelphia Inquirer's WFIL-TV, formal opening Sept. 13; Washington Star's
WTVW, September-October tests; Baltimore Sun's WMAR and Hearst's WBAL-TV, aiming
for early November openings, probably with joint T-Day ;

Milwaukee Journal's WTMJ-TV,
Dec. 1; Westinghouse ' s WBZ-IV, Boston, December; Scripps-Howard ' s WEWS, Cleveland
(DuMont equipment), possibly before Dec. 31. As of Aug. 25, RCA had delivered 8 TV
transmitters , reports current deliveries at 3 per month. RCA's Ted Taylor estimates
that by early next year 18 cities with about 23% of country's population will be
served by TV stations.

RCA also predicted these stations (Supp. 18-C) will be in operation before
year's end, but this doesn’t jibe with our information: WLWT, Cincinnati, which may
test with football this fall from Crosley's experimental W8XCI but won't get going
commercially before Feb. 1; WTCN-TV, Minneapolis; KFI-TV, Los Angeles; WTVT (WSPD)

,

Toledo; WPEN-TV (Bulletin), Philadelphia; WAAT-TV, Newark; NBC, Los Angeles;
WBAP-TV, Fort Worth; KSTP-TV, St. Paul. Foregoing should be among first to take '

air in early 1948 , plus others like Buffalo News' WBEN-TV, Los Angeles Times' KTTV,
NBC Cleveland, NBC Chicago, Bamberger's WOR-TV, New York, and WOIC, Washington.

WBAL-TV pulled coup by engaging N3C's Harold P. See , TV pioneer and one of
best operations men, as its television manager. He reports Sept. 15. Next Monday,
WBAL inaugurates its magnificent new studio building on Charles St. (7 radio and
2 TV studios), designed as showplace. In connection with planning for TV station ,

best prepared document we've yet seen is Milwaukee Journal's outline for its open-
ing. Plans include radio relay from Chicago. Initial rates are $600 per hour
(5 hours rehearsal time), $160 per hour for film, special rates for remotes. Write
Walter Damm for a copy; it's well worth study.

HOLD THAT TV CHANNEL: Thinking of TBA committee named to formulate policy, plan
and tactics to oppose FCC proposal to take Channel No. 1 away from TV (Vcl. 3, No.
33, 34) seems to be along these lines: TV cannot afford to lose any frequencies
in fact, actually needs more. It's impossible to share TV channels with other
services, governmental or non-governmental. There's plenty of space in oversup-
plied, unused government bands between Channels 6 and 7 (108-174 me) not only to
take care of other services but also to permit two or three more channels for TV.
TBA is going to oppose giving Channel 1 to mobile services as means of doing away
with channel-sharing interference. Board this week named this committee to carry
the fight : WOR's Jack Poppele (president), Philco's J. F. Bingley, Washington coun-
sel Thad Brown. They must file objections with FCC by Sept. 15. Board also elected
CBS's Larry Lowman, TV v.p., to directorship to fill out term of Ernest Vogel, re-
signed from Farnsworth. Approved was WV/J-TV (Detroit News) application for member-
ship, giving TBA third newspaper-owned member (others: St. Louis Post-Dispatch’s
KSD-TV, Chicago Tribune's WGNA)

.



TV REVIVES THE KIT BUILDERS: Eager little beavers in TV set field , an uncounted
factor whose output has added thousands to video audience, are the kit makers.

They’re reviving interest among growing army of adept, gadget-minded hobbyists and

"hams" who like to build their own. Pre-war, Meissner and Andrea led slim field.

One kit maker (Transvision) announced it has sold 10,000 in last 12 months. Alto-

gether, there are six electronics firms who put out TV components in various stages,

with instructions, diagrams, etc. to simplify assembly:

Dynamic Television Associates Inc ., 155 Prince St., Brooklyn, N. Y. , kit

with 7-in. tube §159.50, with wooden cabinet §174.50. Electro-Technical Industries ,

121 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, "Telekit" with 7-in. tube §120, cabinet §24.50 more;

with 10-in. tube §189, cabinet §29.50 more. Republic Television Inc. , 7 E. Madison
Ave., Dumont, N. J. ,

kit with 7-in. tube §165, including dipole and lead-in wire.

Tel esonic Corp. of America , 5 W. 45th St., New York City, kit with 7-in. tube

§159.50, 90-day guarantee. Television Assembly Co ., 387 Bushwick Ave., Brooklyn,

N, Y. ,
kit in assembly form with 10-in. tube §229.50. Transv.ision Inc ., 305 North

Ave., New/ Rochelle, N. Y. , kit with 7-in. tube §159.50, with 12-in. tube §289.50,

latter with FM §359.50. Transvision also offers plastic lens for blowing up 7-in.

screen to 12-in., price §44. yp. uia-umers
determine, have no kits on market now.

• ' Sl&m AN3
Business and program assistance to FM stations—that

should be policy of NAB and its FM Dept., in opinion of

FM Executive Committee meeting Monday (only 5 of 10

members attending). They resolved NAB board authorize

FM Dept, to devise method of measuring FM receiver

ownership by areas, survey current FM station rate prac-

tices, encourage more extensive FM broadcast schedules,

supply FM stations with NAB trade data. Committeemen

Asch, Bonebrake, Dillard, Leich, Mastin, all ardent FM
boosters, indicated they’re satisfied FM no longer regarded

as merely “poor relation” of industry, were pleased with

Arthur Stringer’s appointment as director of FM Dept.

(Vol. 3, No. 33).

If it’s fun they want, NAB intends to provide it aplenty

during Atlantic City convention Sept. 15-18, as befits so

well-organized and well-heeled an organization. Many

delegates plan bringing families, making vacation out of it.

On serious side, growing list of exhibitors (including FM
and TV) is impressive. This year’s list of speakers, be-

sides FCC Chairman Denny, includes Rep. Clarence Lea

(D-Cal.) ,
author of Lea Act; Mexico’s Goar Mestra, v.p.

of Inter-American Broadcasters Assn.; Joseph Sedgwick,

Canadian Assn, of Broadcasters.

Best bet for new FMA head is Everett Dillard, Wash-

ington consulting engineer, operator of WASH, Washing-

ton, and KOZY, Kansas City, and with Maj. Armstrong,

leader in formation and growth of Continental Network.

Present FMA president, Roy Flofheinz (KTHT, Houston),

has indicated he won’t run again. Main speakers at FMA
convention Sept. 12-13 at New York’s Hotel Roosevelt will

be FCC Chairman Denny, RMA President Balcom (Sylva-

nia.) Executive Director Bill Bailey reports 202 members.

One FM puzzle, to which GE has given us at least a

partial explanation, is why FM broadcaster's are going on

the air at such a slow rate—only 4 this week (Supp. 53-1

herewith)—in spite of heavy transmitter deliveries.

Announcing shipment of its 150th unit (fifty-four 250-watt,

21 one kw, 75 three kw), GE says that among buyers are

non-commercial edueationals and 10 foreign countries:

Italy, Peru, Belgium, Canada, Ecuador, Colombia, Mexico,

Norway, Puerto Rico.

Pioneer, live-wire WWJ-TV, Detroit News, with Olds-

mobile as sponsor, will telecast all 6 Ann Arbor grid games

of U of Michigan, employing 49-mile radio relay link.

Meissner ana Andrea , so iar as we can

SOUND rz.— v:r.: — ...

Everybody’s predicting new jobs for FCC Chairman
Denny (including ourselves), so might as well report latest

in rumor crop: that he and Verne Wilkinson, asst. gen.

counsel, will open own Washington offices and tie up with
New York law practice of ex-Chairman Larry Fly. From
Atlantic City, Denny repeats his cryptic if not equivocal

denials (Vol. 3, No. 33).

RCA’s multi-antenna system for apartment house in-

stallation got unqualified TEA blessing this week after

demonstration to its engineering committee. TBA tech-

nicians found it was not only “fundamentally correct,” but

“ready for commercial use.” System also covers multiple

reception of AM, FM, SW signals. Telicon, which demon-
strated its Intra-Video system last May, this week ap-

pointed Newark’s L. Bamberger & Co. first agent to sell

the installation.

Bendix, combining Hazeltine’s and its own know-how,
says it “hopes” to get out a $39.95 table AM-FM in Jan-

uary. If it does, and no one beats it to the draw, it’ll be

cheapest such model. Lowest-priced to date are Lafayette

($54.95) and Zenith ($59.95) with Emerson promising one

for $50 in October. In meantime, Noblitt-Sparks is now
delivering good-looking $74.50 table AM-FM Arvin.

Biggest AM station to pull out of FM is 50 kw WCKY,
Cincinnati. Station indicated it can’t affoi'd FM at present.

Another AM dropping this week, pleading money troubles,

is KWIN, Ashland, Ore., whose AM, only partially

covered by insurance, burned down last year. Previously,

Kansas City Star (WDAF) was biggest AM operator to

get cold feet about FM (Vol. 3, No. 27).

Death of Albany’s WOKO has been postponed from
Aug. 31 to Sept. 30 to permit it to wind up affairs. FCC
this week (AM Directory 1-P) proposed to grant facility

to Governor Dongan Broadcasting Corp., composed of 35

Albany stockholders headed by commentator James T.

Healey, WSNY, Schenectady.

Hearings on FCC proposal to change operators’ re-

quirements (Vol. 3, No. 31) have been asked by NAB,
which reports it has gathered comments from membership

that should be considered before changes are made.

RKO’s Ralph B. Austrian, one of sawiest movieman
so far as TV is concerned, quits presidency of film com-

pany’s TV subsidiary Sept. 15 to become v.p. in charge

of TV for Foote, Cone &. Belding, New York.



HEW TV DIRECTORY SOON: We're working on a revised edition of our TV Directory

(Supp. 18-C), hope to have it for you soon. Meanwhile, 18-C for all practical pur-
poses is up-to-date if you note: (1) NBC's Washington WNBW as a CP holder now and

on the air. (2) WFIL-TV, Philadelphia , same, as of Sept. 13. (3) Newark and 3 New
York City proposed grants as final grants of CPs. (4) These additional CPs (number

in brackets refers to our issue of Vol. 3 with full details): Elm City Bcstg. Corp.,

for New Haven, Conn. [35] ; WDEL Inc., Wilmington, Dela. [35] ; Sarkes Tarzian, Bloom-
ington, Ind. [19]. (6) These additional applications pending : Empire Coil Co.,

Hartford, Conn. [35]; A. Frank Katzentine, Miami Beach, Fla. [34]; CBS Inc., Chi-
cago [31] ; Johnson-Kennedy Radio Corp., Chicago [26] ; Yankee Network, Boston [23] ;

Penn Bcstg. Corp.-Gimbels' WIP [18]; Lacy-Potter Television Bcstg. Co. [32].

V/HO'S TO BLAME FOR FM’s FIX? If networks fail to beat down Jimmy Petrillo's AM-FM
duplication ban at their Chicago parley next Monday, Sept. 8 (Vol. 3, No. 34-35),
they'll probably become whipping boys for FMA and its more zealous cohorts, who make
up in publicity effort what they lack in funds (viz., FMA's widespread distribution
this week of New York Timesman Jack Gould's indictment of chains' attitude toward
FM in Aug. 31 article). Fact is, their verbal understanding v/ith union czar to
construe present contracts as applying to AM only, has already made networks the FM
fraternity's bete noir — their repeated avowals of fealty to FM notwithstanding.

FMA's hopes now rest mainly v/ith House Labor subcommittee , which has Pe-
trillo under subpoena for reappearance when it reconvenes, in a few weeks. It also
hopes to find someone now duplicating who's willing to go to bat in test case . No
one expects anything to come of appeal to Justice Dept., not soon anyhow, but FMA
is filing complaint statement there next week. Meanwhile, replies to its question-
naires to all FM grantees and applicants are coming in, most of them indicating (1)
that most FMers v/ho are also in AM think their network agreemnts neither permit nor
forbid duplication, (2) that some are actually duplicating live network shows, but
without any to-do about it, (3) that virtually all think AM-FM duplication is a
"must 0 if FM is to progress.

BATTLE OF THE FM SETS: Now comes Olympic Radio & Television Inc . , Long Island
City, N. Y., which thinks it has the set FM has been waiting for. Momentarily,
Olympic's Mr. Schoenen may be right — we say "momentarily" because intensity of FM
set competition is slowly but surely driving down prices. Olympic's is a $39.95
table model AM-FM scheduled for delivery after Sept. 15. It's $17 under suggested
retail price of Airadio's FM-only Combinette (Vol. 3, No. 33), only $10 more
than Pilotuner (Vol. 3, No. 31), just double Meek tuner (Vol. 3, No. 33). Set is
14%x9x7%-in. , uses modified Hazeltine circuit, has 5 tubes and rectifier, 6-in.
speaker, bakelite cabinet. Production is reported at 1,200-1,500 weekly, with po-
tential of 1,000 daily. So it seems Bendix has been beaten to the draw : it had
planned production of same sort of set at same price in January (Vol. 3, No. 35).
Olympic is also said to have $30 set in works ; and a half dozen other small com-
panies are supposed to be preparing to offer AM-FMs in that prie.e range in October.
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OFF TO Tin: BROADCAST FAIRS: TV and FM forecast a complete metamorphosis of broad-
casting, sooner or later, yet they're only sideshows at NAB ' s convention in Atlantic
City, Monday-Thursday , Sept. 15-18 . But some of the sideshows may dominate thinking
and future planning of many who come to hear and see. One in particular is pretty
sure to cause a lot of soul-searching among certain broadcasters — a straight-from-
the-shoulder discussion of what TV really means to broadcasting and broadcasters by
David Sarnoff. He meets Saturday, Sept. 13, with NBC affiliates in Claridge Hotel.

Probably TV's most persistent and consistent believer and promoter, Gen.

Sarnoff 's aim is to persuade as many as posisble to get into it while the getting's
good. NBC and affiliates already account for 5 of the 12 TV stations now operating ,

22 of the 55 CPs now outstanding. It's our guess that many more NBC affiliates who
can stand the financial pull, will be "sold" on TV by RCA-NBC's chairman.

FM problems are being left largely to FMA's convention in New York's Hotel
Roosevelt the Friday-Saturday preceding NAB's. That zealous little organization
says it expects 400 delegates, most of whom will thence go to Atlantic City (v/here

big Convention Hall had to be hired to handle 2,000 or more anticipated delegates
and the exhibits). FMA will talk up commercial side of FM , discuss Petrillo ban,

FM audience measurement and other problems, exhibit latest in FM receivers, tuners,

etc., sit in (during Friday night banquet) on commercial debut of new Continental
Network (Vol. 3, No. 32, 34).

TV at Atlantic City , aside from RCA's planned demonstration of large-screen
theatre TV, will concentrate largely on exhibits of TV sets and transmitting equip-
ment, telecasts relayed from Philadelphia's newly inaugurated WFIL-TV over 60-mile

radio relay link, and RCA exhibition crew doing same job of closed loop telecasting
of convention sessions and speakers it did so effectively at last year's Chicago

convention. Exhibits will include GE and DuMont TV equipment as well as first show-

ing of RCA's new image orthicon studio camera. VVFIL also plans facsimile demonstra-

tion, with complete newsroom operation.

Main NAB agenda quite naturally concentrates on immediate topics such as

new code of commercial practices ("tough one" is promised, with teeth in it but with

no enforcement machinery yet) ;
labor relations (with Petrillo ban considered as part

of over-all picture) ;
legislation (reviewing White-Wolverton bills and what's been

done about them) ; radio advertising (several clinics on its various aspects) ; engi-

neering problems (including papers on recent TV developments by NBC's 0. B. Hanson,

on FM transmitters and construction by Consulting Engineer Paul deMars).

THEATRE TV FHCITSS FHufl FQLH: Lots of to-do about movie industry's concern with TV ,

necessity of reserving channels for theatre TV, and all that. But not a single firm

has yet asked FCC for any such channels, despite fact they're available on experi-

mental basis in 1000-13000 me bands. Movie bigwigs have endorsed — but have done

nothing else about — SMPE's request for setting aside theatre TV channels , made at

FCC hearing last spring (Vol. 3, No. 6). Endorsement took form of virtually iden-

tical letters to FCC from Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox; Paul Raibourn, Para-

mount; Peter Rathvon, RKO ;
John J. O'Connor, Universal; Nicholas Schenck, Loew's.

But FCC says they must take initiative , apply for specific channels; it's not up to

Commission to guess their wants.

Yet there's no doubt about heightening Holly-wood interest in TV. Both 20th

Century and RKO are negotiating with RCA for same kind of deal covering large-screen

TV as made recently with Warners (Vol. 3, No. 29). Paramount's interest is well-

known; it controls WBKB ,
Chicago, and KTLA, Los Angeles, and has tieups with DuMont,

Scophony. Universal is associated with J. Arthur Rank (British) interests, which

own Baird patents, have arrangement with Rauland, are currently battling with BBC

over projected London TV-into-theatre experiments (Vol. 3, No. 33). From Hollywood
Scripps-Howard staffman Kaspar Monahan reported (in N. Y. World-Telegram and other

newspapers) that TV has moviemen "speculating, theorizing, guessing — and reaching

for an aspirin ." He said TV is "hush hush topic around the movie studios." He indi-

cated the ulcer colony is beset with phobias about possible impact o f TV — but no

one seems to know just what he fears, for no one seems to know anything about TV.



NETWORK PROSPECTS HASTEN TV: You can expect some new TV applications during ensu-

ing weeks , if only because of promise of intercity TV links — both AT&T's coaxial

and Western Union's microwave (Vol. 3, No. 24, 35). There weren't any this week,

but we're informed that Hartford's WTIC (Travelers Insurance Co .) has reinstatement-

of its old application in the works, doubtless hastened by Empire Coil Co. appli-
cation for same area last week (Vol. 3, No. 35). Also, our information is that

St. Louis' KXOK (Star-Times ) will reapply shortly.

Hot after TV network carrier business. Western Union this week was revealed
as having asked FCC for authority to construct microwave TV hookup between WCBS-TV ,

New York, and Philadelphia's WCAU (soon to be transferred to Bulletin, a CP holder
for TV). Western Union and WCAU would each pay half of development and construction
costs. Proviso Commission didn't like — and on which it turned scheme down — was
that WCAU for 4 years would have first call on all TV programs emanating from New
York end of link. FCC suggested WU go ahead on own as common carrier . Meanwhile,
AT&T reports coaxial cable spreading apace — reported Wednesday that construction
has started on New York-Albany link of coaxial to Buf falo-Cleveland-Chicago .

IS m SMALL BUSINESS? Now in hands of FCC, probably for early release, are re-
sults of its economics division's survey of postwar station costs and revenues . It

will contain slim data on FM, inasmuch as only 5 FM stations have been licensed
since the war (Supp. 53-C), hence are only ones with final cost figures. But AM
figures may prove valuable, certainly will be interesting. All we can learn as yet
is that they show radio is still a pretty nice business .

Past experience has shown you usually can't place too much credence in gov-

ernment reports on radio's business side (witness the Blue Book) , even though they
bear the authoritative imprimatur of Uncle Sam. We aren't passing judgment yet on
FCC report, though some such in past haven't been much to brag about. But consider
the roseate case for FM as small business published in the widely distributed, oft-
quoted Senate Small Business Committee Report of April 10, 1946 (Vol. 2, No. 15).
Many an FM builder is literally appalled, toting up costs , wondering how he could
have gone so cockeyed in early estimates. So he points accusing finger at report.

As you reread it, you can't avoid conclusion it was guilty of a seriously
misleading sin of omission ; you almost go along with remark of one old radio
hand, "The Committee ought to be investigated by the Federal Trade Commission." For
example, in estimating construction costs, report gave figures only for major tech-
nical items. These costs have spiraled, and no one can blame committee for fog in
that particular crystal ball. But hearken to these words of v/isdom in report:
"Other items, such as real estate and construction, will be included in the cost of
an FM station, but these figures make it abundantly clear that FM broadcasting is
well within the reach of small-business enterprise."

True, these "other items" are highly variable , but the Senators (who prob-
ably merely signed their names to unread stuff their bright researchers dug up)
gave the ardent entrepreneur no hint that 9 times out of 10 the cost of "other
items” made prices of "principal transmitting equipment" look like peanuts. For
example, we know of one Class A whose tower alone cost §13,000; whereas median esti-
mate on "major transmitting" equipment for this class of station (1 kw) was given as
§14,758. Another broadcaster we know started to spend up to §50,000 for FM addition
to his AM plant, ended up with §110,000 investment. And those FMers without exist-
ing AM plants, most particularly the low-budgeted little fellows (many of them vet-
erans) who started out with so much zeal and ardor, soon found their estimates
knocked even more cockeyed when they were impelled to file additionally for AM as a
means of supporting FM until it could stand on its own fiscal legs.

FARNSWORTH TY SETS NEXT: Next big-name TV set manufacturer breaking forth with
sets is Farnsworth . Its table model (GV220) goes into New York, Philadelphia market
in quantity next Monday, accompanied by advertising splurges. Its a TV-only set,
10-in. tube, selling for §349.50 plus §45 for installation and warranty, cheapest



of its class yet. Washington gets next consignments , other TV cities to follow on
indefinite schedule which President E. A. Nicholas tells us he hopes will include
all TV cities by year's end. Next Farnsworth model, including AM-FM with 10-in.
tube, is due in mid-November, priced at §497.50. Another with phono is due later.

RCA's first projection model (648PTK), now on production line at Indianapo-
lis plant, is being shown dealers by New York, Philadelphia, Washington distribu-
tors, will soon be available to public. It frames 15x20-in. images, contains 41
tubes plus 7 rectifiers, includes push-button AM-FM and shortwave. Suggested retail
price is §1,195 plus §95. To our lists of companies reporting actual or prospective
TV set manufacture (Vol. 3, No. 30, 35), add Preston Television Mfg. Co ., 38-25 Bell
Blvd. ,

Bayside, N. Y. It reports 12-in. table model now in production, to sell for
$375 and to make New York debut Sept. 12.

...
• ..

- SIGHT AMO SOUND -.
This was first grantless week in FM for 3 months,

hence none reported in Supp. 53-J herewith. On the other

hand, and more important, is fact that 8 stations were told

they can start programming with STAs. Only other FM
action from FCC involved Paul Porter’s first appearance

before Commission since he left. Ex-chairman picked com-

plicated FM overlap case of Steinman brothers who’ve

been granted Lancaster, Bethlehem, Wilmington, and want

York, Harrisburg, Reading. Results, since Attorney

George Sutton called him in on case: petition for grants

without hearing denied, but continuance to Oct. 13 obtained.

Fate of Washington’s WQQW (Vol. 3, No. 34) was

still undecided as we went to press Friday, just before

third meeting of stockholders was to be held. Tuesday

meeting brought forth resignation of Manager Brec’ner

and other top men; vague offer but not in writing from

“an official of Lofts Inc.” of $126,000; offer of $25,000 cash,

$37,500 long-term notes, $37,500 preferred stock from local

cooperative; offer from one director of $75,000 for con-

trolling interest; solicitation among stockholders for 25 9o

increase in stock purchases, resulting in $5,000 pledged

(enough with money on hand to keep going perhaps 2 more

months)
;
insistence by some that $10 subscription fees

solicited from audience can support station. Meanwhile,

FCC this week granted Washington area’s 14th AM (1220

kc, 250-watts daytime) in Falls Church, Va., to ex-FCC

field engineer Lamar A. Newcomb.

True, New York area TV sets number about 40,000—
but that’s no justification for outlandish $100,000 fee de-

manded by “Happy” Chandler office for World Series TV
rights. Up to press time, there were no sponsor takers.

CBS, DuMont, NBC had agreed to pool station resources

for telecasts. MBS as vehicle for Gillette sponsorship of

regular broadcasts is entirely agreeable to telecasts but

says Gillette won’t pay such price, goes along with others

that it’s too high, sets bad precedent.

FM’s Continental Network is growing nicely (Vol. 3,

No. 32, 33, 35), this week adding WABX, Harrisburg, Pa.,

and WXNJ, Greenbrook Twp., N. J. (Plainfield). This

makes 26 stations to date. CN’s heads continue to protest

heatedly over fact telephone company won’t provide 15,000

cycle lines on same no-charge, experimental basis that TV
gets coaxial. They complain, too, that they wouldn’t get

sei-vice in less than a year even if they ordered it.

FM tuner business continues to attract more manufac-

turers. Latest units are an 8-tube, $52.50 tuner of Peerless

Radio Distributors Inc., 92 Merrick Rd., Jamaica, N. Y.,

and an 11-tube (price undisclosed) unit of Collins Audio

Products Co. Inc., 126 Park St., Westfield, N. J. In the

“build your own” field, Brooks Radio Distributing Corp.,

80 Vesey St., New York City, offers tuner nucleus of FM
variable condenser and set of matched coils for $4.95.

Radio in politics this week: Robert Franklin Jones,

Ohio Republican, resigned Congress seat Thursday, was
sworn in as seventh FCC member by Supreme Court Jus-
tice Burton Friday in presence of all FCC members except
Hyde who is out west. Comr. Jones is GOP’s hope for FCC
chairmanship should next elections go that way (Vol. 3,

No. 25, 28) . . . Washington radio lawyer Paul D. P. Spear-
man, one-time candidate for lieut gov. of his native Missis-

sippi, is considering running against Rep. Rankin for U. S.

Senate seat vacated by death of Senator Bilbo . . . Both
Time and Variety report (with certain justification, our
information indicates) that presidential radio advisor
Leonard Reinsch is in White House doghouse because of

press stories that he’ll be next FCC chairman. Mr. Truman
said to believe he planted stories himself, so scratched
him from Rio entourage.

First objection to FCC’s TV plan to overcome inter-

ference to TV from mobile services sharing frequencies, by
eliminating Channel 1 and abolishing sharing (Vol. 3, No.
33, 34, 35), comes from Fred M. Link Co., communications
equipment manufacturers. In long telegram to FCC Thurs-
day, Link Co. objects strenuously to proposed tightening
up of fixed engineering circuits, elimination of mobile
services in 72-76 me band (between TV Channels 4 & 5).

TBA attorneys this week were drawing up objections for

submission to Commission along lines agreed upon at

special committee meeting (Vol. 3, No. 35). RCA-NBC
will also object, partially on plea TV receiver industry
must have stability.

FM studio-transmitter links, frequently vital for

mountain-top installations, have been slow in coming from
manufacturers. However, RCA is now testing a 950 me
setup with 5-watt transmitter. Others understood working
on STLs are Bendix, Federal, GE, Collins. In absence of

uhf equipment, FCC has given some stations temporary
authority to use lower TV bands for STLs.

FCC Chairman Denny, scheduled to speak at Sept. 17
NAB convention luncheon, begged off from similar chore
at FMA convention banquet coming Friday night, pleading
tieup in plenary sessions of Atlantic City International

Telecommunications Conference. Comr. Walker, instead,

will handle FMA job, talking on “FM—A New Deal for

the Radio Listener.”

Collins goes into FM antenna business with a “ring”

antenna somewhat reminiscent of GE’s “doughnut.”
Claims: simplicity, high gain (8.5 for 8 bays), ease of

impedance matching, wide tuning range (10-15 me for any
antenna).

Actual measurements of GE’s 2 Vis watt FM transmitter

at Syracuse U (Vol. 3, No. 19) shows adequate, if highly

variable, coverage to calculated 50 uv/m contour 7 miles out.

Antenna is 100 ft. above ground, ERP is merely one watt.



AMs STILL DOMINANT IN FM: There's little comfort to old-line broadcast operators in

fact that AM station roster has .just about doubled since V-J Day (total to date :

1,865, of which 513 are CPs ). Nor does it look like FCC's policy of encouraging

and hastening FM means any letup in AM grants. Actually, more than half (1,031) of

the country's AM licensees and CP holders are apparently still leary of FM or un-
concerned about it. At least, they haven't applied. But the 834 AMers who are in

FM (as against 289 non-AMers ) do constitute the lion's share of the 53 FM licensees,

923 grantees, 147 applicants (total: 1,123) who constitute today's FM setup. As
for newcomers to radio, AM is still the big attraction — 106 new applications since
July 1 (average: about 10 weekly). Only 33 newcomers have declared themselves for
FM since July 1 (about 3 weekly).

WHAT'S PSTRILLO's QUID PEQ QUO? Jimmy Petrillo's ultimate intentions toward FM re-
main shadowed in doubt, even after last Monday's conference of networks with his
executive board. All had nothing much to report: Petrillo and board listened, prom-
ised to deliberate again, then on Thursday said look for decision in about a week .

Strategy may be to await NAB and FMA convention discussions, then perhaps offer
"deal" along lines intimated by Congressman Kearns in FMA speech (see story below).

Networks certainly extended themselves — FMers' suspicions to contrary not-
withstanding — to get ban lifted. But they're frankly thinking in terms of over-
all labor situation, especially in light of gains they may have won under new labor
laws when time comes (before Jan. 31 expirations) to negotiate new AFM contracts.
Petrillo knows that to permit duplication makes sense , doesn't increase total radio
audience but does promise better radio and eventually wider opportunities for his
men. He's doubtless angling for some sort of quid pro quo . As FM-operating New
York Times stated editorially: "In radio circles Mr. Petrillo has been known as a
thoroughgoing realist and, when the chips were down, not lacking in a sense of the
practical. Surely, he and his colleagues, . .will recognize that before they can
strike a bargain. .. the new industry should have a chance to come into being."

But Petrillo's phobia of "technological unemployment " — even though not
borne out by facts and figures — was manifested again this week when his board re-
peated threat to prohibit AFM members from making new phonograph records after Dec.
(Vol. 3, No. 28). Board meets in Chicago Oct. 13 to take this matter up. They're
irked over Taft-Hartley restrictions on disposal of royalties collected on records
(now amounting to about §1,000,000 a year).

SIZING UP FM AT FMA CONVENTION: Any lingering doubts that most established broad-
casters look upon FM as part and parcel of their own domain — regard it as their
rightful heritage, though with varying degrees of enthusiasm — are dispelled not
only by our AM-FM statistics in this issue but also by current events. As for doing
anything to push it along, their relatively meager attendance at FMA's New York con-
vention this week-end may or may not be symptomatic.

The fact is that, whereas next week's NAB convention in Atlantic City has an
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indicated attendance of around 3,000, only about 300 attended the FMA sessions .

Even these were largely from non-AM stations, sometimes looked upon as the indus-
try's "poor relations." Busy with pre-NAB conventions and meetings of their own,
networks hardly turned out at all — only 2 CBS men spotted at Friday's session.

Up to our Friday press time, FMA had heard words of praise and encouragement
from speakers like Rep. Carroll Kearns, House labor subcommittee chairman; Max Bal-
coro, RMA president

;
Paul Walker, FCC vice chairman. What they said, and what tran-

spired at convention's first day, sums up about like this:

PETRILLO AND AM-FM DUPLICATION : This was theme of Congressman Kearns' ad-
dress. He called Petrillo "a pretty good guy," suggested FMA meet with him and with
Petrillo to work something out (which suggestion was immediately pounced upon).
Said Kearns, "You're really not too far from what you want ." Petrillo, he added,
drives a hard bargain but once he gives word lives up to it. He thought Petrillo
might be amenable to "deal" to permit free duplication for one or 2 years , then
scale of payments; he was sure Petrillo won't permit blanket duplication.

Fresh from Hollywood hearings, Kearns predicted movie-TV situation will soon
right itself — that Petrillo will come to terms "when the TV people really need
and want movies." He saw no great rush now.

FM RECEIVING SET SITUATION : Mr. Balcom concerned himself largely with size-
up of RMA's production figures (as reported in these pages), analyzed them to show
they were pretty favorable, showed growing number of table model FMs, constantly
increasing proportion of consoles with FM. "Together with TV," he said, "FM offers

the greatest incentive to radio set production today." Predicting 2,000,000 FM sets

this year, he felt the manufacturers were measuring up. But reaction of his set-
hungry audience was one of disagreement. At receiver exhibit, conventioneers saw:

Hazeltine's FM circuit, called "FreModyne," incorporated in 5 table FM-AM
sets and Meek $19.95 tuner (Vol. 3, No. 33). The sets: Olympic's $39.95 (Vol. 3,

No. 36); Gilfillan's $49.50; and 3 unpriced models by Regal, Signal, Nobel. Not

shown but announced was Howard's new $39.95 set. And Hazeltine reported 30 licens-
ees would have its super-regenerative circuit (reported requiring 300 uv/m for good
performance) in sets coming out this fall. Pilot's joy in its $29.95 Pilotuner
bubbled over as it revealed production to date of 51,000, delivery of 48,000, an-

nounced discontinuance of table AM-FM, gave out plans for a $135-$150 table AM-FM-
phono and an FM-only portable. But Hazeltine's exhibit was easily No. 1 attraction.

Ever alert to promote TV, RCA showed its 641TV console containing AM-FM.

Conventional AM-FM table models displayed: Arvin, $74.50; Espey, chassis only,

$140; RCA, $79.95 to $95; Stromberg-Carlson (now high-band only), $74.95 to $89;
Zenith, $59.95 to $99.95; Meek, $79.95; Approved Electronics' $59.50 FM-only and
Electronic Inc.'s $56.95 FM-only Combinette. There were some consoles, too. Sur-

prising was absence of many others now on market.

FM STATION AND NETWORK PROGRESS : Comr. Walker repeated FCC's many blessings
on FM, predicted that "one year from today the number of FM stations on the air
should be upwards of 1, 000. .. about equal the growth [of AM] in a whole quarter cen-

tury." As Chairman Denny did last year, he warned: "There are some AM broadcasters
well able to do so wrho have not yet applied for FM. To these I say, in many commu-
nities all the Class B wide coverage channels are already gone. Move with the

times . Don't stall yourself into oblivion .

"

The all-FM Continental Network got going Friday night with first sponsor,

Stromberg-Carlson (Vol. 3, No. 34), while banqueteers listened in. Its promoters
say they're now preparing for extensions to Chicago and down to the Gulf , perhaps
doubling in size in one sweep. Backbone of extensions will be 8,000 cps telephone
lines, same as present eastern hookup from Washington to Niagara Falls (Vol. 3, No.

No. 32), making possible feeding scores of stations in rib-like radiations. Pend-
ing big jump, Jersey City's WFMQ this week became 27th affiliate . Handling details

of CN, including 62 pending requests for affiliation, has become fulltime job for



Everett Dillard's business manager, Hudson Eldridge. Commercial potentialities are

also shaping up, with another sponsor in works and financial people even nosing
around with idea of buying into project.

T'iOBE APPLY, TV ROSTER SWELLS: Add this week's new TV grant (Dallas), two new appli-

cants (Harrisburg and Hartford ), and today’s TV boxscore amounts to: 12 stations on
the air commercially, 56 CPs granted, 16 applications pending. In addition, there
are several dozen experimentals — a few (like Don Lee's pioneer W6XA0 in Los An-
geles, Farnsworth's W9XFT in Fort Wayne) in position to go commercial overnight.

All these are detailed in Supp. 18-D herewith, bringing up to date our TV Directory .

Dallas grant to millionaire Lacy-Potter interests (Vol. 3, No. 32) proved
again FCC's eagerness to get TV rolling, for it came exactly one month after appli-
cation to erect station in conjunction with plans for big new hotel with TV in every
room. Assigned was Channel No. 8 (180-186 me), 35 kw visual power, 18.5 kw aural,

489-ft antenna. Grant also came as Philadelphia Inquirer's WFIL-TV was preparing
for big formal debut Sept. 15 with 8 sponsors signed and more due soon. Next to

take air probably will be Washington Star's WMAL-TV , shooting for Oct. 1 opening to

take advantage (as WFIL-TV has) of extensive sports sponsorship.

Harrisburg application is from WHP Inc . ( Stackpole-Telegraph interests), and
stipulates Channel 8, with 30.9 kw visual and aural powers, transmitter atop nearby
Blue Mtn. , RCA equipment, §190,065 construction cost. Hartford application is from
Travelers (WTIC ), stipulates Channel 10 (192-198 me), 15 kw visual power, 13.6 kw
aural, transmitter at Avon, RCA equipment, §302,723 construction cost.

Hartford filing follows by only few weeks that of Empire Coil Co., asking
for same channel (Vol. 3, No. 35). Both Yankee Network (WONS) and Doolittle's WDRC
are preparing applications for Hartford also , so hearing is indicated since area is

assigned only 2 channels. Nor can Gannett 's WTHT be counted out. Hartford situa-
tion points up obvious development: Someone new applies in a city with limited
channels, so existing stations quickly hop in. You'll see more of this henceforth.
There's also eagerness to gain priority rights, as in case of Trenton's WTTM, pre-

paring to file for city's sole channel threatened with extinction (Vol. 3, No. 33).

FCC's INVITATION TO LEARNING: That "freedom to editorialize" hearing , opening before
full FCC next Jan. 12, promises to be epochal in radio history. It v/ill evoke the
most impressive brain-trusting ever to focus on any radio problem. In effect. Com-
mission admits doubts about its famous 1941 Mayflower decision forbidding licensees
"freedom to advocate" via their own facilities — enough doubt, at least, to seek
advice from outside. Sessions will not only hear those who by Dec. 1 ask to appear;
FCC is inviting some of nation's leading minds on the subject of freedoms se cured
by First Amendment — men like Roscoe Pound and Zechariah Chafee of Harvard, Robert
Hutchins of Chicago U, other members of recent Commission on Freedom of Press.

You can certainly count on NAB's appearance , probably President Justin
Miller himself, let alone spokesmen for networks, stations, publishers, unions, per-
haps even evangelists and atheists — and, doubtless, the inevitable Morris Ernst.
Fact is. Judge Miller's constant harping on subject, demanding same unlimited free-
dom for radio as press enjoys, admittedly prodded FCC to latest action. He even
carried issue to Senate committee (though not very successfully)

, certainly will
play upon it (as well as related code) at NAB convention. Those broadcasters who
still don't go all the way with his thinking, preferring defined limits on their
responsibility, should welcome exhaustive airing of subject by best available aca-
demic as well as practical thinkers.

First inkling FCC was open to argument was discerned when leftish Comr. Durr
confessed to a Columbia U conference, just after the Blue Book's promulgation, that
he wasn't completely convinced that "a broadcaster cannot be an advocate" via his
own facilities. Chairman Denny echoed Durr's mood at last year's NAB convention
(Vol. 2, No. 43). Therefore, FCC proposes discussion of these issues : (1) whether
expression of editorial opinions by licensees on matters of public interest and con-



troversy is consistent with their obligation to operate stations in public interest,
(2) relationship between any such editorial expression and obligation of licensees
to insure fair and equal presentation of all sides of controversial issues.

Meanwhile, hot code issue got hotter Friday after NBC's Niles Trammell, at
fully-attended NBC affiliates' convention in Atlantic City, Friday, sounded call for
"a new code — and a new code now." He received strong support from Young & Rubi-
caa's Sigurd Larmon and General Food's Charles Mortimer, who decried excessive com-
mercial time and poorly balanced programming.

=~ '

:: 53GHT AND SOUND —
No one believes World Series won’t be telecast—it

would be stupid public relations for baseball to bar it—but

Commissioner Chandler turned down firm $100,000 offer

(asking price) from Rheingold Beer. He frowned on beer

because of kid interest, ignoring fact beer sponsors TV of

big league games throughout season in Detroit, St. Louis,

etc. No other sponsor in sight yet, Chandler also turning

down Ford offer of $1,000,000 for 10-year rights. Rhein-

gold offer still stands, says Foote, Cone & Belding’s new
TV v.p., Ralph Austrian, who’s handling this as first agency

chore since quitting RKO Television.

FCC hearing on TV Channel 1 deletion and elimination

of sharing is certain, but date has not yet been set. Sept. 15

deadline for appearances found these companies had filed

in addition to Fred M. Link Co. (Vol. 3 No. 36) : RCA-NBC,
objecting to loss of TV channel, requesting assurance of

TV allocation stability; National Bus Communications Inc.,

approving deletion of TV Channel 1, but asking assign-

ments in 44-50 me band be held up till after General Mobile

Service hearing scheduled for Oct. 27; Motorola, endorsing

proposal. Major Armstrong asked for extension until Oct. 1

so he can file data, believed to be in favor of using all, or

portion, of 44-50 me for FM. TBA will object along lines

previously indicated (Vol. 3, No. 35, 36).

Lowest cost figure for equipping TV station ever cited

is DuMont’s. This week it offered, for $80,000, this full

outfit: 500-watt visual and 250-watt aural transmitters,

antenna, 2 cameras, 16mm film projector, slide projector,

sound equipment, light banks. GE’s bedrock price is

$128,373, but this includes 5 lew transmitter. Figures, of

course, are entirely apart from real estate, tower, buildings,

etc., which still add up to blue chip status for TV.

NAB higher-ups were much perturbed this week when
Broadcasting published summary of purported Standards

of Practices Code due to be presented at convention.

Summary was based on initial draft, which was said to be

far cry from final—especially so far as touchy ratio-of-

commercial-time provisions are concerned. So President

Miller, irked, wired board members disclosure was not

only unauthorized but “substantially incorrect.”

RCA reports deliveries of TV transmitter TT-5A thus

far to WNBW, Washington; KSD-TV, St. Louis; WTMJ-
TV, Milwaukee; WLWT, Cincinnati; WBZ-TV, Boston;

KOB-TV, Albuquerque. First two are already operating.

WTMJ-TV reports Dec. 1 start, is promoting TV heavily

by exhibiting and demonstrating equipment.

KFI-TV, Los Angeles, decided debate between it and

NEC as to who should get TV Channel No. 4 wouldn’t

serve any good purpose, asked FCC this week to cancel

argument scheduled for Oct. 3. KFI-TV was assigned

Channel 9 at original Los Angeles hearings last year.

Jack Dempsey, quoted in Aug. 25 Sports-Week, says

TV, just like movies, radio, etc., will help build audiences

for sports; that drop in attendance at sports events due

to poor programs, not stay-at-homes viewing via TV, etc.

TV’s powerful non-broadcasting potential got a big
boost this week when great number of doctors attending
American College of Surgeons Congress at Waldorf-
Astoria watched operations being performed at New York
Hospital. Daily demonstrations, set up by RCA and using
microwave relay, moved Dr. Arthur W. Allen, president,
to say, “This is a teaching medium that surpasses anything
we have had in the past.” This was second such demon-
stration, first being done (by wire) at Johns Hopkins last

February. And, in Washington, when CBS’s Ed Scovill

told teachers conference Tuesday about advantages of TV,
he addressed them from WTTG-DuMont, 2 miles away,
while they heard and saw him on sets in meeting room.

“The Terrible Tempered Mr. Damm” is subject of
series of 3 from-the-scene articles on Milwaukee Journal’s
well known radio chief by able John Crosby, New York
Herald Tribune syndicated columnist. Theme: [Walter]
“Damm is one of the few broadcasters, possibly the only
one, who tells advertisers where they can go and what
they can do when they get there.” He’s called a “ruthlessly
eftkient” and “dictatorial personality” made to tick by
“ferocious egotism, pertinacity and blind bullheadedness”
—but WTMJ is described as “one of the richest and most
successful, possibly the most individual and easily the
most independent station in the United States today.”

Western Union says newspaper group apparently mis-
construed immediacy of its New York-Chicago microwave
relay system (Vol. 3, No. 35). Correct Western Union
position is this: Buildings and towers are already up on
New York - Philadelphia - Washington - Pittsburgh system.
Equipment deliveries and installation will take 6 months,
maybe longer. First leg available will be New York-
Philadelphia, then Washington, then Pittsburgh. When
other circuits are completed, telegraph company hopes to

make them available for TV relay immediately.

20th Century - Fox’s experiments with large-screen

theatre TV, for which it has just contracted with RCA for

equipment, will be centered in Movietone Newsreel studios

in mid-Manhattan, with Earl I. Sponable supervising.

Warner Brothers, first to order RCA setup (Vol. 3, No. 29),

is centering its work at Burbank studios. Deal with RKO
is expected to be announced next (Vol. 3, No. 36).

In spite of more FM equipment and relaxed building

restrictions, stations are still very slow in reaching ulti-

mate facilities. FCC, last week alone, granted extensions

of completion dates to 62 CP-holders. But Commission
isn’t as liberal as it used to be, granting 3 months where
it once granted 6.

Installment buying is seen boosting TV set sales, and
lots of banks are already handling financing for dealers.

Latest to go into field on big scale is Industrial Bank of

Commerce (Morris Plan), financing at 4.88%, by arrange-
ment with U. S. Television Mfg. Corp.

Operation of ABC since purchase in 1943 by Ed Noble
is subject of business section story in Sept. 15 Neivsiveelc.



THREE KOBE APPLICANTS FSB TV: At least a dozen new TV applications are in the

making , should be filed within next few weeks — that's our cumulative information

from Washington radio lawyers and engineers who prefer not to disclose identities

of principals as yet. This week 5 more went into FCC hopper , bringing total
pending applications to 19 (Supp. 18-D) . Hartford's WDRC applied for Channel

No. 10 (192-198 me), stipulated GE equipment, transmitter on West Peak, Meriden

Mt. It's Hartford's third application for 2 available channels (Vol. 3, No, 37);
Yankee's is on way (also one more from area is known to be in the works), so com-

petitive hearing is inevitable. Trenton's V/TTM applied for Channel No. 1 (44-50 me),

RCA equipment, transmitter in station's present dov/ntown site; this is planned
as move to "protect" that community class channel, which FCC threatens to take

away (Vol. 3, No. 33), and attorneys are proceeding despite fact WTTM is about to

be sold to Philadelphia's big Albert M. Greenfield interests (for F. Carl Mark,

son-in-law). And Chicago Times has filed for Channel 15 (210-216 me), RCA equip-

ment, transmitter in Carbon-Carbide Bldg.; this makes third applicant for city's

3 remaining channels (Supp. 18-D).

LET'S LOOK AT THE FM RECORD: There was so much "talking down" of FM at Atlantic

City, that it almost seemed someone had started a whispering campaign. Deprecatory
talk came mostly from well placed AMers, smug in their present profitable positions,

fearful of change or simply reluctant to risk new investment. One of their main

new arguments was that FM is going to be by-passed by TV. What's the real score ?

First, admittedly, there are retarding, sometimes discouraging factors —
Petrillo, poor demonstration signals from too many low power STAs, slow receiver
production, plenty of AM program choice in most areas. As for TV, it's obviously
a different breed of ca t ; to argue it's going to by-pass FM is to argue that sound
broadcasting as such will disappear entirely. Nobody can blink away these factors :

(1) FM offers a superior system of broadcasting . Most engineers and such
successful and eager toilers in the radio vineyard as Shepard, Damm, Nafzger,
Dillard, Jansky, Manson, Baker, to mention only a few also deep in various phases
of AM, aren't jeopardizing their businesses and reputations by backing a chimera.

(2) FCC is solidly and unequivocally behind FM . Witness Chairman Denny's speeches
at NAB and Walker's at FMA (Vol. 3, No. 37). (3) Receiver manufacturers, by and
large, look to FM as a major merchandise appeal. Despite slow start, many more
are getting going. Even RCA, deep in TV, is also now deep in FM despite Maj . Arm-
strong's lambasts against his hated rival for allegedly holding the art back.

(4) Equipment makers are turning out ever- 'improving facilities . Armstrong-Jansky
demonstration of relay and pickup system, same previously shown ITC foreign dele-
gates (Vol. 3, No. 31, 33), so impressed some 500 NAB auditors Thursday that they
burst into spontaneous applause.

\

Inescapable also is fact AM band is becoming so congested , due to plethora
of new stations [AM total to date: 1,873], that Comr. Durr's remark of year ago
becomes a truism. We're making such a "mess" of AM, he said, that only FM can save
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broadcasting (Vol. 2, No. 33). As for Federal policy, it's plainly aimed at day
when most, if not all, local and regional broadcasting will be via FM ; and when
AM channels will be confined to superpower for longer distance coverage. Denny's
all-out endorsement of FM wasn't quite so detailed as at last year's NAB conven-
tion (Vol. 2, No. 43), but he did say Wednesday: "I urge AM broadcasters who have
not applied for FM [there are more than 1,000 of them; Vol. 3, No. 37] to re-
examine their position."

PETRILLO TIGHTENS THE SCREWS: Everybody seems nonplussed by Petrillo's latest
manueuver — his own locals no less than a radio industry that at first was flabber-
gasted, then roused to fighting fever. In barring live music from FM's Continental
Network , on which Stromberg-Carlson sponsored 50-piece Rochester Symphony at full
union network pay scale, music czar cuts off newly created work for AFM card-
holders. His arbitrary attitude also apparently glims prospect of any immediate
lifting of AM-FM duplication ban.

Best guess seems to be Petrillo purposely timed this tactic with NAB
convention , and on eve of new contract negotiations with networks, to demonstrate
defiance of new labor laws — also as an object lesson that he can pull plug on

AM as easily as he has stifled FM . Indeed, crackdown on big networks may be next
move in Petrillo's open attitude of "Congress be damned" and "public be damned."

Union locals in Washington and Rochester , CN key cities, got unexpected
instructions by phone Wednesday, but let that night's show go on, putting edict into

effect Thursday. As one union head put it, "Ours not to reason why." As for Con-

gressman Kearns , who last week saw settlement of FM duplication in sight (Vol. 3,

No. 37), he frankly told us, when reached at his Pennsylvania summer home, "I can't

understand it. It baffles me. It doesn't make sense." He said he hopes to see

Petrillo in Chicago Monday, still expects to get him together with FMA committee

named last week to confer on duplication issue. If this effort flops, if Petrillo
persists in arbitrary course, you can expect real fireworks when he is called back

'before Kearns' House Labor subcommittee. Kearns certainly has tried hard to be

friendly — almost too much so, some think.

It's pretty well agreed Petrillo is now, more than ever, an over-all

industry problem and time has come for showdown. NAB convention passed resolution
— pressed by Shepard, Asch, Damm — declaring duplication ban unjustified, urg-
ing broadcasters to insist on right to duplicate. But even more important, stunning
news brought NAB, FMA, network topkicks into huddle at Atlantic City, with all

agreeing industry must stand together. They decided to call in TBA and transcrip-

tion companies (threatened with stoppage of all recording) for united front in

Congress and perhaps courts. Also, John Shepard let it be known Yankee Network
is duplicating MBS programs on its 2 FM outlets . In another city, independent
stations are duplicating, ignoring union invoices for standby fees (obvious enough
featherbedding to invite court test). Many other stations, network and independ-

ent, are also reported duplicating. And scrappy FMA, leaving no stone unturned,

has asked FCC to rule netv/orks cannot forbid affiliates from duplicating, or at

least to hold hearing on whether it should issue such a rule.

SET PRODUCTION CONVALESCING: TV and FM set production has been hypoed , but RMA's
official figures won't reflect hiked production until next month. August tabu-

lations show both on way up after traditional summer slump, but nothing noteworthy
yet. TV for month was 12,283 , up 2,276 from July; total for year so far: 68,679.

FM was 72,014 , up 1,365; total for year: 588,226. Tuner makers still aren't

reporting figures, although Pilot alone says it has made 51,000.

Breakdown of TV types : 7,984 table models, 2,273 consoles without phono,

2,026 consoles v/ith phono (of consoles, 110 were projection). FM breakdown : 8,653

table models, 63,361 consoles. Total sets of all kinds : 1,265,835. Production
first 8 months of 1947: 11,031,935. [For July figures, see Vol. 3, No. 34.]
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If your binder is getting jam-packed, we can fur-

nish you more (at cost price, $2.10)—in fact, we recom-

mend you keep separate files of Newsletters and

Supplements rather than try to cram them all into

same binder.

Stromberg’s Continental Network Friday night pro-

gram banned by Petrillo (see story in this issue) is being

replaced by sponsor with dramatic show about New York

State Police. CN had to cut out Thursday night program,

having insufficient time to rig good substitute. Army Band

continues Wednesday nights.

Newly elected NAB directors: Paul Morency, WTIC,
Hartford, and Howard Lane, WJJD, Chicago, for large

stations; T. A. M. Craven, WOL, Washington, and G. Rich-

ard Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C., medium stations; Clair

McCollough, WGAL, Lancaster, Pa., and Robert Mason,

WMRN, Marion 0., small stations; Willard Egolf, WBCC-
FM, Bethesda, Md. (Washington), ex-NAB staffman, FM
Class As; John Shepard 3rd, WNAC-FM, Boston (call to

be changed from WGTR), FM Class Bs.

Quite a few more resignations from FCC legal and

engineering staffs, some due to high cost of living, may be

expected shortly. Veteran attorney Abe L. Stein resigned

last week to hang out shingle in Washington (Earle Bldg.)

and Chicago (1 No. La Salle St.). FM section attorney A.

M. Hall quit to go into practice in hometown of Marion,

Ind. To Washington Merry-Go-Round column’s report he

will soon quit to accept teaching post or college presidency,

FCC Comr. Durr tells us, “I have no present intention of

leaving the Commission.”

Survey of 1,900 TV set owners in Los Angeles area

(by Television Research, 1022 Fair Oaks Ave., So. Pasa-

dena) shows, among other things: 5 viewers per set; 73%
of set owners willing to pay 30-80 cents per show for more
costly productions, such as first-run movies, stage shows,

etc. (a fillip to Zenith’s Phone Vision idea); 55% saying

they go to sports events less often; 46% go to movies less

often; 77% listen to radio less often. Survey estimates ad-

ditional 1,100 sets in area’s public places, such as taverns.

FM enthusiast Leonard Asch, operator of Schenec-

tady’s WBCA, head of Patroon Bcstg. Co., holding CP for

10 kw on 1540 kc in Albany, reports J. Myer Schine, theatre

chain operator, also owner of Miami’s Roney Plaza, Atlan-

tic City’s Ritz and other big hotels, has become associated

with Patroon and other Asch radio projects.

Some old-lime FM operators at NAB convention

(WELD’s Les Nefzger, for one) were hepped up about

FM networks, but don’t want to rely on long chain of out-

of-the-air pickups, preferring high-fidelity lines. You can

expect more and more demand for such lines, accompanied
by protestations of current inability to pay tariffs phone
company asks.

Ace radio columnist John Crosby, New York Herald
Tribune Syndicate, followed up series on Walter Damm
and WTMJ, Milwaukee (Vol. 3, No. 37) with four ar-

ticles this week or Col. McCormick and WGN, Chicago, is

reported planning similar sketches on other stations.

They’re good reading, whether you like what he says or not.

TV interference hearing, involving fate of Channel No.

1, is due in early October, with 3-way lineup. Among ap-

pearances filed, TVers (TBA, Philco, RCA-NBC) object to

FCC’s proposed deletion of channel, say sharing impossible,

TV can’t afford losing any bands, in fact needs more.

FMers (FMA, Zenith, Armstrong, Yankee, Asch) want
44-50 me retained for FM. NAB says broadcasting can’t

afford any loss of frequencies, so 44-50 should either be

kept by TV or allotted FM. Communications services all

agree on deletion, but have varying ideas about disposal

of 6 me band.

Warning of a “day of reckoning,” consulting engineer

Paul deMars told NAB conferees in Atlantic City that very

few FM stations now on the air could meet FCC standards.

He pointed out that FM standards were much more exact-

ing than AM and that high power and high gain antennas

made job of compliance much more ticklish. He also said

that FCC’s coverage predictions are frequently found

“grossly in error” when applied to broken terrain, that

losses due to shadow effects behind hills and buildings

can be very heavy.

Facsimile exhibits and demonstrations at Atlantic City

drew considerable interest, but many broadcasters said

they felt FX is still raw and experimental, mechanically

awkward. Nonetheless, John V. L. Hogan’s Newspaper
Publishers’ Faximile Service reported 25 subscribers, in-

cluding Publisher John Knight, who plans to lease record-

ers out around town in Miami at $65 and $85 per month;
lessee owns recorder when it’s paid for. Milton Alden’s

people reported some half dozen broadcasters ordering

equipment. Surprising was absence of Finch, also an FX
pioneer. FX newsroom and page-makeup demonstrations

by WFIL and WAAT showed operations not too difficult.

Newly elected officers of FMA: Everett Dillard,

WASH, Washington, and KOZY, Kansas City, president;

William Ware, KSWI-FM, Council Bluffs, v.p.; E. J. Hodel,

WCFC, Beckley, W. Va., secy; Thomas F. McNulty, WMCP,
Baltimore, treas.; Bill Bailey, reelected executive director.

Board of directors now consists of officers and: David G.

Taft, WCTS, Cincinnati; E. Z. Jones, WBBB-FM, Burling-

ton, N. C.; Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM, Washington; C. M.
Jansky Jr., Jansky & Bailey; Morris Novik, Unity Broad-
casting of New York (ILGWU); W. R. David, GE; Roy
Hofheinz, KOPY, Houston, retiring president; Leonard
Asch, WBCA, Schenectady; Frank Gunther, REL; Stanley

M. Ray Jr., WRCM, New Orleans; Raymond Kohn, WFMZ,
Allentown, Pa. Officers and first 4 directors listed com-
prise executive committee.

Crosley’s experimental TV station W8XCT, Cincinnati,

started test patterns this week, utilizing film, stills, views

from Carew Tower, interviews. Sidney Fox’s W6XIS, Salt

Lake City, plans starting on same basis Oct. 1. Both hold

CPs for commercial (Supp. 18-D), but Fox says he intends

to wait for coaxial before being bound by rules, minimum
schedule, etc.

Committee of 18 stockholders, new manager to be
chosen, will attempt to continue operation of Washington’s
WQQW (Vol. 3, No. 34, 36), for time being at least; com-
mittee also vested with authority to sell, if bona fide

customer can be found.



TV sets at NAB convention included GE’s new Model

901, with 15x20-in. screen, plus 2 FM bands, AM-SW-phono,
to sell for about $2,200. Other display set was Stewai't-

Warner’s console with 10-in. direct view tube, plus AM-
FM-SW-phono. Outside convention hall, Bowers Battery

Co., Reading, Pa., in own permanent exhibition quarters

showed 2 massive breakfronts with 10-in. direct view TV
and AM-FM-SW-phono. One sells for $3,000, other $2,500.

Also on display was Bowers table model TV-only (with

10-in. picture), $375.

Significant sidelight on TV portion of FCC Chairman
Denny’s convention speech: National advertising and pub-

licity is giving TV so much attention that “soon the good

people of Memphis, Birmingham, Kansas City, Denver,

Atlantic City and a hundred other cities are going to start

asking—‘When do we get television?’” Note that these

cities, though cited merely as examples, are among quite

a few big ones which so far haven’t any takers for their

wide-open TV channels (see Allocation Table, Supp. 18-D).

TV and FM awards for 1917 promotion by Billboard

went respectively to NBC’s WNBW, Washington, and New
Bedford (Mass.) Standard-Times' WFMR. Second and
third place for FM went to WIZZ, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. and

WKNB, New Britain, Conn. FMA awards at convention

last week went to Rep. Kearns, for arbitration in music

situation; New York Times' Jack Gould, for consistent and

accurate reporting of FM; U of Wisconsin, for establish-

ing first educational FM network; Everett L. Dillard, for

establishing first commercial FM network; FCC’s Cy
Braum, for fast settlement of New York ILS-FM interfei'-

ence problem last March.

RKO Television Corp., part of RKO Pathe Inc., says

it will carry on “exactly as planned when formed in 1944

. . . policy then, as now, is to create package film shows

for TV stations and for advertisers.” Ralph B. Austrian,

resigned president, now v.p. of Foote, Cone & Belding, has

been retained as TV consultant.

Paramount’s TV chief Paul Raibourn told Theater

Owners of America (formerly Motion Picture Theater Own-
ers Assn) at Washington convention Friday that New
York’s Paramount Theater would soon demonstrate its

,

film-for-TV system whereby movies can be shot and within

one minute after development can be run off on TV or

theater projector.

Add new TV sponsors: BVD Corp., on WNBT, New
York, additional weather reports prior to 9 N. Y. Giants

pro grid games; Canadian Ace Brewing Co., on WBKB,
Chicago, Sept. 20-27 horse races, Chicago Bears home
games; Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., on WBKB,
Northwestern and DePaul home games, starting Dec. 13;

St. Louis Shoe Manufacturers Assn., on KSD-TV, St.

Louis, shoe style show.

Stewart-Warner’s TV production for next year will be

“maximum” of 5,000 sets, according to radio division man-
ager Samuel Insull Jr. Included is new TV-FM-AM-SW-
phono for $785 plus $75 installation scheduled for market
Oct. 15.

New firm called Clear-Vu Television Corp. was an-

nounced in New York Friday as producer of 10-in. screen

models at $399.50, 15-in. at $750. President and general

manager is Irving Kane, who has quit presidency of View-
tone.

Full theatre-size screen for TV (20 ft.) should be ready

for demonstration “soon,” is latest report from RCA

—

presumably referring to Warner Bros, and 20th Century-

Fox experiments (Vol. 3, No. 29, 36, 37).

Signs of the TV times: Philco’s WPTZ, Philadelphia,

claims it’s carrying “far moi-e hours each week than any
other [TV] station in the country and that the hours we
do broadcast show a respectable percentage of commercial
sponsors” . . . citing Aug. 18-24 week’s 38 hours, of which
26 hours 7 minutes (68%) were sponsored (18 hours 38
minutes being baseball games). NBC’s WNBT, New York,
claims some sort of record for 11 days from Aug. 22-Sept.

1 when it was on air 83 hours, which included 30 hours of

telecasting American Legion events (for which Petrillo

gave musical dispensation) plus Giants games, Davis Cup
matches, Madison Square Garden boxing, trotting races.

WNBT claimed week-long TV record for Aug. 26-Sept. 1

(60 hours).

Venezuelan Embassy in Washington reports Maracaibo
will get South America’s first TV station, using U. S.

equipment and technicians—but no company here has yet

reported receiving order. Among RCA orders for full TV
station setup is one from U. S. Army Signal Corps, Fort
Monmouth, N. J. RCA also is dickering with India Govt,

for TV setup.

Loew’s WHN and WMGM (FM adjunct named after

Metro-Goldxvyn-Mayer) assume occupancy of 3 floors soon

after next Jan. 1 of New York’s famed 711 Fifth Ave.,

original home of NBC, space now occupied by World
Broadcasting System. Ten-year lease entails rental of

$1,000,000, and $500,000 will be spent for new equipment,

alterations, etc.

Symptomatic of future in higher education: American
U, Washington, D. C., now offers courses in radio and
TV, in cooperation with Washington Star and its WMAL
and WTVW, under four-year plan for majoring in radio

and winning degree of B. S. in Communications.

Farnsworth’s E. A. Nicholas, introducing new TV
table model to New York dealers recently (Vol. 3, No. 36),

said company’s goal is 50,000 production of 3 types of sets

in 1948, predicted industry’s September TV production at

30,000. He predicated latter figure, apparently, on rolling

production lines at RCA, Philco.

Smart positioning puts new WPTZ 552-ft TV antenna

tower (at Wyndmoor) with one side facing Philadelphia,

other Mt. Rose, N. J., where New York TV signals are

relayed. RCA is making heavy pitch for order for new
transmitter for authorized higher power. Philco forecasts

quadrupled coverage.

Says consumer-conscious Household Finance Corp.:

“A [radio] model costing more han $150 would not be a
good buy . . . unless it is adapted for FM reception.”

Statement is made in latest, revised Better Buymanship
booklet on “Radios.” Booklet discusses TV as well as

FM, has excellent advice for prospective radio buyers.

RCA had 300 lew of FM for post-convention demon-
stration at Camden Friday. Power, highest yet, is achieved

by 50 kw transmitter and 4-section Pylon antenna. Next in

line is Eitel-McCullough’s 250 kw ICSBR, San Bruno, Cal.

DuMont has sold first “Acorn” TV package to Elm
City Bcstg. Corp., New Haven, Conn. (WNHC), recent

CP grantee (Supp. 18-D).

Collins has a 5 kw FM transmitter in the works; FCC
has given everyone 6 months notice of fact, as required

by FCC engineering standards, since 5 kw is maverick size.

Possibilities of better, cheaper mirrors for projection

sets are seen in new machine, developed by National Re-

search Corp., Cambridge, Mass., which coats 2-ft. square

surface in one minute. Old processes took 15 to 60 minutes.



SELLING TV TO BROADCASTERS: Out of this week's conventions in Atlantic City

may come the biggest impetus yet to TV — probably taking the form, first, of

several dozen more applications for stations before the year is out. Comic Ray

Bolger’s banquet gag that "radio is TV without pictures" didn't sit v/ell with many,

but it helped set them thinking. It v/as only one small facet of the great atten-

tion TV commanded. Here's gist of TVs 1947 convention role :

1. FCC Chairman Denny repeated that "in our [the FCC] judgment, television

is destined to become the greatest mass communication medium of them all." He

cited 8 cities now getting, 33 cities presently scheduled to get TV service

(Supp. 18-D), urged broadcasters to go into it. As one way to meet cost burden,

he suggested "spawning" little clusters of low cost, low power satellite trans-

mitters, taking their programs from big central stations. These would eventually
link up for nationwide service as coaxial cables and microwave relays reach out.

Little stations later could acquire own cameras and local studios, once sufficient
economic support was available.

2. RCA's Gen. Sarnoff and HBCs Frank Mullen told packed NBC affiliates
convention their future lies in TV, gave them whole afternoon's selling talk on

TV. Sarnoff said fusion of sight with sound is as certain in radio as it v/as in

movies, predicted TV programs within range of 40 million people by end of 1947,
750,000 TV sets by end of 1948. He lambasted Zenith's pay-as-you-look Phone-
Vision system, said there's no doubt TV will be sponsor-supported, like radio.

Sarnoff also suggested local stations start in small way, with minimum facilities,
then expand as receivers and sponsors increase. He asserted TV is "destined to

become one of the nation's major industries ," compared its §375 million worth of set
business in 1947-48 with sound radio's §100 million worth in 1921-22.

Mullen offered affiliates first refusal of NBC video facilities, said
NBC's sponsor income from TV this year will run §800,000. For programs, he held
out promise of new Kinescope Recorder , camera that produces movies direct off face
of TV picture tube. Developed v/ith Eastman Kodak, it will make possible syndication
of NBC programs via film to other TV stations.

3. Daily demonstrations included direct pickups of new WFIL-TV from
Philadelphia, 65 miles away; 2-jump radio relays from WPTZ, Philadelphia; 6-jump
radio relays of live shows and movies from VVNBT, New York — all with excellent
results. Pictures projected on 6x8-ft screen sometimes drew gasps of astonishment
from big audiences, not only of broadcast folk but of delegates to International
Telecommunications Conference holding sessions in same hotel (Ambassador).

4. TV equipment exhibits occupied about one-third of hall , and were
usually quite crowded. Most frequent questions asked, naturally, concerned costs.
But exhibitors said they had never noted such keen, serious interest, expressed
confidence orders v/ould now begin to flow. DuMont displayed its §89,000 "Acorn ”

package (Vol. 3, No. 37), also its film projector v/ith system that eliminates need
for special film camera.

GE showed image orthicon studio camera on hydraulic pedestal , claimed it
was most compact, lightest yet (about 40 lbs). GE also showed master control desk
able to handle 6 studio or 4 remote cameras, including mixing and fading; new film
and dual slide projectors; microwave relay equipment. RCA had image orthicon studio
camera with electronic view finder (Vol. 3, No. 25) ; 35mm film projector; TV
switching unit able to handle 4 studio cameras and 2 remotes ; developmental model
of new 3-camera chain program console. Exciting lots of attention at RCA exhibit
was fully equipped mobile video truck due for delivery soon to Baltimore's VVBAL-TV.

THEY LIiCE THE LARGE SCREEN: Popular trend seems to be toward large-screen TV sets
in homes as v/ell as public places, if current experience of Washington's Philco dis-
tributors is any criterion. They tell us, with obvious surprise, big-screen sets
are moving in 1-to-l ration with cheaper 10-in. direct view models. Simple fact is
public likes them. Philco is promoting TV for all its worth in this area, indicat-



ing what nay be expected when it goes into other TV cities (Vol. 3, No. 35). Wash-
ington newspapers Sept. 12-0ct. 19 will carry 20 full-page ads promoting TV, besides
dealer ads

; in addition, distributor-dealer timebuying on local AM, FM and TV sta-
tions is at high peak. TV set sellers are "naturals’1 as TV sponsors, so it’s not
surprising to find Philco also contracting for heavy hunks of time, mainly sports,
on Philadelphia's WPTZ, Chicago's WBKB, Los Angeles' KTLA.

General Electric will be the next out with projection receiver with large
screen , fourth producer of this type. (There are also, of course, DuMont's West -

minster and Hampshire models , at §2,495, framing 13xl7-in. images, but these are
-direct view, off 20-in. tube.) Ge's new Model 901 , framing projection images and in-

cluding AM-FM-SW-phono , is due soon. Price will be around §2,200. Philco 's big-
screen set is Model 2500 , TV-only, sells for §795 plus §85 installation-servicing
(Vol. 3, No. 26). RCA's Model 648-IPK, with AM-FM-phono, sells for §1,195 plus §95
(Vol. 3, No. 36). First to promote big screens, specializing largely on tavern in-

stallations, U. S. Television Corp . may posibly be forecasting trend, certainly is

seeking to meet big-name competition, with price reductions announced on 4 models:
Home console, 21xl6-in. picture, with AM-FM-SW-phono, cut from §2,275 to §1,795;
bar set, 19x25 picture and AM-FM-SW, from §1,995 to §1,595; custom-built set, 30x22,

from §2,245 to §1,795; special set, 21x16, from §1,795 to §1,295. It was second
reduction this year on firsjt 2 models.

BHOABCASmS'S BIS BF.ITCHES: Fact that the newspapers played up NAB convention

news so prominently, sometimes front-paging it, evidences growth and stature of

broadcasting industry as it celebrates 25th year of organized activity. * They and

trade press did such a thorough job (New York Times even published full text of

proposed 5,000-word code), that we're going to depart from our FM-TV specialties

for only a few particularly pertinent post-convention observations.

Convention itself was superb job of planning and execution , handling more

than 2,000 registrants, nearly as many camp followers. Lots of griping, however,

about Atlantic City hotels, carnival atmosphere, early fall heat, so West Coast

shouldn't have too much trouble getting next one. No question but that President

Justin Miller has firm control , enjoys support of rank and file hungry for

leadership, also of networks. They like his facility of expression, his fighting
attitude, even if they don't all share his academic views.

No question, either, about strength of organization he has built with
competent administration of Jess Willard, executive v.p., and Bee Arney, secy-

treas. Setup in a nutshell: 1,372 membership as of Aug. 1. Income, Sept. 1,

1946-July 31, 1947, §658,763. Expenses, §633,784, of which President's salary,

expenses, etc., accounted for §85,440. Executive staff of 24, secretarial-clerical

44. No question, also, about NAB's ultimate aim : to absorb "rash of competing
associations," as Miller put it in his convention speech. Reply of both TBA and

FMA to obvious reference is, in effect, "Maybe sometime, but not while we've got

our special jobs to do." Miller's speech and NAB's annual report, incidentally,

merit close reading; copies available from NAB's publicity dept.

5{C % 5}c %

Biggest issue of convention, the code , led to spirited debate, adoption

by board Friday to take effect Feb. 1 subject to existing contracts. But dissi-

dents were invited to submit their suggestions for revisions to November board

meeting. Gist of code : no more than 3 minutes of commercial time per 15-minute
period. Idea won blessing of FCC chairman , who indicated Commission, unrelenting
on Blue Book policy, v/ill* also look-see whether stations are adhering to indus-

try's own standards of practice. Other big issue, freedom of radio , didn't evoke

much oratory or comment, was put in proper place when Miller disclosed NAB has

written proposed substitute for White-Wolverton bills, as requested by Senator

McFarlane. It unqualifiedly eliminates FCC from any direct or indirect control

over programs; but Miller told press conference he didn't expect bill had chance

this Congress, admitted also that "freedom" fight may take 5-15 years to resolve.

[Note: NAB also has printed copies of this document to distribute.]



HOW TO EASE WAY INTO TV: FCC Chairman Denny stirred a simmering cauldron when he

made that NAB convention suggestion about " whistling post" TV outlets , as a tempo-

rary expedient until TV can surmount its economic barriers (Vol. 3, No. 38). His
words, quite naturally, are being construed as basic Commission policy

, for he said
his speech had been approved by all his colleagues save new incumbent Comr. Jones.

Quiet Mr. Jones prefers to say nothing until he learns his way around — indeed, is

gaining quite a reputation as a tireless questioner and good listener, non-committal
to all who are offering him gratuitous advice and "indoctrination."

That the FCC, in its zeal to "sell" TV to more comers, is inclined to be
lenient and helpful during these inceptive stages, was manifested this week by its

waiver once again of rule requiring minimum of 28 hours programming weekly , this
time until Dec. 31.

Denny 's suggestion, in effect, invites many to get into TV , gain foothold
on some channels (see allocations, page 4, Supp. 18-D) , with little more investment
than a transmitter-antenna setup. Since no local programming would be attempted at
first, need for camera chains, film units, studios, staff is eliminated. Programs
for such "repeaters " would be obtained from either (a) coaxial cable or common
carrier microwave relays, if such system runs through or near station location, or
(b) private microwave relays, such as now link New York-Schenectady-Philadelphia, or
(c) direct pickup, sometimes possible over 100 miles if extremely high receiving an-
tennas are used.

Costs would be surprisingly low, considering future stake and compared to

§250,000 usually estimated for full-scale plant. Basic equipment would be 500-watt
transmitter, quoted by all 3 makers (DuMont, GE, RCA) at around §35,000 with asso-
ciated audio and monitoring equipment; 3-bay antenna, GE's at §10,000, RCA's at

§12,200 for Channels 1-6 and §13,250 for 7-13. There are many variables , of course;
a one-leap relay, for example, would cost §10,000, says RCA. Then there are costs
of tower (high FM tower often will do) and, of course, real estate.

Note : We again suggest you read TV portion of Denny’s speech closely; ask
FCC information office for copy of full text.

SPROUTING FM NETWORKS: Petrillo put a definite crimp in Continental Network’s
program plans, but he can’t stop its physical expansion (Vol. 3, No. 37). WSBA-FM ,

York, Pa., became 23th affiliate this week, and several more, involving substantial
jumps, are due any day. Number of stations asking about chances of hooking up is
now around 30. CN has told many of these to hurry up to full power and start
stringing regional FM chains first.

Some regional FM networks are coming along nicely , others are still nebu-
lous. In Michigan, WPAG-FM, Ann Arbor, plans to feed at least U of Michigan's
home football games to 7, perhaps more, of the State's FM stations, beginning today.
Arrowhead FM Network (WDUL, Duluth, Minn., WEAU-FM, Eau Claire, Wis., WJMC-FM, Rice
Lake, Wis., to begin with) has set Nov. 1 as beginning date — but Petrillo ban may
cramp its musical style. KOZY, Kansas City, and WIBW-FM, Topeka, have been ex-
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changing programs for some time. And the following promoters have achieved various
stages of progress toward FM hookups in their respective States: E. Z. Jones,
WBBB-FM, Burlington, N. C. ;

Paul Wagner, WCSI, Columbus, Ind.
;
David Taft, WCTS,

Cincinnati; Matthew Bonebrake, KOCY-FM, Oklahoma 'City ; Edward Wheeler, WEAW, Evans-
ton, 111. ; W. E. Ware, KSWI-FM, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

JSiHIKfi THE TV PARADE: Washington Star's WMAL-TV is working furiously to meet Oct .

5 starting date , which will make it 13th commercial TV station on the air, give
capital third outlet (Supp. 18-D) — just as many as New York. Building on Ameri-
can U campus is completed, transmitter installed, 400-ft tower up, transmission
lines being laid. Aim is to meet sponsor commitments, which include Philco dis-
tributor's purchase of Georgetown and George Washington U home grid games, Amoco 's

Redskin pro games. If Manager Kenneth Berkeley and staff make it, they will set
some sort of record, for RCA delivered transmitter only last Sept. 10.

This week's new TV applications numbered 3 — and others are in the works.
Yankee Network (WONS) filed for Hartford; Balboa Radio Corp. (AM-FM permit holder)
for San Diego, Cal . ;

Louis G. Baltimore (WBRE) for Wilkes-Barre , Pa .

Yankee's advent assures hearing inasmuch as 4 now seek Hartford-New Britain
area's 2 channels, and another entry from New Britain may be expected. Yankee asks
for Channel No. 8 (180-186 me), 28.9 kw visual power, 14.45 kw aural, stipulates
RCA transmitter located on Deercliff Road, Avon, proposed $190,552 plant invest-
ment would link up with projected Boston outlet also sought (Vol. 3, No. 23).
Empire Coil Co. which sparked TV rush in Hartford by being first to apply this week
asked to amend for Channel 12 (now assigned Waterbury) , offered to move antenna
site to cover both Hartford and Waterbury.

San Diego principals are banker Emil Klicka, Consolidated-Vultee executive
Charles T. Leigh, attorney J. A. Donnelly, port director J. W. Brennan, radioman
Paul L. Dodd. They ask for Channel 6 (82-88 me), 18.25 kw visual power, 9.125 kw
aural, stipulate RCA equipment except for GE antenna, only $58,250 additional plant
investment to projected AM-FM facilities, $3,000 per month operating cost.

Wilkes-Barre application , from a 250-watt NBC outlet, designates no specific
channel, because of uncertainty of Scranton-Wilkes-Barre allocations due to pos-
sible deletion of Channel No. 1 (Vol. 3, No. 33-38). Old application had guessed
$83,500 installation cost, which will now need considerable revision. So eager is

enthusiastic Mr. Baltimore to show off TV to homefolks, that he has also asked FCC
permission to utilize borrowed RCA microwave relay unit to pick up New Y'ork tele-
casts, then beam them down from mountain 2.5 miles from town (planned site of TV
transmitter) for exhibit at county's Century of Progress Exposition, Oct. 7-11.

Similar stunt is planned by Chicago's WBKB in connection with its Notre Dame home
game telecasts via mobile unit from South Bend: it also proposes to beam microwave
signals to South Bend auditorium for benefit of overflow crowds.

EKaiE’S A HOT OHS! Power companies in little Connecticut communities of Norwich
(pop. 23,652) and Wallingford (pop. 11,425), within TV tuning range of New York,

are actually levying monthly fees ($1.26 and $2.50, respectively) on TV set owners

on assumption: (a) TV sets draw too much power at peak night drain periods, thus

putting heavier than normal load on generating systems
; (b) lighting goes up way

above normal when sets are on! Fact that customer pays for additional power doesn't
seem to cut much ice. Actually, one of country's biggest, Chicago's Consolidated

Edison, is engaged in promotion of TV set sales to help build up power loads , has
figures showing there's profit in it for utilities (Vol. 2, No. 51). Norwich fee

was instituted May 1, was first publicized by Electronics Magazine's Don Fink.

RMA set division executive committee (Paul Galvin, chairman), at meeting Oct. 14 in

New York's Hotel Roosevelt, will decide what to do about it. Note : Chicago Electric
Assn has estimated average TV set (used 3.4 hours per day) consumes 267 kilowatt-
hours per year, which at Washington's relatively low household power rates would
mean about $5.50 per year, probably somewhat more in most other cities.



m. PETRILLO'S BP.OABEH AI25S: it’s quite apparent now the unpredictable Mr .

Petrillo’s basic strategy is not aimed merely at preventing AM-FM duplication, but

has much more far-reaching aims: (1) more local employment of musicians by radio ,

both AM and FM, (2) payment on a per-station basis for network music. Either
proposition may precipitate showdowns in courts of law (under new labor acts for-
bidding featherbedding) or in the court of public opinion (if he should strike the
networks). His aversion to technological inroads — especially networks and re-
cordings — is real reason he pulled plug on FM’s new-born Continental Network
(Vol. 3, No. 38), let alone his bah on AM-FM duplication.

So Petrillo is clearly an all-industry problem — and the sooner NAB imple-
ments its "let ’ s-get-together-in-united-front" resolution, the better for all.

So far only informal conversations have taken place toward bringing NAB, FMA, TBA
and transcription companies into joint committee, as proposed at Atlantic City.

FMA’s committee (Dillard, Bailey, Fay, Novik, Claire, Kohn, Lamb) meets
Petrillo in New York next Wednesday , under aegis of Congressman Kearns, who says

his latest conversation with Petrillo in Chicago last Monday leads him to believe
music czar is willing to set national policy on FM. Still optimistic, he feels his
own idea of probationary period for FM, allowing it to get on its feet (Vol. 3,

'No. 37) will be accepted. "Petrillo is not trying to get their [the FMers
' ] lives,"

he told us. "He just feels he should start afresh with this new broadcasting
service." Kearns also opined the obvious: FM conference will have important bear-
ing on forthcoming AM network negotiations.

Yankee's John Shepard 3rd , who makes no bones about already duplicating
MBS music (Vol. 3, No. 38), doesn't seem particularly worried at Petrillo's state-
ment that AFM is investigating. Nor about his added dictum: "If we find this is

so, then the contract covering live musicians broadcasting over regular stations
has been violated. You know what happens when a contract with the musicians'
union is violated. The boys are told not to work and they don't work." On an-
other sector, Petrillo is preparing to stand possible trial under Lea Act for WAAF
test strike ,

which precipitated U.S. Supreme Court edict (Vol. 3, No. 26).
Completely new criminal information charges have been written by Justice Dept.,
sent to U. S. Attorney Otto Kerner Jr. for filing in Judge LaBuy's Chicago court.

II3C GEVIiiG TV THE V/OHKS: It's hard to believe smart, well-heeled CBS , having taken
its defeat on color TV with good grace, is going to be content to play second fiddle
in TV's development. Yet the fact is it has only one station. New York's WCBS-TV,
which is devoted practically entirely to actuality programs; that it's asking for
only one more, in Chicago, where FCC has held up grant because v.p. Leslie Atlass
also happens to be stockholder in WIND, another local applicant

; that it has been
shut out of Los Angeles, Washington because channels there are all spolcen for; that
only 4 CBS affiliates are as yet CP holders — KGDM

, Stockton, Cal.
; WHAS, Louis-

ville
;
KRLD, Dallas; WHP, Harrisburg; and that only one other CBS affiliate has as

yet applied — WDRC, Hartford.

Even ABC holds allowable limit of 5 CPs , and MBS's major owners — WOR,
WGN, Don Lee — are up to their ears in TV in New York-Washington, Chicago, Los
Angeles-San Francisco, respectively. In fact, ABC is represented on CP list 8
times, MBS 3 times with 6 MBS stations on TV applicant list to date.

Whatever its keenest rival's motives for seemingly holding back (only ex-
planation is CBS prefers to step warily, depend on affiliations rather than station
ownership, let the manufacturing boys carry today's big operating loss-load), it's
plain that RCA-owned NBC is beset by no misgivings . As of this date, NBC has 2 TV
stations operating and hooked up — New York's WNBT, Washington's WNBW

; holds CPs
for 3 more — in Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles; plans hooking up 2 more affili-
ates before year's end — Baltimore's WBAL-TV, Boston's WBZ-TV; is unqualifiedly
recommending its affiliates go into TV . Three are already on the air — WGRB

,

Schenectady (WGY) ; WWJ-TV, Detroit; KSD-TV, St. Louis. In all, 21 NBC affiliates



hold CPs, 3 more have applications pending. (See TV Directory, Supp. 18-D, plus 6

subsequently added applications, as reported this week and last.)

NBC's real TV topkick is Frank Mullen , executive v.p., who got his early
schooling in, absorbed his boundless enthusiasm for, TV from RCA's Gen. Sarnoff,
whose aide he was before going to network post. That he's realigned NBC setup with
TV uppermost in mind was made manifest this week when he designated TV v.p. John
Royal, engineering v.p. 0. B. Hanson, promotion chief Charles Hammond as his assist-
ants, and placed whole TV Dept, under Noran Kersta, also reporting directly to him.
These new direct lines of contact are avowedly intended to expedite TV activity.

HEW m LOG OH THE WAY: We're revising and bringing up-to-date our FM Directory
(Supp. 53), will have it for you in about a week. We've found our experiment of

using symbols to indicate status of grants and applications has pretty well licked
job of keeping the log current; it's simply a matter of changing symbols and writ-
ing in facilities granted as reported in our weekly pink addenda sheets. For ease
in adding new applications and your own notes, each printed page will be faced by
a blank page. If log is kept current, you will know exact status of FM at any time— licenses, grants, applications, who's on the air. Extra copies will cost $2.50.

SIGHT AMD SOUND
“Absolutely not true,” is Chairman Denny’s reply to

inquiries on latest rumor he has signed contract with NBC
to become its general counsel Jan. 1. But rumor won’t

down he has given NBC reason to believe he will, when
free to do so, accept offer to head legal dept. At moment
he’s aiming to get International Telecommunications Con-

ference at Atlantic City wound up by Oct. 4 at latest.

Everyone involved credits him with doing great job as ITC
chairman, so logical deduction is he will return to Wash-
ington, wind up FCC job, quit while he’s riding highest.

World Series goes on all New York’s TV stations, each

taking turn at pickup chore, and will be relayed to any

others within reach, under Friday agreement whereby Ford

and Gillette (latter the regular radio sponsor over MBS)
will pay $65,000 for rights. Baseball’s “Happy” Chandler

accepted this offer rather than $100,000 asking price met

by Rheingold Beer. Even President Truman told press

conference he hoped to get chance to watch games via TV.

Series is expected to hypo TV set sales; in New York big

Davega chain is offering to rent sets at $75 to $215.

Keen, capable Gordon Gray, Winston-Salem (N. C.)

broadcaster-publisher, whose pioneer WMIT is one of coun-

try’s finest installations and who has long been strong

protagonist of FM, has been appointed Assistant Secretary

of the Army in revamped War Dept, setup under Secretary

of Defense Forrestal. He will resign his seat in State Sen-

nate, make home in Washington. In World War II, he en-

listed as a private, served overseas, came out a captain.

American Television Society’s 1947 awards, announced

Thursday by President Don McClure, went to: Electric

Assn, of Chicago, for outstanding community effort to

promote TV; Dramatists Guild, for outstanding program-

ming; WOR’s John R. Poppele, TBA president, for leader-

ship in industry problems; Paramount’s George Shupert,

former ATS president, for unselfish efforts in behalf of

TV in general and ATS in particular.

Hearing on deletion of TV Channel No. 1 and abolition

of sharing (Vol. 3, No. 33-38) has been set for Oct. 13

before FCC en banc. Hearing will concern only status of

44-50 me (TV Channel 1) and not which services should

get what frequencies within the band.

With Petrillo’s dispensation, all stations were permit-

ted to duplicate Community Chest Hollywood extravaganza

Friday night over FM adjuncts. Even network-owned FM
stations carried show same time as on AM outlets.

“Theater of Tomorrow,” was way Washington Post

described RCA’s 6x8-ft. TV projections for theatermen in

city for this week’s Theatrical Equipment Supply Manufac-
turers’ Assn, convention. Equipment was same shown at

NBC’s Atlantic City convention (Vol. 3, No. 38), same also

that Warners and 20th Century-Fox have ordered for ex-

periments (Vol. 3, No. 36). Reactions of some was they’d

soon be showing audiences news in the making. A few said

quality is comparable to movies, certainly vastly better

than early flickers. Live and film subjects telecast by
WNBW, some off coaxial from New York, were excellent,

especially NBC’s own newsreels, showed vast improvement

in program techniques. Keen attentiveness to 2-hour shows
each of 3 nights proves large-screen does not tire eyes,

makes up in interest what it may still lack in definition

and luminosity. Next step promised by RCA: full theater-

size screen, 20xl6-ft.

Phone Vision patent situation is given as reason why
Zenith hasn’t pushed pay-as-you-look system through FCC
and telephone companies. But that hasn’t stopped company
from publicizing method, nor of answering attacks on sys-

tem. Zenith’s Gene McDonald last week took RCA’s Sar-

noff to task for deprecating Phone Vision (Vol. 3, No. 38),

reiterated that it permits reception of free telecasts, re-

quires payment only for special programs too expensive to

be borne by advertisers (first run movies, stage shows, etc.).

Washington’s WQQW stockholders took station off the

block, decided at meeting Thursday to run it “on sound

business basis” (meaning no more senseless commercial

restrictions, no more pinko stuff), after raising $50,000

more capital on notes. Biggest new note holders: Simon

Gerber, retired druggist, $25,000; Morris Rodman, real

estate, $15,000; Mrs. Luke Wilson (of Woodward & Lothrop

dept, store family), $5,000.

New 4-bay FM antenna is offered by Wind Turbine Co.,

West Chester, Pa., for $3,900, installed, east of the Missis-

sippi. Claims: light weight (263 lbs without beacon, 325

with), 3.5 gain, stainless steel, needs no de-icing equipment.

A 6-bay unit is also in the works.

Add TV sponsors: Buchanan & Co., ad agency that’s

always been hot on TV, is itself sponsoring twice weekly

“Telenews Digest,” newsreel, on KTLA, Los Angeles, pend-

ing turning it over to one of its accounts; on same station,

time signals by Television News, new fan-trade paper.

Clear Channel hearing got another postponement this

week—to Oct. 20.



HEW FM BIEECTOBY, M's STATUS: Our new FM Directory (Supp. 55 ), revised to Oct. 1,

is just about off the presses, should reach you under separate cover in a few days.

New format — blank pages opposite listings — should make it more convenient for

you to write in applications as reported in our weekly (pink) addenda. If symbol

changes are also made in accordance with current FCC decisions, as reported in the

addenda, you should have an up-to-the-minute FM Directory at hand at all times. The

old directory and addenda (Supps. 55 to 55-M) are now obsolete; toss 'em out .

Recapitulating FM's status as of Oct. 1, we find 500 stations on the air , of

which 60 hold licenses, 21 are on program tests readying for licenses, the rest op-

erating under STAs (special temporary authority). CPs number 669, conditional grants

247, pending applications 132 — totaling 1,108 FMs in various stages. This is up

16/5 from 954 total this time last year (Vol. 2, No. 42). During same period, AM li-

censes and CPs went up 35% — from 1,384 to 1,876.

TV BRAND NAMES COMING UP: Thanks to early starts and lots of promotion , DuMont,

Philco and RCA pretty well dominate TV brand names right — but more are coming
up. Stromberg-Carlson showed first video units to Philadelphia dealers Thursday.
Hallicraf ters , fairly new in home set field, announces 3 models for delivery to

dealers by Christmas. Radio & Television Inc. (Brunswick ) this week demonstrated
set with 48x36-in. projection screen, largest yet, also models with 15-in. and 10-

in. direct view. Most are in §800 range, but Brunswick's push is behind big set

(§2, 000-§3 , 000) which it's planning to promote in radio and liquor trade papers.
New name to add to our list of companies producing or planning TV sets (Vol. 3, No.

30, 36): Colonial Television Corp., 2139 Harrison Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
, planning §950

"bar" set in colored, illuminated "juke-box" cabinet, also §350 table model, both
12- in. Add to list of TV kitmakers (Vol. 3, No. 35): Espey Mfg. Co., 528 E. 72nd
St., New York; Vision Research Labs, Kew Gardens, N. Y.

STAKING TV CHANNEL CLAIMS: Boston area this week got its third TV grant — to

Yankee Network, given Channel No. 7 and other requested facilities (Vol. 3, No. 23).
This leaves only Paramount's application still pending there, with one more
channel to go (Supp. 18-D)

.

Only one addition to TV application list this week — for Cleveland. But
quite a few more are in the making. You can expect another soon from Cleveland ;

others from Detroit and Memphis , possibly from Syracuse and Rochester , definitely
one from WKNB, New Britain, Conn . There are others, too, we can't divulge yet.

New Cleveland applicant is Empire Coil Co ., New Rochelle, N. Y. (Herbert
Mayer), same firm that first filed for Hartford and sparked rush leading to 4
applications so far for area's 2 channels and an inevitable hearing (Vol. 3, No. 38,
39). It stipulates Channel No. 9, RCA equipment, 25.6 kw visual power, 13.46 kw
aural, 688 ft antenna, studio and transmitter at Route 24 & Dentsler Road, Parma.
Plant cost is estimated §246,250, monthly operating expenses §10,000.

TV-struck Mr. Mayer wants in so badly he informs FCC he'd as soon have
Waterbury as Hartford, rather than wait for hearing delays. If he gets Cleveland,
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he may drop Connecticut plans, though he's capable of financing both. He's fourth
bidder for Cleveland's 5 channels, so repetition of Hartford rush seems likely — espe-
cially inasmuch as Cleveland is due to lose Channel No. 7 to Canton (Vol. 3, No. 33).
Dick Richards' WGAR and Plain Dealer's WHK are both known to have plans for TV,

were applicants once, are virtually certain to re-file. Richards also controls WJR,
Detroit, where 3 of 4 channels are spoken for and Paramount application pends.

In Memphis, Commercial Appeal's WMC ( Scripps-Howard) is hot on TV, will
doubtless file any day now; same interests are now building Cleveland's WEWS. In
Syracuse, WSYR's Col. Harry Wilder has been talking with GE, which has electronics
plant there. GE would not be averse to having local TV "showcase," has even con-
sidered erecting own Syracuse station. In Rochester, Stromberg-Carlson tells us it

definitely plans to reapply, though isn't hurrying since there's no competition yet;
but Gannett interests (WHEC) have shown perking interest, shouldn't be counted out.

v

Washington Star's WMAL-TV debut Friday night (first high-band TV, Channel 7,

first to use RCA turnstile atop FM pylon) — and Milwaukee Journal's WTMJ-TV test
patterns starting today (Oct. 4) — point up important place newspapers are assuming
in TV picture. Analysis of our TV Directory (Supp. 18-D)

,
plus additions since its

Sept. 15 issuance, shows newspapers account for 4 of the 13 stations on the air,

18 of the 56 CPs, 3 of the 22 applicants. Of course, most of the newspapers are
also identified with AM and FM. Non-broadcasting interests account for 5 operating
stations, 5 CPs, 7 applicants.

Note — If you want to keep your TV Directory (Supp. 18-D) up-to-date, we

suggest you make the additions and changes reported here, in our Newsletters of the
preceding 2 weeks (Vol. 3, No. 38, 39), and in our subsequent Newsletters.

FSTHILLQ’S FI3 CONTACTS: What may have whetted Jimmy Petrillo's appetite to get
"something for the boys" out of starveling FM, is fact his locals already have
signed contracts with 17 FM stations (see below). Yet he had to be shown — seemed
impressed, too — at Wednesday's rather cordial 2%-hour session with FMA committee,
that FM should not be throttled in its inceptive stages, that it will eventually
create more employment as it expands radio and as its higher fidelity requires more
live music. Dillard group came away from parley more hopeful than ever — also, ad-
mittedly, impressed with union czar's phobia (technological unemployment) and major
argument (that most radio music originates from only 3 or 4 cities). Since Taft-
Hartley law, Petrillo also complained, radio layoffs have lost his men §200,000 pay.

Petrillo this week lifted music ban on FM's Continental Network (Vol. 3, No.

38, 39) for remaining 11 weeks of Stromberg-Carlson sponsorship — said it was all

a mistake due to Rochester local's failure to consult with headquarters on all FM
and network matters. His main peeve seems to be against big networks for not forc-
ing affiliates to hire musicians. But h e says he's now convinced networks are

really sincere in wanting AM-FM duplication . He plans another huddle with networks
on AM-FM, promises decision soon. FMers' main hope is for affirmative ruling on

their plea to give FM "probationary" go-ahead on duplication until Jan. 31, when net-

work contracts expire, then sit down and negotiate FM terms.

List of FM stations with own music union contracts shows only 3 are inde-

pendents: WASH, Washington (Dillard); WBCA, Schenectady (Asch) ; KR0N, San Francisco
(Chronicle). The others, mostly adjuncts of big AM stations : WGNB and WBBM,

Chicago; WFIL-FM, Philadelphia; KDKA-FM and WM0T, Pittsburgh; WLWA, Cincinnati;

WEW-FM, St. Louis; WCJT (WHAS)
,
Louisville; WKY-FM , K0CY-FM, KOMA-FM, KTOK-FM, Okla-

homa City; KAKC-FM, Tulsa; WSYR-FM, Syracuse. Petrillo told Kearns committee last

July (Vol. 3, No. 28) that WGNB (Chicago Tribune) contract provides for 9 musicians

in addition to V/GN's regular 45; that WBBM-FM (CBS) uses one union disc jockey in

addition to its AM quota. So apparently each contract is on individual terms.

liUESSIHG HOW MANY AliB WHERE: "Educated guessing," is most that can be said about

plethora of statistics thrown at you when it comes to TV and FM. Need for reasonably
accurate figures as to number of sets in individual markets has both RMA and NAB



cogitating. RMA pays auditing firm to gather confidential production statistics

from some 95% of manufacturing industry, announces monthly totals. In response to

membership demand, it now has market research firm quietly testing methods for

counting radio sets in certain New England cities, hopes results can provide basis

far calculating TVs and FMs by markets. NAB's EM Dept, is contemplating FM set sur-

vey system it can recommend to individual FMers, to be operated by themselves lo-

cally. We should be hearing more about both soon.

With World Series (first ever televised) hopping up interest in TV , statis-

tical guessing games were in order in the trade. TBA President Jack Poppele calcu-
lated 600,000-700,000 persons watched first game in New York, Schenectady, Philadel-
phia, Washington areas, which alone were within reception range. That's pretty con-

servative, considering Sept. -Oct. Televiser Magazine's breakdown of TV set ownership
by metropolitan areas (also guesswork ) : New York, 51,500; Philadelphia, 11,000; Los

Angeles, 7,000; Chicago, 6,050; Detroit, 3,300; Washington, 3,000; St. Louis, 1,900;
Schenectady, 1,050; Baltimore 100; Cincinnati, 100 — total 85,000, of which it fig-
ures close to 10,000 in bars, grills, etc.

RMA production figures show 75,054 TV sets made since postwar manufacture
began, up to Sept. 1, to which should be added about 10,000 pre-war sets (most still
usable), 10,000 kits and home-made sets (conservative estimate, judging from kit-
makers' claims), 5,000 made by non-RMA members (now bankrupt Viewtone alone accounted
for more than 4,000). In round figures, that makes 100,000 TV sets as of Sept. 1 ,

which we believe is a pretty good guess. And RMA report on September output should
hike this figure by at least 15,000.

CAN ?:i SETS GET TOO CHEAP? There's an uneasiness growing in minds of even the

most ardent, set-hungry FM broadcasters as they hear reports of cheaper and cheaper FM
sets. They're beginning to find themselves torn between desperate need for sets and
fear of shoddy performance by inexpensive sets . Some such units have finally hit the
market and, frankly, some we've heard just won't do FM any good. True, manufac-
turers don't make extravagant claims for them. But still, they're being sold as

FM, and the public isn't being told the limitations. Some are bad radiators, in-
terfering with even the best sets. Others are poor all the way — sensitivity,
selectivity, noise rejection — let alone fidelity, which, however, no one has a

right to expect in a small set.

What's the future, then ? Is FM inherently an expensive affair ? FMA's
President Everett Dillard takes the long view, drawing parallel with AM in the 20's.
"The crystal set," he says, "wasn't much to begin with, either." But he thinks
FMA should set up an engineering committee to define minimum standards. It's also
pointed out that when more FM stations go on full power (in lieu of today's wide-
spread weak-signaled STAs) better performance may be expected. Meanwhile, the
least expensive FM-AM set yet is S32.50 table model reported due soon from little-
known Concord Radio Corp., Chicago. Pilotuner continues to get stamps of approval,
latest from Consumers Union which makes tuner subject of lead article in September
"Consumer Reports" and blames slow FM growth on networks, big AMs, leading set makers.

GE's MICROWAVE WORKING WELL: GE's pioneer TV outlet in Schenectady, WRG3 , which has
been giving it away since it began operating in September, 1939, will shortly start
selling its time — now that its modernised microwave (1850-2110 me band) relay l ink
with New York is working, and working well. Old, erratic, single-hop radio hookup
with WNBT has been superseded by one which, using "dish" that can be oriented to re-
ceive any of New York's stations, picks up signals atop GE Bldg., 570 Lexington
Ave., relays them 55 mi. to Beacon, N. Y. , 55 mi. to Round Top, N. Y. , 29 mi. to
Helderberg Mt., 15 mi. to Schenectady studios, then back to Helderberg for local
coverage. Signal throughout World Series was reported so superb that system augurs
well for more intercity microwave hookups . Meanwhile, AT&T has opened second coax-
ial cable between New York-Philadelphia , to be available for TV when repeaters are in-
stalled next spring; it makes simultaneous 2-way transmissions possible, will soon
be extended to Washington.



S3GHT AMD SOUND
Nearly 400 small-print pages, including allocations up

to 10,500,000 kc, signed by 78 nations, comprise Interna-

tional Telecommunications Agreements completed this

week. Windup of Atlantic City parley Thursday brought

FCC Comrs. Denny, Jett, Webster and FCC staffmen back

to capital desks—but Webster goes next to London safety

services conference Oct. 25; and Jett is U. S. delegate to

Geneva Provisional Frequency Registration Board, which

will keep him there for 6 months from next Jan. 15.

TV won’t get pickup channels in 1295-1425 me band,

as proposed by FCC last February (Vol. 3, No. 6). For

the International Telecommunications Conference, winding

up this week at Atlantic City, decided aviation should have

almost solid 960-1700 me band. Otherwise, present TV
frequencies in U. S. aren’t touched by Atlantic City Radio

Convention allocations. Sidelight to new treaty is excep-

tion permitted USSR in use of 1215-1300 me, allotted

world’s amateurs. In Russia, those frequencies can be

used for TV relay (no amateurs!).

Before 540 kc can be made part of U. S. standard

broadcast band, proper clearances must be worked out at

NARBA meeting this winter. CBC’s 50 kw station CBK,
Watrous, Sask., is now using channel. After NARBA con-

ferences, FCC will hold hearings to determine what use

shall be made of 540 kc also reassignments of maritime,

mobile and government services now using 415-535 kc band.

New broadcast band, based on Atlantic City Radio Con-

vention, runs from 535 kc to 1605 kc (actually 540-1600 kc,

allowing 5 kc guard bands on either end).

Dates and places of AM-FM-TV hearings, October-

April, released Friday by FCC, include Philadelphia TV
hearing there March 11 (2 seeking city’s single remaining

channel). Also these for FM: Knoxville, Oct. 20 (in Wash-
ington); Pittsburgh, Nov. 6 (there); Los Angeles, Jan. 21

(there); Minneapolis, Feb. 5 (Washington); Stockton, Cal.,

Feb. 20 (there); Coram, N. Y., Feb. 25 (there); Providence,

March 1 (there).

“Radio Daily” Friday front-paged oft-repeated story

—

but claimed definite knowledge of its own—that FCC Chair-

man Denny will shortly resign to become NBC v. p. and

general counsel. But Denny repeats: “I have no plans for

leaving the Commission”. NBC Friday promoted 2 more
to v. p. status: able Charles P. Hammond, operational aide

to exec v. p. Frank Mullen; popular Sydney H. Eiges, press

relations.

Oft-postponed hearing on WBAL renewal and Pearson-

Alien “Blue Book” application for its Baltimore facilities

(scheduled for Oct. 6) got postponed again—to Nov. 3.

Postponement was based on Hearst plea to FCC that sta-

tion executives were too busy getting TV station on air, had

just moved into new studios, etc., couldn’t be spared for

appearances just yet. Hearst request for court stay order

got turned down in U. S. Court of Appeals last Friday.

Rumors Pearson-Alien will withdraw application are

dubbed “unfounded” by both.

RCA’s second TV engineering clinic, which ended

week’s course the other day, had enrollment of 26, mostly

from stations holding CPs for TV. Also attending, indi-

cating their stations may be planning to apply for TV, were

Dick Blackburn, WTHT, Hartford; Dick Evans, KSL,
Salt Lake City; A. C. Anderson, KTAR, Phoeniz; A. F.

Rckart, KXOK, St. Louis; Carl Menzer, WSUI, Iowa City.

Add TV’ sponsors: On WCBS-TV, New York City

—

American Tobacco Co., 1-minute films, 3 times weekly for

year; Better Cars, Inc. (“Trader Horn” used car sales-

room), spots preceding each of 6 Columbia U home games.

Paramount’s offer to waive voting rights in DuMont
Class A stockholdings may be move FCC has been looking
for. Commission would like to unlock 3 pending Para-
mount, 2 DuMont applications (Supp. 18-D), if it can do so
without compromising its 5-limit rule. Paramount pro-
posed Thursday, that it will put its 2.8% Class A stock into

trust, waive voting rights. Movie firm feels ownership of
all Class B stock (560,000 shares) doesn’t give it control
over DuMont. Decision of FCC should be made next week,
since deadline on continuing applications in live file runs
out Oct. 15 (Vol. 3, No. 32, 33).

TV-promoting NBC and RCA, standing to lose still

more trained TV personnel to new stations, regard this

drain on their manpower resources as a sort of “welcome
headache”—because it helps push TV. NBC’s new TV
Dept, is being made flexible to fill gaps; it’s headed by
Noran Kersta, reporting directly to exec v.p. Frank Mullen
(Vol. 3, No. 39) and under whom, this week, Bob Shelby
was made TV engineering director. Besides numerous
technicians, these were some recent moves to stations:

Harold See, to WBAL-TV, Baltimore (Vol. 3, No. 35) ;

Bui-ke Crotty, to WMAL-TV, Washington; Robald C. Ox-
ford, to KFI-TV, Los Angeles; Jack Hartley, to VVEWS,
Cleveland.

MBS refused, because WOR covers area, to grant per-
mission to Elias Godofsky’s FM station WHNY, Hemp-
stead, L. I., to carry World Series, causing that live-wire

small AM-FM operator to do burnup over “setback to FM”
in metropolitan New York. Some 500 U. S. stations, 64
Canadian, carried Series—including FM stations WASH,
Washington; WBCA, Scenectady; WMHG, Hornell, N. Y.;

KTRN, Wichita Falls, Tex. MBS said it allowed any affili-

ate to duplicate on FM, if it wished, even if separately-

owned, as in Washington, even furnished musical cue
sheets to avoid Petrillo.

First “fireside chat” via TV from White House—they’ll

be commonplace from now on—was scheduled for Sunday
night at 10:30, with President Truman, Secretary- Ander-
son, Secretary Harriman, Food Chairman Charles Luck-
man, slated to be seen as well as heard.

Hike in NAB dues, possibly 10%, is contemplated byr

finance committee, which will offer expanded budget at

November board meeting to handle such new or expanded
activities as international broadcasting, FM, legislation,

code, music licensing, union contracts, etc. During 11

months, Sept. 1, 1946-July 31, 1947, NAB’s income was
$658,763, expenses $633,784 (Vol. 3, No. 38).

“Report on FM Radio” in October Kiplinger Magazine
predicts “monopoly so long enjoyed by the major networks
will be smashed and genuine freedom of the air will become
reality” with influx of FM stations. Similar report on TV
in September issue took TV programming over the coals,

calling it “limited in variety” with abundance of “ham act-

ing” and commercials “even more repulsive than . . . ordi-

nary radio.”

RMA booklet on multiple TV antenna systems (for

apartment houses, etc.) will be released next week for
benefit of architects, builders, landlords, and others.

Eight-page brochure is product of RMA engineering com-
mittee.

Half (24) the pre-war FM licensees apparently feel

they have enough low-band listeners to justify continuing

on old frequency. They’re all that’s left, as shown in our
new FM Directory (Supp. 55).

DuMont’s TV transmitting equipment division (includ-

ing sales, under II. E. Taylor Jr.) moved to new quarters

Oct. 1: 42 Harding Ave., Clifton, N. J.



DENNY QUITS FCC, SUES T0 HBS: It's pretty generally agreed that, in the 20 months
of his chairmanship, "Charley" Denny gave the FCC its best administration in his-
tory. And few will deny NBC is big gainer in getting the 55-year-old Government
career man as its v. p. and general counsel . He will be first ex-commissioner NBC
ever engaged. His resignation, announced by White House Thursday, is effective Oct.
31. He goes on vacation Oct. 25, is expected to report to Radio City in a month or
so. Nov/ everybody’s guessing about his successor , and the amateur and professional
kingmakers are already at work. Best guess would seem to be an appointment that
v/ill enhance Democrats' 1948 political prospects, since Commission is still loaded
with career men, already has one particularly strong GOP member (Comr. Jones).

iESTAMENT TO RADIO'S FUTUBE: All this talk about TV bypassing FM , rendering FM ob-
solete even before it gets on its feet (Vol. No. 3, No. 38), is arrant nonsense.
It's of a piece with saying radio will do away with newspapers, or that autos and
airplanes will wipe out railroads. For whatever it's worth, here's how we see Amer-
ican radio trending and developing :

TV v/ill become the dominant radio medium — in popular interest, advertising
appeal, dollar volume. FM v/ill displace most if not all present regional and local
broadcasting channels — that seems to be today's official thinking, if not actual
policy. AM will eventually be confined to high powers, probably clear channels —
those serving rural and remote listeners, who don't otherwise get good service, hav-
ing the best chance to survive.

We stick our necks out with this testament because the foregoing is our best
answer to the questions most often put to us. There are many ifs, ands and buts :

no. of stations, no. of sets, kind of programs, eye vs. ear appeal, investment, re-
turn on investment, etc., etc. Maybe your theories and guesses are better than ours— but the first 7-year cycle of radio set ownership (from 1946) should begin to
tell the story . Meanwhile, TV and FM are both taking hold, slowly but surely, mov-
ing forward, despite great obstacles, as inevitably as Time itself.

As for AM, you already have a broadcast band becoming so .jam-packed (nearly
1900 stations authorized in this country alone) as to render many signals futile,
many stations worthless. Certainly the future is beclouded. More than that, the
beginnings of shrinkage in the 550-1600 kc band are readily discernible in incipient
demands of NARBA nations for a reallocation .

FM BIDS FOB TV CHANNEL 1: It's extremely unlikely the FCC . after repeated deci-
sions against returning 44-50 me band to FM, will reverse itself on basis of
strongly worded, 56-page printed brief with 11 exhibits submitted this week by Maj

.

Armstrong. FCC’s avowed purpose in proposing to take that band (now TV Channel No.
1) away from TV is to make place for fixed and mobile services, eliminate sharing
(Vol. 3, No. 33, 34). Maj. Armstrong's latest pitch was made in his request to be
heard on Channel 1 issue, which TV and other communications interests will argue be-
fore Commission Nov. 17 (postponed from Oct.' 13 ). He won't be alone in his~stand

;

NAB, for example, says if 44-50 me is taken from TV, it should go to FM (Vol. 3, No.
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38) and Zenith is still plumping for low band. Maj . Armstrong argues : FM needs room
for expansion, 44-50 me band has superior qualities for FM networking, long-range
reception would permit complete linking of FM networks by relays, eliminating need
for wire connections. He repeats charges FCC erred in moving. FM upstairs, bitterly
recounts early struggles to establish FM against alleged RCA opposition.

EU5IC SITUATION STILL SNAFU: Answer from Jimmy Petrillo, once again, seems to be
" K

o

. " He hasn't yet told FMA so, but he left that "distinct impression" with net-
works when he resumed talks with them Monday, and trade press reported it as fact.
First inkling of negative answer on AM-FM duplication came Tuesday in New York
Timesman Jack Gould's usually reliable column. Network sources say they haven't
much doubt about it.

Another AFM executive board meeting is set for Chicago this week end , s

o

FMA President Dillard's committee is still hopeful, awaits promised reply direct
from Petrillo. After committee's cordial conference with Petrillo last week (Vol.

3, No. 40), their hopes and spirits were considerably heightened; but then, say the
cynics, so were those of nearly everyone who heard the unpredictable music czar's
sometimes ingenuous statements while here for Congress hearings (Vol. 3, No. 28-34).

It looks like Petrillo is using AM-FM duplication as one trump in his nego-
tiations with networks on key station contracts, which expire next Jan. 31. His
larger quarry is (a) more local employment of musicians on AM and FM, (b) payment
on a per-station basis for network music. His consuming fear is diminishing employ-
ment as station contracts expire, which he says is already evident since new labor
laws. His hope is networks can somehow pressure their affiliates, though no one has
suggested a formula. Networks aren't discounting his threat to pull plug on them.

So apparently everything now focuses on network negotiations. Joe Padwav's
death Wednesday leaves J. Albert Woll as head of Padway & Woll law firm, music
union's counsel. Son of AFL v.p. Matthew Woll, he's the man who, as Federal dis-
trict attorney in Chicago, last year filed original criminal information in WAAF
featherbedding case testing Lea Act (Vol. 2, No. 24). Fadway is said to have been
inclined latterly to conciliation with radio, showed that attitude at House hear-
ings. Woll is an unknown factor so far as influence on Petrillo is concerned.

* # * *

At least 50 FM stations (16% of the 192 affiliated with AM) are duplicating
musical programs

,
including network — or were doing so when FMA conducted survey

that started Aug. 29, ended this week. FMA naturally isn't revealing their iden-
tity, but 17 can be guessed: those listed by Petrillo 's union itself as having sep-
arate local contracts (Vol. 3, No. 40). There are others identifiable, like Yankee
Network's 2 — but these quit duplicating MBS musical programs this week because, as

John Shepard wired us, "We have no ambition to make Mutual and ourselves guinea pigs
for the industry, many others of whom are duplicating."

Survey results are significant , if perhaps a bit dated. They're composite
reports from 236 FM operators in 40 States and D. C. , of whom 192 operate both AM
and FM (130 of these on networks) and 44 are FM independents. FMA reports 81% du-
plicating programs of one sort or another, but 55% saying talks only; 53% stating
networks don't permit duplication, 5% stating they do, the rest "don't know"; 92%
opining AM-FM duplication will stimulate FM listening; 89% saying denial of network
music is delaying FM's development, 10% asserting FM should be programmed entirely
independently of AM. Twenty-four stations reported they employed 121 live musi-
cians. And 86% said they're operating at a loss , 8% at profit, 6% breaking even.

TZISY LIKED WHAT THEY SAW: TV's impact on Washington's press corps — as result of

telecasts of World Series and last Sunday night's White House food appeal — leaves
newsmen in no such scoffing mood as they evinced toward parvenu radio during 20'

s

and early 30' s. Rather, they liked what they saw (crowding National Press Club
lounge to watch each Series game), look forward to more of same (what nicer way to
cover a political convention, perhaps Congress and UN, even a Presidential speech?).
President Truman loaned his personal TV set , an RCA. table model, to White House



pressroom for Series; reporters literally "ate it up"- — as did their colleagues at

Press Club, watching on large-screen Philco and direct-view RCA sets, one seemingly

as popular as the other. During food appeal telecasts by Truman, Luckman, et al,

first ever from White House, each participant took turns looking in on others' TV
appearance on monitors in cloakroom adjacent to diplomatic reception room. Reaction
of bigwigs and staff invariably was enthusiastic, one cabinet officer remarking he

was going to order set for his family for Christmas. Over-all consensus on V/orld

Series telecasts: If TV can do as good a job as that on perhaps the most difficult
of all subjects to televise, then it really has arrived. Proof of pudding : Washing-
ton distributors report they’re moving all the sets they can get, echoing what
they're also saying in New York and Philadelphia.

TV IN MILWAUKEE ii HOUSTON: You_ can add one more TV station (the 14th) to your log
of commercial outlets now authorized — Milwaukee Journal's WTMJ-TV. On Friday, FCC
granted it an STA, effective immediately, v/hich permits commercial operation, though
plan is not to accept commercials for several months yet. So, in your TV Directory
(Supp. 18-D) ,

simply move WTMJ-TV from CP category to "Stations on the Air" column,
as you did Washington Star's WMAL-TV last week. And with Journal's strong penchant
for promotion, you can count Milwaukee as a major TV set marke t — although its

T-Day is still officially Dec. 3.

One new TV application was filed this v/eek — from Houston's wealthy W. Al-

bert Lee , owner or lessor of 9 Houston hotels, who recently was granted CP for full-
time 5 kw AM outlet on 920 kc there (AM Directory 1-E) , winning over opposition of

Bob Bartley, ex-NAB, nephew of House Democratic Leader Sam Rayburn. Mr. Lee asks
for Channel No. 2 (54-60 me), 5 kw visual power, 2Yz kw aural; proposes to spend
§166,750 on RCA plant (in addition to AM-FM) , §15,000 monthly on operation, with
transmitter at Aldine, Tex.

First application from that booming Texas metropolis , entitled to 4 chan-
nels, is expected to hasten others — possibly from Houston Post's KPRC (NBC), Roy
Hofheinz's KTHT (MBS), and from millionaire oilman Glenn H. McCarthy who is cur-
rently negotiating to buy KXYZ (ABC) from Tilford Jones, Jesse's nephew. And FCC
sources note unusual interest in TV lately in several Texas communities. Dallas
situati on — 2 grants so far and Interstate Circuit Inc., part-owned by Paramount,
hell bent on getting franchise — may be enlivened soon, with Dallas News pretty
sure to apply also for city's third and last channel.

PINNING DOWN TY-FM COVERAGE: Today's bare bones data on TV and FM coverage should
get some padding from planned joint FCC-Bureau of Standards vhf propagation studies.
With all their charts and graphs, they admit they don't know much yet — especially
after hearing of freakish long-distance receptions . For example: New York's WCBS-TV
seen in St. Charles, 111. (1,000 mi.), Chicago's WBKB in New York (715 mi.), St.
Louis' KSD-TV in Kenosha, Wis. (350 mi.), Philadelphia's V/FIL-TV in Hartford (180
mi.), WINC-FM, Winchester, Va. in Stamford, Conn. (250 mi.). Standards’ Dr. K. A .

Norton , of high-low FM band controversy fame, says you can expect such reports to
flock in until February, but they're freaks attributable to sunspot activity .

Too consistent to be freakish, however, are stories of " Bonus" TV coverage .

Washington's WNBW has more or less regular viewers in Baltimore (40 mi.). Los An-
geles' KTLA and W6XA0 have been seen in San Diego (115 mi.), Chicago's WBKB in Mil-
waukee (85 mi.) and in St. Joseph, Mich. (60 mi.), Cincinnati’s W8XCT (WLW) in Day-
ton (45 mi.), Philadelphia's WFIL-TV in Atlantic City (55 mi.). Phila. and N. Y.
are also tuned by Louis Baltimore (WBRE, Wilkes-Barre) on mountain 100-105 mi. away.
TV engineers' interpretation of all this is not that signal is going farther than
predicted — and they point to WNBT's proof of performance (Vol. 3, No. 29) — but
that s ignals under 500 uv/m frequently provide excellent service . Then there's pos-
sibility of stretching coverage with high receiving towers or special antennas, such
as those of Lapoint-Plascomold Corp., Unionville, Conn., and Technical Appliance
Corp., Sherburne, N. Y.



CLEANUP WEEKS FOR THE FCC: This week and next are " cleanup" periods at FCC , pre-

paratory to embarking on stiff new schedule of hearings Oct. 20 (Vol. 3 ,
Ho. 40 ).

V7ith all commissioners back in Washington, Monday was occupied with Budget Bureau
appearances, rest of week with en banc oral arguments, so no regular Thursday meet-
ing was held — presaging raft of actions next week. But in snatches, among other
things. Commission ruled FM isn't an issue in clear channel hearings resuming Oct.

20, therefore denied CCBS petition for data on FM coverage and receiver tests. It

made final all proposed Cleveland-Akron FM grants , except WGAR (Supp. 55, 55-B)

,

heard WGAR's request for higher FM power, gave Elyria-Lorain Bcstg. Co. Class B in-

stead of A originally proposed, getting channel from reserved B's. Early disposal
of Bridgeport FM cases (Yankee and Travelers), involving Hartford overlap, was in-
dicated as hearing concluded. And final decision on proposed New York City FM
grants may be expected next week.

------ SIGHT AND SOUND . ..
--

First official look-see into NARBA revisions takes

place Oct. 17 when industry-FCC-State Dept, officials meet

in Washington to consider radical Mexican proposals (that

all channels from 540 kc to 1140 kc be made clear channels,

with 100 kw minimum for powers). There’s feeling among
industry engineers that any compromises will be to detri-

ment of U. S. standard broadcast allocation, making neces-

sary radical revisions in U. S. station assignments.

Preparatory NARBA conference will be in Havana Nov. 3,

official meeting in Montreal, Aug. 3, 1948.

TV radio relay systems will be given the once over by

FCC Chief Engineer George Sterling and staff during

coming weeks. First inspection trip will be to Schenectady

Oct. 21 to look over GE’s microwave relay (Vol. 3, No. 40),

party including Engineers Curtis Plummer, Louis De La

Fleur, Virgil Simpson, General Counsel Ben Cottone. On
Oct. 29, AT&T New York-Boston system will be inspected

by Sterling, Plummer, Simpson, William Boese and William

Grenfell, all Engineering Dept. Subsequent trips are

planned to inspect Philco New York-Philadelphia system,

Western Union’s New York-Philadelphia-Washington link.

Cel. Harry Wilder’s WSYR-FM, Syracuse, has quit

FMA—first to do so—in protest against its alleged “un-

official policy line of antagonism toward AM,” also object-

ing to FMA’s claim of credit for cleanup of 400 kc separa-

tion problem first arising in Syracuse (Vol. 3, No. 11-13)

which resulted in new allocations separating Class Bs by

800 kc. FMA’s current drive has raised membership to

209, goal being 300 by year’s end.

Indicating experimental intent, possible future activity

in TV, these companies not now identified with TV grants

or applications have ordered field pickup equipment from

RCA : American Television Laboratories, Chicago
(school); Warner Brothers; 20th Century-Fox; Bell Lab-

oratories; RCA Canada; WOW, Omaha. Altogether, RCA
has sold about 75 field camera chains thus far.

H. K. Carpenter, chief of Cleveland Plain Dealer radio

(United Broadcasting Co.) is completing tour of TV opera-

tions, manufacturing plants, etc., preparatory to board

meeting to decide whether to reapply for TV. Before color

TV decision, United had applications for Cleveland, Day-

ton, Columbus (Supp. 18).

Using Kansas City’s KOZY (FM) not only as outlet

but as relay link, Capper stations KCKN, Kansas City,

Kan. (AM) and WIBW-FM, Topeka, are operating as 3-

station hookup to carry Missouri and Kansas U grid games.

Both ABC and Marshall Field, former owning time-

sharing WENR and latter WJJD, are reported angling for

purchase of Chicago’s WLS.

Kudos to DuMont’s WTTG, Washington, for excellent

handling of delicate first medical operation telecast to

public. At invitation of District of Columbia Medicai

Society, WTTG broadcast two operations early this week

during Society’s annual convention, received commenda-
tions from physicians on educational value of presentation

not a single objection from viewers. TV seems to haw
been taken up by doctors wholeheartedly. First telecasl

of surgery took place over closed wire circuit last Febru-

ary at Baltimore’s Johns Hopkins Hospital, second ovei

microwave link last month at American College of Sur
geons Congress in New York (Vol. 3, No. 37).

First test of repeater-type TV operation was con

ducted successfully last week by Hartford Times' WTHT
when NBC telecasts of World Series were picked up an<

amplified at elevated location near Hartford, relayed b;

RCA microwave equipment to TV receivers in auditoriun

of Times' Radio Center. WERE, Wilkes-Bari-e, picking u]

New York, did same thing (Vol. 3, No. 39).

More changes in NBC engineering setup, announcei

by v.p. O. B. Hanson; Jarrett L. Hathaway named assl

mgr. of engineering development in place of George Nixor

now manager of engineering, who succeeded Robert Shelbj

now TV engineering director; Ray Guy, now mgr. of radi

and allocations engineering; Chester A. Rackey, now mgi
of audio and video engineering.

Add TV sponsors: On WBKB, Chicago, “Jane Foste

Comes to Call” Tuesdays, 3-3:30 p.m., for Commonwealt
Edison Co., which allots tickets to local appliance dealer

for audience which can watch both studio and televise

show. On WABD, New York City, “Know Your Nei

York,” Wednesday nights, for Bonded Auto Sales. 0
WCBS-TV, New York City, Columbia U home grid game:

Saturdays for Knox, The Hatter.

NAB’s code of fair practices gets looked over b

its FM executive committee Oct. 24, with special committe

representing non-network stations scheduled to meet Oc
23 on same subject. Some FMers aren’t too keen aboi

coming under Code’s commercial time provisions (Vol. I

No. 38), feel more time should be permitted for FM sR
tions to get along.

TBA, with about 50 members, has issued new (lowered

schedule of membership dues, reports adding as activ

members TV grantees WMBG, Richmond, and WSMB, Ne'

Orleans, and as affiliate member Stromberg-Carlson G

RCA installed 6x8-ft. TV projection unit (Vol. 3, N
38, 39) at Valley General Hospital outside Philadelphi:

so 300 vetei’an patients could watch World Series in po:

theater. . .



LOWER PRICED TVs EMERGING: First real sign yet of break in TV set prices comes in

RCA 1 s new lower-priced line, now in production, some models already in distributors'

hands. They point up improving production know-how, may hasten cheaper models long

promised by others, including Sears Roebuck (Vol. 3, No. 13). It begins to look

like one of TV's major obstacles — high cost of sets — is at least being amelio-
rated; and with Regulation "W" ending Nov. 1 , lifting all installment-buying re-
straints, further stimulus to set sales is seen.

RCA's 5 new models are all built around 10-in. screen , for 7~in. table set

(at $250) simply isn't moving according to expectations — picture too small. The

new models and prices are: ( 1) Model No. 721TS, to sell for $325 plus $55 instal-
lation-warranty. It's TV-only table set with 19 tubes, 2 rectifiers, differs from
630TS ($375) mainly in that latter has 27 tubes, 3 rectifiers. (2) Model 750TV1 ,

to sell for $595 plus $69. It's a TV-AM-FM-phono console with 27 tubes, or 10 less
than 641TV ($795) which also has SW. ( 3) Model 730TV2, to sell for $675 ,

plus $69.
This is same as 730TV1 except for period cabinets, record storage space, etc. Old
models are continued; now RCA has line of 8 sets, plus custom jobs (Vol. 3, No. 31).

Other straws in the wind : GE will shortly deliver new Model 803, first
table unit with 10- in. screen plus AM-FM, to sell at around $400. Present GE line,

not being promoted very strongly yet, comprises No. 801 console with 10-in. screen
and AM at §625; No. 802, same as 801 plus FM and phono, $750; No. 901, with 18x24-
in. projection screen and AM-FM-phono , $2,250. Philco will shortly ship Model 1050 ,

console version of its TV-only §395 table model, to sell at around §450. Stroinberg-

Carlson has shipped TV-only console to sell for §495, is due before year's end to

have new TV10P console with 10-in. screen, AM, 2-band FM, phono, to be priced around
§1,100. Andrea and Crosley are now well into production. And Emerson advertises
"sensational development" coming, hinting "mass production value."

UPSURGING FM-TV PRODUCTION: FM and TV set production took predicted upturn in Sep-

t ember ,
according to RMA's monthly report — and it looks now as though that's to be

the picture henceforth, regardless how total radio production shows. September
total radio units of all kinds: 1,339,980; first 9 months of 1947: 12,371,915.

FM production was 90,546 sets , up some 18,500 from August (Vol. 3, No. 38),
second best month ever (April was 112,256). Month's breakdown shows: 21,475 table
models, 68,457 consoles with phonos, 614 straight consoles. Total FMs for 9 months :

678 , 772 , of which 111,649 were table models, 549,316 consoles with phonos, 16,892
straight consoles. Note: RMA figures don't report tuners yet, which makers say
(without telling figures) are moving like proverbial hot cakes.

TV production was 15,728, highest yet , and total to date is further enhanced
by extra 16,991 sets added this month but not previously reported because figures
were temporarily held back from RMA auditors for competitive reasons. September TV
breakdown: 8,717 table models, 2,758 direct view consoles, 2,308 projection con-
soles, 1965 direct view consoles with phonos. (Plus previously unreported 14,468
table models, 2,523 projection consoles.) So total TV production for 9 months was
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101, 393 , of which 69,484 were table models, 15,956 direct view consoles, 5,726 pro-
jection consoles, 9,025 direct view consoles with phono. Add the 6,375 sets re-
ported for 1946, and total postwar production reported by RMA (95% of industry) to
Oct. 1 is 107,773 sets. Non-RMA production and pre-war sets can be calculated at
about 15,000. And kits which are reported moving exceptionally well total perhaps
same number — so add 30,000 more for best estimate of latest total TV set count.

* * *

It's ironic that RMA — which figured 1947 FM set production would total
around 2 million (Vol. 3, No. 15), whereas it may just about reach 1 million — has
to learn from one of its own surveys that demand for FM sets far exceeds present
rate of P roduction . Indeed, it's even ahead of dealer orders. To FMA's resolution
urging greater low cost FM output, RMA in essence replied: We're doing best we can,
hope to do better. Survey test in 3 vari-sized but unnamed New England communities
was reported to manufacturing executives at New York meeting this week, but RMA
board tabled proposal until January meeting to institute regular reporting service
showing set sales by markets (with AM, FM, TV breakdowns). Meanwhile, statistics
chief Frank Mansfield (Sylvania) will inquire whether TV manufacturers would be
willing to report market allocations on confidential basis, as they now do their
monthly outputs, RMA to announce totals only.

RMA set division members, in informal poll during meeting this week, esti-
mated 1948 production of all types of radios at between 12.9 and 15.3 million units,
definitely under 1947 's estimated 16 million. But they look for dollar volume to

increase, thanks to more demand for TV, FM, console combinations. Small set market,
while good, is seen on wane.

THE CHIPS ABE SOWN: No question about it now — Petrillo's answer to FMA is same
unequivocal "No " he gave networks Aug. 19 (Vol. 3, No. 34), again Sept. 26 (Vol.

5, No. 39), again verbally after their Oct. 3 and 6 meetings with him (Vol. 3, No.

41). And for same reasons, recounted in cold, formal letter to FMA President Dil-
lard this week. Letter is being circulated now among FMA board members. For what-
ever comfort it gives, fact remains AM-FM live duplication is taboo . And, as if to

add insult to injury, Jimmy also declines FM's Continental Network permission to

originate additional musical shows , besides Stromberg-Carlson' s , permitted to con-
tinue on sufference (Vol. 3, No. 40). This indicates as harsh attitude toward
hard-pressed FMers as he will doubtless take toward networks in their contract ne-
gotiations. Latest word also is he's about to order all union musicians to stop

making any recordings when contracts expire Dec. 31. So recording-transcription
companies are working overtime to build up stockpiles. This is Petrillo's answer
to Taft-Hartley law's provision forbidding use of royalties (at f to 2 cents per
record, union will collect over §2,000,000 this year) for benefit of any but

musicians actually making the records — the ones v/ho need it least.

TV CHANNEL DEMAND GC3INS UP: This week's crop of new TV applications : two more for

B oston ,
one for Waterbury, Conn . , one for Harrisburg, Pa . Hearings on all are in-

dicated, since channel demand in each city now exceeds supply. Lawyers-engineers
tell us still more on the way — some from cities similarly tight on channels, some

with wide open channels. It's plain it won't be long now before channels in at

least the major cities will all be spoken for. [For channel allocations by cities,

see Supp. 18-D, p. 4.]

First Boston application was from Boston Metropolitan Television Co . , capi-

talized for §200,000, whose executive v. p. is Ira A. Hirschmann, chief owner of

pioneer New York FM independent V/ABF ; he's 12.5% stockholder in new project, would

manage it at §25,000 salary. Other principals are: Abraham A. Sonnabend (hotels,

real estate), president, 18.75%; Samuel Wechsler (stockbroker), v.p., 12.5%; Reu-

ben B. Gryzmish (cigars), treas., 18.75%; Abraham S. Burg (shoes), 18.75%; Louis

H. Salvage (shoes), 18.75%; Max E. Bernkopf, secy. All save Hirschmann and Wechs-

ler are Bostonians. Company stipulates Channel No. 9, 31 kw visual power, 13.4 kw



aural, 204 ft antenna height, studio and transmitter in Hotel Somerset, RCA equip-

ment, estimated construction cost §190,490, monthly operating cost §10, 000-§15, 000.

S econd Boston applicant is Empire Coil Co. Inc ., New Rochelle, N. Y., al-

ready applicant for Hartford (Vol. 3, No. 35) — though last week it asked for

Wat e rbury instead — and for Cleveland (Vol. 3, No. 40). Empire also seeks Channel

9, stipulating 25.6 kw visual power, 13.46 kw aural, 617 ft antenna, studio-trans-
mitter at Sharon, RCA equipment, §246,250 plant, §10,000 monthly operating cost.

Boston area is assigned 5 channels , has 3 CPs (Westinghouse , Yankee, Ray-
theon), now has 3 applicants (third being Paramount's New England Theatres). Last

Thursday, Westinghouse laid cornerstone for its new Radio-TV plant adjoining Har-
vard Stadium, promised Boston its first TV outlet "prior to March 1, 1948."

Waterbury's second application is from Fairfield Bcstg. Co . , Danbury, Conn.

,

owned by big Lee Hat Co. interests, who also own Danbury News-Times and seek Dan-
bury AM-FM grants. They stipulate city’s sole channel. No. 11, with 20 kw visual
and aural power, transmitter at Naugatuck, RCA equipment, §267,000 installation,

§12,000 monthly operating cost.

Harrisburg application is from Harold 0. Bishop , radio engineer, who op-
erates FM stations WABX, Harrisburg, and WXNJ, Greenbrook Twp., N. J. City is en-

titled to one channel. No. 8, for which WHP-Harrisburg Telegraph interests have also
applied (Vol. 3, No. 37). Bishop stipulates 1.82 kw visual (community) power,
aural unspecified, studio-transmitter at 604-A Maclay St. (site of FM) , 470 ft an-
tenna, DuMont equipment, §100,000 plant, §6,500 monthly operating cost. He gives
assets of §94,400, proposes to affiliate with DuMont and Philco, states he has been
approached by Harrisburg Congressman John C. Kunkel (Rep.) for 50% interest.

FCC WEARYING OF FM SLACKERS: Toughest FCC crackdown yet on any laggard FM grantee
was this week's ultimatum to Capital Broadcasting Co., Annapolis, Md. Company
wanted to hold off construction pending action on its AM application, was told, in
effect: "OK — 90 days, but you come around with request for STA by then or give up
grant." As for others with "we need more time please," ‘Commission is giving few ex-
tensions beyond year's end. It got tired of dilly-dallying with Minnesota's ex-
Gov. and ex-Sen. Elmer Benson, too. Wearied of asking for accounting data, it dis-
missed his Duluth and Rochester applications, though he does have Minneapolis grant.
On the grant side this week, first full limit (6) ever authorized at one swoop were
1 kw applications of Rural Radio Network in New York State (Supp. 55-C). They re-
ceived Class Bs, despite low power, because of considerable height. FCC is really
up to date in its processing — only 40-odd FM applications (all recent) awaiting
action, 69 in hearing, with proposed decisions out on 24 of latter.

COAST FM RECEPTION PROBLEMS: Word from West Coast reaffirms, more than ever, fact
that few current FM reception problems can't be solved by any or all the following :

higher antenna, higher power, better receivers, properly oriented receiving an-
tenna. Responsible for troubled signals are rugged hills, such as those of Los
Angeles, Seattle, Portland, causing multi-path reflections. Problem has been seri-
ous enough to warrant two reports to FCC — from KFI's Curtis V/. Mason and KHJ's
Frank M. Kennedy — and plans for full scale tests early next year by Washington
engineering consultants Weldon & Carr. Underlying all reports we've received is
apprehension over poor sets.

TALKING UP DENNY SUCCESSOR: Whoever's press-agenting Telford Taylor for FCC chai r-
manship — it probably began with Ed Cooper, his colleague of early New Deal days
on ex-Senator Wheeler's Interstate Commerce Committee staff — has been doing good
job. For Taylor's name crops up most frequently in dope stories about Denny suc-
cessorship. He's 40, Harvard Law '32, ex-general counsel of FCC (and as such
Denny's former chief), still on wartime "leave" to prosecute Nazi trials in Ger-
many, with rank of brig. gen. He would be distinctly a non-political merit ap-
pointee, extremely capable though without Denny's personality sparkle. Politicos



mentioned for job are defeated former Democratic Senators Mead (N. Y.
) and Mitchell

(Wash.), and there's drumbeating again for Leonard Reinsch, White House radio ad-
visor (not very much in evidence there lately). American Farm Bureau and National
Council of Farm Cooperatives are reported urging someone v/ho knows farmers' radio
needs, but without advancing candidate. With Denny leaving Oct. 25 (Vol. 3, No. 41),
Ve rnon V/ilkinson, asst, gen, counsel, may soon quit to join up with him; they have
been associated since their first days in government service in Justice Dept.

.

- SIGHT AND SOUND ::

FCC isn’t convinced Paramount doesn’t have some sort

of control over DuMont, notwithstanding Paramount offer

to put Class A voting stock in trust (Vol. 3, No. 40), so it

has set 5 pending Paramount-DuMont applications (Supp.

18-D) for hearing, date not set. Included in same hearing

was Fort Industry’s request for Detroit TV Channel No. 5

(instead of No. 2 it got). Channel 5 has also been re-

quested by one of the Paramount applicants (United

Detroit Theatres).

Private power companies aren’t contemplating pre-

mium charges for TV “juice,” such as 2 Connecticut mu-
nicipally-owned utilities are imposing (Vol. 3, No. 39),

reports New York Herald Tribune. RMA will fight any

such moves through vigilance committee, inasmuch as no

extraordinary power loads are imposed. Average TV set

with 10-in. tube has rated power input of only 320 watts,

tests generally at 210 watts, equal to consumption of 3-way

living room lamp.

Slow to advertise by radio during its salad days, but

quickest to leap to TV, are retailers—by far biggest cate-

gory of TV sponsors, as listed in October Television. Dept,

stores are leaders, e.g., Wanamakers on WABD, Gimbels

on WPTZ, The Fair on WBKB, J. L. Hudson Co. on WWJ-
TV. Gleefully, Milwaukee’s WTMJ-TV reports signing

first sponsor even before formal opening Dec. 3—T.

Shuster’s dept, store, 52 live shows, Wednesdays 8-8:30

p.m.; also first time signals—Bulova.

FM networks, with emphasis on early history, is sub-

ject of article scheduled for November Electronics. Author

A. A. McKenzie, associate editor, finds notable that low-

band stations carry good share of Continental’s “mother

station” work, considers it likely that use of high band

will demand more power or more intermediates. He also

hazards guess that “nearly as many miles of wire, coaxial,

or microwave circuits will be used in the future as for

the present major AM networks.”

WGNB’s Marion Claire (Chicago Tribune) had top FM
names on hand in effort to kindle FM fire in some 500

Chicago dealer attendees of her forum Wednesday; area’s

FM set sales since Jan. 1 are estimated at 25,000. Speakers

included Maj. Armstrong, GE’s Dr. Baker, FMA’s Bill

Bailey and Roy Hofheinz, Hallicrafter’s W. J. Halligan.

Bailey was a little hesitant about low-cost sets, saying of

one $39.95 model, “It may not be the ultimate answer . . .

but it is the beginning.”

Continental Network’s Everett Dillard claims 20% of

population now in range of CN’s programs, also that his

network gives better coverage in those areas than do AM
networks. He’s still pursuing higher fidelity links, hinting

that CN is looking to radio relay, since he feels telephone

company’s proposals are too steep.

Hot for FM and its I’ilotuner, Pilot Radio is sponsoring

Mutual’s “American Forum of the Air” (Tuesdays 10-10:30

p. m.) beginning Oct. 28, in 15-20 key markets of country.

It’s first commercial radio venture for Pilot, also first spon-

sor for Attorney Ted Granik’s show, now cooperative.

Clear channel decision should be made by Jan. 1, FCC
Comr. Jett told Industry-FCC-State Dept, conferees Fri-

day, meeting to discuss plans for preliminary NARBA con-

ference in Havana now scheduled for Nov. 1. FCC decision

is necessary before U.S. can make definite policy plans for

plenipotentiary NARBA meeting in Montreal Aug. 3, 1948.

CCBS will ask FCC to permit 750 kw on clear channels,

with no power limit on other channels, at resumed Clear

Channel hearings Oct. 20. U.S. delegation to Havana con-

ference, to be chairmanned by FCC Chief Engineer George
Sterling, is under instructions not to make any policy com-
mitments, thus ruling out any decision on Mexican pro-

posals for more clear channels (Vol. 3, No. 41).

First built-in multi-antenna system for hotel under
construction was reported this week by Intra-Video Corp.

—Terrace Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati, which will have TV
outlets in 350 rooms. RMA’s booklet on TV distribution

systems for apartment houses, hotels, other large buildings

(Vol. 3, No. 49) continues to get good play, copies having

been sent to architects, builders, landlords, etc. Simplicity

of equipping homes for TV was subject of statement by
RCA’s Dan Halpin describing ease of running transmission

line through building partition (just like bell wire). If

builders get hep, he said, they can soon advertise homes
“Equipped for Television.”

News photos shot off TV tube have so satisfied Ncio
York Post, particularly in covering World Series, it has

made DuMont receiver permanent newsroom fixture.

Pictures were ready 20 minutes after shooting, compared
with “hours” needed for on-the-spot jobs. Last year,

Philadelphia Inquirer and Neiu York Mirror used TV to

beat wirephoto on Louis-Conn fight.

Weslinghouse’s Stratovision gets a real test next week
or ten days when “Chili” Nobles and crew go aloft in

newly modified B-29 with pressurized cabin. Tests will be

made at 30,000 ft (maybe higher), will seek answers to

questions of video clarity and stability, FM signal steadi-

ness and strength.

Standardized TV test pattern has been adopted by

RMA engineering dept, to aid manufacturers and broad-

casters in ensuring equality of set picture response

throughout country. Copies can be secured from L. W.
Horle, RMA Data Bureau, 90 West St., New York City.

Add TV sponsors: On WBKB, Chicago, “Junior Jam-
boree,” 5-6 p.m., Mon., for RCA Victor Distributing Corp.

(J. Walter Thompson Co.), Fran Allison and variety

show for children.

GE’s traveling FM workshop has drawn over 4,500

radio servicemen in 10 cities so far—750 in New York, 690

in Cleveland, for example; 23 more cities on itinerary.

Gates Radio is opening Washington offices and display

rooms in Warner Bldg, (formerly Earle Bldg.) about

Nov. 1, is closing Now York office and assigning eastern

representative, Owen J. McReynolds, to take charge.

Federal’s Norman Wunderlich resigned as of Oct. 10;

sales temporarily are under A. W. Rhino.



FM-AM GRANTEES STA^D FAST: There’s still no evidence of cold-feetism in either FM
or AM , though FM application rate has slowed down — only 22 filing since our Supp.

14-W of 10 v/eeks ago (see Supp. 14-X herewith). During same period, 86 filed for
AM. No FCC action on FM this week leaves total FM grants at 998 (65 licenses, 685
CPs, 248 conditionals). Swelling list of AMs licensed or authorized hit 1,909 with
10 granted this week (AM Directory 1-X herewith). Those who get grants continue
to stick in spite of dire predictions of large-scale mortality. In nearly 6 months
since May 1 A2A freeze ended, only 7 AMs, 9 FMs, gave up ghost, handed in grants.

HEX! CITIES DUS TO GST TV: crosiey's WLWT, Cincinnati , already operating as experi-
mental VV8XCT, should be asking FCC for commercial status soon, this week began mail-
ing program schedules covering its current Tuesday, Thursday night and special
events telecasts. So it may be next on commercial TV roster (now 14 ), opening up
that city to TV set promotion and merchandising. Three other stations in 2 more
cities are aiming to go on the air before year ends. They are: Baltimore’s WBAL-TV ,

now scheduled to begin test signals Dec. 8, commercial programs shortly after Jan.

1; Baltimore Sun's WMAR , now installing transmitter, erecting combination TV-FM an-
tenna, promising tests soon but no starting date ; Richmond's WTVR (WMBG ) , now build-
ing, still expecting to get going "sometime in December," commercial plans somewhat
stymied by non-delivery of STL equipment. Baltimore is on New York-Washington co -

axial , so WBAL-TV will affiliate with NBC, WMAR with CBS. Though coaxial has been
laid through Richmond, WTVR v/on't get network service over it until "late summer or
early fall of 1948" since present plans don't call for installation before then of
TV terminal equipment, equalizers, repeaters, etc. Note: Wealthy Baltimore Sun,
newcomer to radio, got AM grant Friday of 1 kw fulltime on 850 kc.

CLEARS GO ALL GUT FOB POWER: Clear Channel Broadcasting Service’s proposed solution
to problem of under-served areas — twenty 750-kw stations so placed as to give 4
program services (network) to each of 5 segments of the country — entered showdown
phase this week. Whole issue should be decided by FCC reasonably soon since U. S.

position at NARBA conference next year would be weakened by lack of definite plan.

One more week of testimony , then time for briefs and oral arguments, and the
organized clears' 11-year quest (under Attorney Louis G. Caldwell) will be in the
laps of the gods. FCC must weigh well-documented CCBS case against strong opposi-
tion of organised regionals (99 members of Regional Broadcasters Committee, repre-
sented by Attorney Paul D. P. Spearman), bulwarked by NBC and CBS. In essence, op-
position argues that losses would offset gains, with particularly adverse effects on
occupants of adjacent channels; that present service isn't too bad; that CCBS sug-
gestion regionals, locals, daytimers also hike powers is economically impracticable.

CCBS ' s engineering mainstay was Col. Jack DeWitt . of Army shoot-the-moon-by-
radar fame, of whom an opposition wit quipped: "He's selling his birthright for a
mess of wattage." In plumping for "superpower" plan, he told hearing officer Comr.
Hyde no one else had come forward with solution except CBS. That network's ulan
called for 200 FM stations, supplemented by two 1,000-kw AMs (Vol. 2, No. 17). CCBS
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was poised to confute it until FCC ruled FM out of hearing , though by very close

vote. Since FCC is so deeply committed to FM, ruling came as surprise, was bitterly
objected to by CBS counsel.

It's obvious that CCBS objective basically is protection against breakdown
of existing clears, plus acceptance of principle of higher pov/ers. Of the twenty
750-kw outlets it suggests, 16 are CCBS members — but it hastens to say these are

not hard-and-fast selections, are subject to change by FCC. Certainly, absence of

any New York City outlet is notable, let alone admitted "self-interest" that led to

inclusion of all CCBS members. But CCBS apparently isn’t worried lest FCC adopt

basic idea but give 750 kw to others, perhaps even throw it open to all comers.

These are CCBS’s selection (all but last 5 CCBS members ): WHAM, Rochester; KDXA,

Pittsburgh; WCAU, Philadelphia; WSB, Atlanta; WHAS, Louisville; WSM, Nashville; WWL,

New Orleans; WLS and WGN, Chicago; V/LW, Cincinnati; WJR, Detroit; WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-
Fort Worth; WHO, Des Moines; WOAI, San Antonio; KFI, Los Angeles; WBZ, Boston; KOA,

Denver; KPO and KC-0, San Francisco; KSL, Salt Lake City.

BaftDHT 44-216 Me TABLE MOBSL: Next big-name TV merchandising push comes from DuMont,

out at last with lower-priced model — a $445 table set with 12-inch screen and con-

tinuous tuning across 44-216 me, thus embracing all FM as well as all TV channels.

It’s DuMont’s first postwar table model, others being consoles selling at $795,

$1,095, $1,795, $2,495. It will be introduced with big newspaper ads in New York

area Thursday, Oct. 30; in Washington, 2 weeks later; in other TV cities thereafter.

TV pioneer Dr. Allen B. DuMont , seeing fruition of his 20 years’ effort in

rising popularity of TV medium, mounting sales of sets, tells us his factory is now

producing at rate of 3,000 units per period (13 periods to year), will have produced

20,000 by end of this year, 40,000 during 1948 when sales volume will run $25 mil-

lion. Company distributes entirely through dealers, hasn't yet built up strong

sales organisations outside New York area.

To growing list of new TV models now on market (Vol. 3, No. 42) can be added

Belmont's $250 table model with 7-in. tube (Vol. 3, No. 23), now in production,

distributed through Montgomery Ward as well as company's own dealers; Belmont is

owned by Raytheon. Garod reports its Royal model is ready, a TV-AM-FM-SW-phono con-

sole, 10-in. screen, costing $695 plus installation; Garod also promised TV-only

console at $450 (Vol. 3, No. 31). Farnsworth's TV-AM-FM console , 10-in. screen, is

announced for Dec. 1 to sell for $497.50; same set with phono, out around Christmas,

will sell around $700.

Among lesser names, Bace Television Corp ., Hackensack, N. J., announces 15-

in. and 20-in. direct view custom jobs for public places, prices unstated, operable

by remote control up to 1,000 ft. away. Videograph Corp ., 601 W. 26th St., New York

City, announces juke-box set, 15-in. screen (TV components by Emerson), with color,

lights and all — 3 minutes for nickel, installed for $100, service $30 per week,

50-50 split of take. And TV kit business continues to flourish — Espey unveiling

new job in New York's Hotel Astor Oct. 29; new Ray Lectron Co., 706 Tenth Ave., Bel-

mar, N. J. ,
offering $125 kit covering 6 channels.

03E BIS PACKAGE OF BEMAHDS? Having banned manufacture of recordings and transcrip-

t ions after Dec. 31 ("once and for all"), Jimmy Petrillo's next pitch may be to

pull his musicians off networks (contracts with key stations expire Jan. 31), create

consternation among advertisers and chaos in musical schedules — then present one

big package of demands upon all radio and related services. That's what some in-

formed observers think, though you may be sure the segments will negotiate as best

they can first. Thus, problems like AM-FM duplication, ban on films and live music

on TV, perforce become parts of bigger over-all industry picture. Since it's an

all-industry battle, 33-member Special Industry Music Committee was announced Fri-

day by NAB (see member list on p. 4). No indication of first meeting yet, but it's

to be purely consultive, will exchange information, map strategy, but has no powers

to deal with Petrillo.



KOBE SEEK TV, 2 FROM MEMPHIS: TV applications of Detroit’s WJR and Cleveland's
WGA

R

will be filed shortly, besides a dozen or more known to be in preparation for
nearly as many cities. The Dick Richards' stations will add up to 11 the number of

ex-applicants reapplying after dropping out during color argument. Incidentally,
they will be among the very few CBS affiliates as yet applying for TV (Supp. 18-D
and Vol. 3, No. 38-42). Unlike NBC, though it professes to have TV network plans,
CBS has not been urging its affiliates into TV nor expanding its own holdings — on
grounds it has no manufacturing stake (as have RCA-NBC and DuMont), can't write off
inevitable early-year losses to receiver profits.

This week's TV applicants were 2 from Memphis , entitled to 5 channels.
Scripps-Howard owned but independently operated Memphis Publishing Co. (WMC-Com-

mercial Appeal ) asks for Channel No. 4, 13.6 kw visual power, 7.12 aural, studio
169 Madison Ave., transmitter near Highway 70 and Macon Road, antenna 649 ft., esti-
mated cost §149,500, monthly operating cost §12,000, RCA equipment. Bluff City
Broadcasting Co ., operating local daytime station YVDIA, seeks community outlet on
Channel No. 5, 1.44 kw visual power, .72 kw aural, studio 2074 Union Ave., trans-
mitter 1125 University, antenna 380 ft., estimated cost §89,500, monthly operating
cost §3,200, DuMont equipment (Acorn package). Company is partnership of J. R.

Pepper, ex-owner of YVJPR, Greenville, Miss., and E. R. Ferguson, part owner of YVDSG,

Dyersbiirg, Tenn. , both ex-Navy. It's reasonably certain Memphis' WREC will also
apply since Hoyt Wooten, its owner, has been evincing considerable interest in TV.

FMA ASKS BREAK OH COVERAGE: FMA feels it's a shame FCC, in making new FM grants,
should rob FM in some areas of its chance of beating AM at its own game — coverage.
Thus, it seeks conference with FCC in effort to get Class B stations in Area II (all
but northeastern U. S.) protected to 50 uv/m contours. Present protection is to
1,000 uv/m, same as in crowded Area I where FMA doesn't expect greater protection.
Request is a puzzler for FCC, since 50 uv/m protection in tightest Area II cities
would mean either no more new grants or finding more channels. FCC is running out
of channels but defends new grants as giving more service than is lost in encroach-
ing upon presently authorized 50 uv/m contours. Says FMA President Dillard, "Let's
give FM a chance to get going, at least as long as AM did, before we start whittling
away station coverage." Chairman of committee to meet with FCC staffers is staunch
FM booster C. M. Jansky, newly appointed FMA engineering counsel.

MORE DOLLARS iH TV SETS: In those few areas already enjoying TV service ( Supp

.

18-D), which include country's top 5 population centers, distributors for certain
major manufacturers are actually calculating on higher 1948 dollar volume from TV
than from ordinary radio sets . At first blush, this seems hard to swallow, yet it's
borne out by (a) very much higher cost of even lowest priced TV units, as compared
with table sets, which are bulk of today's production; (b) fact that distributors
are disposing of every unit they can get, with backlogs of orders already in evi-
dence — so great is TV's acceptance; (c) fact that many more factories will be in
TV production next year (Vol. 3, No. 30, 36, 40), with consequent greater output.

TV is enjoying slow but steady, measurable growth , and manufacturers and
distributors can gear to specific markets, discernible demand. Last week, for ex-
ample, Philco's first big promotion in Los Angeles led to reported sales of 1,500
sets, so local distributor is calculating 6,000 for rest of year. For whole coun-
try, RCA's Sarnoff forecast 150,000 sets in use by end of this year, which should
be exceeded (see 9 mo. figures in Vol. 3, No. 42), and 750,000 by end of 1948 (Vol.
3, No. 38). Philco's James Carmine says his company is currently delivering §900,-
000 worth of sets per week to distributors. And Farnsworth's v.p. Edward Martin pre-
dicts 5,000,000 sets in next 5 years, says TV is "facing a billion dollar market."

These figures seem conservative in light of present trends , and opening up
of new markets as new stations start. Even now, all but 3 of top 25 U. S. cities
(1940 census) have stations in operation, authorized or applied for — with most
CPs scheduled to get going sometime next year. The 3 are Kansas City, ranking 19th;
Rochester, 23rd; Denver, 24th. It's good guess their channels won't go begging long.



SIGHT AMD SOUND
TV at its very best, as offered this week: President

Truman’s Friday night speech from White House, second

such, which means TV is now fixture on “fireside chats.”

Nightly films of Congressional hearings on Communism in

Hollywood, which beat anything theater newsreels can

offer because they’re so much quicker and fuller. New
York Herald Tribune Forum, emphasizing again how visual

adds so much to audible that you wonder how you ever

enjoyed radio -without it. And, of course, football, boxing,

etc. If you’re at all concerned with basic trends iq radio,

if you’re within range of a TV station, don’t delay getting

your own TV set.

AT&T’s New York-Boston microwave TV relay link

will be ready in late November or early December. Plan

is for system to tie into New York-Washington coaxial

when Westinghouse’s WBZ-TV goes on air sometime before

March 1948 (Vol. 3, No. 42), marking first common carrier

use of combined wire-radio relay for intercity connection.

Meanwhile, private intercity radio links are due to get big

boost with first telecast by Chicago’s WBKB of Notre

Dame football game from South Bend. System (Vol. 3,

No. 20) is second installation using GE’s newly developed

microwave equipment, first being company’s own between

New York-Schenectady (Vol. 3, No. 40).

Next NAB management surveys of FM stations will

cover KOZY, Kansas City; WEAW, Evanston, 111.; WCSI,
Columbus, Ind. KOZY study is being printed, should be

mailed to members soon, as will NAB staff-recommended

method of set surveys. Newly appointed to FM executive

committee were Ed Wheeler, WEAW, Evanston, and Harry

Wilder, WSYR, Syracuse.

Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong is personally filling bona fide

requests for copies of his well-documented brief and ex-

hibits in connection with his appearance at Nov. 17 FCC
hearing on disposition of TV Channel No. 1 (Vol. 3, No.

41) . Whether you agree with FM’s inventor, it’s well worth

reading, certainly worth having on file for historical ref-

erence. Address him at Dept, of Electrical Engineering,

Columbia U, New York.

Competition for $29.95 Pilotuner may develop in new

$31.50 “Fidelotuner” of Edwards FM Radio Corp., 168

Washington St., N. Y.; also making 8-tube $52.50 tuner

of good repute. Good performance, using tuned resonant

lines principle, is claimed. Hallicrafters, already moving

into home sets and TV (Vol. 3, No. 40), is reported making

an 11-tube FM-AM high and low band portable—battery,

AC-DC—price not yet released.

In naming Roger Pryor this week as exec. asst, to

Ralph B. Austrian, its new TV v.p., big ad agency Foote,

Cone & Belding emphasizes “expansion plans for television

on behalf of their clients.” Onetime RCA and recently RKO
executive Austrian was elected treasurer of Society of

Motion Picture Engineers at its convention this week,

which was concerned largely with theatre TV.

Fearful of “trading deal” in network-musicians’ nego-

tiations, NAB’s FM executive committee Friday sent reso-

lution to NAB board to ask networks not to make any

contract with Petrillo that would include ban on AM-FM
duplication.

Must reading for TV ad folk: “12 Steps for Beginners

in Television Advertising,” by L. H. Foster, sales promo-

tion manager of pioneer dept, store TV sponsor, The Fair,

Chicago, in Oct. 17 Printers' Ink.

Victor M. Ratner returns to CBS as v.p. in charge of

advertising and sales promotion; onetime CBS sales pro-

motion director, he quit tc form own company.

Special Industry Music Committee (see story on page

2) consists of following: For NAB—A. D. Willard, Richard

Doherty, Don Petty, Robert Richards. For FMA—Leonard
Marks, counsel; William Ware, KSWI-FM, Council Bluffs,

la.; William Fay, WHFM, Rochester; Ray Dady, KWK-F5I,
St. Louis; Paul W. Reed, WFAH, Alliance, O. For Net-

works—Frank White, CBS; Frank Mullen, NBC; Joseph

McDonald, ABC; Robert Swezey, MBS; Everett Dillard,

Continental (FM) Network. For Broadcasters—Leonard
Asch, WBCA, Schenectady (FM); John Elmer, WCBM,
Baltimore; T. C. Streibert, WOR, New York; Roger Clipp,

WFIL, Philadelphia; Frank King, WMBR, Jacksonville;

Robert Thompson, WBEN, Buffalo; Calvin Smith, KFAC,
Los Angeles. For TBA—Lawrence Phillips, DuMont;
Noran Kersta, NBC. For Transcription Libraries—Richard

Testut, Associated; C. O. Langlois, Lang-Worth. For Open
End Transcriptions—Joseph W. Bailey, Cowan; Charles

Gaines, Ziv. For Record Manufacturers—Edward Waller-

stein, Columbia; Milton Rackmil, Decca; Irvin Green, Mer-
cury; Guy Lemmon, Majestic; James Murray, RCA Victor;

George Jaycox, Signature; one to be named from Capitol.

NAB Code got stiff going over Thursday by committee

of independents under Ted Cott, WNEW, New York, miffed

because non-network stations weren’t represented among
original formulators. They watered down commercial time

provisions (ask 2:30 minutes per 14-minute segment, plus

1-minute spot, plus other variations), recommended code

not take effect until all stations have 60 days to digest it.

They also asked NAB consult with committee of non-

network affiliates on all matters touching station operation.

NAB immediately named Cott, Arthur Harre (WJ.JD, Chi-

cago), Ben Strouse (WWDC, Washington) to represent

independents when NAB board takes up code revisions

Nov. 13-15. NAB’s FM executive committee also asked for

less stringent code provisions.

Not sunspots, but tropospheric and Sporadic “E”
transmissions are responsible for types of long-distance

TV-FM reception reported in Vol. 3, No. 41, Bureau of

Standards’ Dr. K. A. Norton tells us. He says we misun-

derstood him about sunspots, that such recent vhf transmis-

sions as U. S.-Philippines can be blamed on sunspots, now
highest in history. Bendix’s J. T. Dalton says last sum-
mer’s experience with FM “debunked all that has been

said about FM distance limitations,” points to consistent

150-200 mile reception around St. Louis.

Add TV sponsors: On WPTZ, Philadelphia, 3 weekday
high school football games, by Pontiac Dealers Assn,

(pool of 12). On WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, Philip Klein

Adv. Agency, Tues., 8:15-8:30 p.m., with Mr. Klein as

self-sponsored commentator on civic promotion series “Phil-

adelphia, a Great City.” On WTTG, Washington, National

Brewing Co., Baltimore (National Premium beer), home
games of Washington Capitols, pro basketball team. On
WNBW, Washington, Southern Wholesalers (RCA Distri-

butor), 4% hrs. per week, 8 weeks, including “RCA Victor

Varieties,” Tues., Wed., Thurs., 4-5 p.m., school football,

Fri., 3:15-5 p.m.

Something’s stirring at Federal Telephone Sz Radio

Corp., IT&T subsidiary, which goes beyond Norman Wun-
derlich’s resignation as chief of broadcast equipment sales

( W. M. Gourley now acting) . It may tie up with Raytheon

president Lawrence K. Marshall’s disclosure to stockholders

that merger of Raytheon with IT&T has been discussed.

More talk about “TV billboards”— this time from

Douglas Leigh, big outdoor adman, who says he’s con-

templating possibility of giant-size screen on Broadway.



BALTIMORE'S SUDDEN TV DEBUT: Baltimore Sun's V/MAR got surprise jump on Hearst 1 s

WBAL-TV this week, became city's first telecaster, country's 15th commercial outlet

(Supp. 18-D et seq). Still without studios, WMAR began putting out Channel No. 2

test patterns from downtown O'Sullivan Bldg, antenna Monday, got STA for commercial
operation from FCC Thursday, went on air same day from Pimlico races (Hub dept,

store, sponsor), same night with pro basketball from Coliseum (Bohemian beer, spon-
sor). Sunpapers also began publishing TV schedules not only of WMAR but of Wash-
ington stations. WBAL-TV, transmitter now delivered, studios built, still plans
December tests, early 1948 commercial debut (Vol. 2, No. 43).

So Baltimore is newest wide open market for TV sets . It's estimated from
500 to 1,500 TV sets are already in city's homes and taverns on strength of signals
from Washington. Mobile unit will be used for WMAR pending studios, probably in

Sun Bldg. Plan is to carry all 13 days of Pimlico, where first day images were so
clear that Mayor D'Alesandro, watching Orthicon monitor, remarked, "That's probably
the first race I ever really saw from start to finish." Among other sponsors already
signed: Gunther beer, wrestling; Amoco, RCA and Philco, spots.

EVERY HOME A NEWSREEL THEATER: You can write this into your book of prophecy :

that just as surely as radio introduced radical changes in news reporting, just as
radio took over a goodly portion of the phonograph record business, TV is going to
dominate the newsreels . Indeed, the process has already begun — on a small scale,
to be sure, because there are as yet so few TV stations and receivers. But the
portents are clear enough to have sent TV interests into newsreel production on
their own, let alone AP and UP into the business of selling both stills and news-
reels to TV stations.

Big movie companies plainly won't retain monopoly on newsreels , for they
can't possibly compete on a time basis with TV which can deliver pictures into the
home either as they happen or (via films) on short delay basis. Though newsreels
are highly popular, you seldom see as much as 2 minutes of any news event in a movie
house, whereas TV can give you the whole show. NBC's own newsreel crew , fast build-
ing reputation for top-grade shooting, gave TV audiences half hour film nightly
from House Un-American activities probe, scored some splendid picture beats on
Truman's South American tour, return of Coast Guard cutter Bibb, etc.

These are barely starters toward what's to come — the Democratic and Re-
publican national conventions from Philadelphia next summer, for example. They will
not only be televised on the spot via stations within coaxial or radio relay reach
of Philadelphia, but also on delayed basis via film by some of these same stations
and by other TV stations (St. Louis, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Los Angeles) with-
out network facilities.

UP's associated Acme Newspictures , besides planning newsreels, is already
delivering Telephoto still pictures to several TV stations, packaged for news shows
or women's features, usable as background by commentators (maps, people in the news,
etc.). AP presumably will make its Wirephoto pictures available to TV, also, and
has just announced newsreel project whereby participating telecasters will inter-
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change films, .just as AP members now exchange news and photos . Also close to UP,
NEA-Acme have just formed Acme Teletronix for research into electronic equipment
related to news and picture distribution, probably with an eye on RCA's not-yet-
publicly-shown "Ultrafax" system capable of flashing pictures or printed matter
instantaneously by TV methods (Vol. 3, No. 26).

INDUSTRY & CONGRESS v. PETRILLO: Petrillo spotlight turns next on Special Industry
Music Committee's organization meeting in Washington Nov. 5 for common front show-
down. Then it may focus on Capitol Hill, Congress being due back for special ses-
sion Nov. 17. Rep. Kearns intimates Petrillo hearings may be reopened , depending
on what he and Rep. Hartley agree upon. And Hartley's attitude on Jimmy's latest
ravages may be gauged by his remarks Tuesday before American Mining Congress —
that Petrillo should be prosecuted under Sherman anti-trust act, "just as it is ap-
plied to big business." He may be thinking of new legislation since Supreme Court
has ruled labor unions aren't liable to anti-trust laws.

FMA petitioned FCC Wednesday for a regulation to penalise stations agreeing
not to duplicate network programs. It fears another network deal with union czar
in current contract negotiations, again making FM scapegoat — points to survey
showing 53% of its members already have understanding with networks not to dupli-
cate (Vol. 3, No. 41). Chain folk say it's attempt to euchre them into fronting
for FMers (to which FMers reply, why not?), that FCC hasn't authority anyhow (FMA
says it has, under chain rules). FMA holds that even "threat" of such an FCC regu-
lation would suffice to keep networks from agreeing to continuance of AM-FM ban,

and if adopted rule would tie their hands even should music czar insist.

m DEFENSE 0? TREE80BYNE': Hazeltine's Commodore Jennings B. Dow , expressing sur-
prise at hearing complaints about company's inexpensive "FreModyne" FM circuit
(Vol. 3, No. 37), stoutly maintains performance is good if circuit is built accord-
ing to specifications. He tells us it's now being used by 17 set makers. Instances
of poor performance, he said, must be due to variations introduced by individual
manufacturers. Told some people fear circuit has excessive radiation, he asserted
Hazeltine tests showed FreModyne no guiltier than any other FM circuit , and that

the^e should be no trouble with "reasonable" receiver separation . He feels circuit

will suffer fewer growing pains than did early superheterodyne.

Manufacturers, of course, have strong and varied opinions about inexpensive

FM sets. Sonora's Joseph Gerl told Chicago Electronic League Tuesday, "It will be

several years [before] lower priced FM sets with genuine FM quality will be pos-
sible." Similarly varied is opinion among FM broadcasters. Said Lester Nafzger of

WELD, Columbus, after testing two sample tuners, "We were not favorably impressed

...We would much prefer 1,000 new FM homes per month, with good reception, to 2,000
with half of them creating ill-will for ourselves, the dealers and FM in general."

Set against this is view of some FM operators, particularly independents, who feel

audiences must be increased even if it means some temporary compromise with quality.

BELLWETHERS OF TV PROGRESS: Sum and substance of NBC's new WNBT rate schedule (not

a "rate card," they insist), sent to advertisers and agencies this week along with

a "Television Progress Report": (a) Rates are quoted on quarterly basis only , with-

out day or night variations, no frequency discounts, typewritten schedule betoken-
ing its temporary nature (first 13 weeks of 1948 only). Schedule for second 13

weeks is promised around Jan. 1. Rates will go up apace with increased TV homes.

(b) Advertiser or agency may direct own programs , subject to NBC approval, NBC fur-

nishing subordinate program and technical personnel. Art is young, new ideas wel-

come, sponsors not easy to come by — hence NBC yielded to sponsor-agency pressures.

Rates are in 2 categories — transmitter time, program facilities. Time

costs 5500 per hour, $400 for 40 minutes, $300 half hour, §250 for 20 minutes, §200
for 10 minutes, §125 for 5 minutes, §125 one minute (film only), §80 for 20 seconds

(slide or film). Program facilities start at $1,000 per hour for use of new studio

8-G, §250 an hour for film studio, scaling downward in same proportion as for time



segments. Field pickups are quoted on request. For fuller rate details and other

data on TV, contact Ben Kraft, sales director, 755 RCA Bldg., New York 20.

Progress Report says New York area will have 100,000 sets (600,000 viewers)

by Jan. 1, 1948, already had 65,000 as of Oct. 1 last, proved impact when Hooper
reported 90.2% of all tavern sets in use during World Series (81.3 viewers per set),

40.3% of all home sets (4.3 persons per set). By end of 1948, it's estimated New
York area will have 400,000 sets. During October, 107 advertisers were using TV.

Prediction of 400,000 sets is bulwarked by statement this week by head of

biggest RCA distributor, Bruno-New York's Irvin Sarnoff (brother of RCA's David
Sarnoff) who told dealer convention RCA alone will sell 150,000-200,000 receivers in
New York area during 1948 (at about S80 million retail). To which sales manager
David Wagman is quoted as adding company will ship $4 worth of TV sets to §1 of

ordinary radios and combinations during this last quarter of 1947. "Television is

the future of our industry," quoth Mr. Wagman.

no SLOWDOWN IN FM NETWOBKING: Continental Network's Everett Dillard shrugs off
effect of Petrillo-dictated exodus of live music (non-armed forces) from FM's first
chain at year's end. He says even if Stroraberg-Carlson fails to renew CN's only
commercial show (undecided at present), network won't suffer any vital blow, since
addition of new stations gives broader base for cost sharing . CN's wire and radio
hookup (see map Vol. 3, No. 32, et seq.) now totals 32 with this week's affilia-
tion of WACE-FM, Springfield, Mass. ; WKRT-FM, Cortland, N. Y. ; WKBR-FM, Manchester,
N. H. ; WJLK, Asbury Park, N. J. — all off-the-air from nearby affiliates. Many
state FM networks are in the works (Vol. 3, No. 39) but North Carolina boasts great-
est advance to date — 13 stations hooking up, entirely radio relay, for 12 hours
Wednesday (National FM Day). Tieup of any or all of these with CN is possible when
tests of links from Washington prove satisfactory.

FAST-TIME CLEVELAND TV G3A.iT: Eager quest cf TV-struck Herbert Mayer (Empire Coil
Co., New Rochelle, N. Y.

)
paid off Friday — he got FCC grant of Cleveland applica-

tion exactly 31 days after filing (Vol. 3, No. 40). Meanwhile, local TV aspirants
(WJAR, WHK, WJW and Cleveland Bcstg. Co., latter backed by bigwig local politicos
and union leaders) are still either getting ready or merely thinking about filing.
Cleveland already has 2 grants (to Scripps-Howard ' s now building WEWS and NBC's pro-
jected WNBK) , one other applicant (DuMont), 2 remaining channels open, though Canton
may get one in reallocation under proposed deletion of Channel 1 (Vol. 3, No. 33).

Empire Coil Co. got Channel 9 (186-192 me), 21 kw visual power, 13 kw aural,
725 ft antenna. Empire is still in also for Boston and Waterbury (Vol. 3, No. 42),
may drop latter, due to local competitive application (Supp. 18-D et seq).

Two new applications were filed this week — for Indianapolis and New Brit-
ain-Hartf ord. Ex-publisher Harry Bitner's WFBM Inc., Indianapolis, asks for Chan-
nel .6 (82-88 me), 28.2 kw visual power, 18.09 aural, 403 ft antenna, transmitter at
Washington & Meridian St., $144,500 plant, RCA equipment. New Britain Bcstg. Co ..

New Britain. Conn . (250-watt WKNB headed by Hartford adman Julian Gross) asks for
Channel 8 (180-186 me), 30.4 kw visual power, 15.1 kw aural, 535 ft antenna, trans-
mitter at Avon, §193,361 plant, §10,000 monthly operating cost, GE equipment.

STUDYING TV AS SALES FDBCE: Watching TV with hawk eyes are big dept, store interests
whose merchandising plans are bound to be affected by research report on Allied
Store's "Television Caravan" which last week ended 22-city tour (Vol. 3, No. 16).
First projected as stunt, they found TV so excited popular interest in non-TV areas,
so activated unexpected buying, that they're becoming convinced of its merchandising
potential. Exactly what sales punch the in-store TV demonstrations packed, will be
shown in analysis being completed by Dr. Lawrence C. Lockley, New York U res earch
director , for Allied Stores Corp. (operating 80 stores). Advance report tells that
out of 4,000 persons quizzed, more than 80% said TV made their shopping easier; that
7 out of 8 said they'd buy TV set as soon as community had service; that of 2,048
persons who said they entered store with definite purchases in mind, 1,304 bought



what they came after — but 479 were influenced by TV demonstration to make other
purchases. Veteran TV executive Sam Cuff managed 7-car Caravan, v/ith Leu Sposa as
director, Bernard Brink as chief engineer (all ex-DuMont ) . Troupe played 235 per-
formances of 1Yz hours each to total of V/2 million persons. RCA provided equipment;
sponsors of demonstrations were: B.V.D., Hoover, Hickok, Koroseal, National Pressure
Cooker, Sherwin-Williams, U. S. Rubber, Westinghouse and the magazines House Beau-
tiful, Charm, Pic.

SIGHT AMD SOUND
FCC chairmanship has been offered to Wayne Coy, but

White House has plenty of time to change mind, for it

plans to send up no nominations to any offices until Jan-

uary session so that special session may be devoted entirely

to “emergency” legislation. Confessing to “Hoosier’s in-

born impulse” for political office, Coy has told friends he

hesitates to make up mind for financial reasons-—he’s 44,

has good job managing Washington Post’s WINX and

WINX-FM, has family with 2 young sons. He’d be answer

to cry for practical broadcaster—though, as NAB director,

he was constantly at loggerheads with its policies. In old

FMBI and as an original FMA director, he always

staunchly advocated FM. New Deal background impelled

attack upon him as “left winger” by GOP Chairman Car-

roll Reece, quoted in dispatch by Walter Trohan of

Washington Herald-Chicago Tribune.

WFIL’s Roger Clipp put over, WOR’s Jack Poppele and

TV committee must work out details of plan for pooled TV
coverage of both Republican and Democratic national con-

ventions from Philadelphia, while straight broadcasting

will be handled competitively by all 4 networks. GOP
convention starts June 20. Democrats, largely because of

lure of TV and pressure exerted by Clipp’s local radio

committee, chose Philadelphia Wednesday, but specific

dates (in July) remain to be fixed. TV sponsorship may
be sold in package deal.

Comr. Clifford Durr, staunch advocate of educational

radio, was named “Man of the Year” by School Broadcast

Conference in Chicago Tuesday. It’s ironic that despite his

urgings, educators account for only 41 FM grants, 5 appli-

cations (Supp. 55, 55-C) with a fifth of all FM channels

at their disposal (88.1 - 91.9 me). Fact is, total educational

grants and applications have increased by exactly one in

the 19!4 months since our first educational FM directory.

Add TV sponsors: On WABD, Previews Inc., real

estate clearing house, comedy-drama “A House for Mr.

Busby,” with commercials showing houses for sale, Thu.,

8:15-8:30 p.m., thru Caples Co. On WWJ-TV, GE Supply

Corp., Detroit U home football games, Nov. 1, 7, 15, also

15-minute forecasts and scores before and after U of

Michigan games from Ann Arbor, thru Simons-Michelson

Agency. On WTMJ-TV, Wadhams Div. of Socony-Vacuum

Oil Co., Marquette U basketball games, starting Dec. 3.

Despite Hollywood and I’etrillo, TV is gradually gain-

ing access to more feature films—latest to come up v/ith

supply of foreign-language items (mainly French, Italian)

being Gainsborough Associates, 507 Fifth Ave., New York.

British films are finding way to TV here also.

John Meek pleading for better FM programs in Oct. 15

Radio and Televisioyi Weekly, says “hours of dreary, con-

tinuous playing of music on FM stations could hardly

furnish a conversation piece for the listener.” He reports

“phenomenal sales” of his $19.95 tuner (Vol. 3, No. 33).

FCC 113-page report on economics, earnings, etc., of

AM stations, postwar, will be released Nov. 4, based on

last summer’s survey (Vol. 3, No. 3G). We’ll get you copy

if you wish.

IRE election results for 1948: Dr. Benj. E. Shackelford,

RCA international division, president; Dr. Smith-Rose, Nat-
ional Physical Laboratory, England, v.p.; James E. Shep-
ard, Sperry, and Dr. Julius A. Stratton, MIT, directors at

large. Regional directors: Herbert J. Reich, Yale, Region

1; John V. L. Hogan, 2; John B. Coleman, RCA Camden,

3; John A. Hutcheson, AVestinghouse, 4; Theodore A. Hunt-
er, Iowa City, 5; A. Earle Cullum Jr., Dallas, 6; Frederick

E. Terman, Stanford U, 7; Frederick S. Howes, Montreal, 8.

RCA still doesn’t break down financial reports to show
separate earnings of subsidiaries (NBC, RCA Victor, etc.),

but parent company as whole is doing quite all right.

Report for first 9 mos., 1947, shows total gross income from
all sources of $224,982,605, net $12,233,758 after all charges

and taxes, 71 cents earnings per common share after pre-

ferred dividend; comparable 1946 figures: gross $163,604,-

191, net $8,226,329, common share earnings 42 cents.

Theater TV authority Paul J. Larsen has been ap-

pointed associate director of the atomic energy Los Alamos
Laboratories, Albuquerque, N. M. A director of the Society

of Motion Picture Engineers, chairman of its TV commit-
tee, Larsen leaves Johns Hopkins U Applied Physics Lab-
oratory Nov. 14, intends to continue representing SMPE
in TV matters.

Senator White says his bill to amend Communications
Act (Vol. 3, No. 25) is about completely rewritten, incor-

porating some industry-suggested changes but not all since

there’s “some conflict of ideas even within the industry.”

He plans no further hearings, hopes for Senate vote soon.

NAB’s 1947-48 FM Executive Committee includes new
members Lester Nafzger, WELD, Columbus; Harry Wilder,

WSYR, Syracuse; Edward A. Wheeler, WEAAV’, Evanston,

111. Missing from an FM group for first time is AValter

Damm, AVTMJ-FM, Milwaukee, who headed old FMBI, was
first chairman of NAB committee.

Finch’s “Colorfax” (Vol. 3, No. 31) provides interest-

ing cover and story in November Popular Science Monthly,

which reports $150 commercial recorder to plug into any
FM set now in design stage. Article says this model is ex-

pected to double present speed (7x10 in. picture in 15 min.)

.

Telicon Corp., eai'ly maker of big-screen TV sets

(Solomon Sagall), changes name to Telicor Corp., due to

preliminary injunction obtained by Telichron Inc., owned
by GE, because of similarity in sound of name.

Survey of costs of building AM and FM stations since

1930, in September issue of Western Electric Oscillator, is

well worth reading. AM-FM combinations, transmitter

only and transmitter-studio costs of 610 stations are sum-
marized, with a list of do’s and don’ts. Write company,

120 Broadway, New York, for copy.

Clear channel hearing (Vol. 3, No. 43) wound up Fri-

day. Briefs must be filed by Jan. 5; oral argument is

Jan. 19.

Maj. Gen. Roger B. Colton, ex-Signal Corps engineer-

ing chief, this week was named v.p. of Federal, as special

asst, to President Behn for engineering and development.



GADGET ENLARGES TV IMAGES: Due out about Dec. 1 is RCA's newly developed TV picture

enlarger — a plastic lens capable of enlarging screens to 12xl5-in . It's filled

with a mineral oil (Nujol), comes i^ 15xl7%-in. frame, can be stood up or hung in

front of kinescope, will sell for about $60. Company officials say there's little
or no loss of light or contrast, although viewing angle is substantially restricted.
It's not an attachment, was designed mainly for 7-in. and 10-in. sets in public
places, but demand for home use may be even greater. For those who like larger
screens, company claims it's next best thing to projection images (15x20-in., in

RCA's $1,195 Model 648-PTK) . Only other such lenses we've heard of are those made
by Kellard Co. (Vol. 3, No. 24) and a French-made optical glass said to double 7-in.

tube images, sold for $65 through Bartel's, 8 No. 52nd St., Philadelphia.

TV TRENDS AND SYMPTOMS: Get any two or more radio folk together nowadays — whether
broadcasters, manufacturers, distributors, representatives, programmers, engineers
or lawyers — and the talk inevitably turns to TV. In and out of Washington, in
recent weeks, we've observed these rather significant trends :

1. From being congenital skeptics , far more so than their engineering con-
freres, the Washington radio law fraternity are now among the most ardent boosters
of TV — that is, those among them with TV receivers in their homes. They're im-
parting that enthusiasm to visiting clients, especially when they demonstrate what
Washington's 3 stations offer. In this respect the legalists, whose word is often
gospel with their clients, are about a year behind FCC's top echelon, whose out-
spoken enthusiasm for TV has never flagged.

2. Just because they're slow starters is no reason to count apparently in-
active or slow-moving big-name radio manufacturers out of TV's "mass market," by
which we mean market for lower priced sets (table models) now pretty much dominated
by RCA and Philco. Belmont, Crosley, DuMont, Emerson and Farnsworth are moving in
(Vol. 3, No. 36-43), and big GE says it definitely has plans for a competitively
priced table model (Vol. 3, No. 42) to be ready next spring.

3. Network TV is coming along , though it's going to continue on a seg-
mented basis for awhile, viz.. New York-Washington coaxial. New York-Schenectady
microwave relay. New York-Boston microwave (starting Thursday), Chicago-South Bend
(probably Milwaukee soon) microwave. Pioneer radio relayer GE is becoming more and
more convinced, from experience, that microwaves can do good network job for even
longer distances than New York-Schenectady. Moreover, coaxial's capacity for si-
multaneous channels v/ill be limited for long time, forcing radio relay ahead.

4. NBC is copping off cream TV sponsors , also choice of potential network
affiliates, because it's plumping hardest, has best-heeled setup. This week it
boasted in trade press such current big-name TV sponsors as American Tobacco, Bot-
any Worsted Mills, Bulova, BVD Corp., Elgin, General Foods, Gillette, Gulf Oil,
Nash-Kelvinator , Kraft Foods, Pabst, RCA, Swift, U.S. Rubber. As for network af -
f iliates , some new bedfellows are already in evidence: Washington Star's WMAL-TV
and Baltimore Sun's WMAR with CBS, for example, as and when it starts networking;
New York News and Chicago Tribune's projected new stations probably hooking up with
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one another (and with Bamberger's in Washington) as nucleus of still another net-
work; KFI-TV, Los Angeles, forced to find another affiliation (though KFI is NBC)
because NBC is building own station there.

These are .just a few symptoms of stirrings in a new art and industry whose
calculables and incalculables have everyone in radio agog — some fearful, some
hopeful, all of us "experts" because none of us really knows much about it yet.

CLAM2QBI*iti A30ABD TV BAHDWASGH: Siix more TV applications this week from as many
cities support our repeated forecasts, underline crescendo of interest, presage many
more to come. Indeed, it will be surprising if supply of channels in first 25 to 50
markets (see allocation table by cities, Supp. 18-D) isn't exhausted within year or
less, leaving the too wary and too hesitant out in the cold. This v/eek's applicants:

Seeking outlets in both Boston and Fall River, Mass , is New England Televi-
sion Co. Inc., headed by Alfred DeMaris, Fall River bus company operator; Harold C.

Arcaro, v.p., attorney and part owner of WRIB, Providence. In Boston, Channel 15

(210-216 me) is sought, with 22 kw visual, 15.75 kw aural powers, 540 ft antenna;
application also stipulates transmitter at Melrose, studio 1050 Main St., $190,000
plant, $8,500 monthly operating cost, DuMont equipment. Fall River station is pro -

posed on Channel 8 (180-186 me) with 3 kw visual, 1.43 kw aural powers, 581 ft an-
tenna, transmitter at Tiverton, R. I., studio location to be determined in Fall
River-New Bedford area, $105,000 plant, $3,500 monthly cost, DuMont equipment.

In Waterbury, Conn., Harold Thomas , who operates WATR there and WNAB,

Bridgeport, asks for Channel 12 (204-210 me), 20 kv; visual, 15.75 kw aural powers,

828 ft antenna, transmitter on West Peak, Meriden, studio at 71 Grand St., $174,872
plant, $5,000 monthly cost, RCA equipment. Also applying for Waterbury' s sole chan-

nel are Lee Hat interests (Vol. 3, No. 42) and Empire Coil Co., though latter will
probably drop out now in view of its Cleveland grant last week. Hearing on all Hart-
ford-New Britain-Waterbury area applications has been ordered by FCC, no date set.

Louisville's WAVE asks for Channel 5 (76-82 me), with 16.6 kw visual, 10 kw

aural powers, 402 ft antenna, studio and transmitter at present AM-FM sites, $159,-

800 plant, $8,000 operating cost, RCA equipment. City is entitled to 2 channels.

WHAS already holds CP for No. 9 (186-192 me), 9.6 kw visual, 7.2 kw aural (Supp.

18-D) — but it has applied for Channel 5 instead, with 1.54 kw visual, 768 watts
aural, on plea lower frequencies will give adequate coverage, require less power,

less expensive plant. So hearing may be necessary.

Dick Richards' stations WJR, Detroit, and WGAR, Cleveland , filed as pre-

dicted (Vol. 3, No. 43). For Detroit, WJR stipulates Channel 5 (same as sought by
Paramount's United Detroit Theatres Inc.), with 17.8 kw visual and aural power,

530.5 ft antenna, transmitter and studios in Fisher Bldg., $250,266 plant, $25,000
monthly cost, GE equipment. For Cleveland, V/GAR stipulates Channel 7 (174-180 me),

same as sought by DuMont, with 11 kw visual, 12 kw aural power, 568 ft antenna,

transmitter at Broadview Heights between Cleveland-Akron, studios in Statler Hotel,

$264,567 plant, $25,000 monthly cost, RCA equipment. Hearing on Cleveland applica-

tions appears likely, especially if Plain Dealer (WHK) and others file expected ap-

plications (Vol. 3, No. 44) and if Brush-Moore Newspapers carry through plans to ap-

ply for Canton — which stands to get one of Cleveland's 5 channels under proposed

reallocation (Vol. 3, No. 33).

Note: TV boxscore now is 15 commercial stations operating, 55 CPs outstand-

ing, 36 applications pending. We'll have a new Directory for you soon.

vimm the Economics of m-. FCC's 113-page "Economic Study of Standard Broadcast -

ing " is a statistical elaboration of the obvious: broadcasting is a profitable busi-

ness but mushrooming of new stations means "watch out !" Like most FCC delvings

into business side of broadcasting, it will be eyed askance by some — but it isn't

recommendatory, has no political implications, unveils for first time some dollars

and cents data (by aggregates) hitherto locked in FCC's confidential files. Report

includes no data on FM or TV , both of which mean not only more stations but also

further "fractionation" of audience. On basis of current rate of AM grants, FCC



economists estimate 2,250 AM stations by end of 1948 ; our records show these figures

as of this week: exactly 1,927 AMs, 1,001 FMs
, 70 TVs, licensed or authorised.

Report bears approval of ex-Chairman Denny and all other commissioners save

Jones, who dissented without saying why. Chapter headings indicate scope : (I) Post-

war Increase in AM Stations — with figures on profits and losses, relation to popu-

lation, costs, etc. (II) Growth of the Revenue Pie — as divided by radio, news-

papers, magasines. (HI) The Competitive Economic Outlook for Broadcasting — esti-

mates of impact of new-station competition. Report flatly states ECC v/ill not de-

viate from present policy of open-handed granting of new stations to qualified ap-

plicants, regardless of competitive economic factors.

TABLE Fifl SETS AMD TUNEB5: ILGWU's sixth FM grant this week (for New York ) paves

way for "big announcement soon" about its long-pending plan to spend $1 million for

30,000 FM-only table sets to sell at cost-price to members (Vol. 2, No. 30). Big,

wealthy ladies garment workers' union has set aside $3 million for station construc-

tion and sets, expects to offer receivers (manufacturer still unnamed) at §30-§40.

Lion's share will go to New York, others to other cities where ILGWU is building:

Boston, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, St. Louis, Chattanooga.

Union's plan to give fillip to FM listening via cheap receivers prompts us

to recapitulate list of table FM and tuner manufacturers (in higher-priced consoles,

FM is now almost as commonplace as phono). In past, table sets and tuners have
constituted minor percentage of all FM production. But if recent figures are in-

dicative, situation is rapidly being reversed — of 16,771 sets (RMA figure) made
during week ending Oct. 19, table units numbered 9,400, tuners 1,400.

These are the FM-AM table sets so far , with last reported prices: Concord,

§32.50; Spiegel (mail order), §33.50; Olympic, §39.95; Howard, §39.95; Gilfillan,

§49.50; Alden (mail order), §49.95; Lafayette, §54.95; Sonora, §59.95; Zenith,

§69.95 up; Motorola, §69.95 up; Sentinel, §74.95; Arvin, §74.95; Stewart-Warner

,

§74.95; Stromberg-Carlson, §74.95 up; Meek, §79.95; RCA, §79.95 up; Crosley, §79.95;
Emerson, §99.95 ; GE, §95-§100 ;

Philco, §149.95. Then there are Airadio's §56.95
FM-only set ; the Regal, Signal and Nobel (Hazeltine circuit) models promised, but
as yet unpriced; Bendix's rumored FM-AM in §40 range; Espey's AM-FM chassis only,

§140; Hallicrafters FM-AM portable, unpriced.

In tuner field, better known makes and prices are : Meek, §19.95; Pilot,

§29.95; Edwards, §31.50 and §52.50; Approved Electronics, §59.50; Packard-Bell

,

§69.95. Mainly for "hams" and custom trade, there are also: Collins, §87.50 up;
Browning, with AM, §143; Radio Craftsman, with AM, §146.50; Dongene, no price; Radio
Tuning Devices, no price. And WIBW's Pug Marquardt -is still working on his "Blooper"
which he hopes to have in mass production soon, to sell for §8.90 and less in quan-
tities (Vol. 3, No. 11, 13, 18, 31).

HEW BBAND NAMES AND OLD: More new brand names and old are steadily making their
way to TV receiving set markets, auguring wider selection, more wrinkles, keener
competition, possibly lower prices. Not yet as loudly trumpeted as big-name brands
(Vol. 3, No. 42, 43), these are coming along:

Sonora (Vol. 3, No. 31) reported ready to deliver first sets to New York
market in few weeks. Fada (Vol. 3, No. 30) ready with table model and console in
December. Industrial Television Inc . (Vol. 3, No. 33) promising Essex model with
15-in. direct view and built-in contrast filter to reduce ambient reflections.
Preston Television Mfg. Co . (Vol. 3, No. 36) out with §375 table model, 12-in. tube.

Sightmaster Corp ., 220 Fifth Ave. , New York, is latest new company announc-
ing line. It's headed by Herbert Suesholtz, who founded Transvision Inc., big kit-
maker; has as sales chief F. W. Minor, ex-manager of parts distribution. General
Motors. First 2 models will be table units — one 10-in. screen at §375, other
12-in. at §475, both with FM , both including antenna and lead-in. Other models
planned and tentative prices: table 10-in. AM-FM, §420; table 12-in. AM-FM, §495;
console 12-in. AM-FM-phono

, §695; console 15-in. AM-FM-phono, §895.



HEW YORK FM STILL !H FLUX: Another ring-around-the-rosie is in prospect in New
York FM case , now that final decision is out. Not likely to accept denial silently
is New York News, particularly chagrined in view of fact FCC had originally pro-
posed to grant it. Methodist Church was favored instead. No one seems to know
exactly what next move is. Since FCC has said denyees would be allowed to file im-
mediately for area's 4 reserved channels, should (or can) they do that and appeal
to courts at same time? If they can’t, there is doubt whether courts would permit
FCC to grant all reserved channels while appellants are sweating out tedious liti-
gation. That's just one problem. Most losers admitted they didn't yet know just
what they intended to do

; only WEVD said it was immediately asking reserved channel.
It is third to date — WINS and WHOM (not in original hearing) having filed in July.
All other grants and denials were as proposed (see Supp. 55, also 55-F herewith).

r -rr-r =^==== SIGHT AMD SOUMD --

If battle lines don’t crack, Petrillo faces solid-front

“music industry” in forthcoming showdown, certainly can’t

count on much public or Congressional support, may even

face battle for his own existence if he goes so far as to

“pull plug” on networks Jan. 31 as he did on recording

companies (Vol. 3, No. 43, 44). All-industry committee

hashed things out in Washington Wednesday, left definite

program to be evolved before month’s end by subcommittee

comprising Justin Miller, NAB; William Fay,*FMA;
Lawrence Phillips, TBA; Charles Gaines, transcription

companies; Edward Wallerstein, record manufacturers.

RMA is polling directors for sanction to join fight, will

doubtless get it. On other side, Petrillo appointed ex-Decca

attorney Milton Diamond (of New York law firm Poletti,

Diamond, Rubin, Frieden & Mackay) as AFM counsel,

succeeding late Joe Padway. Decca was first to come to

terms on 1942-44 record royalty demands. Diamond is well-

regarded among radio-music fraternity, may even turn out

to be peace negotiator.

Hotelevision Inc., Long Island City, N. Y. (J. M. Winer,

president) announced Friday it was making available in 2

weeks TV setup for 40 rooms of New York’s Hotel Roose-

velt, available to guests at $3 day. Receiving units have

10-in. screens, operate from master receiver, can tune all

local programs, with cut-in for public address. Engineer

Pat F. Gale developed system with Ralph H. Langley, chief

engineer of Olympic. Hotel Roosevelt contract is with Ira

Hirschmann organization (FM station WABF). Indus-

trial Television Inc., Nutley, N. J., also has “Guest Tele-

vision” system for hotels it will exhibit at National Hotel

Exposition in Grand Central Palace, Nov. 14-19.

AM boosters granted experimentally to Washington

Post’s 250-watt WINX (1340 kc) open way to similar

grants in parallel situations. FCC emphasizes word “ex-

perimental,” permanence of grants to await thrashing out

whole booster idea in hearing. WINX is allowed 2 satel-

lites up to 250 watts fed via 930 me links from main trans-

mitter. FCC has generally frowned on booster systems and

grants of local channel stations in metropolitan areas.

WPEN-TV, Philadelphia, not yet built, wants to be sure

it will get New York TV programs when it wants them, so

this week Philadelphia Bulletin asked FCC for STA to build

microwave radio relay link between New York and Phila-

delphia. When it gets Commission okay (no question it

will), it intends to go out and buy land, start construction.

First week of WBAL hearing, notable mainly for tedi-

ous quibbling over program minutiae, left majority of ob-

servers predicting renewal for Baltimore station. Hearing

before Comr. Hyde started in Baltimore, moved to Wash-
ington. WBAL is pi’esenting its side first, Pearson and Al-

len pi obably going on stand late next week.

Going with ex-FCC Chairman Denny to NBC is David

C. Adams, asst, to FCC general counsel, who will be asst,

general counsel of NBC. Denny’s job won’t be filled before

January session of Congress when Wayne Coy, offered it

(Vol. 3, No. 44), is pretty sure to get it, despite staunch

efforts on behalf of Leonard Reinsch. Meanwhile, President

Truman has designated Comr. Walker acting chairman.

Newhouse Newspapers’ radio subsidiary. Radio Proj-

ects Inc., will probably turn in CP it holds for FM in Syra-

cuse, in view of Syracuse Post-Standard, and Herald-

Joiunial purchase of Col. Harry Wilder’s WSYR and
WSYR-FM for reported $1,200,000—Wilder to continue as

manager. Oddly enough, Syracuse FM grant was only one

Radio Projects ever got out of 4 sought; it was rejected

this week in Newark, previously lost out for Jamaica and
W. New Brighton, N. Y.

Philco’s $157,209,000 gross sales for first 9 months of

1947 ($5,632,005 net income, or $3.90 a common share)

represents record for company; it compares with $72,465,-

000 during same period last year (when income loss was
$20,477). Thanks largely to TV, fourth quarter looks like

another record period, should run year’s total well over

$200,000,000, according to President John Ballantyne.

CBS financial report for first 40 weeks of 1947 con-

tinues gross up-net down trend noted first 6 months (Vol.

3, No. 32). Gross was $74,556,873, net after taxes and all

charges $3,660,860 ($2.13 per share). For same period

last year: gross $66,836,024, net $3,997,532 ($2.33 a share).

RCA’s traveling TV crew set up Thursday in Gold-

blatt’s State Street Store, Chicago, for 2-week stand, dem-
onstrating “Shopping by Television.” Off-the-line receiv-

ers are in windows and on every floor of big dept, store,

and special WBKB programs are also being picked up in

company’s 10 other stores during promotion weeks.

One-dav TV Clinic Dec. 10 at New York’s Waldorf-

Astoria replaces this winter’s TBA convention and exhibi-

tion. FCC speaker, et al, remain to be announced but panel

subjects include getting TV stations on air, networks, local

programming, local sales, local remote problems, ad agency

problems, films for TV, receivers, talent, etc.

Telecast of Army-Notre Dame game at South Bend
Saturday (sponsored by American Tobacco) was occasion

for big shindig for advertisers, agencies, etc., in NBC
Chicago studios, where they foregathered to watch on

theatre-size screen (Vol. 3, No. 38, 39).

Add TV sponsors: On WNBT, General Foods (Maxwell
House Coffee), “Meet the Press,” Thu., 8-8:30 p.m. for 5

weeks from Nov. 6, thru Benton & Bowles.

Increasing TV sets led Detroit Neivs’ WWJ-TV to hike

basic hourly rate from $250 to $300, effective Dec. 1.



QUID PRO QUO FOR CHANNEL I: Eve of Nov. 17 hearing finds situation shaping up
about like this, with respect to proposed deletion of Channel No. 1 and elimination
of TV channel-sharing: (1) TV elements will fight loss of channel , but are dead set
against sharing, so will recommend communications and safety services be accommo-
dated in "unused” government bands between 108-174 me. But they will accept loss
of 44-50 me as last resort if necessary to eliminate the sharing that will play
hob on other TV channels. (2) FM interests will put in strong plug for the recap-

ture of their old low-band frequencies, pointing to superior coverage qualities for
FM networking. But FCC seems adamant against giving 44-50 me back to FM, feels it
can't take band away from one broadcast service and give it to another — particu-
larly since purpose of deletion is to take care of non-broadcasting services. (3)
Communications and safety services are generally agreed upon moving, but will plump
for more spectrum space, citing needs of police, railroads, taxicabs, buses, etc.

NEXT TV STATIONS AND MARKETS: Our current survey of TV grantee plans (on which
we'll report more fully later) thus far indicates pretty clearly that these will be
the next stations to take the air: Scripps-Howard ' s WEWS, Cleveland , tests start-
ing Dec. 1, commercial operations Dec. 10 or 16. WBAL-TV, Baltimore , tests on or
about Dec. 15, commercial first week in January; WTVR, Richmond (WMBG ) , tests some-
time in December, commercial start dependent on delivery of STL equipment; Crosley '

s

VVLWT , C inc innat

i

, already operating experimentally, planning commercial start about
Feb. 1; WATV, Newark (V/AAT ), tests Jan. 1, commercial Feb. 1; WBEN-TV, Buffalo ,

tests Feb. 1, commercial April 1; WBZ-TV, Boston , tests Feb. 1, commercial March 1.

(For details about stations, see Supp. 18-D).

So manufacturers and distributors can look to Cleveland, Richmond, Buffalo,
Boston, in that order, as their next big new markets. The other cities mentioned
are already served or, in case of Cincinnati, that market may be regarded already
open in view of fairly regular telecasts already provided by Crosley' s experimental
V/8XCT. Interesting angle on Cleveland's WEWS opening is Manager James Hanrahan's
plan to hold Dec. 13 party for 300 craftsmen and laborers and their families in ap-
preciation of 10 months work without "slightest sample of labor trouble, feather-
bedding, loafing, sitdowning, or jurisdictional difficulties."

TV SETS AT $170 AND $180: Lowest priced TV sets yet are Motorola's $179.95 model ,

being introduced in Chicago market first with full-page ads Nov. 23, and Hallicraf

t

-

ers' S169.50 unit , promised shortly after Jan. 1. Both are table models with 7-in.
screens, designed to compete with similar RCA (Vol. 2, No. 44) and Belmont (Vol. 3,
No. 43) sets now on market at $250, also with Philco's still-unmarketed, still-
unpriced but dealer-demonstrated 7-in. model (Vol. 3, No. 35), It remains to be
seen whether low-price appeal can overcome buyer resistance manifested thus far
toward tiny screen. If enlarger lenses like the one RCA is introducing (Vol. 3,
No. 45) click with public, small-screen sets might conceivably sweep market.

Motorola's set (VT-71) measures 16xl6xl0-in . , weighs only 26'A lbs., has 17
tubes, tunes 8 channels, is in production at stated rate of "several thousand per
month," will be shipped next to New York distributor in few weeks, to other cities



early in 1948. It's in addition to company's 10-in. TV-AM-FM console (VK-101)
which it sells at §495. Hallicrafters ' set has 19 tubes , tunes all 13 channels by
pushbutton, is boxed in neat grey metal cabinet finished not unlike its well-known
amateur and military lines ; this unit also will come in wooden cabinet at §20 or

§30 extra. It's in addition to TV-AM-FM-phono console, 10-in. screen, that Halli-
crafters dealers will begin offering at §795 next month.

There may or may not be significance — GE isn't saying — in fact that
GE's AM-TV console model 801, first TV set it brought out (Vol. 3, No. 42), was
being offered at §495 in New York this week at cut price — down §130 from original
§625. And U. S. Television Mfg. Co . reduced its §895 console to §745, fifth cut it

has so far ordered (Vol. 3, No. 38). Among new firms. Remington Radio Corp ., White
Plains, N. Y.

,
has its Rembrandt models on market now, 12-in. table at §695, 15-in.

console at §895. Clearvue Television Corp . , New York, headed by Irving Kane, ex-
president of Viewtone, now out 'of business but first of cheap 7-in. model producers,
this week displayed new line of 10, 12, 15-in. consoles, ranging from §450 to §750.

WELL CN ITS WAY TO MATUB1TY: Landmarks in TV's sure, steady forward march as an

art and an industry, as noted in current events and accomplishments:

1. AT&T opened New York-Boston microwave relay (8 jumps), hooked it into

New York-Washington coaxial, so that network TV service is available to major New
England areas the moment they erect stations. Planned for sometime in 1949 is New
York-Chicago relay (30 jumps). Coaxial is already laid to Richmond, so TV outlet

there can go network by next summer. Southern transcontinental coaxial, while
largely laid, still has some links to be completed in 1948, most repeaters to be

installed. Its progress, plus swiftly developing microwave links, impelled NBC's

Frank Mullen to predict coast-to-coast network- telecasting within 2 years.

2. President Truman's address to Congress Nov. 17 , Armistice Day services

at Arlington, this week's Congressional committee hearings on Marshall Plan — all

grist for TV, all handled with improving skill — furnish auguries of kind of live

news coverage which will make sight-plus-sound as commonplace soon as sound-alone

is today. Also, recent Election Day job done by WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, televising

tabular returns and employing own newsreel crew to take films to be telecast same

night, showed what local station can do, gave foretaste of 1948 national elections.

3. Theater Guild's first of 6 scheduled plays on NBC's TV network, St. John

Ervine's "John Ferguson," was staged last Sunday with top stars, will be followed

by "The Late George Apley" Dec. 7. Wonderfully acted performance demonstrated enor-

mous potential of medium for full-length dramas. It wasn't very good play for these

days (too heavy drama) but "Variety" gave this quite accurate appraisal: "Produc-

tion, direction and acting was as near perfect as anything yet seen in this still

new medium, signifying the Guild's legit reputation. . .will easily bridge the gap

from the stage into the tele studios."

4 . AP reported putting its first newsreel unit in operation in Washington,

aiming at TV station clientele (Vol. 3, No. 44). Hearst's INS said it also was en-

tering field within next 10 days. And WCBS-TV's planned presentation this Sunday

night (over hookup with Baltimore's WMAR , Washington's WMAL-TV) of Protestant Film

Commission's "Beyond Our Own," full-length feature produced in Hollywood, is seen

by that network as "forerunner of a new movement" to present church messages via

movies into homes. Seven such pictures are planned. Hegira to TV of screen as

well as stage groups, though small ones yet, may eventually break Petrillo-abetted

gangup against feature films on TV.

5 . Influx of more big sponsors and top agencies evidenced by Swift & Co.

sponsorship of first TV commercial network (5 stations keyed from WNBT, New York)

for "Swift Home Service Club" with Jinx Falkenburg and Tex McCrary, Fridays 1-1:30

p.m. (Lee Cooley producing for McCann-Erickson) . Also by Gillette's continued

sports purchases (thru Maxon Inc.)

;

American Tobacco's sponsorship of big grid games

(thru N. W. Ayer) ;
General Foods' (Maxwell House) sponsorship of MBS network's

crack feature "Meet the Press" Thursday nights on NBC's New York and Washington TV



Benton & Bowles)
; Chevrolet's sponsorship on WFIL-TV, WMAL-TV andWMAR Nov. 20 of ABC-produced film on Britain’s royal wedding coupi; (Campbell-Ewald); and CBS's IV commercial dept, came through with 4-sponsor audience partici-pation show — sold on rotating basis starting Nov. 19. Wednesdays, 1:30-2 pm toManhattan Soap Co., Coburn Farm Products Co., B. I. Babbitt Inc.; C. F. UuelierCo.
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multaneous 2-way telephone conversations. Similar relay. New York-Chicago
, is pro-

jected for 1949. AT&T's coaxial cable linking Toledo-South Bend-Chicago has been
postponed until 1948, as has New York City-Albany leg. So change your maps (Vol.

3, No. 24) to show 1948 completion; also eliminate Chicago-Bloomington-St . Louis
link — that was out-and-out error. AT&T meant to show tiein with Bloomington,
Ind., which will be worked into Indianapolis-Louisville leg.

TROUBLE HEAPED UPON TROUBLE: Even hard-boiled, thick-skinned James Caesar Petrillo ,

certainly his rank and file membership, must suffer some qualms this v/eek as:

Chicago — He pleaded not guilty to Government charge he violated Lea Act's
anti-featherbedding provisions in calling out V/AAF platter turners (Vol. 2, No. 22),
heard Federal Judge LaBuy set Dec. 15 for trial.

New York — Dan Golenpaul, producer of "Information Please", filed charges
with National Labor Relations Board that AFM violates Taft-Hartley Act in refusing
to permit pianist to play on quiz show, now that it's a network cooperative. (Pre-
sumably, though he doesn't dare say so, Jimmy wants a standby at each station.)

Cincinnati — Times-Star's WKRC (owned by Senator Taft's family) filed NLRB
charges that union threatened strike if quota of 11 musicians, 2 leaders, 14 hours
per man per week wasn't met. Station claims this was only point at issue in con-
tract renewal negotiations, said it now uses 7 men for 30 minutes per week, 2 for
2 )'z hours, one for 5% hours, needs no more.

Washington — Reps. Hartley, Kearns and Michener, the latter chairman of

House Judiciary Committee, meet next week to plan legislation making unions liable
to anti-trust laws (Vol. 3, No. 44) — one of impelling reasons being Petrillo's
ban on union musicians making recordings after Dec. 31 (Vol. 3, No. 42, 43).

New York — Network executives meet with Petrillo and officials of New York,

Chicago, Los Angeles locals Nov. 19 to discuss new key station network contracts.
Old ones expire Jan. 31.

New York — Special Industry Music Committee, united front of all radio-
music interests, meets Nov. 21 to consider program of common front action against
Petrillo's onslaughts, as evolved by 5-man subcommittee (Vol. 3, No. 45).

WHY THEY'RE SHG0T1HG THE WORKS: it’s quite true nbc can go all out for TV more

readily than any other company because it has parental backing of big, profitable,
patent-holding, set-manufacturing RCA. But like any other business, TV must sooner
or later stand on its own fiscal feet. So RCA-NBC brain-trusters have worked out

schedules of cost, income, depreciation, losses, break-even point, profit point —
all still a company secret. They include some astonishing figures, which company
executives may be expected to divulge piecemeal at propitious times.

No. 1 man in NBC's TV operations, executive v.p. Frank E. Mullen , at New
York seminar this week did venture a few observations worth recording: That the ra-

dio industry accounts today for §1.5 billion in the American economy. That "within
a short span of time" TV should run S6 billion, employ 250,000 more persons — in-

deed may well be the "shock absorber" for our national economy in the coming years.

That by end of 1949, there will be 2,000,000 TV sets in area "above a line drawn on

the map from Washington, D. C. to St. Louis." [RCA predictions for this year are

150,000 TV sets in whole country, next year 600,000 more; see Vol. 3, No. 38.]

Mullen's spoken and unspoken figures may rise one day to plague him; on the

other hand, he may point to them with as much pride as Owen Young and David Sarnoff

can point to predicted and unpredicted radio broadcasting revenue figures since NBC
was established in 1926. All TV calculations could be upset by incalculables —
such as a depression or recession (anybody's guess) ; undue governmental interference
(not yet manifest) ;

failure of public to take to TV (unlikely) ; unwillingness to

purchase receiving sets at present high prices (supply and demand about equal right
now) ;

venture capital discouraged over prospect of long-haul deficit operation of

telecasting stations (possible though not probable, if NBC's estimates for its own

stations turn out to be correct).



TRIBUNE'S TV TARGET IS DEC. 31: Thoroughly sold on TV, eager to get going, pressured
by dealers and servicemen, Chicago Tribune's VVGNA got STA this week that should put

it on the air by Dec. 31 as city's second outlet. With 10,000 sets already esti-
mated in area, more moving at reported rate of 300-400 weekly, dealers want WGNA's
Channel 9 (186-192 me) signal on air in addition to WBKB's No. 4 (66-72 me) so they
can reorient antennas, align circuits, etc. So Tribune engineers (Carl Meyers,
chief), unable to get delivery of GE transmitter before March or April, made deal
with GE to install its 5 kw prototype model in old WMAQ studio space Tribune leases
in Chicago News Bldg. GE was quite willing, for installation will provide very de-
sirable "showcase." Apparatus is now being loaded in Syracuse, will operate on

temporary basis until midsummer 1948 (antenna is 75 ft lower than CP calls for)

,

when Meyers expects to have Tribune Tower installation ready.

HIGHEST FM AND TV OUTPUT YET: October radio production was highest in history ,

included new records for both TV and FM — and it looks like pre-Christmas spurt
will make November even better. As reported by RMA, October output of all units
totaled 2,002,303, brought total for year thus far to 14,374,218, bringing industry
well ahead of 1946 total of 13,326,985.

TV production was 23,693 , up 50% over September (Vol. 3, No. 42), up 110%
over first 9 mo. average (11,265). Figure for first 10 months of 1947 totals 125,-
091 — so that at current rising pace it's reasonably certain TV sets produced this
year will exceed predicted 150,000. Note, also, that RMA estimates don't include
many newcoming firms, nor figures from booming kit market. October TV breakdown :

13,503 table models, 6,714 TV-only consoles (3,258 being projection models), 3,467
consoles with phonos (15 being projection sets), 9 converters.

FM production was 151.244 units , up 67% over September (Vol. 3, No. 42).
It brought total for first 10 months to 830,016. October FM breakdown shows : 45,-
556 table models (555 with phono), 100,714 consoles with phonos, 4,318 FM-only and
converter-tuners, 656 straight consoles. There's reason to believe current FM pro-
duction rate will continue to go up, since trend is definitely toward FM in all con-
soles as well as more and more table models.

THE BIGGER THE BETTER: Have you noticed gimmick of so many new-name firms we've re-
ported as entering TV set manufacture — offering sets with larger direct-view
screens? Maybe they've got something mass market leaders Philco and RCA are over-
looking in their zeal to flush TV's ripe new selling field. A comparative demon-
stration of 7, 10, 12, 15 and 20-in. direct-view screens excites definite desire
for larger pictures in direct ratio to size. We confess our own predilection for
15-in. and we definitely prefer direct-view to today's reflected images.

Trouble is most sets with kinescopes above 10-in. still cost too much .

Closest 12-in. competitor to $325, §375 and §395 sets with 10-in. (not to mention
handful with 7-in. costing still less) is DuMont's §445 table model (Vol. 3, No.

43). But DuMont's console with 15-in. costs §1,795, with 20-in. §2,495! Why not
put at least 15-in. in table model at lower cost? DuMont replies his plants are
v/orking at capacity, and market is absorbing every set they can produce. DuMont

Copyright 1947 by Radio News Bureau



never went along with RMA-recommended 10-in. standard, has its own contract with
Corning Glass Works for production of the bigger blanks, is selling finished tubes
quite freely to actual and potential set manufacturing competitors.

There’s little doubt that bigger pictures will gain more converts as engi-
neering problems of higher voltages, larger space required, etc., can be licked and
prices kept within reasonable bounds. Stromberg-Carlson , for example, is preparing
to add a 12-in. model to its line, now consisting of TV-only console at $495, TV-AM-
FM-phono at §1,195 (both 10-in.)

; expects to price new combination at around §1,250.

This week's new TV set production reports : Westinghouse began shipping 10-
in. TV-only consoles to distributors, will price them around §500, bases higher
price on appeal of fine furniture design. RCA announced its first built-in unit, a
custom job designed for offices, clubs, restaurants, etc., called "The Clubman,"
with 15x20-in. reflection screen, priced at §1,495, one already installed in New
York's Sherry-Netherland. Among latest radio manufacturers promising new TV sets
soon, as reported in trade press, are Templetone, Admiral, Sentinel, Sonora, Garod.

CAISiS OFFSET CHANNEL l LOSS: TV industry, as represented by TBA, RCA-NBC, Philco and
DuMont at FCC hearing this week, was pretty much resigned to certain loss of Chan-

nel No. 1 (44-50 me). But there was immense relief when Chairman Walker announced,
at outset, that all sharing on TV's remaining 12 channels will be eliminated . Even
Government has agreed to relinquish sharing on Channels 7 and 8.

So if FCC reallocation goes through as originally proposed , Trenton and
Bridgeport lose their only channels; Chicago, Cleveland and Columbus lose one chan-
nel each; 11 other cities face reshuffling of present assignments, but lose none
(Vol. 3, No. 33). Only alternatives to FCC proposal are AT&T's, to continue shar-
ing on non-interfering basis in rural areas, and American Radio Relay League's, to

delete Channel 2 (54-60 me) instead of No. 1 and thus obviate not only sharing but
second harmonic interference from "hams" and ISM users of 27-28 me.

Since loss of 44-50 me means tighter allocations , co-channel interference
(already a headache) is bound to increase, particularly in congested Northeast.

Right now, for example, Princeton, N. J., tuning New York's WCBS-TV (45 mi.), gets
interference from Baltimore's WMAR (130 mi.), both on Channel 2. Also, Maryland
viewers north of Baltimore who tune Washington's WNBW (50 mi.) get interference

from New York's WNBT (175 mi.), both on Channel 4. Proposed reallocation reassigns
Channel 3 to Scranton, Pa., 115 mi. from Philadelphia's WPTZ, now on No. 3, so here
again co-channel interference can be expected. Similar coverage curtailments (from

both co-channel and adjacent channel interference) are foreseen in the 11 cities now
assigned Channel 1 — presaging possible use of directional antennas.

Still to be overcome ,
assuming ARRL recommendation is rejected, will be

aforesaid second harmonic interference to No. 2 from 27-28 me ; also adjacent channel

interference from 50-54 me amateurs. There's also problem of interference to Chan-

nels 4 and 5 from fixed circuits in 72-76 me band, though it's believed good engi-

neering can overcome this. Third harmonic from 28 me "hams" to Channel 6 is still

another possible source of trouble.

m PINS FAITH m HETWOSKING: Blocked or slowed at virtually every turn — by

Petrillo, paucity of receivers, scarcity of high power equipment, unavailability of

high fidelity lines, lack of enthusiasm from "hip-pocket" grantees — spokesmen for

FM broadcasters fought at this week's 44-50 me hearings to clear paths for FM'

s

current brightest hone: networking . They asked FCC to let FM have 44-50 me (or

thereabouts), but motives for requests weren't all the same.

Continental Network's Everett Dillard , FMA president, and Maj . Armstrong
now want low band for relaying only — though FM's inventor still thinks (and of-

fered test proof) that low band is better than high band for broadcasting; he did

add, however, he regards 88-108 me as "quite satisfactory." Zenith wants low band
again opened for new stations, high band retained. Stromberg-Carlson wants both,

plus relay. Yankee Network asked continued low-band operation until other relay



systems (microwave, wire lines, etc.) are available. None had any quarrel with mo-

bile services, but if TV's Channel No. 1 is to be taken away, FM seeks first crack.

There's no question FCC will take care of safety and special services .

This was obvious as you observed FCC's sober attention to Motorola's Dr. Daniel E.

Noble, chairman of RTPB Panel 13, as he described emergency roles. What stirred

speculation were questions of usually silent Comr. Webster, himself a prime mover
in Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee, which could mean FCC might try to

find space for them near their present 152-162 me band — even though most of this

is "sacred cow" spectrum assigned governmental agencies under IRAC. Dr. Noble said

such frequencies would be far better than 44-50 me. This might give FM 44-50.

Dillard recounted how his 32-station network .is presently linked largely by
low-band "mother" stations; how high-band stations protected only to 1,000 uv/m
line can't get needed distance; how 117 more stations are clamoring to join. He

said AT&T's proposition to supply 15,000-cycle lines is too costly, too slow in

realization, too uncertain of performance. Comr. Jett remarked he was certain FCC *

would examine phone company's 15,000-cycle plans. Dillard presented no specific
allocation plan for relay stations, but felt 200-mi. spacing, picking up 20 to 50
uv/m signals, would do job. Both he and Armstrong said incidence of sporadic "E"

and F2 interference wouldn't be serious, could be licked.

Armstrong once again charged RCA and all 4 networks with holding back FM ,

declared FM networks would spur AM networks into greater FM activity. His jibes
goaded RCA-NBC into filing brief "unequivocally and categorically" denying charges,
asserting preparedness to tell its side at "appropriate proceeding." He also was
told by Comr. Jett, touching on an old sore spot — shift of FM to high band —
that Dr. Norton's curves weren't sole reason; that need for competitive stations in
crowded areas prevented use of full-distance capabilities even of high band. Hear-
ing was occasion for another round in now celebrated Armstrong-Norton high-low band
battle . Armstrong was given week to look over FCC’s data, file brief. Discussion
also worked in FMA's request for protection of Area II Class Bs to 50 uv/m (Vol. 3,

No. 43). Jett said need for more stations is reason for slicing into 50 uv/m.

MORE TOP-HOLE TV APPLICANTS: Six more TV applications from leading broadcasters
attest to intensifying interest in video—and still more to come. This week's crop,
which should be added to your cumulative addenda to our TV Directory (Supp. 18-D) :

1. Westinghouse seeks outlet in Pittsburgh , where it pioneered radio with
KDXA. This would be company's second station (Boston now building) ; it has no pres-
ent plans for other 4 cities where it has AM stations. Application stipulates Chan-
nel 6, 15.9 kw visual, 670 ft antenna, transmitter 2850 Berthoud St., estimated cost
of plant $400,000, monthly operating cost $20,000, RCA, GE or equivalent equipment.

2. WCOP, Boston, owned by Cowles publishing-radio interests (KRNT, Des
Moines Register, Minneapolis Tribune, etc.), operated under supervision of ex-FCC
Comr. T. A. M. Craven, filed for Channel 9 with 20 kw visual, 10 kw aural, 546 ft
antenna, transmitter at Lexington, cost $298,900, monthly $10,000, GE equipment.

3. WNBH, Ne;v Bedford, Mass. (Basil Brewer's Standard-Times ) seeks Channel
No. 1, or 3 or 8 if reallocation goes through, to serve New Bedford-Fall River area,
with 1 kw visual, 798 watts aural, 500 ft antenna, transmitter North Dartmouth,
cost $224,047, monthly $4,929, RCA equipment.

4. WQAM, Miami, half-owned by Miami Herald (Jack Knight newspapers ), seeks
Channel 5 or 2, 16.2 kw visual, 328 ft antenna, transmitter-studio at N.E. 14th St.
& Bay, cost $167,365, operating $10,000, GE equipment. V/AKR, Akron , in which
Knight's Akron Beacon-Journal has interest, is reported preparing to apply also.

5. WAGA, Atlanta, owned by Fort Industry Co. (Storer ), already holding CPs
for TV in Detroit and Toledo (Supp. 18-D) and planning to file for Miami, filed for
Channel 5, 17.7 kw visual, 9.3 aural, 495 ft antenna (above ground)

, transmitter-
studio on West Peachtree St. between 10th & 11th, $399,000 cost, no monthly esti-
mate. Also expected to file for Atlanta soon is Cox-owned WSB (Atlanta Journal).

6. WGAL, Lancaster, Pa . (Steinman brothers), already holding CP for Wil-



mington, Dela. (Supp. 18-D) applied for Channel 4, 1.75 kw visual, 876 v/atts aural,
321 ft antenna (above ground), studio-transmitter 8 W. King St., cost $154,000, no
operating estimates, RCA equipment. Steinmans also publish Lancaster's 2 newspapers.

TV's HEWSPICTUHSS AHD NEWS3EELS: We had a foretaste of the eager-beaver kind of
competition TV is provoking when the press associations, all 3 now engaged in sup-
plying still photos and newsreels to TV clients, bent every effort this week to be
"first with the most" pictures of Britain's royal wedding. Not to mention MBC's
films, flown over Thursday, shown twice Friday with Swift & Co. as sponsor. V/e've

already discoursed on what this sort of coverage eventually means to newsreel busi-
ness (see Every Home a Newsreel Theater: Vol. 3, No. 44) — and there's little doubt
now the movie mogus are watchful, if not disturbed, over the impact of TV. This
week, also, not only was President Truman's address to Congress Monday televised in
toto, with interesting before and after shots, but that same evening Senator Taft
went on NBC's video network to reply. In Los Angeles, Paramount’s KTLA announced
it would televise New Year's Day Tournament of Roses and Rose Bov/1 game in collabo-
ration with NBC which, not having own station there yet, will film the events, fly
films to Hew York, televise them at earliest possible moment.

SIGHT AMD SOUND
TV’s alleged “one-legged” use of channels to broadcast

music, sports results, etc., with only test pattern or still

picture on, was object of FMA President Everett Dillard’s

scorn at FCC’s 44-50 me hearing this week. He asked

“why the hullabaloo” over TV losing Channel 1, inasmuch

as FCC itself has said TV’s ultimate place is 500-890 me.

Comr. Jett observed FCC looks to high band to augment,

not displace, low.

ABC, too, is going into recording business—despite

Petrillo ban. Network sources confirm negotiations for

purchase of Capitol Records Inc. are about complete, should

be consummated by Jan. 1. Chief owners Glenn Wallichs,

Johnny Mercer and Buddy DeSylva will get ABC stock for

holdings, with Wallichs remaining as head of subsidiary.

CBS owns profitable Columbia Records and NBC is asso-

ciated with Victor.

Watered down NAB Code, postponement of which led

NBC’s Niles Trammell to express “keen disappointment,”

will probably get another going over at NAB board meet-

ing next February, may not get final action until next

convention (Los Angeles, May 17). Meanwhile, network

executives huddled this week to discuss promulgating

standards of their own.

NBC’s Niles Trammell is reported by Jack Gould in

New York Times as “prime mover” in “television city”

project in New York, where stations might pool studios,

film lab, possibly even sports arena. City fathers are said

to like idea as part of their hopes to induce Hollywood tc

move more production to New York.

First rate card ever for GE’s WRGB, Schenectady,

which goes commercial Dec. 1, stipulates: hour, $210; half

hour, $131; 20 minutes, $105; 15 minutes, $91; 10 minutes,

$78; 5 minutes, $53; 1-minute participations, $53; 2-second

time, weather, service spots, $42; rehearsal time, $25 half

hour. Discounts of 50% are offered until April 1.

“Profitable 1947” (Vol. 3, No. 45), even bettor pros-

pects for 1948, impelled Philco board Thursday to an-

nounce year-end dividend of 50 cents per common share,

in addition to regular quarterly 37Y: cents, making 1947

total dividends $2. In addition, 5% common stock dividend

(one share for each 20 held) was voted payable Dec. 17.

Unspoken, but prime reason: zooming TV set sales.

Eagle-Lions Films plans using New York’s 3 TV sta-

tions to sponsor trailers of feature movies.

Special Industry Music Committee (Vol. 3, No. 43) or-

ganized itself into 3 committees (executive, legal, publicity)

at meeting Friday in New York. Same day Petrillo and
network chiefs met second time on contract negotiations,

arranged to meet again Dec. 8 in Chicago. And in Mil-

waukee, WMLO also filed unfair labor practices charges

with NLRB against AFM, claimed union was using sec-

ondary boycott against it because it had dropped house

band.

FM production stories from 2 leaders in field: Although

table models account for only about one-fourth of its total

FM production, more than 50,000 Zenith 2-band AM-FM
table sets (40% of industry total) have been manufactured

and sold at average retail price of $72, majority at under

$60. Stromberg-Carlson up to Oct. 1 had produced 78,800

two-band AM-FM sets, as against 58,000 prewar.

Daily TV station logs will be carried free by Washing-

ton Daily News, breaking ice among capital newspapers

(Vol. 3, No. 46). Says Editor John O’Rourke, “I don’t

know what the other papers intend to do, but we’ll be glad

to carry the logs exclusively.” Paper recently carried ads

placed by Winfield Scott McCachren, engineer and radio

dealer, calling on readers to insist on listings.

Add TV sponsors: On KTLA, Los Angeles, Hat Re-

search Foundation, 8 p.m. spots 3 nights weekly starting

Dec. 13, thru Grey Adv. Agency. On WABD, Washington,

General Electric Co., “Walter Compton and the News,”

Mon.-Fri., 6:45 p.m.

Fourteen TV football sponsors, 138 advertisers using

TV at end of October, are listed in November Television

Magazine. Sponsor list shows steady rise since 31 last

January, 62 in June, 107 in September.

NAB’s 1948 budget of $735,000, about 10% over 1947,

will come from increased membership dues rather than

from any across-the-board dues raise. Saving also expected

from closing of New York and Hollywood offices.

Article on FM and Maj. Armstrong is contemplated by

Fortune Magazine, which sent 2 girl reporters to Washing-

ton this week to sit in on 44-50 me hearing, interview

FMA’s Bill Bailey, etc.

Donald Withycomb has resigned as radio director of

Baltimore Sun, operating TV station WMAR, holder of

CP for AM and FM stations.
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BIG NAMES & BIS MONEY EYE TV: You'll be hearing soon about one of the biggest TV

projects yet — applications by certain highly prominent personages, including one

group of millionaire Texas oilmen, for stations in major Southwest cities. Oil

group plans to ask for 5 maximum allowed. All we can report now is that among the

cities being surveyed are Wichita, Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Denver, San Antonio, Aus -

tin, Dallas, Houston . There have been no applications filed as yet from any but

the last 2 cities named (see TV Directory No. 1 herewith), and plenty of channels

are still available (see allocations table, p. 4, Supp. 18-D) . New oilmen's group
does not include Lacy-Potter Television Broadcasting Co., grantee of Channel 8 in

Dallas (Vol. 3, No. 32, 37) whose principals are multimillionaire Rogers Lacy and
wealthy Tom Potter. That company reports Mr. Lacy's illness has held up work on

station, but Mr. Potter plans to proceed, has DuMont equipment ordered, hopes to get
station going by spring or summer

,
possibly even as quickly as Ft. Worth Star-Tele-

gram's WBAP-TV (now building, due for tests May 1, commercial operation July 1).

HEW TV DIRECTORY AND ADDENDA: Our TV directories obsolete so swiftly, what with
TV's increasing tempo, that we've decided on a more convenient system of reporting
grants, applications , etc. to enable you to maintain your own up-to-the-minute file.
Subscribers to our full services receive herewith a brand new directory revised to

Dec. 1, which we label TV Directory No. 1 . Starting next week, you will receive
addenda numbered TV Directory 1-A, 1-B, etc., published as often as v/arranted. So
start anew with TV Directory No. 1, and be sure to file all addenda, so you can
know the status of TV licensees, STA holders, grantees, applicants on any channel
in any city at any time.

Fact that 4 CPs have gone into On the Air column (and more due shortly),
that 3 Applications Pending are now CPs (and more expected), that 33 new applica-

tions have been filed — all since our last previous directory of Sept. 15 — tells
you why we're instituting this new system. We suggest also that for time being you
save page 4 of Supp. 18-D (Table Showing Allocation of TV Channels by Cities); we're
not reprinting it with new log because we expect quite a few changes to be ordered
by FCC as result of Channel No. 1 hearings (Vol. 3, No. 33, 47). We'll publish the
new city-by-city allocations table, of course, as soon as it's ready.

CLEVELAND & MILWAUKEE GET GOING: Into the "On the Air" column next week goes
Cleveland's WEWS-IV , companion to WEWS-FM (no AM affiliation). First test patterns
are set for Dec. 1, and Gen. Mgr. James Hanrahan reports commercial operation starts
Dec. 16. Cleveland thus opens up as TV's newest set market , for WEWS-TV is city's v

first video outlet. It's also Scripps-Howard ' s first venture into TV, with lots of
sentiment attached because Cleveland was home of late E. W. Scripps (whose initials
form call letters), Cleveland Press first of chain of newspapers he founded.

Milwaukee Journal's WTMJ-TV , on air with test patterns last few months, goes
commercial next week also, with big T-Day promotions planned Dec. 3. TV sets al-
ready being offered in market (150 sold to date) are Stewart-Warner

, RCA, Philco,
GE, Crosley, U.S. Television, Telecor. Station starts with around $2,000 per week
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revenues from 9 sponsors, all sold 13-week schedules or longer, no one-shots:
Gettelman Brewing Co., wrestling, at $301.50 per show; So cony-Vacuum Oil Co. (Wad-
hams Div. ) , Marquette U home basketball, $291.50 per game; RCA Dealers, high school
basketball, §367 per game; Parma-Stone Corp., boxing, §500 per show; Schuster
Stores, weekly variety show, §160 each (52 weeks) ; Boston Store, "How to Do It,"
weekly live show, §175 each; Gimbel Bros., NBC Television Newsreel, §279.80 per
week; Bulova time signals, 5 weekly, §100 per week (52 weeks) ; Botany Mills, one-
minute film spot weekly, §20.

5 HOBS APPLY AS HEMPHSS GETS TV: Memphis Commercial Appeal (WMC) got CP for TV
Channel No. 4 Friday, less than 5 weeks after filing (Vol. 3, No. 43). And pending
applications rose to 48 as 5 new ones were filed this week. During November alone
there were 17 — and list is growing daily. Besides others we've previously re-
ported as being prepared, you can expect applications soon from : Cincinnati Times-
Star (WKRC), Omaha's WOW (John Gillin) , Miami's WGBS (George Storer) , and non-radio
interests in Reading, Pa. headed by John McKay, broker. This week's applicants :

1. Cherry & Webb, Providence (WPRO), seeks Channel No. 15 (from Boston),
23.1 kw visual, 24.85 kw aural, 616 ft antenna, transmitter in Johnson Twp. near
Highway 14, §200,000 estimated plant cost, §10,000 estimated monthly operating cost,

RCA equipment. City's sole allocated channel (No. 11) was granted in May, 1946 to

The Outlet Co. (WJAR) , also dept, store, which has ordered no equipment yet and
thus far has apparently made no start toward construction.

2. Atlanta Constitution (WCON-CP) filed for Channel No. 2 , 15.8 kw visual,
9.05 kw aural, 500 ft antenna, studio-transmitter at NW corner of Forsyth & Ala-
bama Sts., no cost figures yet, RCA equipment.

3. WDSU, New Orleans, filed for Channel No. 6 , 21 kw visual, 10.5 kw aural,

349 ft antenna, studio-transmitter Hotel Monteleone, plant cost §150,000, monthly
§10,000, DuMont equipment. Heading company is Fred Weber, ex-gen. mgr. of MBS, who

with partner E, A. Stephens also owns KATL, Houston, for which they state they also

intend to file for TV.

4. S. H. Patterson, KSAN, San Francisco, filed for Channel No. 9 , 19.4 kw
visual, 13.9 kw aural, 331.5 ft antenna, studio-transmitter 1355 Market St., plant
cost §131,562, monthly §6,000, DuMont equipment. Rev. Patterson also owns KJAY,

Topeka, and KVAK, Atchison, Kan.

5. Jack Gross' KFMB, San Diego, filed for Channel No. 8 , 29.2 kw visual and

aural, 712 ft antenna, transmitter on Mt. Soledad, plant cost §130,425, monthly

§4,000, GE equipment. It's second application from San Diego, assigned 4 channels.

Dropped from application files was A. Frank Katzent ine ' s WKAT, Miami Beach

(Vol. 3, No. 34) for failure to furnish FCC requisite data repeatedly requested.

m IBIEHS, TOILEBS - AMD THE FCC: FCC still considers an FM grantee's request for

STA for interim operation as probably best indication of good faith and intention

to build. With readier availability of equipment, it's becoming tougher to beg off.

Thus, v/hen Commission uncovers what it considers clearcut cases of channel-squat -

t ing , it really clamps down. Last month (Vol. 3, No. 42), WJWD, Annapolis, Md.

,

was given the word, complied promptly. This week, 2 more (WPDQ-FM, Jacksonville,

and WSBL, San Antonio) were v/arned to ask for STAs within 90 days — or else. That

some are choosing to quit , rather than go ahead, is evidenced by fact that 5 relin-

quished permits during November (see Supp. 55-E to 55-1).

On other hand, fighting-mad New York News wants an FM channel, opened full

scale attack on Commission in petition for rehearing of decision denying it channel

in New York, granting one instead to Methodist Church (Vol. 3, No. 45). Newspaper

claims ex-Chairman Denny had no right to vote on final decision, having already

accepted NBC job. It says reason for denial (newspaper ownership) came without warn-

ing, published issues containing no intimation. Other allegations: that Denny and

Webster hadn't read any of evidence; that Durr and Walker did not read all testimony

and exhibits ;
that Durr had considered adversely evidence (American Jewish Congress



complaint) that had been stricken from record. Also rejected. North Jersey Radio
Inc., Newark (WNJR-CP) ,

was in there scrapping, too, demanding to know just what
3-3 vote means, once again claiming Bremer (WAAT-FM) filed late for extension of its
pre-war CP and thus was not entitled to it.

MAKING TV's 12 CHANNELS DO: How TV's 12 remaining channels can be reallocated or
reshuffled so as to keep present number of assignments in major metropolitan areas
(Supp. 18-D, p. 4) — that's big question facing FCC and its engineers. For there
doesn't seem to be any doubt TV has lost Channel No. 1. Decision as to what to do

with 44-50 me, whether to give it to mobile services or FM, can be expected soon
after Maj . Armstrong files answers to Allen-Norton testimony (Vol. 3, No. 47).

Right now FCC and industry engineers are using "put 'n 1 take 11 system to see
whether they can reallocate so Chicago, Cleveland, Columbus can retain same number
of channels as presently assigned. Those cities are due to lose one channel each
under FCC proposals (Vol. 3, No. 33). Possibility is reshuffle can be worked out
to preclude this. Take Cleveland, for example : Instead of taking away Cleveland's
Channel No. 7 for Canton, engineers think they can leave No. 7 there, change Pitts-
burgh's No. 8 and 10 to No. 7 and 9 (from nowhere), give Youngstown No. 8 (instead
of No. 13), give Altoona No. 4 (from nowhere) instead of No. 9, give Canton No. 13.

That gives an idea of parlays contemplated . Similar possibilities are ap-
parent for Chicago and Columbus. But nothing seems workable for Trenton and Bridge-
port, due to their propinquity to Philadelphia and New York. Trenton may have to
rely on secondary service from Philadelphia (30 mi.) and New York (60 mi.). Bridge-
port can get primary service from already-granted New Haven (20 mi.) by making New
Haven's a metropolitan channel. Other switches to overcome possible co-channel and
adjacent channel interference, shown up during hearings, are also being studied.

FULL COVERAGE, NOTHING LESS: Nothing less than full metropolitan area coverage will
be tolerated by FCC when it grants TV stations. That's basic policy. Any idea you
can go on air in any big city with low-power, community-class stations is all wrong
— and Commission's TV experts have so informed several would-be applicants who
proposed to file for 500-watt TV stations in several major cities. It appears they
misconstrued ex-Chairman Denny's NAB speech (Vol. 3, No. 38, 39 et seq), in which
he envisioned "little clusters of TV stations" as meaning low-power, low-cost in-
stallations with minimum coverage until such time as TV's economic status made full
scale operation feasible. FCC experts explain he didn't say "clusters of little TV
station .

" pointing to waste if they permitted community station operation on a
metropolitan channel and left any substantial part of an area unserved.

So, policy definitely calls for full utilization of any metropolitan chan-
nel , even though potential telecaster promises to extend coverage later through
power and antenna boosts. You've got to cover the market area for a metropolitan
grant. On the other hand, policy does permit "interim" operation (under STAs) with
less power and antenna height than CP calls for, but only until installation of full
facility can be completed. Also, minimum powers and heights will be permitted, if
signal covers market area adequately , as for example in a small or closely inte-
grated community. Otherwise, Denny's suggestions still stand: You may (as long as
you cover stipulated area satisfactorily) go on air sans studios, cameras, etc., if
you can arrange to pick up and rebroadcast neighboring big city stations.

SHOULDERS TO THE FM WHEEL: Best FM promotion package we've seen so far was un-
wrapped at Washington party Tuesday by Westinghouse

, which also told FCC staffers
and press it would bring out $50 FM-AM table set shortly after Jan. 1. Company un-
leashed task force from its stations, transmitter and receiver divisions, gave it
$40,000 budget, came up with a honey, chockful of ideas on every facet of station
and dealer promotion — mats of ads, press relation hints, plans for station parties
(including menus!), contest ideas, spots for radio, etc. 'Confessing objective is
transmitter sales, company officials say station package goes only to those buying
its transmitters (some 60 sold to date). Westinghouse also offers dealer package.



KOBE FM TUiNZRS & TABLE MODELS: Pilot unquestionably got .jump on rest of industry
with its $29.95 Pilotuner. How big that company’s production is, it isn't telling,
but RMA October figure of 4,318 tuners and FM-only sets certainly can't include
Pilot's production. With advent of new tuners. Pilot faces increasing competition.
Others we hear of, in addition to those we listed in Vol. 3, No. 45: big mail orde r
house supplier , reported working on $29.50 unit with appearance simulating clock;
Meissner , with a $57.50 (suggested price) Armstrong circuit tuner called Brewster
8C-FM Receptor; and November FM Business Magazine lists Fada (under $50) and De-
Wald (no price yet), both also with table models. You can also add these FM-AM
table sets to our Vol. 5, No. 45 list : Clarion, $69.95; GE, $89.95; Majestic,
$99.95; Westinghouse , $99.95 (soon also adding one in $50 range). Motorola informs
us its sets start at $49.95, rather than at $69.95, as we first reported.

' '

~

SIGHT AND SOUND
Paramount-DuMont TV issue (Vol. 3, No. 42) goes to

hearing second time Jan. 5 in Washington, but this time

everyone’s invited into the act. FCC this week set all Bos-

ton, Cleveland, Detroit applicants for consolidated compar-

ative hearing (see TV Directory No. 1 herewith) and includ-

ed question of Paramount-DuMont interconnections. Which

means Boston’s 4 other applicants, Cleveland’s 2 others,

have stake in outcome of Paramount-DuMont issues. De-

troit was included because Fort Industry is asking for

change from Channel 2 to 5 (which is also frequency re-

quested by Paramount’s United Detroit Theatres Corp. and

Richards’ WJR). Philadelphia TV hearing is set for March

11, 1948; Harrisburg’s, no date set.

Jubilation oyer Petrillo’s capitulation this week with

respect to co-op shows was tempered with fear there’s

a gimmick somewhere; radio has been bitten so often

before. Petrillo okayed live music on such programs, but

only until Jan. 31, vrhen AFM-network contracts run out.

Interestingly enough, it was to ABC’s Mark Woods that

Petrillo made offer to relent, lending substance to report

Woods is network chief he prefers to do business with.

Meanwhile, legal and publicity subcommittees of Special

Industry Music Committee meet next week in New York.

Membership of working groups (Vol. 3, No. 47) is not

yet ascertained. Network-Petrillo meetings on contract

negotiations cotninue in Chicago Dec. 8.

.1. Edgar Hoover’s Irish is up—and quite understand-

ably—over slurs implied in FCC Comr. Durr’s allegation

FBI is supplying FCC “unsolicited” reports on Communist
connections of persons in radio. FBI sends such reports

to all government agencies as matter of routine duty, but

won’t to FCC any more if Durr’s colleagues (strangely

mum) say they don’t want them.

Six-letter calls received FCC blessing this week, when
it permitted Scripps-Howard’s TV and FM stations in

Cleveland to be known officially as WEWS-TV and

WEWS-FM—even though stations have no AM. Practice

of using “TV” or “FM” after AM call letters has grown
in popularity during past year. Most recent changes in

TV field were Ft. Worth Star-Telegram's WBAP-TV and

Baltimore Sun’s WMAR-TV. Previously, non-AM grantees

had to use 4-letter combinations, without TV or FM tag.

ItMA’s new 1917-48 Trade Directory and membership
list, giving names, addresses, officers, products, etc. of all

radio manufacturers, is just off the press; can be obtained

by writing Radio Manufacturers Assn., 1317 F St. NW,
Washington, D. C.

“A commercial reality but not yet an art . . . whose
possibilities, once they are recognized, will be limitless.”

That’s what Life Magazine says of TV in 12 pages devoted

to TV in current issue.

Add TV sponsors: On WCBS-TV, New York, General
Foods (Maxwell House Coffee), 32 Madison Square Garden
sports events, thru Benton & Bowles; Knox the Hatter, 12

of same, thru Geyer, Newell & Ganger; these in addition

to Ford sponsorship of 35, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.

On WNBT, New York, James McCreery & Co. (dept, store),

3 Fri. night pre-Xmas programs starting Dec. 5, direct;

IIolt-DeLand Inc. (used cars), 3 Wed. night 5-min. “bill-

boarding” of WNBT evening programs, starting Nov. 26,

thru Miller Adv. Agency; R. H. Macy & Co., Thanksgiving
Day parade, one-shot. On WBIvB, Chicago, Philco Distrib-

uting Co. and Emergency Radio & Appliance Co., sharing

home games of Black Hawks hockey team; Harry Alter Co.

(Crosley), Mon. wrestling, thru Malcolm Howard Agency;
Atlas Prager Brewing Co., Wed. wrestling, thru Olian Adv.
Agency; Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., Sat. basketball,

DePaul and Northwestern, thru Russel M. Seeds Co. On
WTTG, Washington, Hecht Co. (dept, store), 10 pre-Xmas
“Interviews with Santa Clause,” Tue., Fri.; Bendix Radio,

10-min. one-shot Nov. 28 to introduce new radios to local

trade. On WMAR, Baltimore, Globe Brewing Co. (Arrow
Beer)

,
weekly prizefights.

TV’s considerable impact on sound radio is cited by
KSD-TV’s George Burbach, writing in St. Louis Com-
merce and quoting report of Television Research, Los
Angeles, that TV set owners use their sound radios 77%
less often (Vol. 3, No. 38). And Foote, Cone & Belding’s

Ralph Austrian, speaking before New York Council of

AAAA, forecast substantial drop in radio listening in

1948, which he said will be reflected in lower Hoopers, will

thus eventually force reduced time rates.

Local channel video rates were filed last week by New
England Telephone Co. on heels of opening of New York-
Boston microwave relay (Vol. 3, No. 46). Rates correspond

to other Bell System tariffs, contemplate 4 me channel, in-

clude installation charge of $50 per channel, $20 per month
per quarter circuit-mile, $500 terminal equipment charge,

plus $60 per month for transmitter end, $90 per month for

receiving- end.

TV set booster that increases signal strength in fringe

areas is announced by Temco Service Corp., 345 Hudson St.,

New York City. Called “Telebooster”, amplifier is self-

powered, operates from 115 a.c. source, is mechanically

linked to receiver.

Bob Emery’s highly popular “Small Fry” on DuMont’s
TV stations, daily, has possible rival for kid interest in

Wed., 5-6 p.m. “Playtime” on NBC hookup, being staged

by Junior League of Washington, featuring handicrafts,

marionette show, ballet, newscast, guests.

FMA moves to roomier quarters in Washington’s Mun-
sey Bldg., Dec. 1, keeps same phone: REpublic 8532.
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1348 m DIRECTORY COMING SO Oil: We* re working now on a new 1948 AM Directory , hope to

have it in the mails to subscribers by Jan. 1. It will supersede our AM Directory
No. 1 and all weekly addenda thereto. It will be published in new format, designed
for greater flexibility and ease in keeping it up to date: about 200 loose-leaf
pages, printed on one side only. Thus, as you check our weekly addenda, you'll
have space to write in new CPs, applications, your own notes, etc. Directory will
be in 5 parts, as before, but with cardboard separators between parts. Extra cop-
ies will be available at §10, so if you want any more than the one you get without
extra cost as a subscriber to our full , service , let us know now. Note : Our No. 1

directory, dated May 1, 1947, listed 1,712 existing or authorised AM stations (be-
sides all then pending applications) separately by States, by Frequencies, by Call
Letters. New directory will list some 2,000 — actual count as of today is 1,957.

THE MONEYBAGS 'RECOGNISE' TV: Two highly significant developments of the week -

—

you can judge for yourself how they fit into the pattern of current TV trends:

1. Dorothy Thackrey (New York Post) has put up for sale her WLIB, New York;
KLAC, Hollywood; KYA, San Francisco — Smith Davis, broker. Bidder for Los Angeles-
San Francisco package is none other than Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (Loew's already owns
V/HN, New York). What M-G-M is after , though, is not primarily the 2 Pacific Coast
stations — but rather Mrs. Thackrey* s CP for TV in Hollywood , where even CBS has
been shut out because all channels are assigned. Irony is M-G-M last year was TV
applicant for New York and Los Angeles, but dropped. Its executives blow hot and
cold about TV — mostly hot lately.

2. The Katz Agency, one of radio rep field's Big 3, is setting up first
special TV dept, ever by any firm of representatives , will shortly announce special-
ist to head it up, conduct market studies, sell time, etc. In a sense, it’s really
the first "diplomatic recognition" of commercial TV from one of radio industry's
most important segments — the men v/ho sell national spot time. Katz's only actual
TV station on air is WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, on CP grantee list WSPD, Toledo. But
on applicant list it has WGBS, Miami; WKRC, Cincinnati; WFBM, Indianapolis; WC0P,
Boston; and on prospective applicant list WWL, New Orleans. That other reps will
follow Katz example seems certain.

10 TV APPLICANTS THIS WEEK: You'll find details about this week's 10 additional
TV applications — record number yet for any one week — in the blue addenda pages
labelled "TV Directory 1-A" herewith, which we urge you save along with the printed
directory sent you last week. We can also disclose now that applications may be
expected soon from WFBC, Greenville (S.C.) News-Piedmont; WTHT, Hartford Times
(Gannett), WSBT, South Bend Tribune; WWL, New Orleans (Loyola U) ; St. Louis Globe-
Democrat, holder of CP for FM: This week's applications came from :

WBT, Charlotte, N.C ., owned by Jefferson Standard Life Ins. Co., seeking
Channel No. 3; WGBS, Miami (Storer), same interests already holding CPs for Toledo
and Detroit, applicant for Atlanta, No. 5; WIOD, Miami (Dox-Daily News), No. 5;
WSB, Atlanta ( Cox-Journal ) , No. 5 or 8 ;

WHIP, Dayton (Cox-Daily News), No. 13,
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city's only other channel. No. 5, already assigned Crosley; WAKR , Akron , part-owned
by Beacon-Journal , No. 11; WSAN, Allentown, Pa . , minority owned by Morning Call &
Chronicle, No. 8; WILK, Wilkes-Barre, Pa ., local 250-v/atter, No. 11, same channel
previously asked by WBRE, thus forcing hearing; WKRC, Cincinnati ( Times-Star) , No.

11; Mrs. Pearl Lemert., Bakersfield, Cal ., onetime secretary to Lee DeForest, No. 10.

THESE ARE TV's NEXT OUTLETS: Next TV stations to take the air with test patterns
will probably be Newark's WATV (WAAT) and Philadelphia's WCAU-TV (Bulletin). Both
are shooting for pre-New Year's Day starts — in fact, WAAT's Frank Bremer tells us
he will begin feeding signals into dummy setup Dec. 10, then test patterns, then an
educational campaign via AM to urge TV public and dealers to tune in Channel No. 13.

First sponsor signed is Bamberger Dept. Store, owned by same interests as WOR, which
holds CPs for TV stations in New York and Washington promised for next spring.

Philadelphia Bulletin's TV equipment is all installed , but tower-antenna
needs completion. Big newspaper's purchase of 50 kw WCAU was okayed by FCC this
week, so its WPEN goes to Sun Ray Drug Co., it takes over WCAU and WPEN-FM (now
WCAU-FM) and retains WPEN-TV on Channel 10 (but changes call to WCAU-TV).

Baltimore's WBAL-TV on Channel 11 has run into tower and antenna difficul-
ties, everything else about ready, hopes to get test signals on air first week in

January, go commercial Feb. 1. Richmond's WTVR (WMBG ) on Channel 6 is all built,
could get going now (says Wilbur Havens) except for delayed delivery of STL, RCA's
7000 me microwave relay unit needed to hook up studios with transmitter 1%-mi away.

HOW TV HETIVOBXS L1HE U? HOW: Actually, present AM affiliations of TV grant ees mean
little or nothing so far as future TV network alignments are concerned — except
perhaps for NBC's blanket offer of first refusal to its affiliates. Thus, claims
that Washington Star's WMAL-TV, Philadelphia Inquirer's WFIL-TV, Baltimore Sun's
WMAR-IV will join either ABC's, CBS's or DuMont's putative networks (first 2 are

AM affiliates of ABC, latter is non-AM as yet) can be dismissed as mere publicity
stuff. True, they're taking what ABC, CBS and DuMont (sometimes NBC, too) have to

offer; but, as one of them put it, "We're playing the field for the time being."

Only firm TV network "affiliations" yet are those of WNBT, New York, and
WNBW, Washington (both NBC owned and operated) and of WABD, New York, and WTTG,

Washington (both DuMont). If there's any such thing as a network yet in TV, as
distinguished from an irregular hookup, it's the regular linking of GE's WRGB, Sche-

nectady, and Philco's WPTZ, Philadelphia, to NBC's 2 stations (one sponsor. Swift,

using all 4) ;
and the definite predisposition of soon-to-start WBAL-TV, Baltimore,

and WBZ-TV, Boston, also to join this grouping. As for the others, they really do

"play the field" — the field so far being DuMont's hookup and occasional ties with

CBS's sole outlet WCBS-TV, New York.

Also still only in talk stage is a "newspaper network ”, envisioned around
Chicago Tribune, New York News, Philadelphia Inquirer, Baltimore Sun, Washington
Star and perhaps other newspaper-owned TV stations. But here again we have only
speculation, nothing definite planned, odds against any specialised group as against

existing broadcast chains. It's hard to conceive, for example, Philadelphia Bulle-
tin's WCAU-TV weaned away from CBS; or Detroit News' WWJ-TV, St. Louis Post-Dis-
patch's KSD-TV and Milwaukee Journal's WTMJ-TV breaking long relationship with NBC.

CBS has been strangely quiescent (publicly, at least) so far as network
plans are concerned. And as for weaning ABC affiliates away , that network's slow-

ness in getting any of its 5 authorized stations under way weakens its position
compared to earlier starters like NBC, DuMont, and even CBS. However, ABC's v.p.

B ob Kintner assures us all of its stations will be in operat ion by end of 1948 : New

York , by next summer, RCA equipment ordered but negotiations still under way for
transmitter-studio sites ; Chicago , also by next summer, RCA equipment ordered,

transmitter site already leased in Chicago Opera Bldg. ; Detroit , studios in Maccabee

Bldg., no transmitter site yet; Los Angeles , site purchased on Mt. Wilson, studios

with KGO ; San Francisco , negotiating for sites. "We'll .spend what it takes in 1948

to get our stations on the air," said Kintner, "we're amply financed for the job."



FM-OHLY SHOWS, FM-OHLY NETWORKS: FMA isn’t nearly so hopped up about FM-AM du-

plication right now, judging from statement of executive committee after meeting

Wednesday. Admittedly, Petrillo's still the industry's bete noir, duplication is

still desirable, but it isn't as vital as it was once considered. Statement said:

"FMA does not feel duplication. ... is the solution to the public need. FM offers

an opportunity to fill that need with new types- and better programs. Indeed the

trend is away from duplication and toward dual programming."

The byword now: FM-only networks , regional and national, with own shows.

Change in emphasis reflects President Dillard's success with Continental Network,

and big push now is for high fidelity wire lines, paralleling Dillard-Armstrong

pleas to FCC that 44-50 me be assigned FM for networking by means of rebroadcasting

(Vol. 3, No. 47). Association has instructed counsel to ask FCC for full-scale

hearing to determine what AT&T is doing about high fidelity lines and why TV gets

New York-Washingtcn coaxial experimentally, free of charge.

Executive committee was highly optimistic : "FM...is beginning to show a

prof it ... .point of breaking even financially has been reached by scores ... .within

a year investment in FM broadcasting facilities alone will amount to §100 million

....set manufacturing gross volume should reach §400 million." FMA itself is grow-

ing, has 236 members to date, averaging 4 new ones weekly.

LITTLE SCREENS RSJB BIS ONES: Market-wise Philco, which has withheld 7-ln. screen ,

TV-only table model, has assured its distributors rumors of its discontinuance are

baseless — and they'll be getting some before year is out. Small-screen set is

still unpriced, but likely to be competitive to RCA's similar (and rather slow-mov-

ing) §250 unit. Also after lower income trade. Motorola's §179.50 model is out in

Chicago, Hallicrafters promises §169.50 unit Jan. 1, both 7-in. (Vol. 3, No. 46).

Nevertheless, .industry trend is still toward bigger picture (Vol. 3, No. 47).
For example, ambitious little U. S. Television Mfg. Corp., New York (1947 volume:

§2,000,000), specialising in high-price projection models mainly for taverns, prom-
ises April, 1948 production of a new projection, TV set capable of 3x4-ft. images —
same sise recently promised by Brunswick (Vol. 3, No. 40). Price is undetermined,

but officials say it shouldn't be much more than firm’s present top §1,795 model.
Making first pitch for home trade, convinced of marketability of larger direct-view
images (Vol. 3, No. 47), year-old company also announced February production of new
10-in. and 15-in. TV-only table models , 12-in. and 15-in. TV-AM-FM-phono consoles —
as yet unpriced but "competitive." For additional supplies of 12 and 15-in. tubes,
UST has bought into Zetka Tube Co., Clifton, N. J. , now producing small quantities.

PUSHING OH WITH HICS8WAVE3: Both as hedge against probable high coaxial tariffs
and as means of insuring uninterrupted links, TV stations may be forced to set up
more intercity microwave links of their own (like GE's to Schenectady, Philco 's to
Philadelphia) to provide network service. In fact, NBC feels acute need already
between its New York-Washington stations WNBT-WNBW. So it's studying technical and
commercial feasibility of perhaps extending Philco 's New York-Philadelphia circuit
through Western Union's Wilmington sites to Baltimore's WBAL-TV, thence into Wash-
ington, utilizing RCA's 7000 me remote pickup field units, TTR-1A and TRR-1A. At
present, NBC shares coaxial time with DuMont and CBS, none paying tolls yet because
AT&T hasn't decided on tariff structure.

Meanwhile, South Bend Tribune (WSBT ) , in applying for TV shortly, will in-
dicate it plans to pick up and rebroadcast Chicago's WBKB, employing GE microwave
link with South Bend so successfully used for Notre Dame games. Recurrent rumors
won't down that some sort of link from New York will be operating in time to bring
June-July political conventions from Philadelphia to Chicago and such way points as
then have TV (Cleveland, Detroit, etc.). But AT&T's Long Lines chief L. G. Wood-
ford definitely says Bell System won't be ready by then either with coaxial or
microwave. NBC's Frank Mullen this week reckoned New York-Chicago hookup by end
of 1948 but hedged "with a few months' leeway on either side."



m GROWING PAINS, 357 STATIONS: Ardent FM booster WFMZ, Allentown, Pa. (Ray Kohn)
lias started something which might well catch on and help cut deadwood out of FM
structure (see "FM Idlers, Toilers—and the FCC," Vol. 3, No. 48). A Class A com-
munity grantee, WFMZ wants Class B metropolitan coverage. Since no Class B chan-
nels are available, it asks for the one assigned locally to VYKAP-FM (Rahall broth-
ers), claiming grantee has been sitting on its CP. That means hearing. FCC pres-
sure is forcing people to make up minds: This week 3 more chose to get out, in-
cluding Knight Radio Corp. (Detroit Free Press), making 8 dropouts in last 5 weeks.
On the other hand, though new applicants are relatively few, new stations are going
on air at good clip — 8 STAs issued last week, 9 this (Supp. 55-J herewith).
Total FMs now operating: 357 .

— SIGHT AND SOUND .

Decision on TV Channel No. 1 (Vol. 3, No. 47, 48)

awaits filing of brief by Maj. Armstrong by Monday. Brief

was due Nov. 28, but Armstrong got extension after

browsing through FCC’s signal strength measurement

data. Meanwhile, Zenith filed brief saying FM seems to

be only service that really wants 44-50 me, that mobile

services should get IRAC frequencies instead of 44-50 me.

Both political parties are amenable to commercial

sponsorship of telecasts of their Philadelphia nominating

conventions, provided “suitable type sponsor-” emphasizing

institutional messages offers to foot TV bill. Rights money

would be used to defray costs of relays to multiplicity of

stations, including possibly microwaves all the way to

Chicago and St. Louis. Meanwhile, Roger Clipp’s parley

Friday to arrange radio details disclosed 10 TV set makers

will furnish receivers for 25,000 overflow to view conven-

tion proceedings in city’s Commercial Museum.

Obviously nettled, NAB’s Justin Miller slapped back

at critics of code delays in New York speech this week,

* said code when finally evolved will express desires of broad-

casters and broadcasters only, suggested newspaper and

trade journals would do well to devise standards for them-

selves, again refuted FCC’s Blue Book by showing own
commercial time graph. Irascible tone of speech was re-

flected in way big city papers handled, obviously rearing

back at “go and do better yourselves” challenge.

Looks like TV laggards are going to have to hump.

First sign that outsiders “wanting in” are going to push

hard came this week when non-broadcaster New England

Television Co. (Vol. 3, No. 45) asked FCC to assign

WJAR’s Channel No. 11 (198-204 me) from Providence to

Fall River-New Bedford area, thus eliminate need fox-

hearing there (2 applicants for 1 channel). Outlet Co.’s

V.'JAR has had inactive CP since May 16, 1946.

His fellow commissioners don’t go along with Clifford

Durr’s objections to FBI reports (Vol. 3, No. 48), and

they asked J. Edgar Hoover this week to continue sending

them in. Durr insists most of them are trivial, baseless,

prejudicial, provoking charge by Senator Capehart (R-

Ind.), he’s guilty of “brazen effort ... to sabotage FBI.”

Capehart demanded Congressional investigation.

KSD-TV’s Robert L. Coe becomes manager of New
York News TV station (5 kw transmitter ordered from

RCA this week, plus $150,000 other equipment from GE) ;

and Tom Howard succeeds him as chief engineer of

St. Louis Post-Dispatch stations. Clifford Denton remains

as News station’s operations manager.

IT&T’s President Sosthenes Behn admitted at press

conference Tuesday that discussions are under way for

possible merger of Farnsworth and Raytheon with IT&T.

He said they might set up single tube and single parts

subsidiaries doing $125,000,000 business annually.

TV networking appears salient topic at members-only
TBA clinic Dec. 10 in New York. AT&T’s M. E. Strieby,

GE’s A. F. Wild, NBC’s Bob Shelby, Eastman Kodak’s
Dr. William Feldman all are scheduled to discuss micro-
waves, coaxials, film recorders as means for chain telecast-

ing. Other speakers include WMAR’s Neil Swanson,
WRGB’s G. Emerson Markham, WPTZ’s Jim McLean,
DuMont’s Scott Kelt, on various aspects of station opera-

tions. Open luncheon meeting has as speakers, Paul M.
Hahn, executive v.p., American Tobacco Co.; Ben R. Don-
aldson, Ford Motor Co.; Paul Raibouim, Paramount—on
what they expect from TV.

Add TV Sponsors: On WCBS-TV, American Safety
Razor Co. (cigax-et lighter), 5 pre-Xmas 1-min. film spots,

thru Federal Adv. Agency; Hat Research Foundation,
1-min. film spots following Dec. and Jan. Madison Square
Garden telecasts, thru Gi-ey Adv. Agency. On WABD, New
York, and WTTG, Washington, Ruppei't Brewery Inc., Dec.

14 All-America Football Conference pro championship,
thru Lennen & Mitchell. Telestores Corp. of America (for-

merly Television Ti-ading Post), 5 spots weekly. On WNBT,
New York, E-Z Thread Co. (Gei’ry Nufoam shoulder pads),

Dec. 3, 10, 17 studio progi-ams, demonstrations and singer,

thru Redfield-Johnstone Inc.

Biggest TV picture yet (7%xl0 ft) is claimed by John
M. Cage for his installation in New York’s Yale Club, in

operation last 3 weeks. System uses revamped commercial
TV set, optics consist of 3-element, coated Viewlex lens,

through which picture from 10-inch Rauland tube is pro-

jected to screen, similar to original big-screen TV job by
Cage Projects Inc., Newark (Vol. 3, No. 23).

“Operation of non-profit FM installations,” along with
increased wage demands, were given as i

-easons for 1947
jump in broadcast operating costs, which averaged 9%
over 1946, in an NAB report last week. Gross 1947 profits

were up 89r over 1946. Report only covers stations

operating in both 1946 and 1947.

Hearing cn FCC review of Mayflower doctrine (its

1941 decision that broadcaster cannot editorialize) has
been postponed to Mai-ch 1. Reason is jammed FCC hear-

ing docket around original Jan. 12 date, also feeling more
time should be given for publicizing vital freedom issue

(Vol. 3, No. 37). FCC recently sent out form letter to 50

organizations (advertising, veterans, labor, church, edu-

cational) and 36 individuals (historians, constitutional

law experts, publicists, etc.) calling attention to hearing.

Long-pending daytime skywave case (Vol. 3, No. 23)

was this week consolidated with longer-pending clear chan-

nel case (Vol. 3, No. 43, 44), move long expected by par-

ticipants in both hearings—mostly same people. FCC
called on daytime skywavers to file briefs by Jan. 5, partici-

pate in clear channel oral argument Jan. 19.
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LAHD HUSH IS OH, 10 MORE APPLY: Again this week, as last, 10 more applicants filed

for TV , including Kansas City Star and Dallas News. Applicant list has now swelled

to 68 (see TV Directory No. 1, Addenda 1-A, 1-B) — and end of big rush isn't in

sight. We can also report probable applications soon from : WJW, Cleveland; WIBC
Indianapolis; KPRC, Houston Post; KAIL, Houston; WHDH, Boston Herald-Traveler; WNBH,

New Bedford Standard-Times, for Boston; WIOA-FM, Trenton Times. Also, Cleveland
Broadcasting Inc., CP holder for PM, AM applicant, wrote FCC this week it will file

for TV; firm is headed by Ray T. Miller and Donald W. Hornbeck, local Democratic
and Republican party leaders, respectively, who are law partners.

This week, Yankee Network asked for change of its Boston channel grant to

No. 13 instead of No. 7, stating it wants to be able to throw signal into Provi-
dence too. The week's TV applicants and channels requested :

WBRC, Birmingham, Ala ., Channel No. 4; KROW, Oakland, Cal ., No. 11; WKAT,
Miami , Fla. , No. 7, petitioning for reinstatement of old application held up for
inadequate data; WSBT, South Bend (Ind.) Tribune , No. 13 ; WDAF, Kansas City Star ,

No. 4; WADC, Akron , No. 11, which forces hearing on 2 applicants for 1 channel;
WPIT, Pittsburgh , No. 10, forcing hearing on 5 for 3; WEEU, Reading (Pa.) Eagle .

No. 5; WFAA, Dallas News , No. 12; L. F. Carrigan, Dallas (not now in radio). No. 10.

For details about these applications, see TV Addenda 1-B herewith.

MAP TSLLS ONLY PART OF STORY: Note how AT&T couches legends on its new coaxial-

relay map (reprinted on insert page herewith) in general terms now — as compared
with map published last summer (Vol. 3, No. 24). For most part, circuits previ-
ously scheduled for 1947-48 completion are now lumped as "installed or under con-
struction," no dates for starting service given. In some instances, circuits pre-
viously set down for 1948 completion ( Charlotte-Atlanta, St. Louis-New Orleans, De-
troit-Cincinnati) are now legended "planned for next few years." Even Nev; York-
Philadelphia-Chicago microwave relay previously earmarked "1947-49" is now down
simply as "radio relay systems planned."

So it's apparent Bell System isn't going to be held to any schedule by
eager-beaver network builders. Even when coaxial connects 2 cities, as Richmond is
now connected with Washington, that's no guarantee of early TV hookup. Still needed
are terminal equipment, repeaters, etc., so it won't be until late next summer or
early fall that Richmond's WTVR, about ready to take air (Vol. 3, No. 49), can join
NBC hookup. More than that, coaxial provides only one circuit and it's one-way.

All of this means TV enterprisers are being spurred to 1 set up relay systems
of their own. If FCC doesn't clamp down common carrier provisos, there may be more
privately operated sectional circuits set up (like GE's New York-Schenectady, Phil-
co's New York-Philadelphia, WBKB's Chicago-South Bend) and linked with one another
to give a semblance of network service. Even now a serious plan is afoot, sparked
by WFIL-TV's Roger Clipp, to get up a c ross-country network in time for coverage of
June-July political conventions in Philadelphia — no less "naturals" for TV than
were the 1924 conventions ("Alabama casts its 24 votes for Underwood") for radio.
Plan contemplates linking foregoing together, using intermediate stepping-stones
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plus such stations (for both telecasting and relaying) as WBEN-TV, Buffalo ; WEWS,
Cleveland; WLWT, Cincinnati; WTVT, Toledo; WWJ-TV, Detroit; WIMJ-TV, Milwaukee;
KSTP-TV, St. Paul; KSD-TV, St. Louis — and such other stations as may be ready by
next summer. Meeting is planned next week to get firm agreement on cooperation,
costs, etc. Engineers seem agreed it can be done, and GE (which equipped Chicago-
South Bend link) is being enlisted to set up Schenectady-Buffalo relay point at its

Electronics Park plant in Syracuse.

TV ABES 0? BILL 0? HEALTH: Not many more than 200 attended TEA'S "Television
Clinic " in New York's Waldorf-Astoria Wednesday, conducted in lieu of a convention.
But you got the feeling that this little handful of men, including many who make the
wheels of this still numerically tiny industry go round, were on top of Something
Big — and knew it and wanted the world to know it. Pervading the scene was the

same sober intensity of conviction and zeal and ambition that marked the pioneer
days of radio broadcasting and manufacturing not so many years ago.

Out of the mill-run speeches, technical papers , how-we-do-it stories, etc.,

that occupied the sessions (TBA's Secretary Will Baltin will have texts available
soon), these struck us as the most significant things said or done at the meetings :

(a) Big-time advertiser American Tobacco Co . (Lucky Strike), through its ex-

ecutive v.p. Paul M. Hahn, let it be known it's in TV to stay’, has major time-buying
plans, wants "to grow with your medium." Indeed, its marketing planners are all ex-
cited about their own survey finding of 80-88% sponsor identification during recent
football telecasts. Survey also showed, said Mr. Hahn, average Saturday college
game telecast reached 42.5% of all set owners, 6.5 persons per set (not even count-
ing bars or taverns). Mr. Hahn's fulsome kudos was echoed by Ford Motor Co.'s Ben
R. Donaldson , who promised "TV has a Ford in its future," asserted Ford's current
sports sponsorship is designed not only to gain valuable time and sports franchises
but to learn technique and "to back up your great new industry."

( b )
WBXB's Capt. Bill Eddy disclosed plan for one of those "cluster" TV net -

works ex-FCC Chairman Denny envisaged (Vol. 3, No. 38, 39). As result of highly
successful use of microwave relay enabling Chicago station to carry Notre Dame games
from South Bend, he promised to supply other stations within reach of WBKB 40 hours
of network service per week at cost of only $40 per program hour ! South Bend Tri-

bune wants first in. It's easy to see how system can spread out, reduce program-
cost burdens, even enable stations to make money as more sponsors option time.

> (c) Paramount's Paul Raibourn , one of the few movie topkicks really hep to

TV, demonstrated how films can be shot directly off the kinescope (receiving) tube,

.processed with sound and made ready for repeat telecasts or theater projection in

only 66 seconds. Excellent theatre-size films of 3 rounds of the Louis-Walcott
fight, and takes from Theatre Guild's TV presentation last Sunday of "The Late
George Apley, " were shown to an enthused audience. This demonstration, plus East-
man Kodak experts' papers about new 16mm TV recording camera, quick film processing,
etc., bodes well for TV stations' own newsreel and "transcribed" program libraries.

(d) AT&T's M. E. Streiby demonstrated double 2-way loops of recently-insti-
tuted New York-Boston microwave relay (Vol. 3, No. 46). Viewers could see how little

image definition is lost even when signal makes 36 or more hops — total of some

900 mi., or about distance between New York and Chicago. What this augurs for inter-

city TV, even without coaxial cables, is manifest.

There were other facets of more or less importance: Movieman Raibourn as-
serting TV is essentially an entertainment medium. Baltimore Sun's executive editor
Neil Swanson adding he regards TV as a projection of a newspaper's primary function
of conveying intelligence and welcoming influx of newspapers into TV. Raibourn
warning that the "program's the thing" and that TV must compete with media like

movies and sports ($1*8 billion income), newspapers (§1.5 billion), magazines (§1.1
billion), radio including manufacturing, §1.1 billion). TBA's 1947 awards for con-

t ributions to TV went to the aforesaid Messrs. Hahn, Donaldson and Eddy, as well as

to Zoomar lens developer Dr. Frank G. Back and Kraft Foods' John H. Platt.



FETBILLO STICKS IN CONGRESS’ CHAW: Hard-headed, thick-skinned James Caesar Petrillo

may or may not be recalled to House Labor subcommittee witness stand, but that group

(headed by union card-holder Rep. Kearns) gives him and his tactics thorough raking

over in unanimous 13-page report issued Friday . It recommends prosecution of AFM

under Sherman Act for monopoly, urges Taft-Hartley Act amendment to forbid monopo-

listic labor practices. We'll get you copy if you want one . On other Petrillo

fronts: Network negotiators await music czar's counter to their proposal Monday to

wrap whole music deal in one package (wages, conditions, AM-FM, TV, recordings,

etc.). Recorders are still sitting on haunches waiting for audience with Jimmy,

though contracts expire Dec. 31. FCC, checking with networks on FMA petition for

rule forbidding AM-FM duplication ban (Vol. 3, No. 44), got first reply from MBS’s

Bob Swesey, who said he doesn't think such a rule necessary since nets are taking
up that problem with Petrillo now. Petrillo's trial for Lea Act violations , sched-

uled for Dec. 15, has been postponed tentatively to Dec. 19 because Chicago Federal
Judge LaBuy is sitting on another trial. And Dec. 15 Life Magazine spread on Jimmy ,

comparing his regal sway to Louis XIV's, doesn't help his public relations (which

never seems to have bothered him anyhow)

.

STOKING THE CHICAGO FM FIRE: FMA's Bill Bailey has been promoting a storm of FM in-

terest in Chicago for some time, and after meeting with manufacturers and broadcast-

ters there last Wednesday is counting on a really man-sized dealer-distributor meet-

ing Feb. 18 at Medinah Temple. He expects 5,000 attendees. Previously a pretty
slow FM town, in spite of 5 pre-war stations, Chicago has come along fast under
prodding of such people as powerfully-backed Marion Claire (WGNB-Chicago Tribune)

and Zenith's Gene McDonald. In fact, FMA has chosen city's Sheraton Hotel as site

for 1948 convention Sept. 27-28 . Midwest, in general, is becoming one of country's
hotter FM foci, due in substantial part to many independent and newspaper-backed
FMers. FMA's President Dillard expects current sad FM set picture to begin bright-
ening about February. So far this year only 830,000 FM receivers were reported by
RMA, a little under 6% of 14,375,000 total. Tuners, of course, bolster figure some-
what. Pilotuner's success has encouraged others: Belmont , for example, is test-
marketing a few hundred § 29. 50 units. Meissner and Fada have come out with prices
on theirs (Vol. 3, No. 48) — §38.33 and §34.95, respectively.

SAYING LITTLE, THINKING HARD: Piecing together certain chance remarks, replies to

direct questions, inescapable fact others are outpacing it in TV, it looks from
where we sit like CBS can't be sold short as a major factor in TV . Perking interest,
quiet but intense activity, have replaced the apparent lethargy that beset that
smart, usually alert organisation ever since the color case went against it. Even
fact that TV v.p. Larry Lowman now sits on TBA board is a minor symptom. Here's the
behind-scenes picture:

CBS owns WCBS-TV, New York, is applicant only for Chicago , where 3 appli-
cants seek 3 (possibly 2 in reallocation) remaining channels (TV Directory No. 1).

FCC action on Chicago application has been held up since last June because v.p. Les-
lie Atlass personally holds stock interest in profitable WIND, also an applicant.
So Atlass has been given alternative of selling stock, which would entail big per-
sonal tax loss, or resigning, not improbable in view of that and recent ill health.

CBS is hell-bent on getting Chicago , spurred by Bill Paley's intensified in-
terest, by competition, by current sponsor enthusiasm for TV (not the least being
CBS's own video client Ford). It doesn't particularly want outlets of its own in
St. Louis or Minneapolis, where it owns AM stations, but it may seek one in Boston,
certainly wants one in Los Angeles. There's outside chance for Boston, though 5
already seek 2 remaining channels. For station of own in Hollywood, it would give
eye-teeth . But all channels there are gone, and presumably it's excluded from buy-
ing Dorothy Thackrey's CP, may have to content self with affiliation contract with
KFI-TV (ready early in 1948) or Los Angeles Times' KTTV (ready late in 1948).

Meanwhile, CBS is bending strenuous efforts to sign up affiliates for a TV
network (Vol. 3, No. 49). And, one more possibility that can't be ruled out: it



hasn't given up hope of ultimately having manufacturing facilities of its own . "Co-
lumbia" trademark on radio and TV sets, no less than on phonograph records, v/ould

be an invaluable asset; in addition to which, if some of its executives' theory is

right that set sales and not sponsors must foot TV bill for long time to come, that
would place it in nicer competitive position with RCA-NBC, Philco, DuMont.

BIG SETS AND LITTLE ONES: Giant GE hits TV markets with its super-dooper Model 901 .

an 18x24-in. projection console with AM-FM-SW-phono
,
priced at §2,250 plus about

§165 installation-servicing — at time just about everybody's voicing fond hopes
more cheaper sets can be produced! It's virtually a custom job, so doesn't con-
tribute much to mass market problem. But GE says it has plans for TV receivers
within reach of average pocketbook for next spring.

At opposite extreme, little Tele-Tone Radio Corp . , New York City, special-
ist in very small radio sets, is out with teaser publicity claims for a new direct-
view table model to be priced "surprisingly far below other models currently within
the industry's view." Reference presumably is not only to today's 10-in. sets, but
also to 7-in. models of RCA, Philco, Motorola, Hallicraf ters (Vol. 3, No. 46).
Company, however, refuses to divulge prices or picture size.

Other TV set developments : Motorola's console TV-AM-FM , retailing at §495
plus §65 warranty, went into New York market this week, is due in Philadelphia
next week. Motorola's 7-in. §179.50 table model due in eastern markets in mid-Jan-
uary. DeWald promises table model out Jan. 1, gives no details.

SNAPSHOTS OF TV SET MARKET; We get varying stories about how TV sets are selling .

They're moving just about as fast as produced and inventories are nil, report Du-
Mont, Philco and RCA, the big three. Smaller producers, not yet in mass produc-
tion, are sort of feeling their way, or else concentrating mainly in specialized
lines (taverns, etc.) or particular areas (notably New York). We hope to have a

complete directory of all TV manufacturers and descriptions of their respective set:

ready for you shortly after Jan. 1.

Yet not many dealers are complaining they can't get enough sets — not even

for hot Xmas market. In fact, with Regulation "W" off, some are offering extraor-
dinarily liberal terms as well as immediate delivery. Two of Washington's largest,
George's and Lacy's, advertise installation with no money down, no first payment
until January. Lakeview, a New Jersey chain, even made 10-day free trial offer of

Philcos, but abandoned it. Gimbel's in Philadelphia advertised 1,000 RCA and Phil-
co sets for immediate delivery at 10% down. GE dropped price of its TV-AM Model
801 from §625 to §495 but precipitated no uniformly heavy buyer rush.

Dealers are becoming aware TV is no mere over-the-counter proposition , need:

expert installation and servicing. Sale and service fee entail continuing obliga-

tion to customer. Some set makers won't let servicing out of their own hands. Yet
dealers in TV cities are leaping at new merchandise, eager to skim cream market,

chipping in with distributors on big promotions.

TV JOTTINGS OF THE WEEK: Cleveland's first, Scripps-Howard ' s WEWS. starts 5-day
(Tue.-Sat.), 20-hour weekly schedule Wednesday (17th) with annual Cleveland Press

Xmas party, 35 variety acts, screen actor Jimmy Stewart m.c. Union musicians got

special dispensation from Petrillo for charity affair. Emerson, GE, Philco, RCA
making pitch for market, are reported to have brought in 2,000 sets. Cleveland

Press special section Tuesday, devoted entirely to TV, carries 21 pages of adver-

tising. First WEWS sponsor is Standard Oil of Ohio , talent search, Saturdays,

8:30-9 p.m.... M-G-M dropped out of negotiations for KYA-KLAC purchase (Vol. 3, No.

49), which might have carried with it CP for Los Angeles TV. It bid §900,000,
against asking price of §1,050,000. Dope is stations may yet be sold to either

Robert Smith (Los Angeles News) or Jack Wrather, husband of actress Bonita Gran-

ville. .. . Deati]_£f_mU
;

lji
i
onair^ Tuesday v/ill alter TV plans

of Lacy-Potter, grantee of Channel 8 in Dallas (Vol. 3, No. 32, 37). Tom Potter

nay not elect to carry on alone.



EMSRSON's $275 TV, LOOKS TO $150: Emerson will place $275 TV table model with 10-in .

tube on market in February — cheapest of that size yet. In announcing it Friday,

President Ben Abrams looked askance at those producers devoting "an inordinate por-

tion of productive capacity to IV." His reference obviously was to leading produc-
ers RCA and Philco, with whose $325, $375 and $395 10-in. units Emerson will com-
pete. Abrams said $275 set will displace company's $375 unit, but only 40,000 will
be produced, or mere 2% of its over-all 1948 production (chiefly small radios). He

warned against obsolescence, reckoned 2 more years needed to achieve standardised
circuits, mass production and a 10-in. direct-view model listing at no more than

$150. (By which time, in our view, the 15-in. direct view may render 10-in. as

unattractive market-wise, perhaps even price-wise, as the Model T Ford.)

TOP MARKET CHANNELS GOINS FAST: Where once they went begging, TV channel availa-

bilities in major markets are fast diminishing — so fast, indeed, that quite a few
aspirants are going to be frozen out. Look over the top 25 metropolitan areas by
sales rank (Supp. 19) and compare them with the allocation table (Supp. 18-D) and
v/ith our list of grantees and applicants (TV Directory No. 1 and Addenda), and
you'll find:

a) Grants made or applications pending in all 25. b) Channels all gone in

5 areas (New York 7, Washington 4, Baltimore 3) and presumably also in Los Angeles

(7) inasmuch as Don Lee's now experimental Channel No. 2 is being held in reserve
pending FCC decision on Don Lee Network practices. c) Supply of channels inadequate
to meet demand in 6 cities , where hearings have thus far been ordered: Boston, 8

applicants for 2 remaining channels (9 if you count Providence applicant)
; Cleve-

land, 4 for 2 (6 for 3, if Akron is included) ; Philadelphia, 2 for 1; Detroit, 2
for 1; Pittsburgh, 4 for 3; Hartford-New Britain-Waterbury, 7 for 3. d) Chicago's
pending 3 for 3 will be forced to hearing if one channel is taken away, as proposed
(Vol. 3, No. 33) or if anyone else applies.

And if you study the next 25 markets in line , you'll find grants made or
applications pending in all save these 10 — some of which (like Omaha, Rochester)
are known to have applications on the fire: Denver, ranking 26; Rochester, 28;
Springf ield-Holyoke , 32; Youngstown, 36; Omaha-Council Bluffs, 40; Worcester, 41;
Lowell-Lawrence , 45; Syracuse, 46; Norf olk-Newport News, 47; San Antonio, 50.

THE TV CAULDRON STILL SEETHES: Quite aside from the 7 new applicants filing for
TV this week (see TV Addenda 1-C herewith), several more very big enterprisers are
preparing to take the TV plunge. We hope to be able to tell you all about them
shortly, meanwhile can disclose only that 20th Century-Fox definitely has decided to
apply for* Channel No. 9 in Boston , where 8 already seek 2 available channels. Big
film company once before applied for New York and Los Angeles, but dropped; it's
joining tight Boston race at urging of a TV-hot director (a not yet very common
genus in movie industry)

.

As we told you last week, CBS apparently is overcoming its seeming recalci-
trance , this week also applied for Boston, proposed spending record $437,375 on
plant. CBS even made serious pitch for local interest during demonstrations of TV
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sets at Filene's dept, store Wednesday, with programs relayed via Bell microwaves
from WCBS-TV, New York. And don't overlook possibility CBS may again seek to buy
out or into a radio manufacturing concern, possibly Raytheon (also being sought by
IT&T

;
see Vol. 3, No. 49) which has held oft-extended Waltham CP since May, 1946.

This week's applications : CBS, Boston (WEEI), Channel No. 9; WHDH, Boston
Herald & Traveler , No. 13; E. Anthony & Son (WNBH, New Bedford), seeking No. 9 in
Boston in addition to previously applied for No. 1 in New Bedford; WJW, Cleveland .

No. 2; WEBR , Buffalo Courier-Express , No. 7; WTPS-(CP), New Orleans Times-Picayun e

.

No. 7; Erie (Pa. ) Dispatch-Herald , owned by Edward Lamb, Toledo attorney-owner of

WTOD, No. 12. Another sidelight on Boston situation : Yankee Network, holding CP
for Channel 7, asked FCC for No. 13 instead, proposing transmitter at Sharon would
serve Boston, Providence, Worcester, in each of which cities it has AMs. Yankee
sets some record plant sights: 129 kw visual and 64.5 kw aural powers (highest
yet), 770-ft antenna, $446,200 plant cost.

GPiSSH LIGHT FOB TV MICROWAVES: Question whether TVers are going to be allowed to

construct and operate their own intercity microwave relays (Vol. 3, No. 50) seems
to be working out pretty much to TV's advantage. FCC-industry thinking is to per-

mit non-common carrier hookups temporarily on TV pickup and STL frequencies (6875-
7125 me, 12,700-13,200 me) — but with understanding local TV operators have first
priority on such wavelengths if they're wanted for local pickups or STLs. You can
expect, very soon, decision on 1000-13,000 me allocations (Vol. 3, No. 6, 46).

Meanwhile, RCA this week applied for extension into Washington of Philco's
New York-Philadelphia microwave relays, so that NBC network need not rely solely
on coaxial (Vol. 3, No. 49). WPTZ tower at Wyndmoor, Pa., will be used to beam to

Western Union's at Brandywine, Del. (25 mi.) to Elkne.ck, Md. (27 mi.), thence to

Baltimore's WBAL-TV (38 mi.). Then signal will either be beamed to Washington's
WNBW or that station might pick up and rebroadcast WBAL-TV signal direct. Same
system would work northward. Experiments with direct pickups of one another's sig-

nals are already being conducted by Baltimore Sun's WMAR-TV and Washington Star's

WMAL-TV. They say it looks like it will work well enough for regular exchanges.

EXTENDED TV ALLOCATION DUE: New. TV channel allocation plan won't be ready until
well into January, will be far more extensive than now — but nobody is going to be

worse hurt than proposed in original plan (Vol. 3, No. 33). In fact, the 3 cities

due to lose channels (Chicago, Cleveland, Columbus) may very well hang on to what

they now have (Vol. 3, No. 48). As things are now being worked out: (1) TV inevi-

tably surrenders Channel No. 1 (44-50 me), as originally proposed so is left with

12 channels. (2) New allocation would encompass whole country , including the Terri-

tories, not just major markets; so that even communities below 10,000 population
will get assignments where possible. (3) Canada wants a TV channel for each of its

AM stations, which may mean that, just as Detroit lost Channel 9 to Windsor, Ont.

(Vol. 3, No. 27), such other border cities as Buffalo, Seattle, Watertown, N. Y .

,

Burlington, Vt . , might be affected . As to who's going to get 44-50 me — FM or mo-

bile services — FCC hasn't yet made up its mind, is still studying Maj . Armstrong's

scathing rebuttal to Commission experts Norton and Allen. Hope seems to be addi-

tional frequencies may be made available in Government bands 162-174 me, thus per-

mitting accommodation of both FM and mobile services — FM at least temporarily.

FCC FUMBLES ON HEW YORK FM: FCC backtracked on its New York FM decision this week

(Vol. 3, No. 48, 50), set it aside, ordered new oral argument Jan. 12. Situation

now is in "anything can happen" stage, so shakeup of some grants isn't inconceiv-

able. Superficially, Commission based action vacating decision on fact Denny and

Webster voted without hearing oral argument. But actually, action not only consti-

tutes admission of blunder and apparent conviction decision would never stand up in

courts, but provides opportunity to detour several other rough spots pointed up by

fighting-mad New York News in its petition for rehearing. These are: Denny's join-

ing NBC before final voting; newspaper issue on which News was denied and which had

never been brought up in hearing; Durr's consideration of American Jewish Congress



evidence which had been stricken Irob ieJul'U. till

Morgan case (Dept, of Agriculture) and with its own. WORL and other decisions as

precedents on the point (voting without hearing argument), FCC stumbled while tan-

gling with a tough opponent — Patterson-MoCormick press. With Denny gone, Comr.

Jones and possibly Wayne Coy (definitely slated for chairmanship) voting, new de-

cision may well have different flavor.

FM-TV SET OUTPUT CONTINUES UP: November radio production (1,615,541 ) was down con-

siderably from October's all-time record (Vol. 3, No. 47), yet FM and TV set output

reached new peaks — 153,114 FMs, 24,135 TVs. As reported by RMA, total radios

turned out during first 11 months of 1947 numbered 15,989,759 (adjusted figure).
1

November FM output of 155,114 was slightly above October's previous record,

bringing 11-month figure to 983,130. Breakdown by types : 41,205 table models (1,007

with phono), 106,249 consoles (1,892 without phono), 5,660 FM-only and converter-

tuners. Note : Converter-tuner figure seems low, in light of reported heavy sales

of such units, particularly Pilotuners. "Adjusted figures" will probably come later.

TV production of 24,155 , was also slightly above October, making 11-month
total 149,226. November breakdown ; 14,674 table models, 4,178 TV-only consoles

(1,396 of them projection), 5,283 consoles with phono (58 projection). Note : It's

our guess one or more of the big companies are withholding full reports, later will
supply them as "adjustments." For one company alone claims to have made and sold
better than 100,000 sets so far this year — and it's hard to believe all the rest,

big and small, did only around 50,000. Also, RMA figures do not include kits.

GM SAYS HO TY, BUT WATCH GE: Giant General Motors denies trade rumors it's enter-
ing low-priced TV receiving set field through its subsidiary Delco Radio Division
— at same time equally big General Electric announces new table Model 805 , 13-chan-
nel 10-in. job with AM and FM, to sell at §465 plus $75 installat ion-warranty. It's

GE's successor to No. 801 TV-AM console, first offered at $625, then cut to loss-
price of $495 when public simply wouldn't buy. Some 15,000 of the 801s, excellent
for sensitivity and receptivity, were produced before GE came around to necessity
of producing for what is becoming a highly competitive market. Samples of new 803
went out to dealers this week, will be shipped in quantities right after Jan. 1.

V/hat 's more significant, GE is seriously considering going to bigger tubes
— 12 and 15 in. (see The Bigger The Better, Vol. 3, No. 47). Don't be surprised
to see GE break from RMA 10-in. standard during 1948 — and other big boys, too.

As for reports about GM in TV , its Delco general manager B. VV. Cooper, reached by
phone at Kokomo plant, told us company is watching TV developments closely, has
laboratory studies under way, but has no 1948 TV plans. Other TV manufacturer an-
nouncements: Brunswick to produce 15-in. direct view console with AM-FM-phono

,

price unstated. Crosley ready with Model 348-CP, 10-in. with AM-FM-SW-phono
, fea-

turing swivel or "swing-view" angling like Cleer-Vue’s (Vol. 3, No. 46), to retail
around $800. Another new-name firm , in custom field. New England Television Co.,

544 E. Sixth St., New York City.

FM SWEATS OUT UPS AND DOWNS: Eight FM grantees called it quits this week , had
CPs and CGs cancelled by FCC (Supp. 55-L herewith). Though FM is going great guns
in Continental Network and perking in other areas, notably West Coast and Chicago
(Vol. 3, No. 50), though new stations go on air at accelerating clip (8 this week,
including ABC's 3), there's an unblinkable incidence of cold-f eetism. Continental,
by the way, had a honey of a lineup ready to carry 'Gator Bowl game from Jackson-
ville, Fla., contingent on getting 8,000 cps lines. But CN got go-ahead from AT&T
too late for some stations to avoid other commitments. Nevertheless, in a week or
two, Dixie FM Network (10 to 15 stations) should have Stromberg show, boosting CN
affiliates to 45-50. We plan to publish new CN map soon as situation stabilizes.

FMA met informally with FCC staffers this week in its search for 50 uv/m
protection of Class Bs in Area II (Vol. 3, No. 43). Alternatives seem to boil down
to (1) no new station grants in some areas, (2) lower-powered stations, or (3) more



FM spectrum. FCC has pretty consistently shied away from all three. It would
probably take a lot of new evidence to change its mind.

TV's ADVERTISING POTENTIAL: B ig radio sponsor General Foods Corp . (Jello, Maxwell
House, etc.) probed TV recently — and found it good. This v/eek it released survey
findings which, though not particularly surprising to those in industry, add up to

about this: GF will continue using TV as an "effective supplementary medium in the

New York market." But GF isn't reallocating ad budget for heavier TV usage as yet.

Flans depend, said Jello sales chief Howard Chapin, detailed as company's TV inves-
tigator, on what special advantages each type of media offers in relation to sales.

Survey was worked up by Young & Rubicam's Bill Forbes and Peter Langhof,

Benton & Bowles' Walter Craig and Charles Pooler. In essence, it found : (1) TV
reaches selective, interested, higher-than-average income audience. (2) TV provokes
favorable reaction to commercials — high sponsor identification (68-84% on a one-

shot program), high remembrance (35%), findings not unlike those of American Tobacco

Co. reported here last week. (3) TV affords opportunity to demonstrate products,

with attendant impact of sight plus sound.

Cost-per-thousand viewers was found high in comparison with sound broad-

casting, but report concludes this will be reduced as circulation (no. of sets) in-

creases, may even be halved by June 1948. Cost does not yet warrant use of TV as

basic mass medium unless advantages outweigh need for circulation. Report is well

v/orth having in your files; ask GF's Mr. Chapin for one, 250 Park Ave., New York.

SIGHT AND SOUND
“Never” is a long time, but Jimmy Petrillo said this

week that’s how long his recording ban will last. Never-

theless, he says he expects to pick up some $10,000,000

in continuing royalties, which lawyers aren’t sure he’s en-

titled to under law. Friday, Special Industry Music Com-

mittee appointed Sidney Kaye as legal counsel; veteran

of radio’s copyright battles, he will explore possibility of

payments to AFM performers on royalty basis along same

lines as composers.

Jimmy Petrillo and Cecil B. DeMille will be “star per-

formers” at mid-January hearings of House Labor Com-

mittee on changes in anti-trust laws to cover unions—and,

as during House Un-American Activities Committee hear-

ings, it’s going to be an on-the-spot newsreel job for TV
(see Every Home a Newsreel Theater, Vol. 3, No. 44).

Washington’s WMAL-TV will feed Baltimore’s WMAR-
TV, Philadelphia’s WFIL-TV, New York’s WCBS-TV
(CBS’s thus-far-lined-up rival hookup to NBC’s).

Growing FM license list (83 to date) prompted FCC to

propose staggered license renewal dates this week, with

licenses still lasting only a year. Currently, all FM licenses

expire May 1; new rule would scatter them throughout

year, as in AM. Existing licenses would expire May 1,

then convert to new system, and, depending on frequency

involved, get anywhere from 4 to 16 month renewals.

Add TV sponsors: On WNBT, New York, U. S. Rub-

ber Co., film programs, Dec. 19, 26, Jan. 2, and “sports

know how” shows starting Jan. 9, thru Campbell-Ewald.

On WABD, New York, Universal-International Pictures,

trailer advertising film “The Senator Was Indiscreet,” Dec.

18, thru Monroe Greenthal. On WFIL-TV, Philadelphia,

Thornton Fuller (Dodge-Plymouth distributor) 17 Rockets

pro hockey games, Jan. 21-March 20.

TV’s first 1948 big league baseball contract was signed

this week—WABD, New York, getting 77 Yankee home
games, P. Ballantine & Sons (brewers) as sponsors, thru

J. Walter Thompson Co. Variety says TV-radio package

comes to $300,000 altogether, of which $100,000 goes to

Yankees and time charges eve $800 per game.

WDSU, New Orleans, TV applicant, has asked FCC
for STA to permit it to pick up Sugar Bowl festivities New
Year’s weekend, beam them to studios at Hotel Montele-

one where it plans to have 25 receivers for hangup TV
promotion. Job would be handled by Dick Hooper’s RCA
crew, would include basketball and boxing from Coliseum,

Texas v. Alabama grid game from Stadium.

Residents of Rochester Pinnacle Hill area, by write-in

vote, stopped Stromberg-Carlson’s plans for TV towers on

that ideally located elevation, so now a RochesterU expert

is making study for city zoning board; after that, pre-

sumably, WHAM will file for TV.

Sylvania has closed down its Colonial Radio Corp.’s

radio factories at Bloomington, 111. and Riverside, Cal.

Wartime overexpansion, stockpile of 40,000 sets, lack of

demand, are reported by E. E. Lewis, Colonial president,

who said Buffalo main plan can handle all orders.

FMA’S high fidelity lines petition (Vol. 3, No. 47, 49,

50) got quick reaction from FCC. Acting Chairman Walker
asked FMA and AT&T representatives to meet with him
Jan. 13, talk over quarrel.

TV’s 28-hours-per-week minimum rule is due to go

into effect Jan. 1, but TBA has again asked for another

3-month extension, pending plans to recommend to FCC a

graduated scale of minimum hours.

Speculation on changes in White Bill (S. 1333) ran hot

and heavy this week, but we’re told some of it’s 180 degrees

off ; e.g., 9-man Commission isn’t contemplated. Bill itself

didn’t get to full Senate Commerce Committee, won’t until

after Jan. 5.

Paramount has asked FCC to postpone from Jan. 5

to Feb. 15 TV hearing on interlocking ownership with Du-
Mont (Vol. 3, No. 42).

Earl Minderman, aide to FCC chairman, recently on

detail to President’s Food Conservation Committee, is due

back at Commission Dec. 22.

“Will Petrillo Unseat the Jockeys?” titles article in

December American Magazine by Broadcasting's Ed James.



IT'S WAYNE COY 8c GEO. STERLING: It's evident the White House means well by FCC,

doesn't intend making it political pawn, judging from splendid appointments Friday:

Wayne Coy as chairman (vice Denny), George E. Sterling as commissioner (vice Jett).

Though Coy will be assailed as New Dealer, having once been an administrative assis-

tant to President Roosevelt, he's really a practical industry man, will quit Wash-

ington Post radio directorship (WINX and WINX-FM) for new job, has been active last

3 years in NAB and particularly in FM work. Sterling's surprise elevation from FCC

chief engineer maintains what many hope will be a tradition whereby rankers can

aspire to top jobs; at 53, he's one of radio's old timers, started as a "ham," has

been a career man since 1923, is author of 'Radio Manual," standard textbook.

Capable, popular "Jack" Jett , also a career man since 1929, also ex-chief

engineer, goes to Baltimore Sun as v.p. in charge of radio, relieving Editor Neil

Swanson of radio duties connected with its WMAR-TV, WMAR-FM, WMAR-CP. Baltimore is

his home town and, aside from better-than-doubling his salary, he's intrigued by

Sun's extensive radio plans, including new building (it has TV station operating,

but no studios yet). FCC chief engineer post presumably will go to one of asst,

chiefs (John Willoughby, broadcasting; Marion H. Woodward, common carrier; William

Krebs, safety; George S. Turner, field), though on basis of sheer ability TV chief

Curtis Plummer and AM chief James Barr can't be overlooked. For the political rec-

ord, Coy is named as an Indiana Democrat for term expiring in 1951; Sterling as a

Maine Republican for term expiring in 1950. Next in turn for retirement or resig-

nation is Clifford Durr, Alabama Democrat, term expiring next June.

WHAT 1948 MAY BEING FM 8: TV: Hopes, expectations and forecast s for FM and TV in

1948, as adduced by the reportorial staff of TELEVISION DIGEST & FM REPORTS:

That James Caesar Petrillo will get his comeuppance — from Congress, the

courts, the public; if he dares pull plug on networks Jan. 31, as he has on record-

ings, then every listener in the land will feel impact of his heavy hand.

That the one biggest obstacle to FM's progress , Petrillo 's ban on AM dupli-

cation, will somehow be removed. Also: that FM will become standard in practically

all consoles, in more and more, cheaper and cheaper table models; that number of FM

stations on air will at least double, swelling total to more than 700; that power

increases will improve FM receptivity to its full-range, staticless potential; that

FM networking (also TV) will be accelerated by wire lines, microwaves, rebroadcasts.

As for TV : That 40 to 50 more stations will go on air in a score or more

new cities (see CP list in TV Directory No. 1), thus widening audience, heightening

interest, increasing markets — let alone stimulating competitive manufacturing and

selling, possibly lower prices, larger screens. That TV will indeed market 600,000

to 800,000 sets, as forecast by RCA's David Sarnoff (Philco's John Ballantyne's

year-end forecast was 500,000) and will indeed "approach status of a $500,000,000-

a-year industry [that] will grow in size with the years."

That TV programs will improve apace (there's lots of room), with an assist

from the lifting of Petrillo 's ban on live music. That more sponsors, better oper-

ating methods, etc. will enable more TV stations to operate "in the black" during
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1948 (DuMont tells us his 2 will). And, that the movie moguls v/ill awaken to facts
of TV life — one obvious fact being Every Home a Newsreel Theater (Vol. 3, No. 44)

;

this item, incidentally, aroused more interest, provoked more requests for extra
copies, than anything we've published in our nearly 3 years of existence.

To our friends and subscribers , whose gracious well wishes and welcome sug-
gestions have helped this enterprise to success. ... our best to all of you for a.

Happy and Prosperous 1948.

CITY-BY-CITY CENSUS OF TV SETS: Year will end with some 200,000 TV sets in homes,
taprooms, showrooms of the scant dozen metropolitan areas now enjoying regular local
TV service (TV Directory No. 1). Eleven-month total production was just about 150,-
000, as reported to RMA (Vol. 3, No. 51). Assuming December production at 25,000,
adding another 25,000 to cover pre-1947 plus non-RMA plus kit (home-built) produc-
tion — and you get the 200,000 grand total. That's conservative.

Question we're often asked , particularly by advertising agencies, is where
are these sets? To get answer, we queried those best qualified to know, since RMA
auditors as yet don't break down figures geographically. We asked TV station oper-
ators in the 11 cities having service. All responded, citing best available esti-

mates for their metropolitan areas as of Dec. 1 , usually based on their own tallies
of local distributor-dealer sales reports. It's surprising how well total of their
estimates jibes with aforesaid 200,000, making due allowances for as yet unreported
December production and for sets still in warehouses, showrooms, etc.

:

Los Angeles: 10,000 , reports KTLA's Klaus Landsburg. District of Columbia ;

4,500 , agree NBC's WNBW and DuMont's WTTG ; 2-3,000, says WMAL-TV's Kenneth Berkeley.
Chicago: 11,000 at Xmas time according to WBKB's Bill Eddy, maintaining count in

collaboration with Electric Assn. Baltimore: 2,500 , according to WMAR-TV's Bob
Cochrane. Detroit: 4,500 , says WWJ-TV. St. Louis: 2,500 , says KSD-TV. New York :

80 . 000 , says WNBT's Noran Kersta (NBC) ; 100,000 by Jan. 1 at present rate, says
WCBS-TV commercial dept.; between 90,000-105,000 , says WABD's Lawrence Phillips
(DuMont). Schenectadv-Albany-Troy : 1 , 125 , says GE's WRGB (surprisingly low in view
of relatively long-time existence of this pioneer station). Cleveland: up to 3,000
shipped into area for Dec. 17 opening of WEWS (Vol. 3, No. 48). Philadelphia :

12.000 , says WFlL-TV's Ken Stowman; 18,000, says WPTZ's James McLean (Philco). Mil-

waukee: 400 , says WTMJ-TV's Walter Damm.

Nearly all reported accelerating rate of sales so that foregoing figures are
subject to practically daily revisions upward. We have no report on Cincinnati ,

whose WLWT (Crosley) is as yet operating on non-commercial, experimental basis,

though on fairly frequent schedule.

WHAT Bin TV SET MAKSES THIHK: Emerson's Ben Abrams may be the biggest shot in the
small-set radio field, but he's talking through his hat when he opines other pro-
ducers are devoting "an inordinate portion of productive capacity to TV" (Vol. 3,

No. 51). As for his forecast of a §150 TV set within 2 years, a consummation de-

voutly wished by everybody, so long as quality (and picture size) isn't sacrificed,

the reaction is: "We're from Missouri." That's gist of reactions when we asked some

of those "other producers" for comment. None wanted to be quoted, but this point
was made by one: Even at Abrams' own figure (40,000 Emerson TV sets at §275 retail
scheduled for 1948) dollar volume will amount to §11,000,000 — and that ain't hay!

In fact, dollar volume is key to industry's 1948 calculations . Unit pro-

duction of all sets is so high (close to 17,000,000 this year) that there's bound

to be decrease. But TV will lift dollar volume. RCA and GE admit their TV produc-

tion is already approaching 50% dollar volume; in individual TV cities, figure is

much higher. Philco says 25% to 50%, and it's preparing to hop up its distributors

still more about TV at Palm Beach sales convention Jan. 19 week.

Only direct crackback at Abrams came from Bruno-New York's Irving Sarnoff,

biggest RCA distributor. In New York Times interview Tuesday, he took issue with

"some producers whose only aim is to reduce prices," expressed confidence current



models won't be rendered obsolete soon. As to lower prices, he said "our problem

is to maintain the present price level next year in the face of possible increases

in materials and labor costs." He also said his firm isn't selling the 7-in. $250

model any more, because demand fell off when 10-in. at $325 was introduced (though

Camden says 7-in. sets are still being made). RCA has ordered its distributors not

to sell the less sensitive sets in so-called marginal areas, i.e., suburban weak-

signal and other poor reception spots, for fear of bad effect on future markets.

To talk about a "TV price war," RCA Victor's Frank Folsom replies: "Quality of re-

ceivers must be our paramount consideration. ... [we] will never lower prices at any

sacrifice of quality, and we're confident this attitude is shared by other televi-

sion receiver manufacturers."
V' a. j. J/ J.v *t* *T 'P

Trust the gadgets to follow in the wake of any new development. RCA's image

enlarger with the "Nujol magnifier" (Vol. 3, No. 45) is now being marketed at

$59.50. Newly reported is Walco Tele-Vue-Lens , said to enlarge picture 3 to 4 times

kinescope size, selling for $59.95 (dealer price, $38.50), made by E. L. Cournand &

Co., 3835 Ninth Ave., New York City, sold through Walco Sales Co., 76 Franklin St.,

East Orange, N. J. Then there's the Transmirra Image Definer , a plastic attachment

said to reduce glare, intensify black and whites, improve contrasts, price unstated,

offered by Transmirra Products Co., 1650 Broadway, New York City. TV merchandisers
haven't been backward either. Macy's, New York , took RCA's 10-in. table model (No.

721 TS at $325),-put it into Queen Anne highboy, sells it for $394. And — an in-

door TV antenna l It's offered at $9.95 retail by Bermac Television Corp., 1381 Lex-

ington Ave., New York City.

HEWSPAPEBS MAJOR FACTOR IH TV: Scripps-Howard will file for Cincinnati next week,

its third video venture — early this month it inaugurated WEWS, Cleveland, and its

WMC-Commercial Appeal holds CP for Memphis. Major role newspaper interests are as-
suming in TV is manifest from fact they are identified with 7 of the 16 stations
already operating, 17 of the 55 CP holders, 30 of the 79 applications pending (19

of the 31 filed thus far this month alone). For detailed lists, see TV Directory
No. 1 and Addenda to date.

Four more applications were filed this week : Empire Coil Co. for Buffalo -

Niagara Falls , seeking Channel No. 13 — same New Rochelle, N. Y. company that holds
CP for Cleveland, has applications pending for Boston, Pittsburgh and Waterbury;
Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester, N. Y . (WHAM), No. 6, first to apply there

; WWSW ,

Pittsburgh (Paul Block's Post-Gazette), No. 10, making 5 for 3 channels; WOW, Omaha .

No. 6, first from there. For further details, see Addenda 1-D herewith.

COAXIAL FiATSS DUS BY APRIL: Once rejected as being so high they might stifle inter-

city TV via coaxial and force exclusive use of radio relays (Vol. 3, No. 24), it's
likely that new schedule of rates for New York-Washington coaxial will be ready by
April 1948. Tariff for that circuit will probably set pattern for all. Meanwhile,
TV is using coaxial free on experimental basis, with FCC blessing.

AT&T gave intimation of probable tariff date when schedule for dividing time
on New York-Washington coaxial (one northbound circuit, one south, second south due
next year) was worked out for first 3 months of 1948. Not only NBC, CBS and DuMont
got time segments, but also Philadelphia's WFIL-TV, Baltimore's WBAL-TV. Meanwhile,
proposed microwave tieup between Philadelphia and Chicago for next summer’s politi-
cal conventions (Vol. 3, No. 50) was dropped in favor of TV newsreel coverage, rea-

»

son being uncertainty of getting requisite equipment. WFIL-TV s Ken Stowman was
named head of plans committee, plans including daily film deliveries to stations.

THE FLESH PEDDLERS LIKE TV: Surest of the sure symptoms of TV's growing stature is
the way the major talent bureaus are plunging into it full force. "Doc" Alfred H.
Morton's National Concert & Artists Corp . has been at it a long time, but that's to
be expected from an ex-NBC v.p. Jules Stein's big Music Corp. of America , with his
wholehearted blessing, is up to its ears in TV and its increasingly active Televi-



sion Dept, voider young Roger Carlin is now regarded one of company's major assets.
And William Morris Jr. , head of the old-line William Morris Agency , seized occa-
sion of recent TBA "TV Clinic" in New York to deliver himself of some pointed warn-
ings to his show-world colleagues. He urged- them not to "miss the boat", as legiti-
mate theater folk did in phonograph and movie fields. With some noteworthy excep-
tions (the Theater Guild, for one), he said showmen aren't very alert to TV — but
actors are. Quoth he: "Where it takes 3 pictures .... at least a year and a half to
establish a star in motion pictures, television can make a star in one single per-

formance . . . . [ it

]

has the same dynamic qualities of vaudeville and added aesthetic
feature of the closeup." Note : Though TV is a young, not-yet-self-supporting art,
it's already paying through the figurative nose for live artist bookings, will be
paying lots more as and when (some agents think soon) big-name bands are freed by
Petrillo for TV performances.

m WAISTS ADULT PREROGATIVES: FCC has been handling FM with the indecision of a
teen-ager's doting parent: "Son, it's about time you did some work around the place"
(start construction, get on the air) but "you better be in bed by midnight" (one-

year licenses) . At least, that's the way FMA feels, judging from its letter to FCC
this week requesting oral argument on proposed staggering of licenses (Vol. 3, No.

51). FMA points to insecurity, expense and just plain nuisance inherent in one-
year licenses. FMA's position was firmly seconded by NAB with these strong words:

"Since FM is now established on a full-fledged commercial basis, there is no reason
to continue to differentiate in the treatment accorded these two methods of aural
broadcasting [AM and FM] .

" Notable, too, was pat on the back from RCA's David Sar-

noff in year-end statement: "FM continues to demonstrate its value to the public

and to the radio industry."

SiSHT AMD SOUND

Our 1948 AM Directory, revised listing of all 1,966

stations and applicants by States, by Frequencies and

by Call Letters, will be in mails to subscribers by next

week-end. It’s on more than 200 loose-leaf pages, with

opposite pages blank for additions, corrections and

changes as reported in new weekly Addenda series

starting next week. You’re entitled to one copy; extra

copies are $10, binders $2.10.

Industry forces are pretty well resigned to inevita-

bility of White Bill (S. 1333) in next Senate session. Group

went into huddle with Maine Senator this week (Denny

and Russell for NBC, Ream and Gammons for CBS, Mc-

Donald for ABC, Petty for NAB, Caldwell for FCC Bar),

got it somewhat toned down—though unwelcome program

provision stays in. Among major provisions: FCC re-

organized into broadcast and common carrier-special ser-

vices panels; commissionei-s’ salaries upped to $12,500;

chairman elected by Commission for 1-year term; commis-

sioners who resign forbidden to practice before FCC until

appointment term up, staffers not until year after they

leave. Rep. Wolverton’s companion bill in House (H.R.

3595) has no hearings planned yet, but Lemke resolution

(II.R. 78) directing FCC to give 50 me back to FM is

definitely promised hearing.

MBS President Edgar Kobak reports that network’s

gross billings at approximately $22,000,000 in 1947, down

from record $26,000,000 in 1946. ABC last week reported

1947 gross of $43,548,057, up 7.2% over 1946’s $40,617,130.

Ex-FCC Comr. Kay C. Wakefield has been named chair-

man of U. S. delegation to International Telecommunica-

tions Conference opening in Geneva Jan. 15, sails Dec. 30.

GE’s A. A. Brandt, general sales manager, says he ex-

pects 1948 billings of TV receivers alone will exceed GE’s

total x'adio receiver sales in 1941.

Raytheon’s reepaest for third extension of CP it has

held since May, 1946 for TV in Waltham (Boston) this

time goes to full FCC for scrutiny, as will others suspected

of lack of diligence in pursuing plans to construct —
among them WJAR, Providence; KRLD, Dallas; KGDM,
Stockton, Cal., latter 2 claiming CAA troubles. And ABC
told FCC this week, in asking for extension of Detroit CP,
that it will build New York outlet first, won’t put others

on air until that one’s ready. From Chicago, Leslie Atlass

advised FCC he will either sever his relations with CBS
(he’s v.p.) or with WIND (he owns 19%) when one or

other commences TV operations, provided both are granted.

Empire Coil Co., applicant for TV in Waterbury-Hart-

ford area, this week amended to ask for Waterbury only;

now all 3 Waterbury applicants are asking to be severed

from Hartford hearing and heard alone. Hartford hearing

postponed from Jan. 19 to Feb. 16.

FM and TV courses, designed to prepare technicians,

are included in curriculum of new Radio-Electronics

School of New York, 52 Broadway, backed by radio execu-

tives and already enjoying 800 enrollment.

Neat engineering by Zenith has resulted in new $79.95

FM-AM table model with 8 in. speaker in set only

8%xl5x7%. Compression is achieved by combining speaker

and dial in same space.

Double-page TV spread in Dec. 27 Christian Science

Monitor features coming debut (about March 1) of West-

inghouse’s WBZ-TV, Boston, and AT&T’s New York-Bos-

ton microwave relay system.

Paramount-DuMont TV interlocking ownership issue

(Vol. 3, No. 48) will be heard by FCC March 1 instead of

Jan. 5, as first scheduled.

IvSFO, San Francisco, dropped CP for FM this week,

giving as reason desire to concentrate on TV for which it

holds Cl’.










